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SUMMARY
The LMR Design Technology Development Project was approved as a national
long-term R&D program in 1992 by the Korea Atomic Energy Commission (KAEC),
which decided to develop and construct an LMR. Based upon the KAEC decision, the
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been developing KALIMER
(Korea Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor). According to the revised National Nuclear
Energy Promotion Plan of June, 1997, the basic design of KALIMER will be completed
by 2006 and the possibility of construction will be considered sometime during the mid
2010s.
The goal of the LMR Design Technology Development Project is to develop LMR
design technologies necessary for the efficient utilization of uranium resources and
reduction of high level waste. The LMR Design Technology Development Project is
being carried out in three distinctive phases as follows.
Phase 1 (July, 1997 ~ March, 2000)
- Development of Basic Technology and Preliminary Conceptual Design
Phase 2 (April, 2000 ~ March, 2002)
- Development of Advanced Basic Technologies and Conceptual Design
Phase 3 (April, 2002 ~ March, 2006)
- Validation of Basic Technologies and Development of the Basic Design
This report, which summarizes the result of preliminary conceptual design activities
during Phase 1, follows the format of safety analysis report. The purpose of publishing
this report is to gather all of the design information developed so far in a systematic way
so that KALIMER designers have a common source of the consistent design
information necessary for their future design activities. This report will be revised and
updated as design changes occur and more detailed design specification is developed
during Phase 2.
Chapter 1 describes the KALIMER Project. Chapter 2 includes the top level design
requirements of KALIMER and general plant description. Chapter 3 summarizes the
design of structures, components, equipment and systems. Specific systems and safety
analysis results are described in the remaining chapters. Appendix on the HCDA
evaluation is attached at the end of this report.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants currently generate about 34 % of the total electricity and the
role of nuclear power plants in electricity generation in Korea is expected to become
more important in the years to come due to poor natural resources. The significance of
nuclear power will become even greater, considering its practical potential in coping
with the emission control of green house gases. This heavy dependence on nuclear
power eventually raises the issues of efficient utilization of uranium resources, which
Korea imports from abroad, and of spent fuel storage.
From the viewpoint that liquid metal reactors (LMRs) have the potential of enhanced
safety utilizing inherent safety characteristics, transuranics (TRU) reduction and
resolving the spent fuel storage problems through proliferation-resistant actinide
recycling, LMRs will be the most promising nuclear power option. It is also noted that
recent efforts to develop a long-life proliferation resistant reactor also utilize LMR
technologies.
The LMR Design Technology Development Project was approved as a national longterm R&D program in 1992 by the Korea Atomic Energy Commission (KAEC), which
decided to develop and construct an LMR. Based upon the KAEC decision, the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been developing KALIMER (Korea
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor). According to the revised National Nuclear Energy
Promotion Plan of June, 1997, the basic design of KALIMER will be completed by
2006 and the possibility of construction will be considered sometime during the mid
2010s.
The goal of the LMR Design Technology Development Project is to develop LMR
design technologies necessary for the efficient utilization of uranium resources and
reduction of high level waste. Design objectives of KALIMER are enhanced safety,
competitive economics, proliferation resistance and environmental friendliness.
Limited basic design methods, computer codes and sodium technologies had been
developed until 1997, and an initial design concept was proposed through a feasibility
study of various innovative design concepts. Through the revision of Nuclear LongTerm R&D Plan, the workscope of the LMR Design Technology Development Project
was modified in January, 1999 to focus on the development of LMR design
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technologies rather than to emphasize development of designs for construction with a
tight schedule.
The LMR Design Technology Development Project is being carried out in three
distinctive phases as follows.
a Phase 1 (July, 1997 - March, 2000)
- Development of Basic Technology and Preliminary Conceptual Design
In Phase 1, the basic computer codes and methods necessary for the design and analyses
have been developed or updated, and most of effort has been made to establish a selfconsistent conceptual design of the system configuration, arrangement and key features
satisfying the design requirements. Efforts have also been made to develop the basic
sodium technologies, such as measurement or detection technique, investigation on
thermal-hydraulics and sodium fires.
•

Phase 2 (April, 2000 - March, 2002)
- Development of Advanced Basic Technologies and Conceptual Design

During Phase 2, the conceptual design of KALIMER will be completed. The basic
computer codes and methodologies developed during Phase 1 will be improved, and
additional ones will be developed if necessary. These codes and methodologies will be
applied to development of the conceptual design based on the preliminary conceptual
design developed during Phase 1. Before implementation of Phase 3, the current plan
for Phase 3 will be reviewed thoroughly and a detailed plan will be established based
upon studies on the objectives, workscopes, and new international trend on the
development of LMR design concepts.
•

Phase 3 (April, 2002 - March, 2006)
- Validation of Basic Technologies and Development of the Basic Design

Phase 3 is planned during a five-year period from 2002 to 2006. The focus of the
KALIMER basic design is to produce the specific information required in the
preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR). Engineering and design tasks to be included
are system performance analysis under normal, transient, and faulted conditions,
specifications of major components and equipment, safety margin analysis, and a
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probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), among others. R&Ds will also be carried out to
validate the design codes and methods.
This report, which summarizes the result of preliminary conceptual design activities
during Phase 1, is an extension of the earlier report [1-1] and follows the format of
safety analysis report. Although some of the contents are yet to be filled due to the
preliminary nature of current design work, the key design features have been developed
in such a detail that a preliminary safety analyses can be performed. The purpose of
publishing this report is to gather all of the design information developed so far in a
systematic way so that KALIMER designers have a common source of the consistent
design information necessary for their future design activities. This report will be
revised and updated as design changes occur and more detailed design specification is
developed during Phase 2.
Chapter 2 describes the top level design requirements of KALIMER which forms the
basis for development of the KALIMER design and general plant description. Chapter 3
summarizes the design of structures, components, equipment and systems. Specific
systems and safety analysis results are described in the remaining chapters. Appendix
on the HCDA evaluation is attached at the end of this report.

<Reference>
1-1 C.K. Park, et al, "KALIMER Design Concept Report," KAERI/TR-888/97, 1997.
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CHAPTER 2.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

2.1 Design Requirements
The principal requirements for KALIMER is described in this section. These
requirements are derived from performance objectives and criteria established by
KALIMER design team. The requirements in this section provide the basis for
conceptual design of the plant systems and components. More detailed design
requirements are defined in the KALIMER plant design requirements specification and
in the individual system design description documents.

2.1.1 Role of KALIMER
According to the National Comprehensive Plan for Promoting Development and
Utilization of Nuclear Energy of June, 1997, PWRs will be developed as a main type of
reactor for the near- to mid-term stable and economic supply of electricity. The Plan
also specifies that LMRs will be constructed in the long-term.
The technology and experience required for the introduction of a commercial LMR can
be acquired through the development, construction and operation of KALIMER.
Operating a prototype plant, KALIMER, in the 2010s would allow large-scale
deployments in 2025 and beyond.
2.1.2 KALIMER design objectives
In order to address key issues regarding future nuclear power plants, KALIMER
will be designed to remove barriers of safety, economics, proliferation, and waste.
2.1.2.1 Enhanced safety
Chernobyl accident served to underline the importance of proper design,
operating, and regulatory practices to the future use of nuclear power. Western-designed
and built commercial nuclear power plants have proven their ability to sustain major
internal damage without even modest impacts to the environment, as demonstrated by
the Three Mile Island accident. The safety record of nuclear power can accurately be
described as excellent.
Despite this, nuclear power has developed an undeserved reputation as a dangerous
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technology. While the merits of this reputation are clearly debatable, what is not in
question is the need to address these concerns if nuclear is to play a significant role in
future energy supply. For this reason, KALIMER will be designed to ensure the level of
safety higher than that of KNGR (Korean Next Generation Reactor).
2.1.2.2 Competitive economics
LMRs have clear advantages over LWRs in efficient utilization of uranium and
in solving the problem of spent fuel and high level waste disposal. Nevertheless, its high
capital cost becomes one of the hindrances against its commercialization. If LMRs are
to compete on economics, it must compete against fossil plants, especially natural gas
plants, as well as LWRs. In order to overcome the barrier of economics, KALIMER
should be able to demonstrate that a commercial LMR will be economically feasible.
2.1.2.3 Proliferation resistance
Currently fissile materials within civilian nuclear power programs are
adequately safeguarded by an effective, international system. However, it would be
beneficial if future nuclear fuel cycles and nuclear materials safeguards systems could
provide an even higher degree of resistance to nuclear material proliferation or diversion.
Hence KALIMER is to be designed with resistance to the nuclear proliferation.
2.1.2.4 Environmental friendliness
One of the greatest obstacles facing nuclear energy is how to properly handle the
highly radioactive waste which is generated during irradiation in reactors. The thermal
capacity of a nuclear power plant is generally large and discharges large amount of heat
to the environment. KALIMER is to be designed to yield less impact to the environment
by minimizing thermal discharge as well as nuclear waste generated during power
production.
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2.1.3 KALIMER top-tier design requirements
2.1.3.1 General design requirements
Specification
Item
Plant size
150 MWe

Plant design life

30 years

Safety design
philosophy

Emphasis on
inherent safety
mechanism

Seismic design

Design basis
earthquakes
- SSE: 0.3g
Safety structures and
equipment are to be
configured on a
seismic isolation
Metal fuel

Fuel type

2.1.3.2 Safety and investment protection
Specification
Item
Accident
resistance

Rationale
The plant size has been determined
considering many relevant factors. The
capacity of 150 MWe is evaluated to be
the minimum size technically acceptable
for realizing the main role of KALIMER
as a prototypic demonstration reactor for
a commercial LMR. KAEC (Korea
Atomic Energy Commission) decided
that the capacity of KALIMER should
be 150 MWe.
Design life competes against plant
thermal efficiency. KALIMER pursues
high thermal efficiency with high
temperatures, which is related to the
integrity of the reactor structures.
For KALIMER, high emphasis is put on
plant safety. Implementing inherent
safety mechanism which does not rely
on off-site
support and active
mechanism is considered to be the best
way for achieving the goal.
SSE design is strengthened considering
the seismic uncertainties in Korea.
Utilization of a seismic isolation system
simplifies seismic design, enhances
structural
safety,
and
reduces
construction cost.
Metal fuel is evaluated to be safer and
proliferation resistant.

Rationale

Design simplification Simplicity is emphasized in all aspects
of the design, construction, operation,
and maintenance. Complexity of the
plant design has been one of the main
sources of high capital cost and threat to
the safety of nuclear plants.
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Large thermal
capacity of the
primary system
- Pool based PHTS

Diversified core
shutdown
mechanism

Negative power
reactivity coefficient

Accident
mitigation

Core damage
prevention

Large thermal capacity makes system
transient slower and provides more time
to cope with abnormal events. There is
also a higher probability of terminating
abnormal events before developing into
accidents. Pool type PHTS satisfies the
requirement.
One of the key factors in securing plant
safety is to make the core shutdown
highly reliable when required. At least
three
diversified
core
shutdown
mechanisms are to be used to
demonstrate and achieve a high
confidence level of core shutdown.
Maintaining the core power reactivity
coefficient negative during all modes of
plant operation is crucial in all aspects of
the plant safety.
Passive mechanism has, in general,
superior reliability in mitigating an
accident.

Passive safety
mechanism
- Core shutdown
- Decay heat removal
- Passive Isolation of
IHX from sodiumwater reaction front
Core protection
limits should not be
exceeded for at least
3 days without
operator action for
design basis events
CDF<10~6/reactor
year
No fuel-cladding
liquid phase
propagation during
design basis events
Highly reliable and
diversified decay
heat removal

KALIMER should have a CDF lower
than advanced LWR's.
Sufficient thermal margin needs to be
imposed in fuel and core design for
investment protection as well as for
reducing the core damage probability.
Emphasis should be given not only to
safety grade decay heat removal but also
to non-safety grade decay heat removal.

Negative power
reactivity coefficient

Negative power reactivity coefficient is
crucial in preventing core damage.
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Long grace time during an accident
provides improved reliability of the
plant safety function, more flexibility in
coping with an accident.

Prevention of large Large release
frequency < 10"7/
radioactivity
release
reactor yr
- Reliable
containment design

2.1.3.3 Plant performance
Specification
Item
Net efficiency
Plant thermal
efficiency
>38 %

KALIMER should have a large release
frequency lower
than advanced
LWR's.
- Containment is the last barrier to the
radioactivity release and the KALIMER
containment should be designed to meet
the target release frequency.

Rationale
Higher thermal efficiency means higher
utilization of fuel and less environmental impact. Also the high thermal
efficiency of KALIMER demonstrates
an advantage of LMR compared with
LWR.
The efficiency of a commercial LMR in
Korea is required to be above 40% and
the KALIMER target is more than 38%
and it is an interim target for the future
commercial LMR.

Plant availability
Refueling interval

Spent fuel storage
capacity in the
reactor vessel
Load rejection
capability

Operation,
maintenance, and
serviceability

(TBD)
Not shorter than one
year

Minimum cycle length of one year is
necessary
for
the
prototypic
demonstration of a commercial LMR.
Capability of storage of the spent fuel in
>1 cycle discharge
the reactor vessel facilitates spent fuel
handling design and handling itself.
The capability of 100 % load rejection
Should be able to
accommodate 100 % capability is required to mitigate
consequences of rapid transients and to
off-site load
relax thermal impact to plant systems.
rejection without
plant trip
Minimize the
Minimization of the plant operators
achieves simplicity of plant operation,
required number of
which
eventually yields reduction of
operators.
operational cost and possibility of
human error.
Major equipment
Construction of KALIMER requires
should be
large investment, and major equipment
replaceable.
which threatens the plant lifetime should
be replaceable for investment protection.
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Optimal level of
automation

Automation improves plant availability
by preventing the intervention of
operators
Automatic inspection and diagnosis
minimize testing and maintenance
errors.
A functional task analysis ensures a
consistent design. VDU (Visual display
Unit)-based design improves human
system interface, thus reduces human
errors.
Installing a safety grade diesel generator
is costly and reliance on it violates the
main safety design philosophy of
KALIMER

Automatic
inspection and
diagnosis
Human centered
design

Reliance on a
safety grade diesel
generator

The plant design
should not require
any safety grade
diesel generators.
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2.2 General Plant Description
2.2.1 Overall plant description
KALIMER is a liquid metal sodium cooled fast reactor plant. The major systems
of KALIMER are reactor, reactor coolant system and connected systems, engineered
safety features, instrumentation and control systems, electric power systems, auxiliary
systems, and steam and power conversion systems.
The overview of the KALIMER plant is shown in Fig. 2-1. Reactor building, which
adopts the seismic base isolation system to enhance the structural safety as well as the
economics, is separated from both the fuel handling & storage building and the T/G
building. For the refueling process, a shielded fuel transfer cask moves 6 core
assemblies between the reactor and the fuel handling & storage building. Other facilities
are the control building, the maintenance building, the service building, and so on. The
KALIMER conceptual design has been focused on the nuclear steam supply system
(NSSS) in the reactor building and the essential features of balance of plants (BOP)
related to the reactor safety.
2.2.2 Reactor
The KALIMER core system is designed to generate 392.2 MWt of power. The core
adopts a heterogeneous configuration in the radial direction that corporates annular
rings of internal blanket and driver fuel assemblies. The core layout, shown in Figure 22, consists of 48 driver fuel assemblies, 18 internal blanket assemblies, 48 radial blanket
assemblies, 6 control rods, 1 ultimate shutdown system (USS) assembly, 6 gas
expansion modules (GEMs), 48 reflector assemblies, 54 B4C shield assemblies, 72
shield assemblies, and 54 in-vessel storages (IVSs). There are no upper or lower axial
blankets surrounding the core. The core has an active core height of 120.0 cm and a
radial equivalent diameter (including control rods) of 207.7 cm. The physically
outermost core diameter of all assemblies is 344.3 cm. The core structural material is
HT9. Its low irradiation swelling characteristics permits adequate nuclear performance
in a physically small core.
The base alloy, ternary (U-Pu-10%Zr) metal fuel is used for the KALIMER as the driver
fuel. The fuel pin is made of sealed HT-9 tubing containing metal fuel slug in columns.
The fuel is immersed in sodium for thermal bonding with the cladding. A fission gas
plenum is located above the fuel slug and sodium bond. The bottom of each fuel pin is a
solid rod end plug for axial shielding. The driver fuel, blanket fuel, reflector, control,
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and shield assemblies use identical structural components (nosepiece, duct and handling
socket), with only the bundle inside the duct and its mounting grid changing from one
assembly type to the other. The reflector assemblies contain solid Inconel-600 rods. The
control assemblies use a sliding bundle and a dashpot assembly within the same outer
assembly structure as the other assembly types. In all assemblies, the pins are in a
triangular pitch array.
Reactivity and power are controlled by means of the control rod system in the driver
fuel region of the core. The control rod sytem consists of two indentical clusters. Each
control rod unit consists of an array of tubes containing B4C and provides two diverse
scram methods; a gravity-driven rod drop and a powered drive-in. The control rod
design satisfies both the one rod stuck condition and the unit control rod worth
condition against the unprotected transient over power (UTOP) event. Gas expansion
modules (GEMs) located at the periphery of the active core are passive reactivity
feedback assemblies that insert negative reactivity into the core during the loss of flow
events. The ultimate shutdown system (USS) which drops neutron absorber by gravity
is located in the core center as a means to bring the reactor to cold critical conditions in
the event of a complete failure of the normal scram system and after the inherent
reactivity feedbacks have brought the core to a safe, but critical state at an elevated
temperature.
2.2.3 Reactor coolant system and connected system
There are two heat transport systems of PHTS and IHTS, steam generation system
SGS, and residual heat removal system RHRS in the reactor coolant system and
connected systems. PHTS mainly delivers the core heat to IHTS and IHTS works as the
intermediate system between PHTS where nuclear heat is generated and the SGS where
the heat is converted to steam.
The heat transport system of KALIMER is designed with emphasis on economy, safety
and reliability. A superheated steam cycle is implemented to have a high plant
efficiency noting that high thermal efficiency reduces the heat discharge from the plant,
resulting in less impact to the environment. IHTS consists of two loops and each loop
has its own steam generator and related systems. The design feature enhances plant
operation flexibility and safety. PHTS is a pool type system and this feature provides
large thermal inertia of the primary system. The large thermal inertia enhances the plant
safety. Strong emphasis has been given to prevention and mitigation of the possible
sodium-water reaction events to the IHTS piping routing and SG design. The system
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reliability is improved by using electro-magnetic (EM) pumps which do not have
moving parts for both of the primary and intermediate coolant pumping. The low
momentum inertia of the EM pump is compensated for by the flow inertia device. The
device stores rotating kinetic energy when the EM pump runs normally but supplies
electricity to the EM pump by converting the stored rotating kinetic energy to electricity
at a pump power supply failure. The operating temperature and component size were
determined to achieve the net plant thermal efficiency of 38.3%. In the steam generation
system, the feedwater pumps are shared by the two identical steam generation systems
but each steam generation system is equipped with its own main and auxiliary flow
control valves. This feature provides the optimum use of plant resources and
introduces better plant economy and operational flexibility.
Reactor structures mainly consisting of reactor vessel, containment vessel, reactor head,
reactor internal structures, and reactor support structure comprise reactor coolant system
and connected systems. The reactor vessel is the container and the support for the
reactor core, primary sodium and reactor internal structures. The containment vessel
assures that the reactor core will not be uncovered and core cooling can be
accomplished even if the reactor vessel leaks. The reactor vessel and the containment
vessel have no attachments and no penetration to improve safety other than the core
support structure. The reactor head is the common closure for both reactor vessel and
containment vessel and provides a cold deck during refueling and maintenance. The
reactor internal structures provide mainly the reactor core support, primary sodium flow
paths, shielding, seals and restraints for the EM pumps and IHX's. The reactor
structures have been designed based on in-service inspection (ISI) and maintenance
approaches to satisfy the safety goals and to ensure high plant availability.
2.2.4 Engineered safety features
The engineered safety features are the provisions in the plant which are designed to
mitigate the consequence of accidents in radioactive material release. The engineered
safety features implemented in KALIMER are PSDRS, containment, IHTS isolation
valves, and IHTS guard piping.
2.2.5 Instrumentation and controls
The Instrumentation and control (I&C) systems of KALIMER include the
instrumentation system, control system, protection system, data handling system,
transmission network, and human system interfaces (HSI). It utilizes highly reliable
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redundant digital equipment and reliable power supplies. The I&C systems have the
structure of four levels such as :
•
.
•

L3: Human System Interface (HSI) level.
L2: Supervisor and Manager (S&M) level.
LI: Distributed Control and Protection Module (DM) level.
LO: Sensor and Actuator (S&A) level.

These levels in the I&C systems form a layered architecture by means of distributed
networks between sensors and actuators to the HSI. The conceptual design of the I&C
systems was made focusing at the LO and LI levels of the instrumentation, control and
protection systems.
The main features of HSI in I&C systems are the workspace modules which are
dedicated to each operating crew and a large screen display which provides an
abstracted overview of the operating status as a common base for monitoring and
decision-making of operating crews.
The supervisor and manager level includes supervisory functions and plant management
functions. The supervisor functions for every operating mode such as startup, shutdown,
and low power operation are provided in order to reduce the operator's work load.
Managers support the operating crews in the various plant operating tasks such as
inspection, surveillance and test, fuel management, routine reporting of parameters and
systems, and others. Managers have the specific control servants and supporting
functions for integrating the information related.
The distributed module level includes non-safety control systems, the protection system,
and instrumentation systems for safety and non-safety.
The plant control system performs the control function of NSSS in KALIMER. The
control systems utilize the microprocessor based digital control devices to improve
availability and minimize the operation and maintenance cost. The closed loop control,
open loop control, and sequential control (on/off control) are automatically performed
by the control commands from the supervisor and manager level. The control system
consists of reactor control system, intermediate flow control system, steam generator
and re-circulation control system, feed-water flow control system, turbine generator
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control system and condensate water flow control system, etc..
The protection system is a safety-grade digital system which protects KALIMER for
safety and investment. The protection system monitors key plant parameters and trips
the reactor when required to be shutdown. The digital protection system employs quad
redundant and fault tolerant. The protection hardware and software logic is duplicated in
each of four identical sections following the same quad redundant scheme. Each section
is electrically and physically isolated including sensor, cabling, and electrical logic. The
protection system has the capability of self-diagnosis, on-line self-testing, periodic
functional testing, reconfiguration after failure detection, and automatic bypass. The
two-out-of-four logic is used for reactor protection in order to improve plant availability
in avoiding spurious trip from sensor failures.
The instrumentation system includes both safety and non-safety instruments which
control, protect, and monitor the states of the process. The non-safety instruments are
modularized. They have various system specific functions such as self-diagnosis, online testing, periodic functional testing, reconfiguration after failure detection, and
automatic bypass. The safety instrumentation system also has the above functions
including signal validation for obtaining highly reliable data after accidents.
The systems of all levels are connected through a network instead of point-to-point
communication for reduction of cabling cost and for reliable data transmission. The
network is hierarchically distributed from sensors to human system interface.
The major functions of each subsystem are derived from the concept of four level
structure in I&C systems. Then, more detailed overall I&C architecture including inner
elements of subsystems is to be established considering the design bases which are
described in section 7.2.
2.2.6 Electric power
(Later)
2.2.7 Auxiliary systems
KALIMER has the fluid auxiliary systems and the reactor refueling system.
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2.2.7.1 Fluid auxiliary systems
The fluid auxiliary systems are the liquid metal systems for handling and
processing the primary and intermediate sodium, and the systems for processing and
disposing of gaseous, liquid, and solid radioactive wastes. Also the auxiliary system
covers the systems that distribute the inert gas throughout the plant and the systems that
monitor the purity of the primary sodium, intermediate sodium, and the inert gases.
2.2.7.2 Reactor refueling system
The reactor refueling system (RRS) provides the means of receiving, storing,
transporting, and handling core assemblies, including fuel, blanket, shield, GEM,
reflector assembly ducts, and control, ultimate shutdown assemblies, between the
reactor building and the fuel handling and storage building (FHSB). The system consists
of the facilities and equipments needed to accomplish the scheduled refueling
operations and all other functions incident to the handling of core assemblies. Reactor
refueling occurs every 18 months. For refueling, the reactor is shut down and the
sodium cooled to 200°C.
The fuel transfer cask (FTC) is used to exchange spent fuels and other core assemblies
in the reactor with new assemblies. New core assemblies are moved from the FTC to
the transfer station within the reactor vessel by the cask bi-stem drive mechanism.
Within the reactor, core assemblies are moved individually between the core, in vessel
storage (IVS), and a fuel transfer station below the fuel transfer port by the in-vessel
transfer machine (IVTM). Fuel and blanket assembly ducts are allowed to decay in the
in-vessel storage positions for one cycle before removal and transfer to the FHSB. For
transfer out of the reactor, spent fuel and blanket assembly ducts are moved from the
IVS to the fuel transfer station and then into the FTC. A special hoist inside the FTC
raises and lowers the core assembly between the transfer station and the FTC. The FTC
accommodating 6 core assemblies in maximum is moved to cask & transporter pit by
over head crane in the RX Hall, and lowered to the ground level inside reactor building
through the cask transfer way, then transported to the FHSB.
New and spent core assemblies are stored and handled at the fuel handling cell (FHC)
located in the FHSB. The FHSB provides the means of receiving, storing, and
transferring the core assemblies to Reactor Building. The shield, reflector, GEM, and,
fuel and blanket assembly ducts, as well as new control and ultimate shutdown
assemblies for initial reactor loading and refueling, enter the FHSB where they are
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unloaded from FTCs, inspected, and transferred to the FHC for temporary storage.
2.2.8 Steam and power conversion systems
(Later)
2.2.9 Building layout
The buildings and structures comprising the KALIMER plant as shown in Fig. 21 are divided into two categories; safety related and BOP. The safety related buildings
and structures are such as the reactor building, the fuel handling and storage building,
the radio active handling building, and the health physics building. They are located
within the high security boundary. The BOP buildings and structures are such as the
control building, the T/G building, the maintenance building, warehouse, pump house,
condensate storage tanks, transformers, and switchyard etc..
The reactor building arrangement for the KALIMER conceptual design is mainly
performed to set up the NSSS design features considering interfaces with reactor
refueling system, PSDRS, IHTS, and seismic isolation system. The key features of the
reactor building arrangement are to install the reactor structures related to all the major
systems, structures, and components in a whole building supported by horizontal
seismic base isolation system at 9m below grade, and to function the PSDRS by having
four airway stacks from top of the building to bottom of the reactor, and to simplify the
IHTS piping to accommodate stresses due to an unlikely sodium water reaction event
and other operating transients. The dimension of reactor building is in 39m(W) x
52m(L) x 56.8m(H). The steam generators are located at both sides of reactor and the
SG dump tanks are just below the SG's. There is an insulated catch pan with
suppression deck under the dump tank which collects the spilled sodium.
The fuel handling and storage building layout are also designed to provide a refueling
path of the core assemblies as shown in Fig. 2-3 so that reactor refueling system
connects the reactor structures in the reactor building with the facilities in the fuel
handling and storage building for receiving, storing, handling and transporting the new
and the spent core assemblies.
The T/G building houses the turbine generator system, feed water system, steam and
condensate system, main steam system and related systems.
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The section and plan views of fuel handling and storage building - reactor buildingturbine generator building are depicted in Fig. 2-3 (a) and (b). Arrangements of the
reactor building are shown in Figs. 2-4 (a)~(f).
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, EQUIPMENT,
AND SYSTEMS
3.1 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems
3.1.1 Safety classification
Equipment is assigned to one of the four classes (identified as SC-1, 2, 3, or NNS)
following the classification concept of the relevant Korean Law [3-1], and Section 3.3.1
of ANSI 51.1 [3-2] which are currently mainly for water cooled reactor. The
requirements and guides of Ref. 3-1 and 3-2 can be followed when ambiguity arises in
applying the guides in this document. When there is, however, a conflict or
contradiction between this document and the references 3-1 and 3-2, the description in
this document takes precedence over that in those references. The classification of
equipment is made according to the definition of each safety class and interface
requirements in this section. If the interface requirements are not met, the equipment is
assigned to the more stringent safety class corresponding to functions of the connected
equipment.
The equipment assigned to SC-1, 2, or 3 is the equipment that is relied upon in the plant
design to accomplish nuclear safety functions. Table 3-1 shows Safety, Seismic, and
Code Classifications of the structures, systems, and equipment for the KALIMER.
Where more than one system are capable of accomplishing a nuclear safety function and
one system, on its own, satisfies all nuclear safety related systems requirements (e.g.,
redundancy, diversity, capacity), the latter is classified to the corresponding safety class
and the others as non-safety (NS) class.
More stringent design requirements than those corresponding to the applicable class of
Section 3.1.1.1~3.1.1.4 may be imposed when such stringent impose is justified.
A support is classified to the more stringent class corresponding to the function
provided either:
(a) by the supported equipment, unless failure of the support could not jeopardize the
function of the supported equipment; or
(b) directly by the support itself.
3.1.1.1 Safety Class 1
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Safety Class 1 (SC-1) applies to those components:
(1) Which comprise part of the reactor coolant boundary;
(2) Which are used to perform scram functions under any plant conditions;
(3) Which maintain core geometry or provide core support and whose failure could
initiate a core disruptive accident.
3.1.1.2 Safety Class 2
Safety Class 2 (SC-2) applies to those components, not in SC-1:
(1) Which are required to maintain an adequate reactor coolant inventory following a
reactor coolant boundary leak;
(2) Which are a part or extension of the reactor containment boundary;
(3) Which are required to remove residual heat from the reactor core or from the spent
fuel storage;
- whose single failure following any plant condition constitutes a loss-of-safety function,
or
- which is not normally operating or cannot be tested adequately during normal power
operation
(4) Whose single failure could cause a loss-of-safety function of other SC-2 components.
3.1.1.3 Safety Class 3
Safety Class 3 applies to those components, not in SC-1 or SC-2;
(1) Which are required to remove residual heat from the reactor core or from spent fuel
storage;
- Whose failure could result in the loss of safety function of another component (Ex.:
loss of cooling to components which require cooling for accomplishment of their safety
function);
(2) Which are extensions of the reactor coolant boundary and are capable of being
isolated from that boundary during all modes of normal reactor operation by two valves,
each of which is either normally closed or capable of remote closure;
- Whose failure could result in the release of radioactivity to the environment and would
result in potential off-site exposures that are comparable to the exposures allowed in
regulation documents.
3.1.1.4 Non-Safety Class
Non-Safety Class (Non-Nuclear Safety Class: NNS) applies to the structures,
systems, and components which do not perform any of the nuclear safety related
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function, and whose failure would not damage safety-class components, systems or
structures.
3.1.1.5 Safety class interfaces
If failure of a safety class or NNS equipment connected to other safety class
equipment could prevent the latter equipment from accomplishing its nuclear safety
function, an interface barrier or an isolation device is provided to protect the latter
equipment.
3.1.1.5.1 Safety class interfaces for fluid boundary integrity of fluid systems.
A membrane (e.g., heat exchanger tube, bellows, piston, o-ring, or blind
flange) that provides fluid boundary separation of equipment classes serves as the
required barrier between any two classes, and is categorized to the more stringent class.
Otherwise, the interface is in accordance with the following criteria.
Interface barriers or isolation devices connecting Safety Class or NNS fluid system
equipment to other Safety Class equipment are capable of limiting the loss of fluid from
the latter equipment if the former were to fail. The fluid loss is limited such that (1) if
the fluid contains radioactivity, the applicable dose criteria are met and (2) if the fluid
performs a nuclear safety function (e.g., heat transfer), sufficient inventory and pressure
are maintained to perform that function. The closure time of open valves, the leak
tightness of closed valves, and the limitation of losses due to flow restrictions are
evaluated when determining the loss of fluid.
The loss of fluid is assessed for the full duration of the event. The loss of fluid
limitation is met applying the single failure criterion to the actuation of the interface
barriers or isolation devices.
Good examples of safety class interface practice are found in Section 3.3.2.1 of ANSI
51.1 [3-2].
3.1.1.5.2 Safety class interface for other equipment
The classification requirements for support and mechanical movers or links are
as required in Section 3.1.2.1. No interface barrier is required when interconnected
mechanical equipment consists of differing safety classes, mechanical equipment
connected to structures or electrical equipment, or electrical equipment connected to
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structures.
3.1.1.6 Requirements for safety class equipment
System and component design is made so that the basic requirements specified
in Table 3-2 can be satisfied for the equipment classified as a safety class, that
corresponds basically to the current practice of the Korean law for the water cooled
reactors [3-3].
3.1.2 Seismic classification
The structures, systems, components, and equipment are classified as Seismic
Category I, Seismic Category II, or Non-Seismic (NS) with respect to the requirements
[3-4] to withstand the effects of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Table 3-1 shows
Seismic categorization of the structures, systems, and equipment.
3.1.2.1 Seismic category I
Structures, systems, electrical equipment and components which are important
to safety and designed to remain functional in the event of a Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE) are classified as Seismic Category I.
The definition of Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) is the same as that given in
Reference [3-1], and is the earthquake that is based upon evaluation of the maximum
earthquake potential considering regional and local geology and seismology, and
specific characteristics of local subsurface material. SSE is the earthquake that produces
the maximum vibratory ground motion for which nuclear safety-related structures,
systems, and components are designed to perform their nuclear safety function.
All components in the Safety Class are Seismic Category I.
3.1.2.2 Seismic category II
Structures, systems and components which perform no nuclear safety function,
and whose continued function is not required, but whose structural failure or interaction
could degrade the functioning of Seismic Category I structures, systems, or components
to an unacceptable safety level, or could result in incapacitating injury to occupants of
the control room are designated as Seismic Category II.
Seismic Category II structures, systems, and equipment are designed and/or so
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physically arranged so that the SSE would not cause unacceptable structural interaction
or failure.
3.1.2.3 Non-seismic (NS)
Structures, systems and components which do not fall into Seismic Category I or
II are designated as Non-Seismic.
3.1.2.4 Seismic category interface with safety class
All components in the Safety Class 1, 2, and 3 are Seismic Category I. Table 3-3
shows relationship between the Seismic Category and the Safety Class.
3.2 Seismic Design
The strategy for the seismic design gives effects not only to structure design but also
to the building arrangement. This section describes the seismic design strategy and
major seismic design features implemented in the KALIMER design concept, including
the seismic isolation system used for the reactor building.
3.2.1 Seismic input
In designing the safety-related structures, systems, and components, KALIMER
design is made to accommodate seismic loadings produced by two earthquakes; the
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) with a zero-period acceleration (ZPA) of 0.15g and
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) having a ZPA of 0.30g. Design response spectra
described in the KINS guide or equivalently US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, scaled to
the appropriate ZPA values are to be used. The input motion is applied at the ground
surface for these structures, the lower basemat of which is located 9m below grade.
The design damping values for the seismic isolators are given in Section 3.2.3. Other
damping values used are those provided in Regulatory Guide 1.61.
Time history analyses are performed using synthetic earthquake records as input at plant
grade [3-5]. Each horizontal and vertical synthetic earthquake acceleration time history
is 20 seconds long and is digitized at 0.005 second intervals. These synthetic time
histories are scaled to appropriate g-levels.
3.2.2 Plant system analysis and development of floor response spectra
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The analysis of reactor building produces floor response spectra at nodes located at
the center of mass of the applicable floors identified in the spring and lumped-mass
model. The floor response spectra are converted into design response spectra by a
smoothing and broadening process consistent with RG 1.122 to eliminate valleys and
various spectral fluctuations.
3.2.3 Seismic isolation system
3.2.3.1 Principles of seismic isolation
The seismic design strategy used is a seismic base isolation. Seismic isolation
devices are introduced to decouple a structural system from ground motion so that the
damage of components by the horizontal earthquake motions transmitted into the
system can be significantly reduced.
In a fixed base structure, the dynamic behavior is such that accelerations applied at the
base of the structural systems are greatly amplified at the natural frequencies of the
system. For most structural systems these frequencies are in the range of 2 to 8 Hz,
which coincide with the predominant frequencies of most earthquakes. As a result, such
structural systems are in resonance with the incoming earthquake excitation, and
undesirable structural amplifications and building and contents damage occur.
By the introduction of horizontal seismic base isolation system between the structure
and the ground, the natural frequency of 0.5Hz can be realized, and the dominant
resonant responses of reactor building can be avoided by its rigid body motion.
The use of a seismic isolation device makes seismic responses of a structure
significantly reduced and results in enhancement of structural safety and reduction of
the construction cost of a plant.
The long experience with such bearings in Europe, where they have been used to isolate
buildings from ambient ground vibrations, indicates that no appreciable changes in the
rubber properties are to be expected during the operating life of the plant. Thus, it is
foreseen that such isolators would operate during the life of the facility.
To control the relative displacements between the ground and the building and to
attenuate the small component of the earthquake energy, which coincides with the
chosen isolator frequency, sufficient damping must be built into the isolators.
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In addition to the above two requirements, the isolation system should be stiff enough to
avoid perceptible vibrations under low-level lateral loads, such as wind loads and small
seismic events.
3.2.3.2 Design characteristics of the KALIMER seismic isolation system
The KALIMER seismic isolation system as shown in Fig. 3-1 consists of lower
base mat, pedestals, high damping rubber bearings, and upper basemat. The concrete
upper basemat on which whole reactor building is seated is about 39m wide and about
52m long and 2m deep. The gap between upper and lower basemat is about 2m where
182 isolators will be installed and maintained. Fig. 3-2 shows schematic arrangement of
isolators on the lower basemat. The seismic gap between isolated reactor building and
non-isolated wall is about 1.2m, which will allow no contact even when subjected to
beyond design basis earthquake, for example peak ground acceleration 0.5g.
Isolation bearings of high damping made of natural rubber have been selected to isolate
the reactor building. The rubber compounds of the bearing contain a high amount of
filler materials such as carbon black and the filler material achieves a non-linear
behavior which increases the natural rubber's stiffness properties, tear and abrasion
resistance, and damping. The design target and specification for the seismic isolators are
listed in Table 3-4.
The rubber shear modulus varies as a nonlinear function of the shear strain. At low
strains (50%) for 1/8 scale the equivalent stiffness is as high as 495Kgf/cm, at higher
strains (100%) the stiffness drops to 385Kgf/cm and remains fairly constant beyond this
strain level. This lower stiffness is necessary to achieve effective isolation. Test has also
shown that for strains larger than 300%, the material hardens and the effective modulus
begins to increase. This provides additional safety in the case of earthquakes exceeding
the SSE value. The high rubber stiffness at low strains means that wind loads are
adequately resisted by the isolated system without the use of mechanical fuses designed
to break during a strong earthquake.
Another important feature of these bearings is the provision of sufficient damping to
make additional external damping devices unnecessary. Tests have shown that 12%
damping can be easily achieved for the entire shear strain range up to 100% as listed in
Table 3-5. Another advantage with damping through the use of rubber is that it shows a
complete recovery of its shear strain behavior after cycling. In contrast, external
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damping devices rely on permanent plastic formations; thus, they have to be replaced
after a seismic event. Furthermore, rubber-only systems provide the greatest protection
to equipment housed in isolated buildings.
To minimize amplifications in vertical response due to the vertical flexibility of the
isolators, a high vertical to horizontal stiffness ratio is provided. Tests have shown that
bearings with stiffness ratios larger than 1000 can be designed. With stiffness ratios of
this magnitude the vertical frequency is about forty-two times the horizontal frequency.
Another benefit of the isolators is that they are self centering so that there is no
permanent displacement of the isolated structure. Reduced scale bearings tests indicate
that they could sustain many maximum credible earthquakes and an unlimited number
of smaller events without permanent internal changes. Thus, the system remains
effective in foreshocks, the main event, and aftershocks without the need of adjusting
the system.
3.3 Mechanical Systems and Components
These criteria govern the design of safety-related components defined in Table 3-1
of this document.
3.3.1 Analytical methods for ASME Code Class I components and component
supports
The design transients for these components are to be developed by fluid system
designer. The evaluation of ASME Code Class I components will comply with the
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Subsections
NB and NF, supplemented by the following:
(1) Low Temperature Components (below 427°C for Austenitic steels and below 371°C
for ferritic steels):
a. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel, Division 1, Section III, Subsection NB, Class
1 Components, 1995
b. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel, Division 1, Section III, Subsection NF,
Supports, 1995
c. NUREG-0800, Section 3.9.3, "ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components,
Component Supports, and Core Support Structures."
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(2) Elevated Temperature Components:
a. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel, Division 1, Section III, Subsection NH, "Class
1 Components in Elevated Temperature Service", 1995
b. MJREG-0800, Section 3.9.3.
Inelastic and limit analysis methods may be used in conjunction with the dynamic
analysis, provided that the stress and deformation limits established by the ASME Code
(Section III, and Subsection NH for elevated temperature design) are satisfied for
normal, upset and emergency conditions. For these cases, the limits are sufficiently low
to assure that the elastic system dynamic analysis is not invalidated.
For the case of elevated temperature components designed in accordance with
Subsection NH, conservative deformation (or strain) limits have been formulated to
ensure the applicability of the other rules of the Code; i.e., the strain limits in
Subsection NH are set conservatively low such that they effectively ensure that small
deformation theory is applicable for most structural analyses of elevated temperature
components. The small deformation assumptions, which have been the cornerstone for
analyses of structures at low temperatures, are retained by the majority of current
computer structural models being used for elevated temperature analysis.
The elevated temperature Code places the following limits on the maximum
accumulated inelastic strain for parent material (Section T-1310 of Subsection NH):
1. Strains averaged through the thickness, 1 %
2. Strains at the surface due to an equivalent linear distribution of strain through the
thickness, 2%
3. Local strains at any point, 5%.
For components designed in accordance with the low temperature rules of Section III of
the ASME Code, the 3 S m limit and the ratchetting limits on primary-plus-secondary
stress ensure the applicability of small deformation theory; i.e., the limits ensure
shakedown and preclude ratchetting.
At the component level, use of plastic or inelastic stress analysis or application of
inelastic stress and deformation limits may be used with the elastically calculated
dynamic external loads provided that shakedown occurs (as opposed to continuing
deformation) or deformations do not exceed specified limits. Otherwise, readjustment to
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the elastic system analysis will be required. Complete system inelastic methods of
flexibility analysis combined with inelastic stress techniques may be used if there is
justification.
Design loading combinations to be used for ASME Section III Class 1 components are
shown in Table 3-6 tentatively.
ASME Class 1 Component Supports will be designed and analyzed to the rules and
requirements of ASME Section III Subsection NF. The methods for analysis and
associated allowable limits that are used in the evaluation of plate and shell type and
linear supports for Level D service loading conditions are those defined in ASME Code,
Section III, Appendix F.
The load combinations for ASME Class 1 Component Supports are to be developed for
Level A, B, C, and D loading conditions. The stress limits to be used in the design of
the Class I supports for the various service loadings are provided in Table 3-7.
Component supports may be designed using the following three design procedures: (1)
Design by Analysis, (2) Experimental Stress Analysis, and (3) Load Rating. Plate and
shell type supports shall be designed and analyzed in accordance with the rules of
paragraph NF-3220 of Subsection NF. Elastic NF-3320 shall be used for the design of
linear type supports. For component support configurations where compressive stresses
occur, the critical buckling stress shall be taken into account. To avoid column buckling
in compression members, local instability associated with compression in flexural
members and web/flange buckling in plate members, the allowable stress shall be
appropriately limited for plate and shell type supports as well as for linear type supports.
The calculation of the critical buckling stress shall account for the member slenderness
ratio, width-to-thickness ratio of member flange, depth-to-thickness ratio of the member
web and laterally unsupported length. Dynamic buckling as well as static buckling shall
be considered when calculating critical buckling stress.
The design of bolts for ASME Class 1 Component Supports for Service Levels A and B
will be in accordance with paragraphs NF-3225, NF-3525, and NF-3324, of ASME
Section III, Subsection NF. For the various loading conditions, the associated allowable
limits are those defined in paragraph NF-3225.2 Subsection NF.
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3.3.2 ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components and component supports
3.3.2.1 Component operating conditions and design loading combinations
Design pressure, temperature, and other loading conditions will be provided later.
3.3.2.2 Design loading combinations
Design loading combinations for ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components, and
piping, are to be prepared. Corresponding stress and pressure limits for each case are
specified in Section 3.3.2.3. For ASME Section III Class 2 and 3 components which are
not sodium-containing and high temperature, KALIMER will fully conform with the
requirements of ASME Section III.
ASME Class 2 and 3 Component Supports will be designed and analyzed to the rules
and requirements of ASME Section III Subsection NF. The load combinations for these
supports for Level A, B, C and D loading conditions will be provided later. The stress
limits to be used in the design of the Class 2/3 supports are provided in Table 3-8.
The design of bolts for ASME Class 2 and 3 Component Supports for normal and upset
plant conditions will be in accordance with paragraphs NF-3255, NF-3555, NF-3265,
and NF-3324 of ASME Section III Subsection NF. For Service Levels C and D, the
associated allowable limits are those defined in paragraph NF-3225.2 Subsection NF of
ASME Section III. In no case shall the allowables for any condition exceed the yield
strength of the material at temperature.
3.3.2.3 Design stress and pressure limits
Pressure limits for each component operating condition are to be provided later.
The components covered by this table are ASME Class 2 and 3 vessels, pumps, and
valves. The limits established for non-active components and piping are intended to
assure the structural integrity under all postulated service conditions. As discussed in
Section 3.3.1 for ASME Class I components, some Class 2 or 3 components may
require inelastic analysis.
3.3.2.4 Analytical and empirical methods for design of pumps and valves
Code Class 2 and 3 pumps and valves will be designed in accordance with the
requirements for ASME-III Subsections NC and ND. The components functional
capabilities during transients or events considered in the respective operating conditions
are assured by the low stress limits selected and described in Sections 3.3.2.2 and
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3.3.2.3.

3.3.2.5 Design and installation criteria: Pressure-relieving devices
Pressure-relieving devices for the over-pressure protection of Code Class 2 and
3 fluid system components will be designed to comply with the requirements of ASME
Section III, Articles NC-7000 and ND-7000 of Subsections NC and ND, respectively.
3.3.2.6 Component and piping supports
Class 2 and Class 3 components and piping systems will be supported at specific
locations for deadweight conditions and will be restrained at specific locations against
seismic disturbances. The supports to be used in the KALIMER will be designed to
meet the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF for Class 2 and 3
supports. The design and structural integrity of the supports will be evaluated to ensure
adequate margins of safety under all applicable combinations of loading. The
assessments will address the three types of supports: plate and shell, linear and
component standard types.
Although classified as component standard supports, snubbers will receive special
consideration due to their unique function. Snubbers provide no load path or force
transmission during normal plant operations, but function as rigid supports when
subjected to dynamic transient or seismic loads.
3.3.3 Components not covered by ASME code
Core components
The core is composed of removable components and details of the design procedures,
design criteria, and/or applicable codes and standards are to be discussed in Section
dealing reactor design.
Control rod system
The analytical procedures including seismic scram analysis and the design criteria are to
be provided in Section dealing reactor design.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Seismic Design Classification," RG 1.29.
B. Yoo, J-H. Lee, I.K. Choi, Seismic Analysis Modeling and Seismic Response
Analysis of KALIMER Reactor Building, KAERI/TR-1062/98, 1998.
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Table 3-1
Safety Classification and Seismic Classification
Safety Class
I. REACTOR SYSTEM
Reactor Core
Fuel assemblies
Radial blanket assemblies
Removable radial shield assemblies
Control assemblies
Reactivity Control and Shutdown
Control rod drive assemblies
Ultimate Shutdown System
II. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
Reactor Internal Structures
Core support structure
Upper internal structure
Support barrel
Fixed radiation shielding
IHX seals and supports
Reactor baffle and separation plate
Reactor Structures
Reactor vessel
Reactor head
Containment vessel/dome
Reactor support structure
Coastdown inertia device
Primary Heat Transport System
Primary EM pumps
Intermediate heat exchangers (IHX)
Primary sodium storage tank
Intermediate Heat Transport System
IHTS isolation valves
IHTS piping
-Piping from reactor head to isolation valve
-Other section
Secondary EM Pump
Steam Generation System
Steam Generator
Rupture disk
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Seismic
Category

ASME
Code
Sec/Class

1
1
1
1

I
I
I
I

1
1

I
I

HI/1
HI/1

1
1
1
1
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I

III/CS
III/CS
III/CS
III/CS
III/CS
III/CS

1
1
2
1
2

I
I
I
I
I

HI/1
HI/1
III/l
HI/1
HI/2

1
1
2

I
I
I

III/l

2

I

III/l

2
NNS
NNS

I
II
II

III/l
III/l

NNS
2

II
I

III/1

HI/2

Table 3-1 (Continued)
Safety Classification and Seismic Classification

III. REACTOR REFUELING SYSTEM
Reactor Fuel Handling System
In-vessel transfer machine (IVTM)
Reactor fuel transfer port adapter and
gate valve
Transport System
Fuel transfer casks

III/3
HI/1

III/3

IV. AUXILIARY SYSTEM
Intermediate Sodium Purification System
Feed water system
Piping of the primary sodium processing
system.
V. RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
PSDRS inlel/outlet ducts and horizontal
plenums
PSDRS air separator
SG ACS
VI. BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
Reactor building
Overhead crane
Seismic isolators
V. ELECTRICAL POWER
Class IE dc subsystem
Class IE ac subsystem
Electromagnetic pump power supply
(1) Portions which form primary boundary

NNS
NNS
3

II
II
I

2
NNS

I
II

3
3
3

I
II
I

1
1
1

I
I
I

Table 3-2
Basic Requirements for Equipment by Safety Class
Equipment
Class

Safety Fluid/Pressure
Retaining

Electrical

Seismic Design

Requirements

Requirements

Requirements
SC-1

ASMEIIIDiv.lNB

Seismic Category I

SC-2

ASMEIIIDiv.lNC

Seismic Category I

SC-3

ASMEIIIDiv.lND
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IEEE ClasslE

Seismic Category I

Table 3-3
The Relationship between Seismic Category and Safety Class
Seismic Category

Safety Class

Design Requirements

I

SC-1,2,3

Functioning and structural integrity

II

NNS

Structural integrity

NS

NNS

None (Industry and building codes)

Table 3-4
Specification and Design Targets for the KALIMER Laminated Rubber Bearings

Design Vertical Load (Ton)
Effective OD(cm) / ID(cm)
Rubber Thick.(mm)xLayers
Steel Thick.(mm) xLayers
Vertical Stiffness(kgf/cm)
Horizontal Stiffness (kgf/cm)

Prototype LRB

1/4 Scale HLRB

1/8 Scale HLRB

294
120/4
278(9.6x29)
3.2x28
51.6xlO5
3,080

18.4
30/1.9
69.6(2.4x29)
2.3x28
12.9xlO5
770

4.6
15/1.9
34.8(1.2x29)
1.8x28
6.4x105
385

Horizontal Isolated Frequency = 0.5 Hz
Vertical Natural Frequency of Isolated System = 21 Hz
Damping Coefficient = 12 % above,
Max. Shear Strain(%) = 300% above,
Primary Shape Factor(D/4^ )=31.25,
Secondary Shape Factor(D/n'«) = 4.31
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Table 3-5
Test Results of Equivalent Damping ( ^ ) and Stiffness (K<;q)
for KALIMER Reduced HLRB
Shear Strain Percent
1/8 Scale

Ca(%)

(O.OlHz)

Ke, (kgf/cm)

1/8 Scale

Ceq (%)

(0.5Hz)

50%

100%

-

10.64

150%

200 %

300 %

8.91

8.68

395.6

-

407.3

514.5

18.0

18.0

16.5

-

-

K,q (kgf/cm)

495.

385.

380.

1/4 Scale

C(%)

11.30

11.94

11.18

(O.OlHz)

Ke, (kgf/cm)

1061.

775.4

736.4

1/4 Scale

C (%)

17.0

16.0

(0.5Hz)

Keq (kgf/cm)

950.

800.

•

•

:

-

-

Table 3-6
Minimum Design Loading Combinations for Systems and Equipment
Condition

Design Loading Combinations

Design

Design Pressure

Level A

PMAX + Dead

Level B

(a) PMAX + Dead weight + Thermal (Operating) + OBE + Transients (w/ OBE)

weight + Thermal (Operating)

(b) PMAX + Dead weight + Thermal (Operating) + Transients (w/o OBE)
+

Level C

PMAX

Level D

(a) PMAX + Dead weight + Thermal (Operating) + SSE + Transients (w/ SSE)

Dead weight + Thermal (Operating) + Transients + DSL*

(b) PMAX + Dead weight + Thermal (Operating) + Transients (w/o SSE)
(PMAX: Peak pressure, DSL* : Dynamic system loading associated with sodium water
reactions)
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Table 3-7
Stress Criteria for All ASME Code Class 1 Component Supports of Plate and Shell
.(3)
Type Designed by Analysis
Condition

Stress Limits

Design

Pm<Sm
Pm + Pb< 1.5 Sm
Pm<Sm
Pm + Pb<1.5Sm
Pm<1.33Sm
Pm + Pb < 2 Sm
Pm<1.5Sm
Pm + Pb < 2.25 Sm
PER Section III Appendix F

Level A Service Loadings
Level B Service Loadings
Level C Service Loadings

Level D Service Loadings
NOTES:
(1) Terminology is as defined in the ASME Code, Subsection NF
(2) For linear supports the stress limits given in NF-3231 of Subsection NF and
Appendix XVII of Section III may be used
(3) The ASME rules for component supports recognize two other design procedures;
namely experimental stress analysis and local rating.
Table 3-8
Stress Criteria for ASME Code Class 2/3 Component Supports
Condition
Design
Level A Service Loadings

CU

T •

•*.

(!)(2)

Stress Limits
Si<S
Si+S2<1.5S
Si<S

S! + S 2 <L5S
Level B Service Loadings
Level C Service Loadings
Level D Service Loadings

Si< 1.33 S
Si + S2 < 1.33 S
1.2 x Normal Condition Limits
PER Section III Appendix F

NOTES:
(1) Terminology is as defined in the ASME Code, Subsection NF
(2) For linear supports use same limits as for Class 1
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400 cm

NNS>>jS^
63 cm,

120 cm
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f

Figure 3-1 Seismic Isolator Installation Concept
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Figure 3-2 Arrangement of Isolators on Lower Basemat
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CHAPTER 4.

REACTOR CORE

4.1 Summary Description
The KALIMER core is a heterogeneous, metal alloy fuel design with 379
assemblies: 48 driver fuel assemblies, 18 internal blanket assemblies, 48 radial blanket
assemblies, 6 control rods, 1 ultimate shutdown system (USS) assembly, 6 gas
expansion modules (GEMs), 48 reflector assemblies, 54 B4C shield assemblies, 72
shield assemblies, and 54 in-vessel storages (IVSs). This configuration is shown in
Figure 4-1. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the overall core design parameters. The core is
designed to produce 392.2 MWt with an average temperature rise of 143.8 °C. The inlet
temperature is 386.2 °C and the bulk outlet temperature is 530.0 °C. The active core
height is 120.0 cm and there are no upper or lower axial blankets surrounding the core.
The core structural material is HT9. This ferritic stainless steel is chosen to minimize
swelling associated with long fuel burnups.
The fuel form is U-Pu-10%Zr ternary alloy. The duct pitch is 161.0 cm. The driver fuel
assembly includes 271 fuel pins and uses a single enrichment. The driver fuel and
blanket have smeared densities of 75 % and 85 %, respectively. At equilibrium, the
design basis refueling interval follows 18 months of operation at 85 % capacity factor,
with one-third of the driver fuel and internal blanket assemblies, and one-sixth of radial
blanket assemblies being replaced during each outage. The driver fuel radial blanket
have a 4.5-year life and the radial blanket has a life of 9.0 years. The fuel and blanket
assemblies are not shuffled, but remain in position for the entire cycles. They are stored
in the IVSs for one operating cycle before removal from the reactor.
Reactivity control for normal operations of startup, load following and shutdown is
accomplished by bank (uniform) movement of the control rod system in the driver fuel
region of the core. The control rod system consists of two identical culsters. Each
control rod units are identical in design and consist of an array of tubes containing B4C.
The control rod clusters are designed so that each control cluster has a rapid reactor
shutdown capability at a rod drop signal as well as for the two control clusters
consisting of six control rods to be operated simultaneously for normal operation
control. Each control rod unit provides two diverse scram methods; a gravity-driven rop
drop and a powered drive-in. The control rod design satisfies both the one rod stuck
condition and the unit control rod worth condition against the unprotected transient over
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power (UTOP) event. Positive reactivity addition by inadvertent withdrawal of the
control rods is limited by the rod stop system.
For safety margin in the event of loss of primary coolant flow, gas expansion modules
(GEMs) are included at the periphery of the active core. A gas expansion module
(GEM) has the same external size and configuration as the ducts of the other core
assemblies. The GEMs are hollow assembly ducts, which are open to flow at the bottom
but are closed to flow at the top. The GEMs are filled with vessel cover gas before
insertion into the core, and this gas is compressed as the GEMs are filled with sodium.
With the primary pumps on, the high pressure in the inlet plenum compresses the gas
captured in the GEMs and raises the sodium level in the GEMs to a region above the
active core. When pumping power is lost in the primary system and the pressure drops,
the gas expands,which results in displacing the sodium in the GEMs to a level below the
active core. The resultant void near the core periphery increases neutron leakage and
introduces significant negative reactivity which limits the peak temperatures attained
during the loss of flow events.
An ultimate shutdown system (USS) is included as a means to bring the reactor to cold
critical conditions in the event of a complete failure of the normal scram system and
after the inherent reactivity feedbacks have brought the core to a safe, but critical state
at an elevated temperature. For this purpose an USS is located in the core center which
drops neutron absorber by gravity.
4.2 Fuel System Design
4.2.1 General
The base alloy, ternary (U-Pu-10%Zr) and binary (U-10%Zr) metal fuels are a
potential start-up for KALIMER as driver and blanket fuels. Fuel and blanket pins are
made of sealed tubing containing fissile and fertile materials in columns. The fuel is
immersed in sodium for thermal bonding with the cladding. The fuel cladding material
is HT9. This ferritic stainless steel is chosen for its low irradiation swelling
characteristics. A fission gas plenum is located above the fuel slug and sodium bond. At
the bottom of each fuel and blanket pin is a solid rod end plug for axial shielding.
Reflector pins are solid steel (HT9) rods. The shield pins contain a column of boron
carbide centered around the core elevation with gas plenum above and below the
absorber material. The geometric and environmental envelops of the core systems do
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not preclude the substitution of oxide fuel. Minor actinides can be included in the
recycled transuranic feed in the proportions present in the source LWR spent fuel.
The fuel, blanket, reflector, and shield assemblies use identical structural components
with only the bundle and its mounting grid changing from one assembly type to the
others. The control assemblies use outer hardware (nosepiece, duct and handling socket)
that is identical to that in the other assemblies. Fuel, blanket, shield, and control
assemblies use sealed tube-type pins to contain the fissile, fertile or absorber materials
and fission products. Reflector assemblies contain solid HT9 rods. The bottom ends of
fuel and blanket pins are solid HT9 rods for lower axial shielding. The absorber
assemblies use a sliding bundle and a dashpot assembly within the same outer assembly
structure as the other assembly types. In all assemblies, the pins are in a triangular pitch
array. The bottom end of each assembly is formed by long nosepiece which provides
the lower restraint function and the coolant inlet. In fuel, blanket, reflector, and shield
assemblies, the pin bundles attach to the nosepiece with mounting rails. Surrounding the
pin bundle and welded to the nosepiece is a hexagonal cross-section duct. The duct
functions to control the coolant flow and isolate each pin bundle from its neighbors. It is
also the structural tie between the top and bottom end hardware of the assembly. A
thickened duct section, the above core load pad, serves to maintain assembly spacing
and prevent core compaction.
4.2.2 Design basis
4.2.2.1 Functional requirements
This sub-section describes the functional requirements for the KALIMER fuel
and core subsystems under normal operating conditions. The reactor core subsystem
provides the following functions [4-1]:
1) The fuel and core subsystems plugged-in receptacle on upper grid plate shall
be able to withstand the axial load caused by the hydraulic drag of the
primary cooling system.
2) The fuel and core subsystem designs shall incorporate means to adjust the
assembly duct pressure drop, to equalize coolant flow rates as required.
3) The fuel and core subsystems must be designed to maintain their integrity
during normal reactor operation.
4) The fuel rod with wire wrap, assembly duct, and related components must be
dimensionally compatible to accommodate fuel expansion due to irradiation.
5)

The fuel and core subsystems must be designed to accommodate expected
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dimensional changes, such as element swelling and its axial growth, during
irradiation.
6)

The duct top end shall be compatible with the fuel handling tools, and the
bottom end with the receptacle on upper grid plate.

7)

The fuel and core subsystems must be designed to withstand axial
compressive forces caused during loading or unloading of the duct.

8)

Generate thermal power through controlled nuclear fission and transfer it to
the liquid sodium of the primary heat transport system.

9)

Contain and confine within the core the fissile and fertile materials and the
solid and gaseous fission products that are generated as by-products of the
fission process to prevent excessive contamination of the coolant.
10) In conjunction with the reactor structures, shield permanent structures
peripheral to the core subsystem to prevent excessive nuclear irradiation
damage during plant design life.
11) Support safety goals and requirements through the use of inherent reactivity
:. feedback mechanisms.
12) Filter the primary heat transport system sodium with special assemblies which
also have the capability for hydraulic characterization of the core components
during pre-operational testing. Core special assemblies also provide the
startup neutron source for the initial core loading.

4.2.2.2

System configuration and essential feature requirements
Configuration and essential features that apply to the reactor core subsystem of
the reactor system are as follows:
1) The fuel shall be a U-Zr metal alloy or a U-Pu-Zr metal alloy.
2) The fertile material shall be U-Zr metal alloy.
3) Each core assembly shall have an individual duct to channel the coolant flow
and provide a degree of isolation of the assembly from adjacent assemblies.
4) Each core assembly shall provide an inlet and outlet nozzle to control the flow
into and out of the assembly using multiple inlets to reduce the probability of a
coolant flow blockage.
5)

The core shall provide a mechanical discrimination mechanism for assembly
type and orifice zone type as required to form the designed core map.
6) The core shall provide near-core radial and axial shielding to limit neutron
activation of in-vessel reactor components and, neutron damage to permanent
structures.
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7)

The core shall provide Core Special Assemblies (CSA) to filter the PHTS
sodium during preoperation testing.
8) The CSAs shall simulate the core geometry and full flow hydraulic
characteristics to allow for flow distribution measurement.
9)

The CSAs shall provide neutron sources for initial core loading flux
measurement.

10) The reactor core and its supporting elements shall be designed such that it
contains negative feedback mechanisms that will provide negative reactivity to
the core in response to an increase in the temperature of the core structures
and/or to the supporting structures.
4.2.2.3 Performance requirements
The important performance aspects to be considered in the designs of the driver
and blanket fuels are the stabilities of the fuel rod and assembly-duct in the presence of
swelling, fission-product release behavior, burnup limit, cladding wastage and cladding
deformation. The most important irradiation performance characteristic of metallic fuel
is the diametral increase of fuel slug resulting from fuel swelling. Since cladding
density does not change significantly as a result of irradiation, a lower smear density of
fuel element shall be considered. The following are the performance requirements:
1) Thermal conductivity and maximum fuel temperature; the thermal
conductivity of fuel slug shall be sufficiently high so that in-reactor maximum
operating temperatures will be easily restricted to less than the melting
temperature of fuel slug.
2) The temperature at interface between fuel slug and cladding inside shall be
maintainable to less than 700 °C under normal operation condition.
3) The fuel slug materials shall be stable thermo-chemically and under irradiation,
and shall corrode slowly in event of a clad defect.
4) The diametral increase of fuel element shall be compatible with the thermalhydraulic requirements, and in any event shall be less than 4 %.
5) Cladding wastage during fuel life in-reactor shall be minimal.
6) The integrity of fuel elements shall be maintainable up to 20% local-burnup of
the initial material.
7) The fuel assembly duct shall be designed to minimize vibrations which might
cause damage to the fuel assembly ducts themselves or to their flow tubes.
4.2.2.4 Operational requirements
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The following are the core operational requirements:
1) The core system shall be capable of generating 392.2 MWt at nominal rated
conditions.
2) The core system must be capable of breeding fissile material at a rate
sufficient to close its fuel cycle.
3) Operation through Levels A and B duty cycle events shall not cause more than
0.01% of the pins in the equilibrium core to fail per cycle.
4) The fuel and radial blanket assemblies shall contain and confine the fissile and
fertile materials in the designed positions such that a controlled nuclear fission
chain reaction may be maintained for a given total residence time or the
equivalent partial power time without refueling.
5) The requisite number of fuel and radial blanket assemblies shall be removable
and replaceable during the 30-day plant maintenance shutdown.
6) The full flow pressure drop of the core and nosepiece receptacle shall be 0.59
MPa (85 psi) or less.
7) The core components shall provide and maintain throughout their lifetimes
coolant flow passages for the removal of heat generated by nuclear reactions.
8) Assembly distortion shall be limited such that load limits on the in-vessel fuel
transfer machine are not exceeded during core assembly insertion or removal.
4.2.2.5 Structural requirements
The core is composed of removable components. The structural design
requirements for these components are determined by cladding and assembly integrity
and duct interaction requirements. These requirements are explicitly embedded within
the operational and reliability requirements. The structural material characteristics are
determined by the Nuclear Systems Materials Handbook. The requirements for fuel
failure probability and duct interactions must be satisfied in the design calculations.
Thus, separate structural criteria are not required at the conceptual design stage.
Appropriate limits to cladding cumulative damage fraction (CDF), cladding strain, duct
dilation and bowing, and restraint contact forces provide the structural evaluation
criteria to assure satisfaction of the higher level reliability and performance
requirements defined in the prior sections.
4.2.3 Description
The core consists of metal alloy driver fuel assemblies, blanket assemblies,
removable radial shield assemblies, and control/shutdown assemblies. The fiuence at
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the core barrel is limited by the radial shield assemblies which contain steel pin bundles
and by inner fixed radial shielding. The fluence at the core support structure is limited
by steel shielding in the lower ends of the assemblies. The upper ends of the assemblies
also include shielding to limit the irradiation of the secondary coolant in the IHX.
4.2.3.1 Assembly design
The driver fuel assembly includes 271 pins. The pins contain columns of U-PuZr alloy. Figure 4-2 shows the overview of the fuel rod design used in KALIMER [4-2].
Figure 4-3 shows the KALIMER fuel assembly duct along with key section views.
Neutron and gamma shielding is provided integral with the pin bundle above and below
the core in the form of end plugs and/or fission gas plena. The fuel pins do not include
any axial blanket zones above or below the core, because internal and radial breeding is
sufficient for a closed fuel cycle. The core is 120 cm tall and the fission gas plenum is
above the core to permit sodium bonding between fuel and cladding. The fuel smear
density is 75%. Table 4-3 lists the key fuel assembly design parameters along with the
volume fractions of fuel, structure and coolant in the core region of the assembly at a 20
°C (fabrication) temperature.
The blanket assemblies each contain 127 pins also with a long bottom end plug for
lower shielding [4-3]. The 120 cm tall active breeding region contains depleted U10%Zr with a smear density of 85%. The fission gas plenum is above the blanket
column and the metal alloy fuel is sodium bonded to the cladding. The blanket pin
bundle has the same overall length as the fuel pin bundle. Table 4-4 lists the key design
parameters and the volume fractions..
The shield assemblies each contain a bundle of solid HT9 rods. The rod bundle is the
same length as the fuel pin bundle. Table 4-5 lists the key assembly design parameters.
With the exception of the GEMs, the core assemblies use common structural
components with only the assembly internals being changed to form the various
assembly types. The discrimination socket in the bottom of the assembly nosepiece also
changes with assembly type.
All the assemblies use wire wrap pin spacing, the same handling socket design, and the
same nosepiece design except for the discrimination post. The handling socket provides
inner and top surfaces and radial holes that mate with the refueling machinery grapple
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and two outer hexagonal surfaces that form the top load pad and the insertion clearance
for the in-vessel fuel storage hanger restraint. Flow orificing is part of the receptacle,
not the assembly. It is provided by a stack of perforated disks in the lower portion of the
receptacle.
Each fuel and blanket assembly is produced with an individual tag gas mixture in its
pins. The function of the tag gas is to permit identification of an assembly with a
leaking pin through analysis of the reactor cover gas.
4.2.3.2 Core restraint
The core support structure, which is a simple skirt type, provides the restraint of
the reactor core assemblies necessary to maintain them in their prescribed geometry
during all modes of reactor operation. This structure is welded to the weld prep prepared
in the reactor vessel bottom head. The core support is located in the bottom end of the
reactor vessel where the operating temperatures will be the lowest of the entire system
and thermal transients, because of the distance from their source, will be benign.
The major elements of the core support structure are as follows:
1) The simple skirt type structure,
2) The primary sodium inlet plenum which contains the receptacles for the
subassembly nosepieces,
3) The support barrel and the core restraint rings.
The core assemblies are held (1) by their nosepieces in the receptacles, and (2) by the
load pads near the top of the assemblies which are surrounded by a core restraint ring
attached to the core barrel. The separation of the assemblies is maintained by an
intermediate plane of load pads at an elevation above the active core. Positioning of the
handling sockets is also maintained by the top load pads. The intermediate load pads
above the core are not restrained by a former ring attached to the core barrel. Thus, the
core assemblies are free to bow as dictated by temperature differences and their
metallurgical condition. Load transfer is through the core assembly load pads to the
former ring and the core barrel.
The core former ring is made of HT9 and is supported horizontally and vertically by the
core barrel. Six equally spaced lugs on the outside of the former ring fit into slots in the
top edge of the core barrel. The ring is held in place by a number of pins installed
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through the core barrel, pin motion, after installation, is prevented by welding.
To provide a close fit of its parts with each other, with the core assemblies, and the core
barrel, the parts of the core restraint hardware will be precision machined. Machining
will be done, if necessary, after the core barrel is welded into the reactor vessel. The
principal parts are to be made from Type 316 stainless steel forgings and plate. Stellite 6
or chromium carbide and Inconel-718 will be used on wear surfaces and pins as
required.
In the vertical direction, core restraint is provided by the combination of assembly
weight and hydraulic balance. Hydraulic balance is a method for reducing the upwardacting hydraulic forces on the assemblies. The bottom ends of the receptacles for these
assemblies have hydraulic communication with the low pressure region under the inlet
plenum. High pressure sodium entering the receptacles and core assemblies from the
sides push down on their inside bottom ends. To maintain the differential pressure, the
receptacles and the core assembly nozzles have piston ring seals above and below their
inlet ports. Additionally, backup holddown may be provided by nosepiece seal/lock
rings. The lower nosepiece hydraulic seal rings may be used to supplement the normal
assembly holddown. The seat which fits into in the nosepiece receptacle has a conic
ramps that the seal rings must be compressed past for assembly removal. The enhanced
friction force generated as the rings slide up the conic sections provides the
supplemental holddown.
The inlet plenum, located in the central region of the core support structure and below
the core, receives primary sodium from the primary pipes and distributes it to the core
via the nosepiece receptacles. The receptacles are located in a triangular pitch to match
the core array map. The receptacles participate in the core orificing. The depth of the
inlet plenum is established by the space required for the inlet piping nozzle forging
welds and for the radial flow area necessary to assure uniform flow distribution to all
the core assemblies. This flow distribution is further enhanced by the design of the
receptacles which are necked down on their lower end to increase the available flow
area.
4.2.4 Metal fuel performance characteristics
Metal fuel also shows substantial differences in operating characteristics
compared to the more familiar oxide ceramic fuel. A dominant fraction of the fission
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gas generated at low burnups is retained within the metal fuel structure, causing high
volumetric expansion of the fuel due to porosity formation. As a result, metallic fuel
elements are fabricated with large fuel-to-clad gaps (75% smeared density) to allow for
the volumetric expansion of the fuel. When the fuel volumetric expansion reaches
33% diametral expansion (gap closure), the porosity generated in the fuel has become
primarily interconnected. Once interconnection of the porosity occurs, the fuel no
longer swells at such a high rate because the fission gas now generated is released
directly to the plenum by means of the interconnected porosity. Further swelling of
the fuel will occur due to solid fission products estimated to be in the range of 1% per
atom percent burnup. Irradiation experience to date appears to indicate that further
swelling of the fuel is primarily accommodated internally in the fuel (hot pressing of
fuel pores) for at least up to 20 at.% burnup, the current data base.
Because of the large initial fuel-to-clad gap required to accommodate the fuel expansion,
metallic fuel slug is sodium bonded to the cladding. As the fuel swells, the bond
sodium is displaced to the plenum. Sodium and metallic fuel slug show complete
compatibility so that the potential for cladding dilation due to reaction products is
absent. Only cladding dilation due to fuel cladding mechanical interaction of creep
due to the internal hydrostatic gas pressure is present.
Metallic fuel has a much higher thermal conductivity than ceramic fuel. However, as
fission gas porosity is generated within the fuel, the thermal conductivity is degraded
due to the porosity. Just before interconnection of the porosity occurs, the fuel thermal
conductivity is a minimum. It is presently estimated that the minimum fuel thermal
conductivity is 50% of the pre-irradiation value. Once interconnections of the porosity
occurs, the thermal conductivity of the fuel is improved due to ingress of sodium into
the pores. It has been observed that 20% of the pores become filled with sodium and it
is estimated that the fuel thermal conductivity is 70% of the pre-irradiation value.
Metallic fuel also exhibits several phenomena which are presently not well
characterized. Zirconium migration, and fuel-cladding eutectic formation due to
irradiation are two such phenomena. In metallic fuel containing zirconium, the Zr is
observed to rapidly redistribute during irradiation. With respect to steady-state thermal
performance, this redistribution has a negligible effect on the fuel center temperature.
The primary effect of the redistribution is to change the solidus temperature of the fuel.
After redistribution, the portion of the fuel which is enriched in Zr will have a higher
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solidus temperature than that for the nominal fuel composition, while the portion of the
fuel depleted in Zr will have a lower solidus temperature than that for the nominal fuel
composition.
Since metallic fuel can become metallurgically bonded to the cladding, fuel/cladding
mechanical interaction may occur through diffusional processes. With respect to HT-9
cladding, carbide depletion at the inner surface of the cladding is observed indicating
diffusion of carbon to the fuel. Other interstitials such as O and N also migrate from
the cladding to the fuel. The diffused interstitials then react with the Zr in the fuel.
While the carbon depletion from the HT-9 should cause relatively little change in elastic
properties, considerable softening (i.e., decreased resistance to creep and plastic flow) in
the depleted zone should occur if grain growth accompanies the carbon loss. Only a
limited HT-9 database is available for estimating the depth of the depleted zone with
time.
Fuel and cladding constituents diffusion also form a Fe-U-Pu eutectic alloy system. In
transient tests where molten fuel occurs, the fuel is observed to react with the cladding
to form a low melting eutectic. For normal reactor operation where liquid fuel is not
present, there appears to be a fuel-cladding eutectic threshold temperature (704 °C)
below which no eutectic formation occurs and only solid state diffusion of fuel into the
cladding is observed. The rate of diffusion penetration appears to be in the range of
0.5 mil/year.
Axial expansion of metal fuel occurs during irradiation. This has two separable effects
on core reactivity. First, it reduces fuel density which degrades the core internal
conversion resulting in a more negative burnup reactivity swing. This has been
compensated for by increasing the fuel column length. Second, the reduced fuel density
causes a loss in core reactivity.
4.2.5 Analytical methods and design evaluation
4.2.5.1 Fuel lifetime
Three aspects of fuel pin lifetime performance are critical in the conceptual
design of a metal-fueled core. The first aspect is the normal operating cycle cladding
creep performance. The other two are aspects of transient creep behavior during the
short-term peak transient temperature and the long-term hold at RVACS conditions or
other elevated temperature conditions. During the very short-term peak thermal
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conditions, the primary failure mode is rapid thermal stress rupture of the HT9 cladding
due to its low creep strength at elevated temperatures. For this situation, the cladding
temperature limit is 788 °C. For the long term soak at elevated temperatures, the
cladding failure mechanism is creep rupture in weakened cladding where the effective
cladding thickness has been reduced by formation of a low strength, low melting point
eutectic of fuel and cladding. The temperature of the fuel/cladding boundary is limited
to 704 °C during the soak to preclude extensive eutectic formation. In any case, the
probability of cladding failure is a question of time-at-temperature and the combined
steady state and transient cladding damage must be evaluated by appropriate predictive
codes, such as MACSIS [4-4]. These detailed pin evaluations have not yet been
performed for the reference metal core, however there is a confidence in the fuel
performance expectations due to that the experience and data base of Argonne National
Laboratory is relied upon to design this fuel for KALIMER. Key aspects of the state-ofmetal fuel knowledge may be summarized as follows:
1)

18 U-Pu-Zr fueled pins have been irradiated in EBR-II to burnups of 4.05.6 %. Peak linear power levels were about 33 kW/m and peak cladding
temperatures ranged from 600-400 °C. All pins performed satisfactorily.
2) One U-Pu-Zr fueled pin has been irradiated successfully to 12.5 at.% burnup
inCP-5.
3) Many thousands of EBR-II MKII driver pins, containing U-Fs fuel have been
irradiated. About 800 achieved burnups above 10 at.%, and 30 attained 18.5
at.%. Pin failures were benign and no fuel losses were observed in RBCB
operation.
4)

The constitution of U-Pu-Zr alloys, including solidus and liquidus
temperatures, and eutectic temperatures with austenitic steels, is reasonably
well understood.
5) Operational transients imposed on the EBR-II core (with MK II U-Fs pins)
had no detrimental effects, and caused no apparent degradation of post
transient steady state performance.

6)

All have attained high burnup, with the peak exceeding 16 at.%, and none
exhibited cladding breaching. The results from these and the IFR-1 tests of
full-length clearly demonstrated that full-length metallic fuel pins possess
excellent high-burnup potentials.

4.3 Nuclear Design
4.3.1 Design basis
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The following requirements guide the nuclear design of the core:
1) The reactor power shall be 392.2 MWt.
2) The capacity factor shall be 85 %.
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The peak linear power shall be less than 440 W/cm (13.5 kW/ft).
The local fuel burnup limit shall be 150 MWD/kg.
The peak fast fluence shall be less than 4.0 x 1023 n/cm2.
The refueling interval shall be 18 months.
The fuel form for the core shall be U-Pu-Zr ternary. For the startup core, the
fresh fuel is composed of recovered LWR transuranics and depleted uranium.
In subsequent cycles, the fissile makeup in the core loading by recycled Pu
shall be assumed. In addition, minor actinides shall be assumed to be included
with recycled Pu feedstock in the proportions present in the spent fuel.

8)

Satisfy inherent safety requirements, principally through inherent control of
power by reactivity feedback within the core, such that acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded for the defined Beyond Design Basis Accidents.

The nuclear design is carried out based on the following nuclear design ground rules.
These design ground rules identify the important performance parameters in order to
assure proper performance and safety of fuel and core;
1) The breeding ratio should be well over 1.1, without assuming any loss during
the reprocessing process.
2) The burnup reactivity swing should be kept at minimum during cyclic
operation, because the burnup reactivity swing has a direct impact on the
available shutdown worth of the control system and the manipulation in
several reactivity induced transient events. That is, allowable burnup reactivity
swing should be around by 1000 pcm, and limited by 1500 pcm (—5$) in order
to ensure proper reactivity control.
3) The power distribution should be relatively flat to minimize the peak linear
power, peak burnup, and peak fast fluence. The average linear power should
be around 7 kW/ft( -230 W/cm). The three-dimensional power peak in the
outer core region is desirable in order to minimize the sodium voiding
potential which might bring about a positive reactivity addition, if possible.
4) The TRU charge enrichment in the U-Pu-Zr ternary fuel should be less than 30
wt.% to fall within current metallic fuel database. One of the other
requirements is concerning fuel subassembly design that should be performed
to support metal fuel reliability requirements along with the limits for peak
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fuel burnup and fast neutron fluence.
4.3.2 Design description
The KALIMER core utilizes a radially heterogeneous core configuration which
favors a high breeding ratio. The core layout, shown in Figure 4-1, consists of 48 driver
fuel assemblies, 18 internal blanket assemblies, 48 radial blanket assemblies, 6 control
rods, 1 ultimate shutdown system (USS) assembly self-actuated by a Curie point
electromagnet, 6 gas expansion modules (GEMs), 48 reflector assemblies, 54 B4C
shield assemblies, 72 shield assemblies, and 54 in-vessel storages (IVSs). There are no
upper or lower axial blankets surrounding the core. The center assembly is the USS
control assembly. The core section incorporates annular rings of internal blanket and
driver fuel assemblies. The outer radial core section contains one row of B4C shield
assemblies, one row of IVSs, and the shield assemblies in the most outer ring. Six
GEMs are located between the driver fuel zone and radial blanket zone. The in-vessel
storages (IVSs) are located between the stainless steel shielding zones
The active core height is 120.0 cm and a radial equivalent diameter (including control
rods) is 207.7 cm. The physically outermost core diameter of all assemblies is 344.3 cm.
Two clusters of the control rods are located at the radial distance of 48.3 cm from the
center. The core structural material is HT9, low irradiation swelling characteristics of
which permit adequate nuclear performance in a physically small core.
The design parameters for the core and fuel assemblies are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2,
respectively. The duct pitch is 161.0 cm. The driver fuel assembly includes 271 fuel
pins and has a close-packed lattice (the pin pitch-to-diameter ratio (P/D) is 1.203); this
gives the KALIMER core a breeder mission. The fuel form is U-Pu-10%Zr ternary alloy.
The driver fuel is composed of LWR spent fuel plutonium plus associated minor
actinides for all reloads mixed with depleted uranium. The driver fuel and blanket have
smeared densities of 75 % and 85 %, respectively. Refueling occurs after 18 months of
operation at 85 % capacity factor, with one-third of the driver fuel and internal blanket
assemblies, and one-sixth of radial blanket assemblies being replaced during each
outage. The fuel and blanket assemblies are not shuffled, but remain in position for the
entire cycles. Shuffling can be performed to reduce cyclic peaking behaviors in the
equilibrium cycle. Following removal from the core, they decay for one operating
cycle in the IVS positions.
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4.3.3 Analytical methods and design evaluation
4.3.3.1 Analytical methods
All the nuclear design and evaluation were performed with the nuclear
calculation module packages in the K-CORE System [4-5]. The K-CORE System is an
interactive, integrated modular program and is being developed as a standard analysis
system by KAERI for her core design and analysis computation needs.
The evaluation procedure for the nuclear design and analysis consists of three parts:
neutronics cross section generation, flux solution and burnup calculation, and reactivity
calculation. The evaluation procedure for the nuclear design and analysis is
schematically shown in Figure 4-4.
Neutronics cross section generation
The nuclear evaluation process was initiated by the generation of regionwise
microscopic cross sections, based upon the self-shielding f-factor approach. An 80group neutron cross section library version KAFAX (KAERI FAst XS)/F22 [4-6] was
prepared for general applications, based on JEF-2.2 evaluated nuclear data files using
the NJOY data processing module. This version of the KFS (Korean Fast Set) contains
infinite dilute cross sections for various temperatures and Bondarenko self-shielding ffactors.
Composition-dependent, regionwise microscopic cross sections were generated by
utilizing the effective cross section generation module consisting of TRANSX [4-7] and
TWODANT [4-8] codes and the preprocessed KAFAX library. For this process, nuclide
densities and other composition and geometry information for each region were
separately provided by using the workspread sheet system [4-9], based on the core
layout and core component design determined previously. The effective cross section
generation module provides multigroup cross section libraries in a format that can be
directly applicable to discrete ordinates (SN) approximation and diffusion calculations in
the flux solution module. The data processing in this module includes resonance and
spatial self-shielding corrections, reactor and cell flux solutions, and cross section group
collapsing. Resonance self-shielding calculations for each region are based upon the
Bondarenko f-factor approach using narrow resonance (NR) approximation. Cell
homogenization over each region was performed to obtain the cross section data for a
homogenized mixture. Neutron spectra for collapsing the cross section data to fewer
group libraries was obtained from SN approximation flux solution calculations for a
two-dimensional reactor model as desired. The preprocessed 80-group library was
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generated using a fixed library neutron spectrum typical of a fast reactor.
Table 4-6 compares the group structures for the 80 and 9 group libraries. The 9 group
cross section library is used for all basic neutronic computations in the K-CORE System.
The reference regionwise temperatures used in the data processing calculations were
taken from the core thermal-hydraulic analysis for the steady-state full-power operating
condition. Cell calculations were carried out with elevated temperatures to generate fuel
cross sections for calculating the Doppler effect. A set of cross sections was also
generated for the sodium void reactivity calculation by removing all flowing sodium
from either fuel or blanket assemblies.
Flux solution and burnup calculations
Fuel cycle calculations were carried out with the neutron flux and burnup calculation
module consisting of DIF3D [4-10] and REBUS-3 [4-11] codes. The 9 group cross
section library was used for all basic neutronic computations. Flux solution calculations
solved the coarse-meshed nodal diffusion equation for hexagonal-z reactor
representation. The REBUS-3 burnup calculations used the prestored complex U-Pu
chain model having descriptions for all the U-Pu-MA isotopes to analyze the core
composition change during a fuel cycle.
The two types of burnup calculations: equilibrium cycle and non-equilibrium
calculations, were performed for burnup analysis. For an equilibrium core, the fuel
cycle computations for the operating interval under a fixed fuel management scheme
were solved; this equilibrium cycle calculation approach approximates reactor
characteristics after many cycles of operation subject to a fixed, repetitive fuel
management strategy. The non-equilibrium calculations explicitly treat a sequence of
burn cycles. The non-equilibrium calculations are employed to optimize the in-core fuel
management strategy, to determine detailed performance parameters, and to analyze
startup and transition cycles.
The equilibrium cycle analyses provide good estimates of integral parameters, mass
flows, and global characteristics of a reactor after achieving an equilibrium state, while
the non-equilibrium cycle analyses calculate reactor behavior when not in equilibrium,
e.g., during the first several cycles from startup and provide a detailed local
performance characteristics. All the fuel cycle calculations were performed with all the
control rods withdrawn.
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Reactivity feedback and control rod worth calculations
Various reactivity feedback effects and neutron kinetics parameters were calculated
utilizing the DIF3D and PERT-K [4-12] codes. The DIF3D code was used to perform
the neutron flux and adjoint solution calculations, with 9 neutron energy groups. Global
feedback coefficients were determined by the results from direct fulx computations for
the unperturbed and perturbed systems. These coefficients include Doppler effect,
uniform radial expansion and sodium voiding. The BETA-K [4-13] and PERT-K codes
were used for the perturbation computations to generate neutron kinetics parameters as
well as spatial reactivity coefficients that are required for transient analysis. The
resulting spatial reactivity data include sodium density coefficients and unform fuel
axial expansion.
The spatial coolant density coefficients (dk/k)(r/dr) can be calculated in the flux
computations by increasing (or reducing) the appropriate isotopic densities by a
constant fraction.
(dk/k) (r/dr) = • k ( P e r t u r b e d ) - Reference)
k(reference) • (fractional change)
Uniform axial and radial expansion coefficients ((dk/k)(H/dH) and (dk/k)(R/dR),
respectively) for constant material mass are computed by uniformly increasing the core
size by a constant fraction without changing the material mass. That is, isotopic number
densities are reduced accordingly to reflect the core size change. Then,
^« ^ ZTTMT^
(dk/k) (H/dH) =

(dk/k) (R/dR) =

k(axially expanded)-k(reference)
-——, and
k(reference) • (fractional axial expansion)
k radiall

(
y expanded) -k(reference)
k(reference) • (fractional radial expansion)

These two expansion coefficients represent the total reactivity effect when expanding the
core size, and include two effects of opposite sign - a positive leakage feedback due to
reduction of neutron leakage from the increase of core size and a negative density
feedback due to the reduction of fuel densities. When coupled with the linear thermal
expansion coefficients for the fuel and structural materials, these expansion coefficients
can be used to calculate the reactivity feedback effects due to core expansion as core
temperature changes.
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The fuel temperature coefficient indicates the temperature effect on reactivity due to
Doppler broadening and is used to estimate the Doppler reactivity resulting from the
change in fuel temperature. The temperature effect on reactivity due to Doppler effect
is expressed by
d p /dT~ dk/dT
where

=KD/Tr,

d p /dT = fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficient,
KD = Doppler constant for 7 ,
7 = 0.5
for thermal reactor
0.9 ^ 7 ^ 1.1
for large fast (oxide fueled) reactor
7=1.5
for small fast reactor with a much hard neutron spectrum,
(for metal fueled fast reactor)

The above relationship for the fuel temperature coefficient at that temperature is
obtained from the theory for effective Doppler cross section. For some 7 values, the
Doppler effect can be evaluated from the Doppler constant KD, which is given by a
temperature correlation between two fuel temperatures with which the cross section data
are generated. The other method is to define the temperature dependence of Doppler
coefficients by least-square fitting of reactivities at different fuel temperatures. The
latter method was used to consider an appropriate temperature dependence of Doppler
reactivity, based on 9 group cross sections and trigonal-z geometry. Normally Doppler
calculations are performed for various fuel zones to separate the Doppler coefficients
for the driver fuel and radial blanket.
The direct flux solution approach based on 9 group cross sections and trigonal-z
geometry was used to compute the global sodium void worth by voiding the sodium in
the core regions of interest using the sodium-voided cross sections. On the other hand,
the spatial sodium density reactivity coefficients were obtained from the PERT-K
calculations based on the first-order perturbation theory. The sodium void worths
represent the estimated reactivity effect of voiding of sets of fuel and blanket assemblies
in an active fuel region. Partial assembly voiding of only the active fuel region or
positive worth sections would increase the positive sodium void reactivity worth
somewhat, depending on the core height and the presence of axial blankets. On the other
hand, voiding of non-fuel assemblies, especially the control rods, adds substantial
negative reactivity from the increased neutron leakage.
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The control rod worth calculations were carried out with 9 group cross sections in the
diffusion theory calculations with three-dimensional trigonal-z geometry. The total
worths of 6 control rods were obtained from the k-effective calculations in a sixtydegree sector of the core layout by taking advantage of the one sixth symmetry. The
total worths of the other reactivity control and shutdown systems, GEM and TJSS, were
also estimated in the same way.
4.3.3.2 Nuclear performance evaluation
Nuclear performance parameters for the equilibrium core were obtained from the
equilibrium cycle calculations. A zone reload without shuffling of driver fuels or
blankets was developed for the equilibrium cycle wherein one-third of the driver fuels
and internal blankets and one-sixth of the radial blankets were refueled at each outage.
The BOEC to EOEC depletions modeled the prestored burnup chain having descriptions
for all the U-Pu-MA isotopes. The fuel cycle analysis was given for the equilibrium fuel
cycle consisting of startup fuels with typical PWR spent fuel in which a large amount of
minor actinides exists and fissile makeup with recycled Pu. The IVSs were loaded with
the spent fuels discharged from driver fuel, internal and radial blankets for one cycle
cooling according to the fuel management scheme before eventual removal from the
reactor.
Core neutronics
The core neutronics performance parameters for an equilibrium cycle are summarized in
Table 4-7. The Pu fissile fraction requirement for fuel feed is 20.49 %, corresponding to
total Pu fraction of 25.84 % of the fuel alloy. The burnup reactivity swing is 632 pcm.
This low burnup reactivity loss leads to reduced control system manipulations as well as
to a decrease in the reactivity available to a potential control rod-ejection accident. The
average breeding ratio is 1.182 and the fissile Pu gain per cycle is 37.3 kg, which
satisfies the design goal of high breeding ratio associated with positive system fissile
gain. The peak fuel discharge burnup of 116.9 MWD/kg at eventual removal from the
reactor after one cycle cooling in the IVS positions meets the design criteria for peak
burnup limit of 150 MWD/kg.
The peak linear power of 286.5 W/cm lies within the design criteria limit of 440 W/cm.
The reduction in the power peaking factors for the driver fuel from BOEC to EOEC, i.e.,
1.506 to 1.499 indicates that flatter power distributions are achieved during an
equilibrium cycle. The peak total neutron flux during an equilibrium cycle is 3.00 x 1015
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n/cm2.sec. Figure 4-5 shows the radial neutron flux distributions in the mid plane at
BOEC and EOEC. In this figure the neutron flux in the driver fuel region shifts inward
during an equilibrium cycle. The axial neutron flux distributions illustrated in Figure 46 have the same shape in the axial direction during an equilibrium cycle. The neutron
flux behaviors, shown in these figures, are attributed to the power distribution behavior
addressed above. The peak fast fluence is 3.51 x 1023 n/cm2 in the radial blanket
operated in six batches and is under the design criteria limit of 4.0 x 1023 n/cm2.
Reactivity feedbacks and control system worth
Global reactivity feedbacks resulting from Doppler effect, uniform radial expansion,
and various sodium voidings in the equilibrium core are given in Table 4-8, including
the reactivity worths of the control rod system, GEM (gas expansion module), and
USS(ultimate shutdown system).
The fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficients due to the Doppler effect are on the basis of
1/T1'43 variation, which shows that the present plutonium core has a hard neutron
spectrum for a small, metallic fueled fast reactor. The fuel temperature coefficients do
not show any substantial change with burnup. In the sodium-voided case, the fuel
temperature coefficient becomes less negative, compared with the flooded case. They
vary as 1/T1'49 and this fact manifests the spectrum hardening due to sodium voiding.
The sodium void worths for the total voiding in the active core are 1773 pcm at BOEC
and 1948 pcm at EOEC, respectively. For the partial voiding, all the regions have a
positive sodium void worth. Even the activation of GEMs is not sufficient to bring the
core subcritical. The sodium void worths increase in their magnitude with burunup.
The uniform core radial expansion due to the coolant temperature rise is one of major
negative reactivity insertion mechanisms in metallic fueled reactor. The radial
expansion coefficients are -252 pcm/% radial volume and -126 pcm/% radial expansion,
respectively. The radial expansion coefficients are insensitive to the burnup and degree
of radial expansion.
The total control rod worths are invariantly about 10,400 pcm during an operation cycle
and show a weak dependence on fuel enrichment variation and spectrum change with
burnup. The total control rod worth implies a sufficient shutdown potential to bring the
core subcritical even in the sodium voided cases. The induced negative reactivity from
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GEM activation only is not enough to bring the core subcritical in any sodium voided
conditions. Even the maximum positive sodium void worth induced from the sodium
voiding can be overcome with the introduction of a passive shutdown system, USS.
This fact indicates that a passive shutdown can be achieved in the event of a complete
failure of the normal scram system and after the inherent reactivity feedbacks have
brought the core to a safe, but critical state at an elevated temperature.
The control and shutdown system is required to have sufficient worth at any time in the
reactor cycle to shut down the core from any operating condition, and to maintain
subcriticality over the full range of temperatures expected during shutdown. This
requirement can be categorized into several components: temperature defect, burnup
reactivity swing, fuel axial growth, overpower margin, shutdwon margin and
uncertainties. Temperature defect is the reactivity change from hot full-power critical to
zero power at refuleing temperature. This positive reactivity comprises the Doppler
effect, radial and axial core contraction and sodium density change. Burnup reactivity
swing is the excess reactivity built for the compensation of fuel burnup. The fuel axial
growth is pertinent to the metallic fuel which expands with fuel burnup from the
accumulation of fission products. For this assessment, a 5 % axial growth is assumed.
The overpower margin is allocated to permit the reactor to operate at overrated power.
The shutdown margin is required for the assurance of subcriticality.
Due to the state of insufficient knowledge about the core during conceptual design, the
uncertainties for the reactivity components are large, especially in those dealing with
calculated core parameters. In setting the shutdown reactivity requirement, it is prudent
to include these large uncertainties to assure that the absorbers will have ample worth.
Smaller uncertainties are appropriate for a core that has been tested and is thus "known"
with the resulting reduction in calculational uncertainties. Such reduced uncertainties
are appropriate for consideration in the potential reactivity worth of a rod withdrawal
event. The total uncertainty is obtained by statistically combining all uncertainties.
Finally, the reactivity requirement for the control system is estimated based on the
KALIMER nuclear analysis and the estimates for uncertainty magnitude of the
reactivity components.
The reactivity requirement calculated for the shutdown system must be satisfied with
the highest worth control element pulled out of the core. That is, each control rod unit
has sufficient worth such that the remaining five rods can shut down the reactor to cold
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subcritical conditions.
4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design
In carrying out the thermal and hydraulic design, special attention has to be paid to
several performance parameters in order to assure proper performance and safety of fuel
and core; the coolant boiling, fuel melting, structural integrity of the components, fuelcladding eutectic melting, etc [4-14].
The following set of design criteria was applied for the thermal and hydraulic
conceptual design of the core:
1) Peak cladding midwall temperature should be equalized (typically, a pin on the
high-power side of the assembly, one ring inward from the perimeter of the pin
bundle, and at a location at the top of the driver fuel column).
2)

Assembly coolant outlet peak temperature should be less than structural limit
for thermal aging of the upper internal structures (mixed mean assembly outlet
temperature at peak power time in life).
3) Thermal striping potential temperature, i.e., difference between assembly
outlet temperatures of adjacent assemblies should be less than the structural
limit for high-cycle fatigue.
4) Assembly peak coolant temperature should be less than coolant boiling
temperature (including effect of local pressure due to static head and flow
pressure).
5) Fuel peak centerline temperature should be less than the fuel melting
temperature (varies with fuel type and enrichment).
6) Peak fuel surface temperature should be less than fuel-cladding eutectic
melting temperature in the metallic fuels.

For example, the peak subchannel coolant temperature indicates the margin to coolant
boiling. The saturation temperature of sodium at the depth of the core is greater than
950 °C with the pump pressure off and greater than 1060 °C with the pumps on. 950
°C is used as the conservative limit for this parameter. The equalized cladding midwall
temperature is limited to about 630 °C with the 2 a uncertainty factor method for fuel
and blanket assemblies to ensure the cladding material structural integrity [4-15]. The
peak fuel surface temperature is limited to 700 °C to avoid liquefaction of a low melting
temperature alloy formed by inter-diffusion of cladding iron and fuel uranium and
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plutonium. The liquefaction greatly accelerates cladding internal wastage rates and
shortens pin lifetime. The peak fuel centerline temperature indicates the margin to fuel
melting.
Thermal and hydraulic design and analysis methodology
Figure 4-7 shows the overall conceptual design procedure for KALIMER core thermal
and hydraulic conceptual design, i.e., flow grouping and peak pin temperature
calculations, pressure drop calculations, steady-state and detailed subchannel analysis
[4-15, 4-16]. This procedure will form the basis for basic data production and will be
extensively used during the conceptual design phase. The basic conceptual design
methodology, the core flow grouping and peak pin temperature calculations, is
summarized in this section.
The evaluation of core thermal-hydraulic design and its steady state thermal-hydraulic
performance includes two procedures: coolant flow distribution to the assemblies and
prediction of core coolant and component temperature distributions.
Sodium flow is distributed to the core assemblies with the overall goal of equalizing
peak cladding midwall temperature for peak temperature pin of each pin bundle and
thus the pin damage accumulation and pin reliability [4-14, 4-17]. To meet this
objective, initial flow grouping analysis was performed to equalize peak pin cladding
midwall temperatures for the peak temperature pin in each assembly. Assuming peak
fuel burnup to be equal in all assemblies will equalize fission gas pressure, cladding
stress and damage accumulation. The flow grouping calculation for the conceptual
design was performed with the module ORFCE-F60 [4-18] and calibration factors based
on prior detailed analyses. Once the flow is distributed so as to equalize peak cladding
temperatures, the remaining thermal and flow criteria are checked to verify that all
criteria are met.
The key core temperature parameters are: a) peak subchannel coolant temperature, b)
peak cladding midwall temperature, c) peak thermal striping potential temperature, d)
peak assembly outlet temperature, e) peak fuel surface temperature and f) peak fuel
centerline temperature.
The peak temperature calculation process for the preliminary conceptual design relies
upon the module ORFCE-T60 [4-18] and calibration factors based on prior detailed
analyses. Peaking factor type analysis models are codes into the module and provide
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estimates of the peak coolant and pin inner temperatures for the hottest pin in each
assembly. And in this stage, more detailed core thermal and hydraulic design and
analysis will be performed using simplified subchannel analysis code SLTHEN [4-19],
which is a modified version of the SE2-ANL code. It uses the simplified energy
equation mixing model and the subchannel analysis method. This code provides core
wide coolant temperature profiles and thus facilitates core-wide failure probability
studies.
The flow grouping and temperature calculation models include factors to account for
uncertainties and variations in core design, analysis, fabrication and operation. These
are called as Hot Channel Factors (HCFs) and are an adder to the inlet temperature and
multipliers to each temperature rise occurring between the core coolant inlet
temperature and the thermal parameter being computed. The HCFs used for the
KALIMER thermal and hydraulic design and analysis are based on the extensive R&D
program that was part of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) project [4-14, 4-16].
Factors equivalent to a 2 a uncertainty allowance are included in these analyses.
In the next design stage, detailed core thermal and hydraulic design and analysis will be
performed using detailed subchannel analysis code, MATRA-LMR [4-20], which has
been developed based on COBRA-IV-I [4-21] and MATRA [4-22], to predict accurately
flow and temperature profiles in LMR core assembly. The analysis capability of the
MATRA-LMR code was recently extended from a single assembly model to a multiassembly model with the incorporation of the inter-assembly heat transfer model. It is
planned to have further extension of this code to the whole core analysis. This code also
provides temperature map for all pins in all assemblies and thus facilitates core-wide
failure probability studies. Based on their results, the basic flow distribution selected
from the simple models might be modified to better equalize pin failure probability.
4.4.1 Core flow grouping
Coolant flow control, i.e., orificing flow restrictions, is located at the inlet orificing
modules into which the assemblies are inserted at the lower nosepiece end. Thus it is
associated with a core location and not with a particular assembly. Sodium coolant flow
has to be supplied to the assemblies based on the peak linear heat generation rate for
their whole lifetime to ensure the structural integrity of fuels, claddings and ducts. But
small flow control is not expected with this method, so flow groups are limited in small
numbers.
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In the present conceptual design, non-fueled regions consisting of reflector, shield and
IVS were not included in the flow grouping, because their flowrates are small and their
power rates do not change so significantly to complicate their orificing throughout their
lifetime. The flow groupings for these assemblies will be included in the individual
assembly orificing later with improved gamma heating estimations and thus increase the
total number of flow groups.
Total primary loop flow was set by the core power and the desired reactor temperature
rise. A small portion of flow was assumed to bypass the core by leaking around the inlet
module and assembly nosepieces seal rings, and to be used for structural cooling within
the reactor. In general, 1.5% of the primary loop flow is assumed to bypass the core and
is thus not included in the flow distribution to the assemblies [4-14]. Therefore, the
bypass flow is not included in the initial flow grouping. One flow group for GEMs is
subject to the high pressure coolant plenum with no orificing restriction and serves as
the sodium inlet and outlet connection which activates the GEM reactivity feedback
upon loss of pumped flow. With being 1.5% primary flow as the bypass flow, an
additional 0.5% of primary flow was omitted in this conceptual design and reserved for
the perimeter assemblies not explicitly being orificed. Thus 2.0% of primary flow was
not distributed in the flow grouping analyses.
Every assembly in the range of 5% assembly power difference was put in the same
group. And separative flow groups were maintained for each assembly type, even where
flows were virtually identical. This gives a conservative estimation in the number of
flow groups, which will be improved in further designs.
Table 4-9 details the core flow grouping results. 12 flow groups in total were specified
for the present core design as shown in this table, where the driver fuel assemblies
utilize 3 flow groups, the internal blanket assemblies, 2 flow groups, and the radial
blanket assemblies, 7 flow groups. The six control assemblies and USS assembly use a
single flow group each. Both the control and USS assemblies have sliding rod bundles
and their flow grouping is subject to a minimum flow that maintains turbulent flow
cooling during a scram drop. For GEMs one flow group was specified subject to the
high pressure coolant plenum with no orificing restriction. Once the flow is distributed
so as to equalize peak cladding temperatures in all assemblies, the remaining flow and
thermal criteria should be checked to verify that all criteria are met.
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4.4.2 Core temperature distribution
Temperatures were calculated by adding relevant temperature rises to the
assembly inlet temperature. In the temperature calculations, each temperature rise was
computed from energy input, heat capacity, thermal conductivity and heat transfer
coefficient. Hot channel factors were introduced in the temperature predictions to
account for core design, analysis, fabrication and operational uncertainties and
variations. 2 a uncertainty factors based on the CRBR analyses were employed in the
KALIMER core design.
The temperatures which influence design conditions have to be checked with the limit
values, because they are important in the following senses. The limit to the nominal
peak assembly outlet temperature is set to limit thermal aging effects and the thermal
striping potential temperature is set to limit thermal fatigue effects in the upper internal
structure (UIS). The peak thermal striping potential temperature is a possible
maximum difference in assembly coolant discharge temperatures of adjacent assemblies.
The maximum differences are estimated by combining +2 a outlet temperatures with 2 a values. A limit of 205 °C was applied to this parameter to control high cycle
fatigue of the permanent UIS. Coolant mixing between the core and UIS locating about
1 meter above the core assembly coolant discharge reduces this temperature difference
to an acceptable level for permanent structural components. This becomes important
during transient analysis of duty cycle events and primarily serves to set the maximum
rates of power and temperature change during plant maneuvering. Considerable damage
accumulation margin should be reserved to accommodate these transients in assembly
steady state structural analyses. The lower powered control and USS assemblies require
minimum flow and have low outlet temperatures. As a result, the control assemblies and
their immediate neighbors set the maximum thermal striping potential.
The key peak temperatures for each flow group are listed in Table 4-10, where key
parameters are also given for the peak power pin of each orifice group. The criteria used
for steady-state thermal performance analysis are the same as those for design basis
events. For the given core power distribution and total flow rate, the equalized cladding
midwall temperature was obtained to be about 627 °C which is below the limit value of
630 °C for fuel and blanket assemblies. The maximum +2 a cladding temperature is
limited to ensure adequate fuel lifetime. Figure 4-8 shows the flow group and
temperature distribution results map for the 1/6 symmetry core.
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Once the flow grouping and the temperature calculation is performed, core pressure
drop based on the fuel assembly with maximum flow, has to be calculated to see if it
does not exceed the limit value. The maximum assembly pressure drop is limited by
compatibility with the primary loop pressure drop requirements which will be limited
by the pumping power. It is noteworthy that pressure losses through the fuel element
bundle and the core contribute to 40% and 80% of the total reactor pressure loss,
respectively [4-23]. Three models developed for the wire wrap rod spacing assemblies
were used in the bundle pressure loss calculation: (a) Novendstern model, (b) ChiuRohsenow-Todreas model, and (c) Cheng-Todreas model [4-24]. The peak assembly
flow rate was obtained to be 39.8 kg/s. Thus the average flow velocity is 6.42 m/s in
these assemblies and the maximum bundle pressure drop becomes 0.42 MPa which is
desired to be lowered for the pumping power reduction.
4.5 Reactivity Control and Shutdown System
Reactivity control and shutdown system has two different types. One is active
control and shutdown system (motor driven), and the other is passive reactor shutdown
system (by gravity). The KALIMER control rod system consists of the drive mechanism,
driveline, the absorber bundle, and absorber channel.
4.5.1 Active reactivity control and shutdown system
The active reactivity control and shutdown system consists of six control rods that
are used for power control, burnup compensation and reactor shutdown in response to
demands from the plant control or protection systems. Each control rod unit consists of
an array of tubes containing B4C. The absorber material moves within a hexagonal duct.
Two control rod clusters of the same form are located in the annular ring of internal
blankets incorporated in the driver fuel region, each of which contains three control rods.
The control rod clusters are designed so that each control cluster has a rapid reactor
shutdown capability in case of reactor protection signal arising as well as for the two
control clusters consisting of six control rods to be operated simultaneously for normal
operation control. The control rod design satisfies both the one rod stuck condition and
the unit control rod worth condition against the unprotected transient over -power
(UTOP) event.
Each of six control rods has three means, two being diverse, of rod insertion. The first is
by unlatching the absorber bundle from the driveline allowing it to drop into the core
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due to gravity. The second is by a fast drive-in of the driveline by an irreversible motor
powered by an uninterruptible power supply. The third is by slow drive-in using the
plant control system-activated shim motors. For scram diverstiy, each control rod unit
has features to ensure absorber insertion in the event of a scram signal. Diverse
shutdown is additionally provided by the ultimate shutdown system (USS) and the
passive negative feedback characteristics. In order to limit the amount of reactivity
insertion due to an uncontrolled rod withdrawal event, a rod stop system (RSS) is added
to the control rod design. The RSS provides a physical limitation to control rod
withdrawal and supports passive safety during a transient over-power event.
The control rod unit consists of the drive mechanism, the driveline, the absorber bundle,
and absorber channel. Each of these is described in the followings.
4.5.1.1 Drive mechanism
The drive mechanism as shown in Figure 4-9 is mounted on top of the rotatable
plug and controls axial motion of the absorber bundle in the core. It affects insertion,
withdrawal, scram release, and bundle recovery. The out motion limiter is integral with
this drive mechanism. Axial motion is produced by a gearmotor-driven ball nut acting
on a lead screw. The screw is restrained against rotation and the nut is restrained against
axial motion. Rotation of the ball nut raises and lowers the lead screw. Attached to the
top of the lead screw is an electromagnet. The electromagnet holds an armature to
which is attached a tension member that extends down through the hollow lead screw, to
the lowermost end of the control rod. The tension member is part of the driveline
described below. The armature and electromagnet provide the control assembly's scram
release point. Dropping the armature and attached tension member releases the absorber
bundle. Below the main drive nut is an assembly, which limits out motion of the drive.
The assembly consists of an additional motor driven ball nut whose upward travel on
the main drive screw is limited by RSS mounted on the drive housing.
4.5.1.2 Driveline
The driveline connects the drive mechanism to the absorber bundle. The
driveline passes down through a shroud tube in the upper internal structure, which
provides driveline alignment, support, and coolant flow from the reactor outlet.
Scram is accomplished by de-energizing an electromagnet in the driveline, the tension
member (assisted by a spring) drops down about 0.625cm and releases its grip on the
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absorber bundle. The absorber bundle then drops into the core by gravity force. Scram
release is followed up by chasing the driveline down after the bundle. This action
assures that the bundle inserts completely. The driveline consists of three concentric
shafts: an outer drive tube, a tension, and a position indicator rod. The outer tube does
not carry any appreciable axial load. Its lower extremity acts as a collect ring for the
absorber bundle latch. The inner tension tube carries the absorber bundle in a multifingered, collet type latch at its lower extremity. Relatching is accomplished by driving
the vernier down to the bottom of its stroke, driving the tension member down until it
re-engages the absorber bundle handle, then raising the vernier to its trigger position.
The innermost driveline member is a position indicator rod. During power operation its
lower extremity rests on top of the absorber bundle and its upper extremity extends
through the reactor head and drive mechanism to a point above the electromagnet where
its elevation can be measured.
4.5.1.3 Absorber bundle
Reactor power is controlled by changing the neutron flux. The options for the
control are based on changing the neutron-leakage, production, or absorbing rates. This
can be accomplished by moving either fuels or neutron-absorbing materials in or out of
the core, or by moving reflector materials in such a way as to vary its effectiveness. The
present method for reactivity control is the movement of neutron absorbing materials,
sometimes coupling with movement of fuel, in and out of the core. This is wasteful of
neutrons and decreases the breeding ratio.
The control assembly consists of a movable inner absorber assembly (absorber material
assembly) and outer assembly duct that remains in a fixed position in the core during
normal reactor operation. These assemblies are similar in all currently conceived
LMFBRs (Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors).
The motion of the absorber assembly (inner assembly duct) starts and shuts down the
reactor, makes adjustments in power level, and compensates for reactivity changes
during operation. Absorber assemblies are also used in a safety function to shutdown
the reactor rapidly. The absorber assembly consists of a cluster of absorber elements,
supporting and spacing devices for elements, and lifting adapter by which connection is
made to the drive line of the control drive mechanism [4-25].
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The control assembly duct (outer duct assembly) is used primarily to isolate the
movable absorber assembly from the stationary fuel assemblies. As such, it acts as one
of the barriers between the driver fuel elements and the absorber elements. The outer
control assembly duct consists of an orifice assembly and a nosepiece, similar to that
used in driver fuel assemblies, that acts as a neutron shield and contains an orifice to
regular coolant flow through the entire control assembly; a hexagonal outer duct with
the same outer dimensions as a driver fuel assembly duct; and handling socket at the top
end, used for lifting and identifying the assembly.
The purpose of the control rod is to allow a shutdown reactivity margin and to
compensate for the reactivity changes due to fuel burnup and fission product build-up
during the fuel cycle. Moreover, the power shape can be controlled during the fuel cycle
using effect of control rod insertion and optimum strategies can be devised to obtain an
optimum power shape (i.e., flat) during the cycle.
The calculation methods should be such that the reactivity of all the envisaged situations
could be calculated and the associated uncertainties specified, to define the conservative
reactivity value at each point of the procedure outlined above (including uncertainties).
In addition to the reactivity worth, more information related to the control subassembly
performances is needed:
1)
2)
3)

Helium production, in the case of boron carbide rods (helium production
causes swelling and is a factor that determines the control rod life)
Heating generation and, consequently, temperature in absorber pins or control
rod subassembly duct
Distorted power distribution in fuel subassemblies adjacent to control rods
(the flux distortions cause displacement doses and dose gradient to vary
during the cycle).

Selection of a reference control absorber material and design shall take advantage of the
LMFBR experience and recognize the difficulties associated with candidate materials,
which presently include boron carbide, europium oxide, and tantalum. These difficulties
include the gas release and swelling in boron carbide, the high decay heat rate in
tantalum, and the low thermal conductivity in europium oxide; further, it shall be shown
that the control absorber has an acceptable lifetime - with the minimum lifetime being
equal to the refueling interval (normally one year).
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The absorber bundle is a closely packed array of tubes containing boron carbide pellets.
The tubes, referred to as "pins", are each helically wrapped with wire and bundled into a
triangular pitch, hexagonal pattern. The wire wrap maintains pin spacing so that coolant
may circulate freely through the absorber bundle. The bundles are contained in thin
hexagonal ducts that channel coolant flow through them and protect the pins from
damage as they are slid into and out of the core within outer fixed ducts. The outer duct
is hexagonal, having dimensions identical to the adjacent fuel assemblies. The rigid
bundle and inner duct transmit high insertion forces, if needed for powered scram drivein.
The absorber bundle is contained fully within the control assembly at all times. Its
movement in and out of the active core region regulates reactivity. Its stroke is about
120 cm(details are TBD) from full insertion to full withdrawal. During shutdown when
the absorber bundle is disconnected, the control drive stroke is about 135 cm (details are
TBD) so that the CRDL may withdraw from the control assembly and park far enough
above the core to permit rotation of the closure plug for refueling. For recoup ling after
the absorber bundle is released from the driveline, the opening or nozzle at the top of
the assembly aligns and guides the driveline into reengagement with the absorber
bundle.
4.5.2 Ultimate shutdown system
KALIMER adopts an ultimate shutdown system (USS) to provide an alternate
means of shutting down the reactor. Two design concepts are considered as candidates
of the USS. One is a self-actuated shutdown system (SASS) located at the center of the
core and the system drops the shut-off rod by gravity. Another is a ball canister system,
which contains B4C balls stored in a dry canister within the reactor vessel above the
sodium. Upon actuation, the balls fall freely down a guide tube into a center core
assembly.
The SASS is a passive reactor shutdown system self-actuated by the natural physical
phenomena without any external control signals and any actuating power in the
emergency of the reactor. Curie point electromagnet (CPEM) is to be used as a key
component in the USS, whose saturated magnetic flux density is remarkably reduced at
the curie point of the temperature sensitive material used in the CPEM. When the
temperature of the primary sodium goes up to the curie point, the CPEM loses its
electromagnetic force to exert the shut-off rod. Then the shut-off rod with the CPEM
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drops into the core due to its deadweight. The shut-off rods are designed to be an
articulated type for the easy insertion into core even when the guide tubes are deformed
due to the earthquake.
4.5.3 Functional requirements
4.5.3.1 Requirements of the control system
For the KALIMER, the primary control rod system serves both reactor reactivity
control and primary shutdown functions. The control rod system shall provide the
following functions:
1) The control rod system shall provide to start-up of the reactor.
2) The control system shall provide the safety function by negative reactivity
introduction to assure the reactor power decrease or shutdown when incidental
or accidental situation occurs.
3) The control system shall be designed to scram the reactor on emergency
conditions.
4) The control system shall provide to have compensation of reactivity effects
due to thermal or power variations and to fuel burnup.
5) The control rod system should provide incremental rod motions small enough,
when compared to the reactor controller dead band, to preclude controller limit
cycling.
6) Rod motion steps on the order of 0.0635 cm (details are TBD) are desired to
maintain adequate margin against limit cycling.
7) The control rod assembly duct must be designed to withstand axial
compressive forces caused during loading or unloading of the duct.
4.5.3.2 Requirements of the control absorber rod
1) The absorber pin (or rod) shall be designed to maintain their integrity during
normal reactor operation.
2) The absorber rod with wire wrap shall be dimensionally compatible to
accommodate absorber rod expansion due to irradiation
3) The absorber rod shall be designed to accommodate expected dimensional
changes, such as element swelling, thermal expansion, creep, and its axial
growth, during irradiation.
4)

The absorber rod shall contain and confine the solid and gaseous products
generated by neutron absorption reaction, which should be accommodated
within the cladding.
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5) The cladding shall provide structural integrity for the absorber pin and serve to
separate the absorber material from direct contact with the coolant, thereby
preventing the isotopes from entering the primary coolant.
6) The absorber rod shall be provided with wire wrap to maintain pin-to-pin and
pin-to-duct space, and to mix up the coolant flow.
7) The sufficient plenum volume shall be provided to accommodate the released
helium gas from absorber material, and to prevent cladding from overpressurization by the buildup of gas pressure according to burnup increase.
8) The large sodium-filled gap between absorber pellet and cladding shall be
provided to allow sufficient volume for absorber swelling, and to permit good
heat transfer.
4.5.3.3 Requirements of the control assembly
1) Each control rod assembly (bundle) shall have mechanical travel stops for
both directions of travel.
2)

A loss of to the control rod system shall results in the absorber bundle entering
fully into the core.

3) The control bundle shall be provided with the outer duct for unobstructed
motion over their entire length of travel.
4) Mechanical restraints acting directly on the absorber rods shall prevent their
being accidentally disengaged from the outer duct.
5)

The duct material shall have adequate strength and resistance to wear, erosion,
corrosion and radiation damage or shall be encased in a sheath of suitable
material, so as to maintain the absorber rod's shape and function for the design
life of the reactor. In the event the absorber material is encapsulated, a void
space shall be provided for any radiolytic gas generated.

4.5.3.4 Requirements of inner and outer ducts
The inner (if applicable) and outer ducts to house a absorber bundle (or inner
absorber duct) serve a number of functions in KALIMER, including the folio wings:
1) The outer ducts force the sodium to flow pass the control rods and not bypass
the high-flow resistance path within the rod bundle or inner duct (if
applicable).
2) The ducts provide structural support for the control rod bundle.
3) The ducts provide a mechanical means to load the rods into the core as a unit,
with the assembly of ducts constrained by the core restraint system.
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4)

The core subsystems must be designed to withstand axial compressive forces
caused during loading or unloading of the duct.

5)

The inner and outer assembly duct must be designed to maintain its integrity
during normal reactor operation.

6)

The inner and outer assembly ducts must be designed to accommodate
expected dimensional changes, such as element swelling, creep, and its axial
growth, during irradiation.

7) The control rod assembly duct and core subsystems plugged-in receptacle on
upper grid plate shall be designed to withstand the axial load caused by the
hydraulic drag load of the primary cooling system.
8) The control rod assembly duct and core subsystems must be designed to
withstand axial compressive forces caused during loading or unloading of the
duct.
4.5.3 5 Requirements of the control rod drive mechanism
1) The control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) shall be designed for a service life
of 30 years.
2) The CRDM shall provide function to withdraw, insert or hold the position of
the control rod assembly (CRA) during startup, power operation and shutdown.
3) In response to a trip signal or total loss of electrical power, the CRDM shall
rapidly release the CRAs.
4) In the failure event of the up-motion electrical over-travel device, either a
mechanical mean shall be provided to prevent the upper end of the drive line
from hard stopping on the housing, or a test shall be performed on a
production or prototype CRDM and drive line to verify that damage will not
occur to either the drive line or the housing in the event of this failure.
5) The CRDM shall be capable of releasing the CRA driveline prior to removal of
the rotating plug and of engaging the drive line after the rotating plug is
installed.
6) The CRDM will be designed to operate without maintenance for a minimum of
one and a half years and without replacing components for a minimum of three
years. A design objective is to provide a maintenance-free mechanism for a
period of at least three years.
7) Connections (electrical, instrumentation, etc) shall be located at the top of the
mechanism to facilitate ease of removal and replacement.
8) The overall height of the CRDM above the rotating plug seating surface will
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not exceed 4m.
9) Installation, removal and maintenance of the CRDM shall be possible with the
rotating plug in place.
10) The tools shall be designed so that it will be improbable for any tool or part
thereof to fall into the reactor vessel through the largest opening in the head
while the tool is in use.
11) A total cumulative CRDM travel is at least 8000m(TBD). The CRDM shall be
operated from the full in position to the full out position for a minimum of 1/3
of total travel length. Reversing direction on the same drive shaft land for at
least 3/4 of total travel length.
12) The CRDM shall be designed to withstand the effects of an operating basis
earthquake (OBE) without loss of function and to withstand the effects of a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) without loss of capability to perform their
safety function.
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Table 4-1
Core Design Parameters
Operating Conditions
Core Thermal Power (MWt)
Core Electric Power (MWe)
Core Mixed Mean Inlet/Outlet Temperature (°C)
Total Flow Rate (kg/s)
Plant Thermal Efficiency (%)
Plant Capacity Factor (%)
Refueling Interval (months)
Effective Full Power Day (EFPD)
Number of Batches
Driver Fuel

392.2
150.0
386.2/ 530.0
2143.1 kg/s
38.2
85.0
18
465
3
3
6

Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
CORE DESIGN PARAMETERS
Core Configuration

Heterogeneous
1

Number of Core Enrichment Zones
Active Core Height (cm)
Core Diameter (cm)
Axial Blanket Thickness (cm)
Feed Fuel Composition
Number of Assemblies
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Reflector
GEM
Control Rod

120.0
344.3
0.0
LMR Recycled
48
18
72
48
6
6
1

USS (SASS)
B4C/Radial Shield

126
54

IVS
Total
Core Structural Material

379
HT9
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Table 4-2
Fuel Assembly Design Parameters
Fuel Material (Driver Fuel/Blanket)
Smeared Density (%)

U-Pu-lOZr/U-lOZr
75/85

Active Fuel Length (cm)
Fuel Element Length (cm)
Overall Assembly Length (cm)
Duct Pitch (mm)
Duct Gap (mm)
Duct Wall Thickness (mm)
Pins per Fuel Assembly (Driver/Blanket)
Pin Outer Diameter (Driver/Blanket) (mm)
Pin P/D Ratio (Driver/Blanket)
Upper Fission Gas Plenum Length (/Na Filled) (cm)
Core Structural Material

120.0
389.3
484.7
161.0
4.0
4.0
271/127
7.40/ 12.00
1.203/1.083
155.0/20.0
HT9

Volume Fractions (%)
Driver Fuel
Fuel Slug
Coolant(including Bond)
Structural Material

28.22
46.88
24.90

Radial Blanket
Fuel Slug
Coolant(including Bond)
Structural Material

45.04
34.81
20.15

Control Rod
Pin Material(20% enriched B4C)
Coolant

36.07
36.61
27.32

Structural Material
Radial Shield(/with B4C Shield)
Pin Material(smeared)(/90% enriched B4C)
Coolant
Structural Material
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75.43/58.10
15.82/18.24
8.75/23.66

Table 4-3
Reference Core Fuel
ASSEMBLY DATA:
ASSEMBLY DUCT PITCH (mm)

161.0

DUCT MATERIAL

HT9

DUCT GAP (mm)

4.00

DUCT WALL THICKNESS (mm)

4.00

DUCT OUTER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

157.0

DUCT INNER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

149.6

OVERALL ASSEMBLY LENGTH (mm)

4846.7

2

BUNDLE FLOW AREA (cm )

71.0

PINS PER ASSEMBLY

271
STRAIGHT

PIN SPACER
PIN PITCH (mm)

START WIRE
WRAP
8.9

FUEL SLUG HEIGHT (mm)

1200

UPPER GAS PLENUM HEIGHT (mm)

1550

LOWER SHIELDING (mm)

1117.6

PIN DATA:
FUEL TYPE

U-lO%Zr
U-Pu-lOZr

PIN OVERALL LENGTH (mm)

3893

PIN OUTER DIAMETER (mm)

7.4

PIN INNER DIAMETER (mm)

6.3

CLADDING MATERIAL

HT9

CLADDING THICKNESS (mm)

0.55

FUEL SLUG DIAMETER (mm)

5.46
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or

Table 4-3 (continued)
Reference Core Fuel
REFERENCE CORE FUEL
FUEL-CLADDING INTRGRATED DIAMETAL GAP(mm)

0.84

FUEL FABRICATION DENSITY (%TD)

100.0

FUEL SMEAR DENSITY (%TD)

75.0

WIRE WRAP DIAMETER (mm)

1.4

WIRE WRAP PITCH (mm)

203.2

BOND

Na
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Table 4-4
Reference Core Blanket
ASSEMBLY DATA:
ASSEMBLY DUCT PITCH (mm)

161.0

DUCT MATERIAL

HT9

DUCT GAP (mm)

4.00

DUCT WALL THICKNESS (mm)

4.00

DUCT OUTER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

157.0

DUCT INNER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

149.6

OVER ALL ASSEMBLY LENGTH (mm)

4846.7

BUNDLE FLOW AREA (cm2)

48.0

PINS PER ASSEMBLY

127

PIN SPACER

STRAIGHT
START WIRE
WRAP

PIN PITCH (mm)

13.01

BLANKET HEIGHT (mm)

1200

UPPER PLENUM HEIGHT (mm)

1550

LOWER SHIELDING (mm)

1117.6

PIN DATA:
FUEL TYPE

DEPLETED
U-10%Zr

PIN OVERALL LENGTH (mm)

3893

PIN OUTER DIAMETER (mm)

12.01

PIN INNER DIAMETER (mm)

10.91

CLADDING MATERIAL

HT9

CLADDING THICKNESS (mm)

0.55
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Table 4-4 (continued)
Reference Core Blanket
REFERENCE CORE BLANKET
FUEL SLUG DIAMETER (mm)

10.0

FUEL-CLADDING INTRGRATED DIAMETAL GAP(mm)

0.851

FUEL FABRICATION DENSITY (%TD)

100.0

FUEL SMEAR DENSITY (%TD)

75.0

WIRE WRAP DIAMETER (mm)

0.95

WIRE WRAP PITCH (mm)

203.2

BOND

Na
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Table 4-5
Reference Core Shield
ASSEMBLY DATA:
ASSEMBLY DUCT PITCH (mm)

161.0-

DUCT MATERIAL

HT9

DUCT GAP (mm) .

4,00

DUCT WALL THICKNESS (mm)

4.00

DUCT OUTER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

157.0

DUCT INNER FLAT TO FLAT (mm)

149.6

OVERALL ASSEMBLY LENGTH (mm)

4846.7

PINS PER ASSEMBLY

7

PIN SPACER MECHANISM

NONE

PINS PITCH (mm)

54.62

PIN DATA:
PIN OVERALL LENGTH (mm)

3 893

PIN MATERIAL (SOLID ROD)

HT9

PIN DIAMETER

54.48

PIN P/D RATIO

1.003
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Table 4-6
Neutron Energy Group Structure for Cross-Section Data
80 Groups
Group
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
. 33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Upper E.
Boundary
(MeV)
2.0000+1**
1.6905+1
1.4918+1
1.3499+1
1.1912+1
1.0000+1
7.7880+0
6.0653+0
4.7237+0
3.6788+0
2.8650+0
2.2313+0
1.7377+0
1.3534+0
1.1943+0
1.0540+0
9.3014-1
8.2085-1
7.2440-1
6.3928-1
5.6416-1
4.9787-1
4.3937-1
3.8774-1
3.0197-1
2.3518-1
1.8316-1
1.4264-1
1.1109-1
8.6517-2
6.7379-2
5.2475-2
4.0868-2
3.1828-2
2.8088-2
2.6058-2
2.4788-2
2.1875-2
1.9305-2
1.7036-2

Lower Energy Boundary

? Groups

Group
No
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Upper E.
Boundary
(MeV)
1.5034-2
1.3268-2
1.1709-2
1.0333-2
9.1188-3
8.0473-3
7.1017-3
6.2673-3
5.5308-3
4.8810-3
4.3074-3
3.8013-3
3.3546-3
2.9604-3
2.6126-3
2.3056-3
2.0347-3
1.7956-3
1.5846-3
1.3984-3
1.2341-3
1.0891-3
9.6112-4
7.4852-4
5.8295-4
4.5400-4
3.5358-4
2.7536-4
1.6702-4
1.0130-4
6.1442-5
3.7267-5
2.2603-5
1.3710-5
8.3153-6
5.0435-6
3.0590-6
1.1254-6
4.1399-7
1.5230-7
1.3888-10*

** read as 2.0000 x 10 ii
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1

Upper E.
Boundary
(MeV)
2.0000+1

2

6.0653+0

3

1.3534+1

4

4.9787-1

5

1.8316-1

6

6.7379-2

7

2.4788-2

8

9.1188-3

9

3.3546-3

Group
No

1.3888-10*

Table 4-7
Summary of Nuclear Performance
Average Breeding Ratio
Refueling Intervals (months)
Burnup Reactivity Swing (pcm)
Average Fuel Burnup (MWD/kg.cycle)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Average Fuel Assembly Discharge Burnup (MWD/kg)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Peak Fuel Discharge Burnup (MWD/kg)
Feed Driver Fuel Enrichment (wt.%)
Fissile Pu in U-TRU
Total Pu in U-TRU
Total TRU in U-TRU
Fissile Inventory at BOEC (kg)
Supplied Fissile Pu (kg/cycle)
Total Fissile Pu Gain (kg/cycle)
Average Power Density at BOEC (W/cc)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Average Linear Power for Driver Fuel (W/cm)
BOEC
EOEC
Peak Linear Power (W/cm)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Power Peaking Factor for Driver Fuel
BOEC
EOEC
Peak Neutron Flux (x 1015 n/cm2.sec)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Peak Discharge Fast Fluence ( x 1023 n/cm2)
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
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1.182
18
632.2
25.9
6.2
1.8
79.8
18.5
10.5
116.9
20.49
25.84
26.30
1253.3
354.3
37.3
220.7
70.6
23.0
184.8
170.3
278.3
286.5
203.2
1.506
1.499

:

3.00
3.00
2.16
2.43
2.39
3.51

Table 4-8
Summary of Reactivity Worths
BOEC

EOEC

-0.1031 T"143
-0.1169T"149

-0.1042 T"1-43
-0.1098 T"1-48

-126
-7.4755

-126
-7.3811

1,002
793
1,839
1,773
847
791

1,116
821
1,977
1,948
1,062
1,043

10,422

10,408

GEM(pcm)

-887

-810

USS(pcm)

2,351

2,791

Fuel Temperature(Doppler) Coefficient (ZJk/k/K)
Flooded
Voided
Uniform Radial Expansion Coefficient
(dk/k)/ (dR/R) (pcm/%)

Sodium Void Effect (pcm)
Driver Fuel (DF)
Inner Blanket (IB)
DF + IB
Total (DF + IB + RB)
DF + IB + GEM
DF + IB + RB + GEM
Control Rods (pcm)
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Table 4-9
Flow Groupings
Flow

Assembly

Number of

Assembly

Group

Enrichment Zone

Group

Type

Assemblies

Flow (kg/s)

Flow

Flow (kg/s) and

(kg/s)

Flow Fraction (%)

No.

1

Driver Fuel

12

39.8

477

2

Driver Fuel

24

34.7

833

3

Driver Fuel

12

27.0

324

4

Internal Blanket

6

12.1

72

5

Internal Blanket

12

12.5

150

6

Radial Blanket

12

8.7

104

7

Radial Blanket

6

5.3

32

8

Radial Blanket

12

4.8

57

9

Radial Blanket

12

2.9

35

1°.

Radial Blanket

12

2.4

29

11

Radial Blanket

6

1.8

11

12

Radial Blanket

12

1.5

18

Note:

1,634(75%)
222(10%) .

286 (13%)

total primary loop flow including bypass flow :

2,143 kg/s

total bypass flow fraction

2.0 %

:
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Table 4-10
Flow Groupwise Peak Temperatures (2a uncertainty factor method)

Flow
Grouping

Assembly
Type

No..

Assembly
Outlet

Thermal
Striping (°C)

Cladding
Midwall (°C)

174
167
87
136
145
105
89
87
31
37
40
37

624
621
627
629
627
628
627
629
622
629
623
627

(°Q

1

Driver Fuel

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Driver Fuel
Driver Fuel
Internal Blanket
Internal Blanket
Radial Blanket
Radial Blanket
Radial Blanket
Radial Blanket
Radial Blanket
Radial Blanket

12

Radial Blanket

544
543
548
528
527
528
528
530
526
529
526
528
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u Driver Fuel 48
0 Internal Blanket 18
0 Radial Blanket 72
6
• Control Rod
USS

1

GEM

6

Reflector

48

BiC Shield

54

0 IVS

54

Shield

72

Total

379

Figure 4-1 KALIMER Core Layout
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Top End Cap

Cladding Tube
Gas Plenum

Sodium Bond

Fuel Slug

Wire Wrap
Bottom End Cap
Key Way

Figure 4-2 Schematic of the KALIMER Driver Fuel Pin.
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Gripper Hole

Handling Socket

Duct Tube

Fuel Pins

Nose Piece

Coolant Port

Figure 4-3

KALIMER Fuel Assembly Duct along with Key Section View
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Figure 4-4 K-CORE System
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I/F Files for
Transient Analysis
Reactivity(Spatial)
and Control Data

3.50E+15

3.00E+15

2.50E+15

2.00E+15

1.50E+15

-•••-BOEC
EOEC
1.00E+15

5.00E+14

1.00E+11
USS11

DF31

DF51

RBL71

BSHLD91

RSHLD11

Assembly Position

Notes : USSxl : USS Assembly at Position (x: Ring No., 1st in the 0 ° direction)
in Figure 4-1
DF
RBL
BSHLD
RSHLD

:
:
:
:

Driver Fuel
Radial Blanket
B4C Shield
Radial Shield

Figure 4-5 Radial Neutron Flux Distributions in the Mid-Plane
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7
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Shielding

Active ...

(Mid Plane)

...Core
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withNa
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Figure 4-6 Axial Neutron Flux Distributions at Peak Assembly, DF31 (Driver Fuel
Assembly at Position, Ring 3rd, 1 st in the 0 ° Direction)
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Basic Design Data
- Thermal Power Output
- Core Inlet Temperature
- Core Exit Temperature

Core Configuration Data
- Rod Geometry
- Assembly Geometry

Nuclear Design & Analysis Results
- Assembly Power
- Peak Pin Linear Power
- Peak Pin Batch Factor
- Cycle Length
- Power Factors

Ideal Pin Flow Estimation and
Ideal Assembly Flow Estimation

Flow Fraction to Prior Assembly

Flow Grouping Selection
- Same Group for Assemblies
: Relative Flow Fraction < 10 %
and Same Assembly Type

Flow Grouping Results
- Input for Temperature
Calculation

Assembly Nominal Temperature Rise
Core and Assembly
Pressure Drop
Calculations
Nominal Peak Subchannel
Temperature Rise

Nominal / 2 sigma Peak Temperatures
- Assembly Outlet Temperature
- Coolant Temperature
- Cladding Outer Surface Temperature
- Cladding Inner Surface Temperature
- Cladding Midwall Temperature
- Fuel Surface Temperature
- Fuel Centerline Temperature

Thermal Striping Temperature
- Maximum Difference in Assembly
Outlet Temperatures of Adjacent
Assemblies

Flow Grouping

Thermophysical
Properties
Data

Peak Pin Temperature
Calculation

Steady State
Subchannel
Analysis

Detailed
Subchannel
Analysis for
Steady State and
Transient

Input Preparations
for Pin Analysis and
Transient Analysis

Subchannel
Analysis

Figure 4-7 Core Thermal and Hydraulic Design and Analysis Procedure
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Assembly Loccrtion
Assembly Type
Flow Group
Assembly Power (MWth)
Assy Outlet Nominal Temp (C)

Figure 4-8 Assembly Power Distributions and Flow Groups (1/6 Core)
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Figure 4-9 Solid Model of Control Rod Drive Mechanism
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CHAPTER 5.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND CONNECTED SYSTEM

5.1 Summary Description
The reactor coolant system and connected systems in KALIMER mainly consist of
the primary heat transport system (PHTS), intermediate heat transport system (IHTS),
sodium water reaction pressure relief system (SWRPRS), and steam generator and
feedwater system (SGFWS). The PHTS is a pool based system and transports the
nuclear heat from the core to the IHX's. The heat transported to the IHX is then
transported to the SG by the IHTS, which is based on loops. In the SG and feedwater
system, steam is generated from the heat transported by the IHTS and sent to the turbine.
The SWRPRS mitigates a possible sodium-water reaction event at the SG.
The major components for reactor coolant system and connected system including
reactor vessel and containment vessel, reactor head and reactor internal structures and
so on make up the reactor structure. This chapter describes the design concept of the
reactor coolant system and connected systems. The overall heat transport condition of
KALIMER at the 100 % power operation is summarized in Fig. 5-1.
5.1.1 Reactor structure
Reactor vessel - The reactor vessel is the boundary of the primary heat transport
system and performs support and container functions during all temperature, pressure,
and load variations which occur during the operating lifetime. The reactor vessel, which
is made of type 316 stainless steel, has overall dimensions of 18.55m height, 7.02m
outer diameter, and 0.05m thickness in the conceptual design and is composed with a
17m long side cylinder with integral torispherical bottom head. The reactor vessel is
attached to the reactor head and supports the reactor internal structures, the reactor core,
and primary sodium, including IHXs, EMPs and IVTM.
Containment vessel - The containment provides a low leakage, pressure retaining
boundary which completely surrounds the primary system boundary. The containment
includes a containment vessel (lower part) to contain reactor vessel leaks and a
containment dome (upper part) which mitigates releases due to postulated severe events.
The containment vessel which is made of 2.25Cr-lMo has overall dimensions of 18.8m
height, 7.37m outer diameter, and 0.025m thickness in the conceptual design. The
containment vessel is slightly greater than reactor vessel and encloses the reactor vessel.
The gap, which is 15cm, between the containment vessel and the reactor vessel contains
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Argon gas and the instrument to detect sodium leakage from the reactor vessel shall be
installed in this gap region. It provides guard vessel for the primary sodium and cover
gas if the reactor vessel leaks. The containment dome serves as upper containment
located above the reactor head. The containment dome which is made of 2.25Cr-lMo
consists of a 14m outside diameter, 2.5cm thick cylindrical shell, about 5.36m high with
a torispherical head. On top of this head a smaller 8m outside diameter head with a
2.5cm thickness is provided for infrequent removal of large components, such as UIS,
EM Pump, and IHX, and the entire reactor structures if necessary. The maximum height
of the containment dome from the operating floor to the top of it is 8.4m at the center.
Four small ports will be prepared in the 8m diameter dome for frequent access, one for
refueling, one for IVTM, and two for CRD drivelines/USS.
Reactor support structure - The reactor support structure is conceptually designed as
support arms which are simple beam type, divided as 12 segments in the circumferential
direction, forged production with containment vessel flange and rest on the top of
cylindrical reactor support wall. The Lubrite plates are installed between support arms
and the top of the reactor support wall to allow radial direction reactor thermal
movements by sliding motion and the support arms are anchored to the top of the
reactor support wall to restrain vertical movement by bolting. Lateral seismic restraint is
provided by the close fit of the support arm bolts within the radially slotted holes in the
support arms. The radially slotted holes allow the support arms to move radially,
relative to the stationary anchor bolts, as the top end of the reactor structure cycles
through its temperature range. For the design alternative to improve In-ServiceInspection, design simplicity, and the establishment of the containment boundary,
several design alternatives have been studied and the integral support ring type is
suggested. The feasibility study for the design change is in progress. The integral
support ring is extended from the reactor head. The width of the support ring is 30cm
and its thickness is 30cm same as.the reactor head. The Lubrite plates are installed
between the support ring and the top of the reactor support wall to allow radial direction
reactor thermal movements similar to the case of the support arm type.
Reactor head - The reactor head in KALIMER is the top closure of both the reactor
vessel and containment vessel. It provides mechanical supports for all PHTS
components including IHX, EMP, rotatable plug and primary sodium etc. The reactor
head plate is 30cm thick. It is designed to operate at comparatively low temperature.
The low temperature is attained by inclusion in the design of 22 horizontal layers of
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stainless steel insulation and shield plates, the top one of which is installed 45cm below
the bottom of the reactor head. The insulation and shield plates are 16mm thick each
and are spaced at 22mm.
Reactor internal structures — The KALIMER reactor internal structures are composed
of the Core Support Structure, the Inlet Plenum, the Support Barrel, the Reactor Baffle,
the Reactor Baffle Plate, the Separation Plate, the Flow Guide, the EMP Nozzle, the
Inlet Pipe, and the Radiation Shield Structures. KALIMER reactor internal structures
have 3-main functions providing 1) core support, 2) primary coolant flow path, and 3)
component support. Basically all reactor internal structures are designed to meet these
functional requirements.
Upper internal structure - The upper internals structure (UIS) is attached to a rotatable
plug installed on the reactor closure of the reactor head and cantilevered downward into
the reactor hot pool. The total length of UIS is 10.6m, and the bottom end of shroud
tube will be located 5.0cm above the top of the core assemblies during power operation.
The principal functions satisfied by the UIS are: (1) lateral support of the control rod
drivelines, (2) protection of the drivelines from sodium flow induced vibration, and (3)
support of the above core instrumentation drywells.
Intermediate heat transport system - The IHTS piping system in KALIMER
connects IHX, steam generator and secondary EMP. The piping system is arranged for
the case of horizontal distance between the centers of IHX and SG of 11.5m. In IHTS
piping, small bored piping with 35.56cm and 50.8cm in diameter are used. The
isolation valves are installed at each small bored pipes between containment dome and
reactor wall, thus 4 isolation valves are installed per loop. As for the pipe support
structures rigid supports, constant spring hangers and snubbers are to be used. Since the
reactor building in KALIMER is seismically isolated in horizontal direction, only
vertical snubbers will be used.
In-service inspection and maintenance - The reactor system has been designed based
on in-service inspection (ISI) and maintenance approaches to satisfy the safety goals
and ensure high plant availability. Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code specifies the general type and extent of the ISI required for Class
1, 2 and 3 systems of liquid metal cooled plant. The intent of the ASME ISI
requirements is to maintain the nuclear power plant and to return the plant to service in
a safe and expeditious manner during plant outages. Major structures of the reactor
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system are designed for low-maintenance operation for the life of the plant. For
equipment or components which directly affect safety and availability, the system has
provided features that allow for removal and in-place maintenance. The in-service
inspection and maintenance approach for all components shall be identified early in the
design stage phase.
5.2 Reactor Vessel, Containment Vessel, Reactor Support Structure, and Reactor
Head
5.2.1 Reactor vessel
5.2.1.1 Design basis
5.2.1.1.1 Functional requirements
1) The reactor vessel shall support the reactor core and reactor internal structures,
and provide the primary boundary for the primary sodium coolant and its cover
gas.
2) The reactor vessel shall have no penetration and no attachments other than
welded connection with core support structure on the bottom head of the reactor
vessel.
3) A service life of 30 years shall be used as a basis for the reactor vessel based on
the KALIMER [5-1] design duty cycles [5-2].
4) The reactor vessel and the reactor head shall provide a hermetically sealed
barrier around the primary sodium.
5) The reactor vessel shall conduct a function to remove the residual heat inside
the reactor vessel to outside as a part of PSDRS (Passive Safety Decay heat
Removal System).
5.2.1.1.2 Structural requirements
The design of the reactor vessel shall conform to the structural design bases
[5-3]. The reactor vessel shall be designed to withstand all of the pressures,
temperatures, and forces which are likely to be imposed on them during lifetime.
Evaluation for structural adequacy shall include duty cycle events as well as the
Operating Basis Earthquake and Safe Shutdown Earthquake. The design of the vessel
shall accommodate all fabrication, handling, transportation, and installation loads.
Design Loads and Conditions
1) Design Basis pressure and temperature [5-4] shall be used in conjunction with
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the plant duty cycles [5-2] to establish the thermal and mechanical loading
conditions for the reactor vessel.
2) The loading conditions to be considered in designing the vessel shall include
internal and external pressures, weight of the component and its contents,
superimposed loads from other components, vibration and seismic loads,
reactions at supports, temperature effects, irradiation effects, and the effects of
the sodium environment.
Analytical Methods
1) Elastic methods, which is in accordance with design by analysis in ASME
B&PV Code Section III, shall be firstly used in the reactor vessel analyses and
design calculations to be performed to demonstrate the suitability of the reactor
vessel to withstand the loading service conditions.
2) Inelastic analysis of deformations shall be used to demonstrate that
deformations do not exceed specified limits, unless the elastic method has
demonstrated compliance.
Code Classification
1) The reactor vessel is Class 1 component and the design of the reactor vessel
shall conform to the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsections NB [5-5] and
NH[5-6].
2) Establishment of the limiting values for design stress intensity shall include
allowances for any known or predictable degradation of mechanical properties
that may occur as a result of irradiation, stress at service temperatures and
changes in material properties over the design life.
3) The reactor vessel shall be designed as Seismic Category I structure.
Loading Combinations
1) All components and component integral supports shall be analyzed to be
appropriate design with respect to service level conditions.
2) The Level A category would include all the events required for normal reactor
operation and control including the flow and temperature distributions during
refueling, hot stand-by condition, partial and 100% power operations, and
controlled transition between these operating conditions including loadfollowing and shutdown with availability of all the shutdown heat removal
systems. No seismic event is associated with the Level A service.
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3) The Level B would consist of the unplanned but anticipated deviations from the
operating procedures which have to be accommodated without effect on the
reactor operation or design life in order to assure adequate availability. The
category includes seismic loads up to the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)
which is the maximum earthquake to be accommodated in the design without
affecting the reactor operation. The Level B category includes OBE and thermal-hydraulic events involving loss of the condenser heat removal option so
that the heat removal is by ACS and PSDRS.
4) The Level C events postulate plausible but unlikely modes of failures in the
reactor module as well as the secondary system. A component is required to
withstand a limited number of these events during its design life. No seismic
event is associated with the Level C service. The Level C category includes low
probability events which lead to fast runback or reactor scram generally with
loss of IHTS so that the decay heat removal is only through the PSDRS.
5) The large deformations associated with the ASME stress limits for Level D
events would generally make a component inoperable following the event.
Correspondingly, the reactor structures would be required to withstand one endof-operating-life level D event without loss of pressure boundary, neutronic
shutdown and core coolability but operation after the event would not be
required. Therefore the Level D classification is used for events with
sufficiently low probability to make such a loss of investment economically
acceptable. This includes the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) which is the
maximum earthquake to be accommodated by the design without affecting
safety.
Seismic Criteria
1) The reactor vessel and reactor head shall be capable of withstanding the effects
of the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) without loss of capability to remain
functional and to withstand the effects of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
without loss of capability to perform their safety functions.
2) Appropriate analyses are required, using the ground motion inputs below, to
define the specific design loads and accelerations for the reactor vessel.
2.1) The OBE horizontal and vertical maximum ground accelerations are 0.15g
and 0.1 g respectively.
2.2) The SSE horizontal and vertical maximum ground accelerations are 0.3g
and 0.2g respectively.
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3) The reactor vessel shall be qualified in accordance with Reference 5-7 based on
the loads and displacements or floor response spectra at reactor supports.
5.2.1.1.3 Material requirements
1) The materials of construction of the reactor vessel must perform their intended
function for 30 years of plant operation with environmental conditions.
2) Materials shall be chosen to consider potential deterioration in service from
irradiation and corrosion.
3) The effects of neutron radiation exposure, temperature, and sodium shall be
included in determining the allowable value of material properties.
4) Appropriate heat treatments and processes shall be utilized during component
fabrication to minimize sensitization.
5.2.1.1.4 Instrumentation requirements
1) The gap between reactor vessel and containment vessel shall be enough to
allow the access of sensing device to detect leakage of sodium and cover gas.
5.2.1.1.5 Miscellaneous requirements
1) The weights and center of gravities of the reactor vessel shall be provided by
the component designer and values shall be provided with the component in dry,
normal, and cold flooded states.
2) Volumetric examination according to ASME Section XI for the welds of reactor
vessel shall be performed.
3) The reactor vessel shall accommodate easy repair and maintenance.
5.2.1.2 Design description
KALIMER [5-1] is a pool-type liquid metal reactor. The reactor structures,
shown in Fig. 5-2, consist of the containment vessel, reactor vessel, reactor head,
intermediate heat exchangers (IHX), electromagnetic (EM) pumps, control rod drives,
reactor internal structures, the reactor support structure, and IHTS piping. The reactor
vessel is the boundary of the primary heat transport system (PHTS) and performs its
support and container functions during all temperature, pressure, and load variations
which occur during the operating lifetime.
The dimensions of the reactor vessel are sized not only to hold the core and perform as a
reactor system but also to have sufficient surface area to transfer decay heat by direct
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convection and by radiation to the air flow separator for removal by natural circulation
of air.
KALIMER reactor vessel [5-8], which is made of type 316 stainless steel, has overall
dimensions of 18.55m height, 7.02m outer diameter, and 0.05m thickness in conceptual
design and is composed with a 17m long side cylinder with integral torispherical bottom
head as shown in Fig. 5-2. The improvement of safety of the vessel has been achieved
with the consequence that the vessel has no attachments and no penetration other than
the core support connections in the bottom head area. And the reactor baffle inside the
reactor vessel has been introduced to avoid the direct contact of hot pool sodium and the
reactor vessel wall during the normal operation.
The reactor vessel is attached to the reactor head and supports the reactor internal
structures, the reactor core, and primary sodium. The weight loads of the reactor internal
structures and the reactor core are transferred to the reactor vessel through the core
support attachment. The weights of components of reactor structures are given in Table
5-1. The vessel carries those loads and the weight of contained sodium in tension up to
its integral connection with the reactor head.
The reactor vessel is classified as Safety Class 1 and designed and constructed to the
requirements of the ASME B&PV Code, Section III Subsection NB and Subsection NH.
Significant dimensions and some relevant design data are given in Table 5-2.
Service conditions of the reactor vessel are TBD. Under abnormal conditions the reactor
vessel is subjected to temperatures higher than 427°C and ASME Code Subsection NH
is therefore applicable for design. During normal operation, however, the 530°C reactor
outlet sodium wets only the reactor baffle; whereas the sodium wetting the vessel is at
approximate level 5m lower and a temperature about 390°C [5-9]. The reactor baffle
and the drawn-down level between the reactor baffle and the reactor vessel lower
temperature of the reactor vessel and reduce temperature differences along the length of
the vessel and greatly lessen concerns about creep damage and deformations in the
reactor vessel wall.
5.2.2 Containment vessel
5.2.2.1 Design basis
5.2.2.1.1 Functional requirements
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1) A service life of 30 years shall be used as a basis for the containment vessel
based on the KALIMER [5-1] design duty cycles [5-2].
2) The containment vessel is all welded and has no penetrations and designed to
remain leak tight.
3) The containment vessel shall provide a barrier to the release of radioactive
material in the event of a leak in the reactor vessel. Its net volume shall be
sufficiently small so that subsequent to a reactor vessel leak it shall maintain the
primary sodium level in the reactor vessel at an elevation that will allow natural
circulation of the sodium for cooling the reactor core. This ensures that the
internal sodium flow path will not be interrupted and shutdown heat removal
via PSDRS will operate to maintain safe temperatures within the core and
reactor system following a postulated reactor vessel leak.
5.2.2.1.2 Structural requirements
The design of the containment vessel shall conform to the structural design
bases [5-3]. The containment vessel shall be designed to withstand all of the pressures,
temperatures, and forces which are likely to be imposed on them. Evaluation for
structural adequacy shall include duty cycle events as well as the Operating Basis
Earthquakes and Safe Shutdown Earthquake. The design of the vessel shall
accommodate all fabrication, handling, transportation, and installation loads.
Design Loads and Conditions
1) Design Basis pressures and temperatures shall be used in conjunction with the
plant duty cycles to establish the thermal and mechanical loading conditions for
the containment vessel.
2) The loading conditions to be taken into account in designing the vessel shall
include internal and external pressures, weight of the component and its
contents, superimposed loads from other components, vibration and seismic
loads, reactions at supports, temperature effects and irradiation effects.
Analytical Methods
1) Elastic methods, which is in accordance with design by analysis in ASME
B&PV Code Section III, shall be firstly used in the containment vessel analyses
and design calculations to be performed to demonstrate the suitability of the
containment vessel to withstand the loading service conditions.
2) Inelastic analysis of deformations
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shall be used to demonstrate that

deformations do not exceed specified limits, unless the elastic method has
demonstrated compliance.
Code Classification
1) The containment vessel is Safety Class 2 component but the design of the
containment vessel shall conform to the ASME Code Class 1 criteria which are
ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Subsections NB and NH instead of Subsection
MC because Subsection MC does not cover some of normal conditions when
the containment vessel temperature may exceed 371 °C.
2) Establishment of the limiting values for design stress intensity shall include
allowances for any known or predictable degradation of mechanical properties
that may occur as a result of irradiation, stress at service temperatures and
changes in material properties over the design life.
3) The containment vessel shall be designed as Seismic Category I structure.
Loading Combinations
1) All components and component integral supports shall be analyzed to be
appropriate design with respect to service level conditions.
2) The categorization of Level A, B, C, and D is same as described for the reactor
vessel
3) Following the ASME approach, different components may be classified differently in designing for a given event. This is pertinent to the 'reactor vessel leak'
event in the KALIMER duty cycle which is a Level D event for the reactor
vessel but is within the normal duty cycle requirement for the containment
vessel. Therefore, the containment vessel performance is evaluated for a)
normal configuration, and b) reactor vessel-leak configuration, with the PSDRS
Level C and D and the OBE-Level B and SSE-Level D events imposed on both
configurations.
Seismic Criteria
1) The seismic criteria are the same as described for the reactor vessel.
5.2.2.1.3 Material requirements
1) The material of construction of the containment vessel must perform their
intended function for 30 years of plant operation with environmental conditions.
2) Materials shall be chosen to consider potential deterioration in service from
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irradiation and corrosion.
3) The effects of neutron radiation exposure and temperature shall be included in
determining the allowable value of material properties.
5.2.2.1.4 Instrumentation requirements
1) The gap between reactor vessel and containment vessel shall be enough to
allow the access of sensing device to detect leakage of sodium and cover gas.
5.2.2.1.5 Miscellaneous requirements
1) The weights and center of gravities of the containment vessel shall be provided
by the component designer and values shall be provided with the component in
dry, normal, and cold flooded states.
2) Ultrasonic test according to AS ME Section XI for the welds of the containment
vessel shall be performed.
3) The containment vessel shall accommodate easy repair and maintenance.
5.2.2.2 Design description
The KALIMER containment [5-10] provides the pressure retaining boundary
which completely surrounds the primary system boundary for low leakage. The
containment includes a containment vessel (lower part) to contain reactor vessel leaks
and an containment dome (upper part) which mitigates releases due to postulated severe
events as shown in Fig. 5-3. The upper part and the lower part of containment are
connected to each other by a containment ring at the same elevation as the reactor head.
The KALIMER containment vessel has multiple functions. KALIMER containment
vessel is slightly greater than reactor vessel and encloses the reactor vessel. The gap,
which is 15cm, between the containment vessel and the reactor vessel contains Argon
gas and the instrument to detect sodium leakage from the reactor vessel shall be
installed in this gap region. It provides guard vessel for the primary sodium and cover
gas if the reactor vessel leaks. It shall transfer heat from reactor vessel to PSDRS
(Passive Safety Decay heat Removal System).
The containment vessel [5-11] is classed as Safety Class 2 and would be designed
according to ASME Code Class MC [5-12] that is metal containment. It is made of
2.25Cr-lMo steel. The containment vessel normally operates at the temperatures
between 190°C and 300°C. Possible service as a container for leakage of sodium from
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the reactor vessel means that the containment vessel could be subjected to temperature
higher than 371°C, which is not permitted by ASME Code Class MC. Therefore the
containment vessel is designed to meet the rule of Section III Subsection NB [5-5] and
Subsection NH [5-6] which are upgraded from Class MC. For its radiant heat transfer
function in PSDRS, its construction will include special measures to provide surfaces
with emissivity that meet design requirements.
Dimensions and other design data for the containment vessel are listed in Table 5-3. The
containment vessel has overall dimensions of 18.8m height, 7.37m outer diameter, and
0.025m thickness in the conceptual design. The containment vessel provides the
required PSDRS heat transfer surface area. The length and diameter also limit the
volume between the containment vessel and reactor vessel. With the volume limitation,
sodium leakage from the reactor vessel will not lower the sodium level sufficiently to
prevent continuance of flow into the IHX's and retention of the core cooling circuit. The
annulus volume between the reactor vessel and the containment vessel is 66.9m3. The
bottom head of the containment vessel is torispherical with contour like the bottom head
of the reactor vessel.
The side cylinder of the containment vessel terminates at the top in a thick flange.
Except for the flange at its top, the containment vessel is smooth and uninterrupted both
inside and outside to increase the safety. The containment vessel flange is part of the
support structure for the reactor structures in the case of adopting reactor support
structure [5-13] as shown in Fig. 5-4. The load of the structure is transferred through the
flange to the reactor support structure. The compression load on the containment vessel
flange is beneficial to maintenance of the seal between flange and the reactor head as
shown in Fig. 5-5. The flange is bolted and sealed to the reactor head. The seal between
the containment vessel and reactor vessel is an Omega seal which is welded to the
containment vessel flange and the reactor head. In the middle of conceptual design stage,
the design change of reactor support structure from support arm type to support ring
type [5-14] is in progress. As shown in Fig. 5-6, with adopting support ring type
structure, the containment vessel does not have thick flange section and it is not a part
of reactor support. The side cylinder of the containment vessel is welded to the bottom
of the support ring and the fixed seal between the support ring end and the top of the
reactor support wall provides the containment boundary.
Containment Dome
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The containment dome serves as upper containment located above the reactor head. It is
a cylindrical steel (2.25Cr-lMo steel) torispherical dome as shown in Fig. 5-7. The
containment dome is designed to limit leakage to less than 1 % of its mass per day at
0.24MPa and 450°C [5-15]. HVAC, which is installed inside the containment dome, is
used to remove heat from the containment dome during normal operation and the safety
grade cooling instrument is not used for accident condition [5-15]. A personnel airlock
is prepared for manned access into the operating floor region above the reactor head.
The containment dome penetrations are similar to those used in LWR containment,
including IHTS piping penetrations which are provided with isolation valves
immediately outside the containment dome.
Significant design data for the containment dome are listed in Table 5-3. It consists of a
14m outside diameter, 2.5cm thick cylindrical shell, about 5.36m high with a
torispherical head. On top of this head a smaller 8m outside diameter head with a 2.5cm
thickness is provided for infrequent removal of large components, such as UIS, EM
Pump, and IHX, and the entire reactor structures, if this become necessary. In this
circumstance, the 8m diameter upper dome is cut off and rewelded subsequently after
removal/reinstallation operations. The maximum height of the containment dome from
the operating floor to the top of it is 8.4m at the center. Four small ports will be
prepared in the 8m diameter dome for frequent access, one for refueling, one for IVTM,
and two for CRD drivelines/USS.
The containment dome consists of lower dome and upper dome as described above. The
lower dome diameter was defined by providing a free path around the reactor for
maintenance and In-Service-Inspection. The height of the dome was dictated by the
headroom required for personnel access and equipment handling and removal. The size
of the containment dome was decided reflecting the volume requirement [5-16] for
sufficient decay heat removal. The containment dome volume is about 1036.5m3 [5-17].
Torispherical part of the dome was designed according to ASME Code Section III,
Article A-4000 [5-18].
5.2.3 Reactor support structure
5.2.3.1 Design basis
5.2.3.1.1 Functional requirements
1) The reactor support structure shall support the reactor structures; i.e., reactor
vessel, containment vessel, reactor head, reactor internal structures, IHXs,
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primary EM Pumps, IVTM, reactor core, rotating plug and primary sodium
inside reactor vessel, etc.
2) A service life of 30 years shall be used as a basis for the reactor support
structures based on the KALIMER design duty cycles.
3) The reactor support structure shall provide sufficiently stiff support of the
reactor structures to remove the dynamic response natural frequencies of the
supported system from the amplified peak response range of the design basis
seismic response spectra.
4) The reactor support structure must positively locate the vertical centerline of
the reactor vessel while allowing essentially unrestrained movement due to
heat-up and cool-down of the reactor structures.
5) The reactor support structure shall be allowed to move radially, relative to the
stationary anchor bolts, as the top end of the reactor structure cycles through its
temperature range while it shall resist reactor structure motions and
accelerations relative to the support ledge occurring during seismic events.
6) The reactor support structure shall provide capability of transferring torsional
moments caused by loads applied eccentrically with respect to the face of the
support wall to the concrete structure if necessary.
5.2.3.1.2 Structural requirements
The design of the reactor vessel shall conform to the structural design bases
[5-3]. The reactor support structure shall be designed to withstand all of the mechanical
loads and temperatures which are likely to be imposed on them. Evaluation for
structural adequacy shall include duty cycle events as well as the Operating Basis
Earthquakes and Safe Shutdown Earthquake. The design of the support structures shall
accommodate all fabrication, handling, transportation, and installation loads if necessary.
Design Loads and Conditions
1) The reactor support structure shall be designed within the stress limits for the
specified loading combinations per References [5-19], [5-20] and [5-21].
2) The loadings that shall be taken into consideration in designing reactor support
structures include, but are not limited to, weight of components, superimposed
static and thermal loads and reactions, dynamic loads, anchor movement effect,
and environmental loads.
Analytical Methods
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X) Elastic methods shall be used in the reactor support structure analyses and
design calculations to be performed to demonstrate the suitability of the reactor
support structure to withstand the loading service conditions.
2) The jurisdictional boundary between equipment and its supports, as well as the
boundary between different classes of equipment, shall be as defined in the
ASME Section III Subsection NF [5-19].
Code Classification
1) The reactor support structure is classified as Safety Class 1 and the design of the
reactor support structures shall conform to the ASME B&PV Code, Section III,
Subsection NF.
2) Establishment of the limiting values for design stress intensity shall include
allowances for any known or predictable degradation of mechanical properties
that may occur as a result of environmental effects over the design life.
3) The reactor support structures shall be designed as Seismic Category I
structures. Guidance for the selection of the seismic category of a part on an
NSSS is given in References [5-22], [5-23], and [5-7].
Loading Combinations
1) All components of reactor support structure shall be analyzed to be appropriate
design with respect to service level conditions.
2) The categorization of Level A, B, C, and D is the same as described for the
reactor vessel
Seismic Criteria
1) The seismic criteria are the same as described for the reactor vessel.
5.2.3.1.3 Material requirements
1) The materials of construction of the reactor support structure must perform their
intended function for 30 years of plant operation with environmental conditions.
2) Carbon and low alloy steel materials which form a part of the support structure
shall meet the fracture toughness requirements of Subsection NF 2300.
3) All materials including welding materials shall meet the requirements of
Subsection NF.
5.2.3.1.4 Miscellaneous requirements
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1) The support structures shall be air-cooled to maintain the supporting concrete
temperature within acceptable levels.
2) The access routes shall be provided for in-service inspection of the boundary in
the support region.
3) The design of the reactor support structure shall consider the erection method of
the reactor structures to facilitate installation of major structural components of
the reactor structures.
4) The reactor support structure shall accommodate easy repair and maintenance.
5.2.3.2 Design description
In the conceptual design of reactor support structure, several interfaces with
seismic isolation method, the reactor support wall, reactor head type, passive safety
decay heat removal system (PSDRS) were considered. The conceptual design of the
reactor head is cold deck type with 30cm thick plate. Seismic isolation system installed
not at the reactor support structure but at the bottom of whole reactor building simplifies
reactor support method. Considering these interfaces, the reactor support structure is
designed as support arms [5-13] which are simple beam type, divided as 12 segments in
the circumferential direction, forged production with containment vessel flange and rest
on the top of support wall. Fig. 5-4 shows schematic of the reactor support structure.
The Lubrite plates are installed between support arms and the top of the reactor support
wall to allow radial direction reactor thermal movements by sliding motion and the
support arms are anchored to the top of the reactor support wall to restrain vertical
movement by bolting. Lateral seismic restraint is provided by the close fit of the support
arm bolts within the radially slotted holes in the support arms. The radially slotted holes
allow the support arms to move radially, relative to the stationary anchor bolts, as the
top end of the reactor structure cycles through its temperature range. The attachment is
designed to resist reactor structure motions and accelerations relative to the support
ledge occurring during seismic events. Shims are to be provided to assure the proper
alignment and leveling of the reactor structures relative to the reactor building.
The reactor support structure supports the reactor structures including reactor vessel,
reactor head, reactor internal structures, the reactor core, primary sodium, EM Pumps,
IHXs, IVTM, Rotating Plug, and instruments. These weight loads are transferred
through the containment vessel flange to the reactor support structure. The weights of
components of reactor structures are given in Table 5-1.
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The reactor support structure is classified as Safety Class 1 [5-24] and is designed
according to ASME Code Section III Subsection NF. It is made of carbon and low alloy
steel [TBD] which shall meet the fracture toughness requirements of Subsection NF
2300. The width of the support arm is 40cm and the thickness is 20cm.
The In-Service-Inspection (ISI) for the reactor support structure is covered by category
F-A of IMF-2500, ASME Code Section XL This category for 'plate and shell' type
supports specifies VTM-3 visual examination for mechanical connections to the reactor
structures. The support arms are directly accessible from the HAA and can be visually
inspected during reactor shutdown by removing the containment ring shown in Fig. 5-4.
Design Alternative for The Reactor Support Structure
Even though the reactor support structure is conceptually designed as the support arm
type as described above, its design adequacy needs to be investigated thoroughly. It is
necessary to check the possibility of forging the support arm with the containment
vessel flange. It is also necessary to examine the suitability of ISI in the limited space
around the reactor support structure. In the conceptual design stage of the reactor
support structure, several design alternatives were studied and the integral support ring
type is suggested [5-19]. Thus, the feasibility study for the design change is in progress.
The integral support ring is extended from the reactor head as shown in Fig. 5-6. The
ISI access hole for the RV/CV annulus can be easily prepared in the end of reactor head
and the thermal stresses in the CV top region and the support ring structure are expected
to be low because of low temperature environments. It is easier for ISI access for the
reactor support ring inside the containment dome by installing containment boundary
seal weld as shown in Fig. 5-6. Manufacturing process of RV and CV which are welded
to the reactor head needs to be examined because of the limited space between RV and
CV.
The width of the support ring is 30cm and its thickness is 30cm same as the reactor head.
The Lubrite plates are installed between the support ring and the top of the reactor
support wall to allow radial direction reactor thermal movements by sliding motion and
the support ring are anchored to the top of the reactor support wall to restrain vertical
movement by bolting. Lateral seismic restraint is provided by the close fit of the support
ring bolts within the radially slotted holes in the support ring. The radially slotted holes
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allow the support ring to move radially, relative to the stationary anchor bolts, as the
reactor head cycles through its temperature range. The attachment is designed to resist
reactor head motions and accelerations relative to the reactor support wall occurring
during seismic events. Shims are to be provided to assure the proper alignment and
leveling of the reactor structures relative to the reactor building.
The reactor support structure is classified as Safety Class 1 and is designed according to
ASME Code Section III Subsection NF. It is made of Type 304 stainless steel which is
same as the reactor head material.
5.2.4 Reactor head
5.2.4.1 Design basis
5.2.4.1.1 Functional requirements
1) The reactor head shall provide mechanical support for various components,
including those of primary heat transport and reactivity control system [5-1].
2) The reactor head (including the rotatable plug) shall limit vertical displacement
of the center of the rotatable plug to less than 0.7cm [5-25] when the static
loads of normal operation are applied.
3) The reactor head shall form, with the reactor vessel, the primary coolant
boundary and contains all of the radioactive materials produced by the reactor
during operation. These materials include the coolant sodium and any gaseous
or solid radioactive materials released from fuel elements due to cladding
failure.
4) The reactor head shall provide support for four IHXs, four primary pumps, fuel
access port, and various other equipment and instrumentation. It also supports
the rotatable plug that is used in the transfer of fuel and blanket assemblies into
and out of the core. The rotatable plug, in turn, supports the upper internal
structure inside the reactor vessel. A leak-tight seal is provided between the
reactor head and all penetrations. All joints are seal-welded except for the
rotatable plug flange connection. A reusable welded membrane seal is planned
for use on the rotatable plug to nozzle flange joint.
5) Provide sufficient stiffness to limit the vertical deformations during the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE).
6) The reactor head shall minimize heat loss to the inside of the containment.
7) The reactor head shall provide adequate rigidity to meet alignment needs for the
primary sodium pumps, intermediate heat exchanger, and rotatable plug.
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8) The reactor head shall provide adequate shielding to maintain exposure limits at
the top of the reactor head to acceptable limits.
9) The reactor head shall provide support for the cover or shielding.
10) The reactor head shall provide sufficient structural margin beyond the design
basis to withstand the loads from the Hypothetic Core Disruptive Accident
(HCDA) without compromising the structural integrity of the reactor head or
the reactor vessel.
11) No failure of either the reactor head or components supported by the reactor
head shall produce missiles which might violate the head access area.
12) The deformation limits relevant to the LMR structural performance result from
the seismic response of the LMR core which must remain coolable and
maintain its neutronic configuration and seismic performance of the control rod
drive mechanism. The core/control rod separation under vertical seismic loads
and the core compaction under horizontal seismic loads should be limited to
preclude super-prompt criticality from instantaneous reactivity insertions, and
to prevent (OBE) or minimize (SSE) fuel failures from reactivity oscillations.
13) Passive cooling features shall be incorporated as insofar as practical to assure
the reactor head integrity under emergency conditions.
5.2.4.1.2 Structural requirements
The reactor head shall be designed to withstand all of the pressures,
temperatures and forces which are likely to be imposed in them. The design component
conditions shall umbrella all of the respective service conditions. Evaluation for
structural adequacy shall include duty cycle events and OBE and SSE. The design of
reactor head shall accommodate all fabrication, handling, transportation and installation
loads.
1) Radiation levels over the reactor head in head access area shall not exceed 1.0
mrem/hr. The shielding equivalent to 56cm of steel thickness on the reactor
head (including insulation and shield plates) may be assumed to satisfy this
requirement.
2) The reactor head structure should be operated at reasonably warm temperature
so that sodium deposit may not occur. ( > 110°C)
Design conditions
The loading conditions to be taken into account in designing reactor head shall include
but not be limited to the following internal and external pressure, weight of the
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component and its contents, superimposed loads from other component and its contents,
reactions at supports, temperature effects and radiation effects, and the effects of the
sodium environment.
Seismic criteria
The reactor head shall be capable of withstanding the effects of the Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE) without loss of capability to remain functional and to withstand the
effects of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) without loss of capability to perform
their safety functions. Appropriate analyses are required, using seismic reponses at the
reactor support, to define the specific design loads and accelerations for the containment
vessel, the reactor vessel and the reactor head. Load combinations and stress limits shall
be in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code Section III, Class I [5-5,5-6].
SSE conditions
1) The SSE horizontal and vertical maximum ground accelerations are 0.3g and
0.2g, respectively. The reactor head shall be qualified in accordance with
reference 5-7 based on the loads and displacements or floor spectra at the
reactor support.
2) The SSE shall be assumed to occur during the most adverse Service Level A or
Service Level B events. The probability of the SSE make it a Level D service
condition.
Design Criteria
1) The reactor head shall be designed as Seismic Category I structures.
2) Design of reactor head shall conform to ASME B&PV Code, Section III
subsection NB [5-5] and Subsection NH [5-6].
5.2.4.1.3 Material requirements
1) The materials of construction of the reactor head shall be selected on the basis
of performance in fast reactor and liquid sodium environments.
2) The effects of environmental conditions such as neutron radiation exposure,
temperature and sodium shall be included in determining the allowable value of
material properties.
3) The appropriate heat treatments and processes shall be utilized during
component fabrication to minimize sensitization.
4) The reactor head shall be constructed of Type 304 stainless steel and shall be
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designed to provide a high level of structural redundancy during the intended
function for 30 years of plant operation.
5.2.4.1.4 Instrumentation requirements
1) The reactor head shall provide instrumentation that indicates when the rotatable
plug is locked in the "zero" position for reactor operation. The plug shall have a
direct reading angular scale for visual verification of plug position.
2) The reactor head shall provide temperature sensing devices to allow verification
that elements of the head are operating within prescribed temperature limits.
5.2.4.1.5 Miscellaneous requirements
1) All details shall be designed to avoid and tearing or lamination of the main
structural plates.
2) The design of the deck shall permit easy access for the modification or periodic
inspection of important welds.
3) The reactor head shall be leak-tight against either gaseous or liquid radioactive
releases. Seal welds shall be provided for all penetrations (except for the
rotatable plug), as well as the reactor head-vessel interface.
5.2.4.2 Design description
Reactor Head
The reactor head provides mechanical supports for various components including those
of primary heat transport system. The configuration of KALIMER [5-1] reactor
structure is shown in Fig. 5-2 and the plan view of it is illustrated in Fig. 5-8. The
reactor head is the top head of both the reactor vessel and the containment vessel. It is
designed to operate at comparatively low temperature. The low temperature is attained
by inclusion in the design of 22 horizontal layers of stainless steel plates, the top one of
which is installed 45cm below the bottom of the reactor head as illustrated in Fig. 5-2
[5-26, 5-27]. The plates are 16mm thick and are spaced at 22mm as shown in Table 5-4.
The insulation and shield plates are supported by reactor head using sleeves and each
plate is connected by pin and spacers as shown in Fig. 5-9.
The main reactor head plate is 30 cm thick and the support ring for the reactor support
structure is integrated to reactor head. The outer diameter of reactor head is 737cm and
that of support ring is 767cm as shown in Fig. 5-8.
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The reactor head is cold deck made of thick plate and supports the IHX (4EA), primary
EMP (4EA), Reactor Vessel, Containment Vessel, Reactor Internals, Sodium coolants in
RV, fuel transfer port, rotatable plug, UIS, IVTM and various other equipment &
instrumentation as shown in Fig. 5-8.
Reactor head is classified as class 1 component governed by the requirements of section
III of the ASME B&PVC [5-5]. Since it is operated in low temperature the application
of ASME section III subsection NH is not necessary. The design and construction rules
for NB and NF are applied.
There are many penetrations in reactor head. The diameter of rotatable plug is 3.4 m as
shown in Fig. 5-8. The rotatable plug is supported by two-step-ledge and the ledge will
be sealed. Figure 5-10 shows how ledge will be supported on the IHX mounting flange.
The diameter of IHX is 1.2 m, while that of IHX riser is 0.6 m. IHX will be supported
by reactor head with IHX mounting flange as shown in Fig. 5-10. All penetrations in
reactor head will be sealed as gas-tight type. All penetrations are seal welded except
rotatable plug flange part which is to be welded by membrane seal. The diameter of
primary EMP is 1.2m. Figure 5-11 shows the supporting concept of EMP using the
support cylinder of 1.175m diameter [5-27].
The maximum temperature of concrete during normal operation is 65°C. The heat
transfer into head access area will minimize thermal bowing of reactor head. The
maximum temperature of the atmosphere is determined as 38°C and the maximum
temperature during reactor operation is 52°C.
The maximum allowable leak rate of gas through reactor head per day is 0.1 % of the
cover gas.
Rotatable plug and sealing arrangement
The rotatable plug (RP) is a non-integral, but mechanically attached, part of the reactor
head governed by the reactor head design criteria. Its basic structure is much the same
as that of stationary portion of the reactor head; a 30 cm thick load carrying plate with
multi-layers of insulating plate underneath and thermal insulation on the top. The RP is
274.3 cm in diameter. In the reactor center which is offset 120 mm from the center of
RP, there are six openings over which the control rod drive mechanisms are mounted
and through which the drivelines penetrate. The ultimate shutdown system is installed in
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the reactor center position. Outside the circle defined by the drive openings is the
penetration for the in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM). The upper internal structure
(UIS), which provides support for the control rod driveline guide tubes and in-vessel
above-core instrumentation, is welded to the underside of the RP. Additional smaller
penetrations are provided for the instrumentation leads. Fuel transfer port is provided
next to the IVTM and over the UIS slot for in-service inspection and maintenance use.
The bearing support and sealing arrangement for the RP are illustrated on Fig. 5-12.
As shown in this illustration, bolting down the rotatable plug during normal operation is
by the tightening of RP hold down bolts extending down through the top seal ring
flange and into the fixed closure flange. The weight of the rotatable plug and the holddown bolting force are reacted at the ledge of the closure opening on which the plug
rests during operation. The sealing function of this ledge seal is to prevent sodium vapor
deposition in the annular space above.
The RP primary seal is a pair of inflatable elastomer seal rings which seal against the
largest diameter region of the RP riser. This seal is normally activated at all times except
refueling. It is leak checkable by monitoring the space between the two seal rings. The
dynamic seal is the pair of inflatable elastomer seal rings near the top of the assembly.
The primary function of this seal region is to serve as an argon gas buffered sliding seal
during RP rotation for refueling operations. It serves as a backup seal while inflated
during reactor operation. The argon gas buffer region between the two inflatable seal
rings can be used for seal leakage monitoring. The three seal regions described above
plus the four sets of double 0-ring elastomer seals between the bolted flange regions are
expected to meet the gas leakage criteria for normal reactor operation. If higher integrity
sealing becomes necessary, it could be provided in the form of an inverted U crosssection cover seal welded between the fixed reactor head flange and the RP flange.
In preparation for refueling, the RP hold-down bolts are loosened, the primary seal rings
are de-pressurized and the RP is raised to provide clearance at the set-down ledge seal
region. Three jack assemblies, semi -permanently mounted on the fixed reactor head
and connected to the upper seal ring flanges, provide the necessary lift action. The
bellows seal provides for the vertical travel of the RP while preserving the system leak
tightness. The top seal ring flange is again clamped by use of support chucks in the
space indicated just below the bellows region. The schematic drawing of RP during
refueling is shown in Fig. 5-13.
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5.3 Reactor Internal Structures
5.3.1 Design requirements
5.3.1.1 Functional requirements
1) Provide in-vessel structural support for the core, instrumentation, Intermediate
Heat Exchanger (IHX), EM-pump, in-vessel piping, fuel transfer equipment,
shield structure, and in-vessel stored fuels.
2) Provide the flow path for primary sodium inside the reactor vessel for both
forced and natural circulation cooling of the core.
3) Provide shielding to limit the activation of secondary sodium passing through
the IHX and ambient air passing through the Passive Safety Decay heat
Removal System (PSDRS).
4) Limit the irradiation levels within the Head Access Area (HAA) to permit
personnel access during operation.
5) Provide the structures to separate hot and cold sodium and minimize the heat
losses between hot and cold plenum.
6) Provide the reactor baffle to prevent the contact of the hot sodium to reactor
vessel directly.
7) Provide the lateral support for the IHX and EM-Pump to reduce the horizontal
seismic responses.
8) Provide the inlet plenum to gather the primary sodium and distribute it to
individual core assemblies appropriately.
9) Provide the structures or devices to prevent the lift-up of core assemblies caused
by the hydraulic fluid forces.
10) Provide the core restraints to limit the maximum horizontal core deflection and
acceleration to within the capability of control rod drive and the structural and
functional limits on the core assemblies during duty cycle events and
operational basis and safe shutdown earthquake events.
11) Limit the maximum relative vertical displacement between core assemblies and
reactor head, which hanging the UIS, to minimize unstable reactivity insertion
caused by a change of control rod insertion during design earthquakes.
12) Provide for the support and in-vessel storage of (TBD) core fuel subassemblies
during reactor operation at locations accessible to the IVTM of the reactor
refueling system.
13) A service life of all reactor internal structures shall be 30 years.
14) The UIS shall provide positioning and support for the reactor control and
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shutdown system components and the above-core instrumentation.
15) The UIS shall provide protection for the control rod drivelines to prevent
damaging vibrations by cross flow of the core coolant or seismic events.
16) The UIS in conjunction with the reactor head and the reactor structure support
shall limit the horizontal deflection and acceleration within the capability of the
control rod driveline.
17) The UIS in combination with the reactor head shall provide sufficient radiation
shielding for personnel access to the head access area during power and
shutdown operations.
18) The shielding shall meet the ALARA personnel exposure requirements of
10CFR20 and 10CFR50 Appendix 1 and shall include the effects of generation,
distribution and plate out of radioactive fission products and corrosion products.
5.3.1.2 Structural requirements
1) The reactor internal structures shall be designed to withstand all of the design
conditions, which shall cover all service conditions.
2) Evaluation for structural integrity shall include duty cycle events and design
earthquake events.
3) The design of the reactor internal structures shall include all fabrication,
handling, transportation, and installation loads.
4) The UIS shall be designed to withstand the core outlet flows and local
temperature variations specified in (TBD).
5) The loading conditions to be taken into account in designing the reactor internal
structures shall include but not limited to the following: internal and external
pressure, weight of the component and its contents, superimposed loads from
other components, vibration and seismic loads, reactions at supports,
temperature effects, irradiation effects, and the effects of the sodium
environment. Design basis pressure and temperature for the system is shown in
Table 5-2. These conditions shall be used in conjunction with the plant duty
cycle (TBD) to establish the thermal and mechanical loading conditions for the
reactor internal structures.
6) For the seismic events, the reactor internal structures shall be capable of
withstanding the effects of the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) without loss
of capability to remain functional and to withstand the effects of the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) without loss of capability to perform their safety
functions.
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7) As a general seismic design basis, the designer shall follow the design
guidelines for seismic isolation.
8) For the design criteria, design and construction of core support structures and
designated reactor internal structures shall conform to the ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, Subsection NG.
9) For elevated temperature service exceed those to which Tables of ASME B&PV
Code, Section III apply, special rules such as ASME Code Case N-201-4 may
be used.
10) The reactor internal structures shall be designed as Seismic Category I
structure.
5.3.1.3 Material requirements
1) The effects of environmental conditions such as neutron radiation exposure,
temperature variations, and sodium shall be included in determining the
allowable value of material properties used in the design of system components.
2) Material surface in contact with the liquid sodium coolant shall be austenitic
stainless steel unless other material must be used for strength or wear resistance.
3) Appropriate heat treatments and processes shall be utilized during fabrication to
minimize sensitization of stainless steel components.
5.3.2 Design description
5.3.2.1 Overall descriptions
The KALIMER reactor internal structures are composed of the Core Support
Structure, the Inlet Plenum, the Support Barrel, the Reactor Baffle, the Reactor Baffle
Plate, the Separation Plate, the Flow Guide, the EMP Nozzle, the Inlet Pipe, and the
Radiation Shield Structures. Table 5-5 is the design data of the KALIMER reactor
structures and Fig. 5-14 shows the elevation of the reactor internal structures including
the containment vessel, reactor vessel, reactor internal structures, and components.
Figure 5-15 presents the part names of the reactor internal structures.
KALIMER reactor internal structures have 3-main functions providing 1) core support,
2) primary coolant flow path, and 3) component support. Basically all reactor internal
structures are designed to meet these functional requirements as shown in iso-view
drawing of Fig. 5-16. The design basis of KALIMER reactor internal structures is
described in next section.
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From Fig. 5-14 and Table 5-5, KALIMER reactor vessel is 17.0m height of side
cylinder, 7.02m outer diameter, and 0.05m thickness. For the material data of the reactor
internal structures, 304 SS or 316 SS will be used but these materials are under studying
to be replaced by 316 LN.
The general seismic design features of KALIMER reactor internal structures are the
horizontally coupled between the fixed structures and the components at the reactor
baffle plate and the separation plate to remove the disadvantage of a single-stand
cantilever structural type as shown in Figs. 5-15 and 5-16.
The annulus type internal structure called as the reactor baffle annulus, which is
composed of the reactor baffle, the support barrel, the reactor baffle plate, and the
separation plate, is provided to mitigate the large thermal gradients generated between
hot and cold sodium boundaries. The temperature of stagnant sodium in the reactor
baffle annulus is steadily stratified at all operating conditions and will significantly
reduce the thermal stresses of boundary regions of hot and cold sodium.
Table 5-1 shows the calculated weights of KALIMER reactor structures and Table 5-6
shows the calculated primary sodium volume and weights contained in reactor vessel.
More detail descriptions of the reactor internal structures for each part are written in
following sections.
5.3.2.2 Core support structure
The core support structure provides the restraint of the reactor core assemblies
necessary to maintain them in their prescribed geometry during all modes of reactor
operation.
The KLAIMER core support structure is the simple skirt type as shown in Figs. 5-15
and 5-16. This structure has main function to support the core assemblies and the fixed
internal structures. This skirt type provides very simple core support design and
fabrication. End parts are welded to the reactor vessel bottom head and the lower grid
plate of the inlet plenum. The skirt side provides the holes to access for the welding
works and to fill the primary sodium inside the skirt structure.
5.3.2.3 Inlet plenum
The inlet plenum is composed of the lower grid plate, the upper grid plate, the
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side cylinder, and six (TBD) small diameter structural sleeves. The upper grid plate is
connected to the lower grid plate through the six (TBD) tie sleeves and the side cylinder
that carry the pressure loads tending to separate the plates. All of the vertical loads from
the core assemblies are carried, through the receptacles to the lower grid plate. The
upper grid plate has a function of accurately positioning the receptacles and also
participates in sealing the annulus around each of the receptacles.
The main functions of the inlet plenum are to receive primary sodium from 4-inlet pipes
and distribute it to the core via the nosepiece receptacles and structurally to hold the
receptacle body supporting the nosepiece of duct assemblies.
The depth of the inlet plenum is established by the space required for the inlet pipe
nozzles forging welds and the radial flow area necessary to assure uniform flow
distribution to all the core assemblies.
The support structure of the core radiation shields, that have functions to protect the
irradiation of the reactor vessel, containment vessel, and to limit the activation of the
impurities in the air flowing the PSDRS, is welded to the outer surface of the lower grid
plate of the inlet plenum.
5.3.2.4 Support barrel
The Support barrel is integrated single cylinder type extending vertically upward
from its attachment at the upper grid plate of the inlet plenum. Therefore, no core
shroud is provided. At the active core region, support barrel has a function of core
shroud.
The main functions of the support barrel are to provide the support locations of internal
structures such as reactor baffle plate and separation plate and to guide the flow path of
hot sodium coming from core to IHX inlet holes. Support functions provided by the
support barrel are:
- Lateral support of the core former ring
- Lateral and vertical support of the flow guide including EMP nozzle
- Lateral and vertical support of the reactor baffle plate and the separation plate
including the reactor baffle and the component support structures.
- Support of the IHX shielding materials
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5.3.2.5 Reactor baffle
The reactor baffle is a cylindrical type located 2.5cm inside the reactor vessel
between elevation 210.0cm and 1130.0cm. It is provided with slots at its top end that are
always above the hot sodium level under normal operating conditions.
The reactor baffle is designed to protect the reactor vessel from directly contacting the
hot sodium at steady state and transient thermal operating conditions. The reactor baffle
forms a portion of the sodium boundary between the hot and the cold sodium regions
within the reactor. Therefore, this structure isolates the reactor vessel from rapid
temperature changes in the hot pool sodium that results from duty cycle events, thus
minimizing the thermal loading on vessel, its attachment to the reactor head, and to the
containment vessel.
The reactor baffle is one important part consisting of the reactor baffle annulus. The
reactor baffle provides support for the reactor baffle plate and the separation plate,
which force thermal stratification inside of the reactor baffle annulus and thus minimize
heat transfer between the hot and cold pools.
5.3.2.6 Reactor baffle plate
The reactor baffle plate is located at the top end of the support barrel and welded
between the reactor baffle and the support barrel. This has a number of circular
penetrations that allow the IHX and EM pump to pass through while providing a lateral
seismic support for these components. The main function is to force thermal
stratification in the upper volume of the cold pool and thus minimize heat transfer
between the hot and cold pools.
5.3.2.7 Separation plate
The separation plate is located at the bottom of the reactor baffle where the IHX
discharge nozzles are attached. The separation plate is welded between the reactor baffle
and the support barrel to complete the pressure boundary across the hot and cold pools.
This has a number of circular penetrations that allow the IHX and EM pump to pass
through while providing a lateral seismic support for these components.
5.3.2.8 Flow guide
The flow guide is a large diameter cylinder structure, where one end is fully
opened and the other end is covered by the upper plate connected to the EMP nozzles.
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The main function of the flow guide is to direct the cold pool sodium discharged from
the IHX outlet nozzle to the EM pumps with cooling of the core shield structures
installed between the flow guide and the support barrel.
5.3.2.9 EMP nozzle
There are 4-EMP nozzles corresponding to 4-EM pumps, which has a function
to guide the cold pool sodium to the EM pump intakes after passing upward from the
bottom of the reactor vessel through the annuli between the core shield structures. The
ends of the EMP nozzles are welded at the separation plate and the upper plate of the
flow guide structure as shown in Figs. 5-15 and 5-16.
The main function of the EMP nozzle with the flow guide is to enhance the operation of
the EM pumps. These structures assure that sodium drawn by natural circulation
through the EM pumps and into the core will always come from the lowest elevation
and, thus the coolest region within the reactor vessel.
5.3.2.10 Inlet pipe
There are 4-inlet pipes, which are directly connected to the EM pump and the
side cylinder of the inlet plenum. The inlet pipes convey the cold sodium forced by EM
pumps to the inlet plenum.
5.3.2.11 Core former ring
The core restraint ring consists of six core former ring segments and the core
former support ring. The plate segments fit into a rectangular recess in the inside surface
of the ring. When all segments are in place side-by-side, their inner surface contour
matches that of the outer most rows of core assemblies. The segments are held in the
ring by large pins that are welded to the ring.
The core former ring is supported horizontally and vertically by the support barrel. Six
equally spaced lugs on the outside of the former ring fit into slots in the top edge of the
support barrel. The ring is held in place by a number of pins installed through the
support barrel. Pin motion, after installation, is prevented by lock welding.
The core former ring fits within the support barrel at its nominal inside diameter. To
provide a close fit of its parts with each other, with the core assemblies, and the support
barrel, the parts of the core restraint hardware will be precision machined.
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5.3.2.12 Radiation shield structures
The radiation shield structures are provided within the reactor vessel to limit
the activation of secondary sodium flowing through the IHX, to limit the activation of
impurities in the air flowing through the PSDRS, to provide a radiation environment
that accommodates the various neutron flux monitors. The shielding to provide the
irradiation protection for the support barrel of active core region, if necessary, is
required. Basically the radiation shield structures within the reactor vessel have two
shielding concepts. One is the near-core shielding and the other is the local shielding.
5.3.2.13 UIS
The UIS consists primarily of two vertical cylinders, which are joined by
welding to an intermediate horizontal plate and have a 10.6m total length. The upper
cylinder has an outer diameter of 140cm and a wall thickness of 2.5cm. The upper end
is welded to the bottom of the rotatable plug, the lower end is terminated by a 10cm
plate. The lower cylinder has an outer diameter of 74cm and a wall thickness of 5cm. It
is welded to the bottom of the 10cm plate and extends down to approximately 90cm
above the top of the core assemblies. The UIS is made of SS-316. The bottom 95cm of
the lower cylinder is enclosed by two horizontal plates (upper plate thickness 5.0cm,
lower plate thickness is 2.5cm), and has an outer cylinder of the same dimensions as the
upper cylinder. To provide operation clearance for the IVTM (in-vessel transfer machine
of fuel), a slot (25cm x 50cm) runs down one side of the UIS for the lower 9.1m of its
length.
There is one shroud tube assembly for each of the six control rod drivelines. Each
assembly consists of an upper and intermediate tubes made of SS-316, and a lower
Inconel Alloy 718 tube, and an internal bushing. The Inconel Alloy 718 bushing is
positioned within the tube by a series of close fitting diameters and a shoulder that
supports it in the vertical direction. The upper end of tube is captured in a nozzle
protruding from the underside of the plug. The lower end is captured in the lower
Inconel Alloy 718 tube, which is mechanically attached to the lower structural plates of
the UIS. Inconel 718 was selected for the bushing because of its mechanical wear
properties. It was selected for the lower tube to sustain the thermal striping and thermal
shock conditions existing near the core outlet.
There are about twenty drywells routed from the top of the rotating plug to the region
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directly above the reactor core. Each SS-316 drywell is 1.27cm in diameter and will
carry multiple thermocouples. The most severe mechanical loads would be the sodium
flow induced vibration. The Inconel Alloy 718 is specified to guard against thermal
fatigue that would occur in due to the steady state thermal striping and the thermal
shock arising during scram transients. The drywells are evenly distributed over the core
outlet plane so as to provide information on the various core regions.
Lateral support for the IVTM is provided at the bottom of the UIS. The support piece
consists of two trapezoidal plates and a short length of bar stock, which are welded to
each other and to the UIS. A vertical hole in the bar stock receives a tapered pin
mounted at the bottom of IVTM with respect to the UIS.
5.3.2.14 Instrumentation and equipment support
The reactor structures provide mechanical support for in-vessel instrumentations
and equipments. The support for instrumentation is primarily in the form of drywells
with the actual instrument. For the instrumentation, space in the reactor and penetrations
through the reactor head and rotatable plug are provided. The upper internal structure
(UIS) will be attached to the rotatable plug of the reactor head and cantilevered
downward into the reactor pool. The instrumentation drywells are supported on the UIS.
The supported instrumentation and equipment items are as follows:
- Flux monitors
- Delayed neutron detectors
- Core inlet and outlet temperature
- Core inlet and outlet pressure
-Sodium level
- Fission gas monitors
- Initial fill equipment
- Sodium leak detectors
The reactor structures provide mechanical support for in-vessel instrumentation. The invessel instrumentation drywells will be mainly supported by the reactor head and
partially supported at the internal structures. Figure 5-17 shows the arrangement layout
of reactor head mounted instrumentation.
5.4 Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS)
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5.4.1 System functions
The main function of PHTS is to transfer the heat generated from the reactor core
to IHTS (Intermediate Heat Transport System) without exceeding the reactor operation
limits. Besides the heat transfer to IHTS, the PHTS is to form a barrier against the
uncontrolled release of primary sodium and radioactive materials to the environment
during normal and accident conditions and PHTS is to circulate primary sodium and
cover gas to maintain those materials within prescribed chemistry in conjunction with
primary sodium and primary gas purification systems.
5.4.2 Design bases
For implementing the functions, the PHTS is designed based on the requirements
which are established on the fluid system design guide [5-28] and related specific
requirements. PHTS are designed on the basis of satisfying the following design
requirement.
5.4.2.1 Basic plant and system requirements
• In conjunction with the requirements of plant lifetime, the design lifetime of
PHTS shall be 30 years.
•
•
•
•

•
•

The criteria for safety class of PHTS components shall be classified as
described on the design guides of fluid system [5-28].
The PHTS is seismic category I based on the basic guidance for the selection of
seismic category, which is given in the design guides of fluid system [5-28].
Categories of design basis events and considerations for the PHTS design are
specified in the design guides of fluid system [5-28].
Redundancy is required for all the plant protection system and the active
components and systems which need mechanical movements for nuclear safety
functions.
The design criteria that are applicable to KALIMER from the General Design
Criteria of US 10 CFR 50 Appendix A [5-29] should be satisfied.
The major components of PHTS shall be protected against natural phenomena
such as earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, fire and etc., as specified in Korean
Nuclear Law General Design Criteria [5-30] and USA 10CFR50 Appendix A,
General Design Criteria [5-29]

5.4.2.2 Capacity
•

KALIMER is a liquid metal reactor which produces electrical power of
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150Mwe and reactor core thermal power of 392.2MWt. The core exit
temperature is 530.0°C and the IHX exit temperature is 385.0°C. The total mass
flow rate which circulates the reactor core is 2143.1 kg/sec.
•
•

All the PHTS components shall be sized so that 392.2MW thermal power is
transferred from the reactor core to IHTS and SGS (steam generating system).
The PHTS design shall provide the capability to permit removal of residual heat
in conjunction with the PSDRS not to exceed the design limit of fuel and PHTS
structures.

•

As the means of removing the core decay heat in normal operations, PHTS
shall have the capability to remove the core decay heat in conjunction with
IHTS and SGS so that the primary coolant temperature can be controlled along
the refueling schedules.

•

The liquid sodium volume of the reactor vessel shall be sized so that the fuel
pin temperature and the primary sodium temperature do not exceed safety limits
in case of design basis accidents.
The outer surface of reactor vessel shall be sized such that the decay heat
removal through reactor vessel is enough to maintain the reactor in a safe
shutdown condition as a part of PSDRS.
The IHX shall be sized such that PHTS can transfer the core heat to the IHTS
for all operation modes when primary coolant pumps and IHTS are in operation.

•

•

5.4.2.3 Configurations
• PHTS equipment and flow path shall be configured so that natural circulation
through the reactor core can be sufficiently formed to satisfy the fuel design
limit in case of loss of primary coolant pump.
• PHTS equipment and structures shall be configured so that the primary flow
path is maintained in the event of primary sodium leakage to containment
vessel.
•
•

•

Primary sodium spilled or leaked from PHTS shall be contained in the
containment to ensure control of radioactive materials.
The gap between the reactor vessel and containment vessel shall be sized such
that the material property change of the containment vessel does not exceed its
design limits from the irradiation of neutron and high temperature.
The pressure drop of IHX shell side shall be established such that the level of
sodium in the annular space between the reactor vessel and the reactor baffle is
high enough to prevent gas entrainment into the primary coolant pump and is
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low enough to prevent the excessive heat loss of hot pool through PSDRS at
normal plant operation.
The elevation of PSDRS overflow slots of the reactor baffle shall be configured
such that the hot pool sodium level is below the slot at normal operation but
above the slot at a plant condition where PSDRS operation is required.
PHTS equipment and structures shall be configured such that the thermal
mixing in the pool is maximized in all the plant operation mode and thermal
stratification in the reactor pool is minimized.
PHTS equipment and structures shall be configured such that temperature
transients at the surface of reactor vessel and internal structures are minimized
against the possible damages from the thermal stripping of the primary coolant.
PHTS equipment and structures shall be configured such that the primary
coolant flow in the reactor is to be balanced among the flow paths of the PHTS
during all operation modes except an event of unsymmetrical failure of
equipment and/or loop which influences the PHTS flow rate.
PHTS equipment and structures shall be configured such that the leakage of the
primary sodium into the intermediate sodium loops shall be precluded by the
IHX barrier.
PHTS systems and components shall be designed and justified for the related
design basis events which are described in the fluid system design basis events
of fluid system design guides [5-28].
PHTS shall have provisions not to be over-pressurized from IHTS in case of a
break of the physical barrier between PHTS and IHTS.
PHTS shall be surrounded by barriers, restraints, or other means to prevent
from being damaged from the missiles of other parts of plant.
Provisions shall be made such that primary sodium is to be filled and drained
for initial or maintenance operations.
Provisions shall be made such that primary sodium is to be purified during
maintenance or refueling operation mode.
Provisions shall be made such that the pressure and the chemistry of the cover
gas above the primary sodium is to be controlled during maintenance or
refueling operation mode.
Provisions shall be made such that the pressure and the chemistry of the argon
gas filled in the space between the reactor vessel and the containment vessel is
to be controlled during maintenance or refueling operation mode.
Provisions shall be made such that the heat up/cool down rate of the reactor and
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the reactor internals do not exceed the limits specified in the operational
requirements.
5.4.2.4 Operational requirements
• Any active components shall not be required for PHTS nuclear safety function.
The safety components for monitoring and control shall be supplied by battery
backed on-site emergency power.
•

PHTS shall be designed to operate in the high radiation and temperature
environment that would be expected during normal operation and accident
conditions.

•

Major components shall be protected against natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and etc., as specified in Korean nuclear law
General Design Criteria [5-30], USA 10CFR50 Appendix A, General Design
Criterion 2, and against fire as described in General Design Criterion 3 [5-29].
Provisions shall be made for the design of the equipment of the PHTS to allow
maintenance in a minimum amount of time and with a minimum amount of
personnel radiation exposure.
Necessary access, handling equipment and lifting equipment shall be
considered in the design of the components, containment and auxiliary
equipment.

•

•

•

Valves on connecting systems that are considered to be part of the PHTS shall
be installed in such a way that maintenance can be performed without
disturbing the required PHTS or PSDRS operation at the time of maintenance.

•

Provision shall be made such that IHXs and primary coolant pumps can be
replaced for maintenance.

5.4.2.5 Instrument and control requirements
• Instrumentation shall be provided for post accident monitoring of the
parameters which are crucial for a system in performing nuclear safety related
function.
•

Process instrumentation and controls shall be provided to monitor and control
the plant over the full power range during all normal and off-normal operating
conditions. Instrumentation and control tolerances shall be such that structural
design limits of the equipment and piping are not exceeded.

•

Redundant measurement channels shall be provided for every parameters which
initiate a PPS (Plant Protection System) function.
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•

Primary sodium conditions resulting from postulated design bases events shall
be monitored and any required protective actions shall automatically initiate so
that the required core cooling capability can be maintained.

•

Alternate means of a simple and reliable mechanism shall be provided to trip
the reactor to satisfy concerns of anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
issues.

•

On-site emergency power, which is inverted by DC battery, shall be provided
for maintaining the instrumentation and control functions of the PHTS
boundary.

•

Means shall be provided for detecting and measuring primary sodium leakage
throughout the PHTS pressure boundary.
Multiple measurement channels shall be provided for each parameter critical to
operational control. In some cases these measurement channels may go to a
common control system. These control channels shall be separated from the
protection channels.

•

•

Instrumentation and controls required for post-accident operation shall be
operable at the harsh environment condition of post accident.

5.4.3 Design description
5.4.3.1 System configurations and flow path
The main function of the PHTS is to circulate primary sodium through the
reactor core and to transport the heat generated in the core to the IHTS under power
operation and normal shutdown operations. In order to implement the function in safe
and effective manner, the KALIMER PHTS has pool type configurations such that the
main components including IHX's and primary pumps are installed in a reactor vessel
as shown Fig. 5-18.
The major components of the PHTS for heat removal consist of 4 primary EM pumps
and 4 IHXs, 4 flow inertia devices and 4 primary sodium storage tanks(PSST). The
classification of the components are established based on the fluid system design guide
[5-28] as shown in Table 5-7.
Flow inertia devices and PSSTs are located in reactor vaults, and EM pumps and IHXs
are located in the annulus region between the reactor baffle and the reactor vessel.
The pump and the IHX are arranged symmetrically to balance flows among each pump
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and IHX as shown Fig. 5-19. The main components are sized so that 392.2MW thermal
power is transferred from the reactor core to the IHTS and SGS (Steam Generating
System) during full power operation. Also, as the means of removing the core decay
heat in normal shutdown operations, the components have the capability such that the
primary coolant temperature can be controlled along the refueling schedules.
The elevations and the locations of PHTS equipments are set up in considering the
changes of sodium level and the PSDRS operations. For a normal operation mode,
preventing the possible entrainment of the cover gas into the primary pump is one of the
major design considerations. In order to prevent the entrainment of the cover gas in the
hot pool to the inlet of the IHX shell side, a perforated inlet of IHX is used to prevent
forming the surface vortex and the sodium level is maintained sufficiently high from the
IHX inlet region. The possible entrainment of the cover gas in the cold pool are
prevented by maintaining the elevation of the free surface of the cold pool sufficiently
high. The sodium level for a normal operation mode is also set high enough to maintain
the flow path for PSDRS operation in the event of reactor vessel break. The relative
elevations and locations of the reactor core, the primary pump and the IHX are arranged
to promote natural circulation in the PHTS in the event of loss of all electrical power to
the primary pumps.
Entrainment of the cover gas in the inlet sodium of the IHX shell side is minimized by
reducing sodium velocity, using the IHX inlet shapes perforated around the IHX's outer
wall, and maintaining sufficient hydraulic submergence from the hot sodium free
surface. Entrainment of the cover gas in the primary EM pump inlet sodium, also, is
minimized by maintaining large hydraulic submergence from the cold sodium free
surface in the reactor vessel annulus gap between the reactor baffle and reactor vessel
wall.
The relative elevations and locations of the reactor core and the IHX tube bundle are
arranged to promote natural circulation in the heat transport system in the event of loss
of all electrical power to the pumps. The appropriate thermal-hydraulic center difference
between the IHX tube bundle and the core is given to assure adequate decay heat
removal by natural circulation. The operational sodium level is maintained at
sufficiently high to cover the IHX inlet region in the hot pool in the event of reactor
vessel leak to the containment vessel. Also the gap distance between the reactor vessel
and the reactor baffle is minimized so that the natural circulation flow path through the
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core can be assured in the event of the reactor vessel leak.
Insulation between the hot and cold pools of the reactor is provided to reduce the
amount of energy bypassing the IHX's. This insulation consists mainly of components
which also serve other functions, such as the support barrel, the reactor baffle, the seal
plate, and the above core fixed shielding.
As the KALIMER PHTS has pool type configurations, all the primary sodium is
contained within a reactor vessel and the PHTS sodium is routed through the reactor
core, the hot pool, the shell side of the IHX, the cold pool, the pumps, the pump
discharge piping and the core inlet plenum as shown in Fig. 5-18.
During full power operation, sodium from the hot pool enters the 4 IHXs where it is
cooled from 529.8 °C to 385.0 °C and exits the IHX at its base and enters the cold pool.
From primary pump suction, the cold pool sodium is drawn through the radiation shield
to the pump inlet manifold. Four primary pumps draw cold pool sodium from the
manifold and discharge it at 386.2 °C into the core inlet plenum through the pipes
connected each pump to the plenum. The cold sodium is heated to 530.0 °C as it flows
upward through the core and back into the hot pool. When the primary pumps are not
able to circulate the primary sodium, core decay heat is removed in two kinds of
operation modes. If IHTS is able to remove heat through steam generator, the primary
sodium circulates along the same route as normal operations by natural circulation of
the PHTS sodium. However, when the IHTS can not remove the heat, the primary
sodium expands in the reactor vessel by the core heat. As the level of PHTS sodium
increases above the slot of the reactor baffle, the hot pool sodium starts to be circulated
through the gap between the reactor vessel and the reactor baffle. The heat of the hot
pool sodium is transferred to the air of the outside of the containment vessel, which is
PSDRS (Passive Shutdown Decay Heat Removal System) operation. After passing
through the gap, the cold sodium is directed back to the core to complete the circuit
through the primary pumps. The related design data are listed in Table 5-8.
5.4.3.2 Configurations of reactor vessel
The PHTS reactor vessel is located inside the containment vessel with a 15cm
gap distance form the containment vessel. The reactor vessel provides the function as
the container and support structure for the reactor core, primary sodium, primary cover
gas and internal components. The reactor vessel has no penetration and no attachments
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other than those for connecting the core support structure to the hemi-ellipsoidal bottom
head and those used as temporary shipping supports. The dimensions of the reactor
vessel are sized not only to perform as a PHTS but also to have sufficient surface area
for PSDRS operation. The reactor vessel of PHTS is filled with liquid sodium and cover
gas. The liquid sodium is used as a coolant for removing heat from the reactor core. The
volume of liquid sodium is sized so that the fuel pin temperature and the primary
sodium temperature do not exceed safety limits in case of normal and accident
conditions of PHTS. The cover gas is above the sodium pool to absorb the pressure
transients of the PHTS in a pressure of about one atmosphere at normal conditions.
5.4.3.3 Configurations of reactor internals
The principal function of the reactor internal structures is to provide the
mechanical support and restraint of the reactor core and components. These structures
also participate in providing restrain for the primary components, providing control and
direction of the primary coolant within the reactor vessel, and supporting the in-vessel
shielding necessary for radiation protection. Those components that comprise the
reactor internal structures are schematically shown on Fig. 5-18.
The core support structure provides the restraint of the reactor core assemblies
necessary to maintain them in their prescribed geometry during all modes of reactor
operation. This is attached to the reactor vessel bottom head. The core support structure
is located on the bottom end of the reactor vessel where the sodium temperature is the
lowest of the entire system. The inlet plenum, located in the central region of the core
support structure and below the core, receives primary sodium from the pipes of the
primary pumps and distributes it to the core.
Radiation shielding is provided within the reactor to limit the activation of secondary
sodium flowing through the IHX, to limit the activation of impurities in the air flowing
through the PSDRS, and to provide a radiation environment that accommodates the
various neutron flux monitors.
A reactor baffle provides steady state and transient thermal protection for the vessel and
forms a portion of the pressure boundary between the hot pool and the cold pool regions
within the reactor. This boundary is completed by the separation plate, which spans the
gap between the reactor baffle and the support barrel. The reactor baffle provides
supports for the baffle plate. The reactor baffle is a cylindrical member located 2.5cm
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inside the reactor vessel. It is provided with slots at its top where the bottom of the slot
is approximately 20 cm above the hot pool sodium level during normal operation mode.
The free surface of the sodium within the inner annulus formed by the vessel and the
reactor baffle will be approximately 5m below the hot pool free surface due to the IHX
primary pressure drop during normal power operation. It causes the portions of the
reactor vessel adjacent to the hot pool to be exposed to cover gas thus helping to
insulate the reactor vessel from rapid temperature changes in the hot pool sodium and to
minimize the heat loss through reactor vessel.
The bottom end of the reactor baffle is welded to separation plate. The separation plate
has a number of circular penetrations that allow the IHXs and the primary pumps to
pass through while providing a lateral seismic support for these components.
Insulation is provided between the reactor's hot pool and cold pool to reduce the amount
of energy bypassing the IHX. Basically the insulation is formed by the support
barrel/IHX shielding attached to the support barrel and by the separation plate.
The reactor structures provide mechanical support for in-vessel sensors and equipment
items that are required by other systems. This support for instrumentation is primarily in
the form of dry wells with the actual instrument being provided by the requesting
system.
A UIS is attached to a rotating plug installed on the reactor head and cantilevered
downward into the reactor hot pool. Its bottom end is located above the top of the core
assemblies during normal operation. The principal function of UIS is to support the
control rod drivelines and to support the core instrument drywell.
A buffering zone that is enclosed by support barrel, reactor baffle, separation plates and
reactor baffle plates, is a stratified flow region. The zone is to prevent the excessive
local temperature gradients of the support barrel and the reactor baffle.
When the hot pool sodium is separated from the cold pool sodium by a plane plate
without buffering zone, the temperature gradients across the plate is very high, which
may impact the integrity of the support barrel and the reactor baffle, especially at the
welding point design. In order to relax the temperature gradients, a stratified flow region
is provided to release the temperature gradients, which is the buffering zone.
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By relaxing, moreover, local temperature gradients, depending on the location of the
separation plate, the heat loss of the PHTS through the PSDRS can be reduced by the
buffering zone.
The buffering zone is provided with flow holes such that the volume expansion of the
sodium in the buffering zone can be accommodated.
5.4.3.4 Primary EM pump
Four submersible EM pumps circulate primary sodium through the reactor. The
primary pump of KALIMER is pull through type to simplify the in-vessel piping
arrangement and sodium flow path. Each pump has a return path in the center core of
the pump and has a discharge pipe which passes from the end of the return path to the
core inlet plenum as shown in Fig. 5-20.
The pumps are installed through penetrations in the fixed portion of the closure into an
annular area above the core assembly shared with the intermediate heat exchangers. The
primary sodium which is cooled by flowing through the IHX passes around the fixed
core radial shield region in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel and then is drawn to
the pumps via the inlet nozzles beneath the pumps. Sodium enters through a large
annular opening at the bottom of the pump. Within the pump, the sodium converges to
the tapered inlet section of the pump duct where the velocity increases to the design
velocity of approximately 8.75 m/sec through the remaining length of the pump duct.
The sodium discharge at the top of the pump passes radially inward into a plenum from
which it is piped to the core inlet structure. Each pump has an about 0.4 m discharge
line which passes from the top to the core inlet plenum through the central region of the
EM pump as shown in Table 5-9.
The pump is self-cooled and the heat generated by the electrical loss in the stator coil is
transferred to the surrounding sodium. Most of the heat is transferred through the inner
duct wall into the pumped sodium since this path provides the best thermal coupling to
the heat source. The rest of the heat is transferred radially outward through the stator
support cylinder. Since all of the heat loss is transferred into the primary sodium coolant,
the adverse effect on overall plant efficiency is minimized.
Power to the primary pump is normally supplied from the normal power distribution
system through a dedicated input transformer and solid state, variable frequency power-
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conditioning unit. This unit also supplies power to the primary pump during startup and
normal shutdown operation. Each primary pump has a solid-state power supply and is
thereby controllable over its full flow range. All the primary EM pump are supported by
an flow inertia device so that the PHTS has a flow coastdown characteristics to prevent
the reactor core damage following a loss of power to the primary coolant pump without
use of external AC power. Upon loss of the normal power supply, the stored kinetic
energy in the flywheel of the flow inertia device is utilized to generate the required
electricity for coastdown of the primary pump. The related design data are listed in
Table 5-10. Each inertia device is connected to each pump one by one.
5.4.3.5 Intermediate heat exchanger (IHX)
There are four cylindrically shaped IHXs in the PHTS along with four primary
pumps. The IHX is sized such that the PHTS can transfer the core heat to the IHTS for
all operation modes when all the primary coolant pumps are in operation.
The IHX is a counter current flow shell and tube type unit with a vertical orientation in
the reactor vessel. The design arrangement provides for downflow of the hot (primary)
sodium and upflow of the cold(intermediate) sodium to enhance natural circulation for
reactor decay heat removal. The IHXs are located above the reactor core assembly in
the annular region between the reactor support barrel and the reactor baffle.
Each IHX is rated at 98.75 MWt for a total rating of 395.0MWt. The IHX is designed to
operate in the vertical position within the primary sodium pool. It is supported by, and
hung from the reactor closure head.
Primary sodium from the hot pool enters the shell side of IHX through the inlet nozzle
that is located at an elevation just below the upper tubesheet and flows downward. The
primary sodium flows around and through the tube support plates into a plenum below
the lower channel head where the primary sodium exits into the cold pool. Normal
sodium level difference between the hot and cold pools is set at about 5 m in
considering the prevention of the cover gas entrainment and the heat loss through the
PSDRS.
The upper tubesheet is fixed and supported from the riser cylinder, intermediate sodium
upper channel, and outer shell. The lower tubesheet is floating and supported by the
tubes to relax the thermal load between the IHX tube bundle and shell structure.
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The safety objectives of the IHX are to isolate the radioactive primary sodium from the
intermediate sodium and to provide a mechanical barrier to the transport of radioactive
sodium out of the containment boundary. The mechanical integrity of the IHX tubes at a
sodium-water reaction event is protected by the SWRPRS (Steam Water Reaction
Protection and Relief System).
As shown in Fig. 5-21, the IHX consists of an upper and lower tubesheet separated by
straight tubes with a central downcomer for incoming intermediate sodium. The IHX
cross section is a circular shape and the number of the IHXs was selected to minimize
the radial space between the support barrel and reactor baffle.
As listed in Tables 5-11 and 5-12, the tube bundle for each IHX contains 1702 straight
tubes of 12.7 mm OD x 0.8 mm wall thickness. The tubes are arranged on 20.32mm
triangular pitches. The tubes will be end-welded to the tubesheet and then explosively
expanded into the tubesheet holes. The tube side, which is the high-pressure
intermediate sodium side, of the IHX is designed for 2.5 MPa for normal operation.
This design pressure is sufficient to withstand the pressure resulting from sodium-water
reactions caused by low probability multiple tube failures of the steam generator or
failures of the sodium-water reaction protection system. The shell side and the tube
itself of the IHX are classified as a safety grade since the IHX tube provides the
pressure boundary separation of equipment as shown Table 5-7.
The support and the seals for the IHX are located at the separation plate and in the
reactor closure head. The vertical support of the IHX occurs at the reactor closure head
via pipes for IHTS sodium. The lateral support is provided at the reactor baffle plate and
the separation plate which acts as the vertical support for the reactor baffle.
5.4.3.6 PSST (Primary Sodium Storage Tank)
The PSST is to drain all the sodium in the reactor vessel for maintenance of the
reactor vessel and its internal equipment. The sodium in the reactor is cooled to 200 °C
before being transferred to the PSST. The minimum usable volume of the PSST at
200 °C is about 571.2 m3 and the volume accommodates complete leak of one loop
IHTS sodium to the reactor vessel through a damaged IHX. The PSST consists of four
tanks of 4m O.D by 12.5m long, mounted vertically and saddle supported form the floor
as shown in Table 5-13. The PSST is located in the reactor building equipment vault.
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5.4.4 Thermal and flow characteristics in the reactor pool
Analysis has been done for the thermal and flow characteristics for the steady-state
operating conditions at 100 % power using the COMMIX- 1AR/P code.
5.4.4.1 Analysis modeling
The reactor structure consists of the containment vessel, reactor vessel, reactor
head, IHX's, EM pumps, reactor internal structures, and IHTS (Intermediate Heat
Transport System) piping. The PHTS and surroundings have been modeled using the
cylindrical geometry option in COMMIX-1AR/P. The IVTM (In-Vessel Transfer
Machine) of the UIS(Upper Internal Structure) is ignored. A 90° sector is assumed by
symmetry considerations, spanning the space between the centerline of the IHX's. The
radial extent of the model is bounded by the centerline of the reactor vessel (RV) and
the air separator, which is the outer boundary of the air riser section of the passive safety
decay heat removal system (PSDRS); the air downcomer of the PSDRS has not been
modeled, as it is separated from the riser by the insulating barrier. Axially, the model
begins at the bottom of the RV and extends to the top of the cover gas. The
hemispherical shape of the bottom of the RV is ignored. The multiple fluids must be
separated by fixed nonporous boundaries, and this precludes modeling the free surface
motion of the sodium levels in the main hot pool and in the space between the reactor
baffle and the RV; these surfaces are assumed as thin sodium structures. The cell
spacings are normally chosen so that the face locations correspond to the significant
features within the system. There are 21 nodes in the radial direction: nodes 1 through
15 contain the sodium within the RV, nodes 16 and 17 contain the argon between the RV
and the CV, node 18 and 19 contain the air between the CV and air separator, node 20
contains no fluid cells, and node 21 contains the sodium in the intermediate side of the
IHX. There are 12 nodes in the azimuthal direction: nodes 1, 2 and 10, 11 contain half
of each IHX, nodes 5 through 7 contain the pump. Node 12 is used as the expansion cell
of the sodium region. There are 47 nodes in the axial direction: nodes 1 through 38 are
used for the sodium region, nodes 39 through 46 are the helium gas above hot pool level,
node 47 is used for the expansion cells of helium and argon gas.
The hot pool cover gas region and annulus gap between reactor baffle and reactor vessel
are filled with helium gas, therefore, radiation heat transfer is the dominant mode of
heat transfer in this region. Radiation heat transfer modeling is important in the analysis
model and the helium regions were included in the geometry.
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Heat is generated from the core, fixed shielding, and pumps, and removed by the IHX,
PSDRS, and at the top surface of the cover gas. The heat generation rate per unit
volume is calculated based on the assembly power. The total thermal output is 392.2
MWt. It is necessary to install orifices at the core inlet to determine the flow rate as
needed to remove heat from each region of the core. To design the orifice, it is assumed
that the pressure drop in the orifice is the total pressure drop in core minus that of the
fuel bundle.
Since the sodium has a high conductivity and the sodium velocity is small in the gap
between the assembly ducts, the sodium in the gap is modeled as one of the solid
structures that heat is transferred within by conduction. The gap between the ducts is 4
mm and the thickness of the duct wall is 3.7 mm.
In the helium gas region, heat is transferred by radiation heat transfer between the hot
pool sodium surface, the bottom surface of the lower insulation plate, the reactor baffle,
and the reactor vessel. Since the gap between the reactor baffle and reactor vessel is
narrow compared to the radius of the reactor baffle and reactor vessel, an assumption is
made that the radius of the reactor baffle and reactor vessel have the same radius to
compute view factor within the region. Also the existence of a pump support cylinder is
ignored within the same space. Since the thermal structure is needed to model the
radiation heat transfer in the hot pool cover gas region, it is assumed that there is a
sodium wall at the hot pool sodium level contacting the helium gas. The thickness of the
sodium wall is made so thin that the effect of heat conduction is not severe. The view
factors in the other surfaces have been computed under the assumption that the three
cylinders which represent the reactor vessel, containment vessel, air separator walls are
concentric and infinitely long. Emissivity values of 0.2 are used for the hot pool surface
and 0.6 for the bottom surface of the lower insulation plate, reactor baffle, and the inner
surface of the reactor vessel, and 0.8 for the outer surface of the reactor vessel, the
surfaces of the containment vessel and the inner surface of the air separator wall.
5.4.4.2 Steady state calculation results
Fig. 5-22 shows the temperature distribution of an elevation view in the J plane
(J=l 1), which contains primary side IHX. The isothermal lines are showing the increase
in temperature through the fuel assembly region. The temperature in the cold pool, fixed
shielding, and core inlet plenum is uniform at 386 °C, and that in the hot pool is at 530 °C.
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The absence of the narrow isotherms in the hot and cold pools indicate the presence of
rather uniform temperature regions. The isothermal lines are showing a decrease in
temperature on the primary side of the IHX. The gap between the RV and CV shows a
significant temperature increase from bottom to top, and a temperature decrease at
increasing radial positions. The exit temperature of air flow is about 119°C. Since the
radial temperature distribution is 531 °C through 533 °C at the bottom of the UIS, it
seems that the thermal load due to the radial temperature gradient is not as severe as at
the bottom of the UIS.
Figure 5-23 shows the velocity distribution of an elevation view in the same J plane
(J=ll). At the top of the hot pool, the flow is diverted toward the IHX inlet. The flow
then goes downward through the IHX, exiting into the cold pool. At the IHX exit, the
jet-like flow from the IHX exit reaches the top of the flow guide and turns toward the
radial and azimuthal directions as it continues to flow downward in the annulus between
the fixed shielding and the RV.
At the bottom of the fixed shielding the flow turns inward and then begins its upward
travel through the fixed shielding.
At the top of the fixed shielding, the flow is diverged azimuthally from the IHX side to
the pump side and then exits into the pump inlet region. This completes the circuit for
the primary flow path. The core exit flow is significantly affected by the presence of the
bottom support plate of the UIS, diverted to the annular region between the UIS and the
core barrel. The flow field shows the circulation pattern with a small velocity in the
vicinity of the support barrel at the level of the core exit.
The results of the steady-state analysis shows that the sodium is well mixed and near
isothermal conditions in the hot and cold plena, and there are no unexpected conditions
that are of concern to the designer.
5.5 Intermediate Heat Transport System
5.5.1 Introduction
The intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) transfers reactor-generated heat
from the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) of the PHTS to the steam generator system.
The IHTS performs this function during normal power operation, shutdown, and
transient conditions.
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The IHTS consists of two loops and each loop mainly consists of two IHX's, one EM
pump, and a steam generator. The IHTS loop is thermally coupled to the reactor PHTS
by the intermediate heat exchangers and to the steam generator system by a steam
generator. The non-radioactive sodium of the IHTS loop is circulated by an
electromagnetic pump located in the cold leg of the loop and transports heat from the
IHX's to a steam generator. The IHTS piping extends from the IHX tube side (IHTS)
outlet nozzles to the steam generator shell side inlet nozzle and from the steam
generator shell side outlet nozzle to the IHX tube side (IHTS) inlet nozzle. Thermal
expansion and/or contraction of the sodium in the loop is accommodated by the
expansion regions in the steam generators and the sodium level control system.
Since the IHTS has two loops, the normal means of decay heat removal which uses the
PHTS-IHTS-Steam Generating System path becomes very reliable and it enhances plant
safety. Also the design feature reduces the frequency of PSDRS decay heat removal
operation. The reduction of the PSDRS operation frequency reduces the adversary
thermal transient effects to equipment life time since the operation of PSDRS results in
making the equipment in the reactor vessel to stay in a very high temperature.
The IHTS also includes the sodium drain piping, the sodium-water reaction pressure
relief subsystem (SWRPRS), and vent piping from the steam generator. Each IHTS loop
has its own SWRPRS, which consists of the sodium dump tank (SDT), separator,
rupture disk, backpressure rupture disk, and piping. The sodium-water reaction pressure
relief subsystem provides pressure relief and gas venting capability to mitigate the
effects of tube failure in the steam generator. The IHTS piping is covered by guard
piping within the head access area to mitigate the effects of sodium leak. The entirety of
the IHTS is not classified as safety-grade except the IHX, IHTS isolation valves, and
rupture disks in the SWRPRS.
Major system design parameters for the IHTS including the intermediate EM pump are
summarized in Table 5-14.
5.5.2 Design basis
The IHTS transfers reactor generated heat including decay heat from the IHX of
the PHTS to the steam generator system under all normal and upset operating conditions.
Specific requirement includes:
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1) The IHTS shall transport reactor generated heat from the primary heat transport
system to the steam generator system while providing an adequate flow rate for
maintaining reactor temperature conditions within limits which prevent damage
to the reactor vessel, fuel, and reactor internals for all normal and upset events.
2) The IHTS shall provide capability for drain of the sodium coolant except IHX
inventory.
3) The IHTS shall transfer decay heat from the PHTS to the steam generator
system under all normal and upset conditions.
4) The IHTS shall prevent the pressure generated by a sodium-water reaction from
reaching a value which could cause damage to the IHX.
5) Provisions shall be provided to assure the mechanical integrity of the IHX tube
as the containment boundary integrity against a possible sodium-water reaction
event.
6) The IHTS shall provide a high integrity containment of sodium coolant.
7) The IHTS shall control the solid, liquid and gaseous products of a large sodium
water reaction so that the solids and liquids are contained in an appropriate tank
and the gas (hydrogen) is released to the atmosphere in a safe manner and
burned.
8) The IHTS piping shall be covered by guard piping in the head access area to
mitigate the effects of intermediate sodium leakage.
5.5.2.1 Functional requirements
The IHTS main piping shall have the capability to heat up dry gas filled or
sodium vapor-containing piping from 20°C to 230°C, outer surface temperature, within
120 hours maximum.
1) The IHTS auxiliary piping normally not filled with sodium during plant
operation shall have the capability for heat-up from ambient (20°C) to 400°C,
outer surface temperature, using heaters.
2) The heaters shall be capable of maintaining the IHTS piping internal
temperature at [TBD]°C during all normal and off-normal plant operation.
3) The IHTS piping and components within the head access area shall be insulated
to limit the surface temperature of the insulation to 60°C at rated power
operation or hot functional testing with 400°C sodium in the system and an
ambient temperature of 40°C.
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4) The horizontal runs of piping shall be sloped a minimum of l.Ocm/m. Drains
shall be located at all low points. All high points shall be vented.
5.5.2.2 Structural requirements
Steady state
1) Establishment of the limiting values for design stress intensity shall include
allowances for any known or predictable degradation of mechanical properties
that may occur such as a result of irradiation, stress at service temperatures, and
changes in material property over the design life.
2) Penetration, weld joints, and discontinuities shall exhibit smooth transitions to
minimize stress concentration butt welds and located at low stress regions and
shall be of a design which will permit radiography of all joints during
fabrication.
3) The natural frequencies of all components shall be designed, where possible, to
avoid resonance with all expected pump driving frequencies. Where this is not
possible, the component design shall ensure that structural damage will not
occur as a result of resonance.
4) All sodium and sodium vapor pressure boundary welds shall be examined by
surface and volume examinations in accordance with the applicable code.
5) All liquid metal components and assembled systems shall be subjected to a
helium leak test in accordance with the procedure acceptance standards of the
applicable code.
6) The IHTS piping in reactor head access area shall have guard piping to protect
the head access area from sodium spillage in the event of a pipe leak.
7) Structural design shall provide for IHTS piping heat-up from ambient to cold
standby and hot standby temperatures.
8) There are numerous connections to auxiliary circuits. Therefore, leak tightness
should be investigated for tees and branches.
9) Thermal stratification at low sodium flows (e.g. natural circulation following
reactor trip) could give rise to bending stress in horizontal legs and should be
taken into account during design even though this is not expected to be a
serious problem.
Sodium-water reaction
1) The IHTS main piping shall be designed for pressure transients due to a
sodium-water reaction caused by a postulated steam generator tube failure.
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Horizontal anchor movement
1) A displacement of [TBDJcm in any directions shall be applied at the IHX
nozzle interface, simulating the maximum relative displacement due to thermal
and seismic anchor movements.
Codes and standards
1) The IHTS piping shall be designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and
inspected to the applicable standards and class of ASME III class I [5-5,5-6],
respectively.
2) Structural design shall provide for dry IHTS piping and component heat with
localized rates.
5.5.2.3 Material requirements
1) Construction materials for the IHTS piping shall be Type 304 or 316 austenitic
stainless steel.
2) The SWRPRS (sodium/water reaction pressure relief subsystem) piping to the
flare tip shall be carbon steel. The flare tip shall be stainless steel.
3) Materials having equivalent corrosion resistance and mass transfer properties
may be used in such areas as valve seats, bearings, or other areas requiring
special materials due to mechanical functional requirements.
4) The IHTS piping insulation materials shall be compatible with sodium at the
maximum expected sodium temperature such that they do not add significantly
to the potential reaction between sodium and air and the resulting reaction
products shall not degrade the plant materials. Off-gases from the insulation
shall be chemically non-reactive with other plant materials.
5.5.2.4 Configuration requirements
1) All piping connections shall utilize full penetration butt-welded joints. Welded
joints and discontinuities shall exhibit smooth transitions to minimize stress
concentration.
2) The straight length of pipe between fittings (90 degree elbows, reducers tees,
etc) shall be a minimum of 1.5 times.
3) Those portions of IHTS loop within the head access area shall be located in a
guard pipe which precludes sodium spills in the access area. Piping shall be
sloped from the IHX upward to the steam generator and the IHTS pump for
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venting.
4) All IHTS sodium piping and components (except IHX) shall be drainable;
either by gravity or pumping. Positive means of preventing accidental drainage
shall be provided.
5) The IHTS piping and components shall be insulated to limit heat losses from
the system.
6) The IHTS piping and components shall be equipped with accessible sodium
leak detectors of sufficient sensitivity to detect sodium leaks soon enough to
minimize damage due to corrosion or fire. All IHTS valves shall have a leak
detector installed between the bellows stem seal and the backup stem seal.
7) The IHTS leak detection subsystem will provide indication and location
information to the operator in the event of a sodium leak from the IHTS to a cell
atmosphere.
8) Guard pipes, which are sealed at the reactor head and the containment wall are
used to prevent intermediate sodium leakage into the head access area. In the
event of IHTS pipe break in the head access area (HAA), the intermediate
sodium is drained by the guard piping into the IHTS pipe catch pans.
5.5.2.5 Seismic requirements
1) The IHTS piping shall be designed to remain operable following Operating
Basis Earthquake (OBE).
2) Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
- The horizontal and vertical response spectra shall be applied to IHX nozzle
interfaces and pipe supports located on the base isolated reactor building.
- Spectral analysis shall conform to the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.92.
- Piping damping values shall conform to ASME Code Case N411.
5.5.2.6 Thermal requirements
1) The IHTS piping shall be designed to accommodate duty cycle events resulting
from the normal and upset conditions.
2) The IHTS piping shall be designed for 15.5 MPa and temperature under faulted
conditions to accommodate the pressures imposed by a major sodium/water
reaction caused by a design basis leak in the steam generator of the three double
ended guillotine tube failures and /or failure of the water dump system.
Structural and sizing margins shall be provided in the design of the SWRPRS
by requiring the SWRPRS design to accommodate a design basis leak
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consisting of one equivalent double-ended guillotine tube failure followed by
two additional equivalent double-ended guillotine tube failures without damage
to the IHX or loss of sodium containment capability of the IHTS boundary. In
addition, the IHX, IHTS, and SGS are designed for 15.5 Mpa under the faulted
conditions for SWR without steam isolation blowdown.
5.5.2.7 Maintenance requirements
1) The IHTS shall be designed such that decay heat removal can be accomplished
utilizing the normal heat removal system.
2) Routine maintenance activities requiring plant shutdown shall be scheduled for
performance during plant refueling whose interval is every 18 months.
3) The IHTS piping shall provide for drainage and fill of any individual sodium
loop. All components shall be drainable by gravity or pumping.
5.5.2.8 Instrumentation and control requirements
1) Redundant instrument sensors, heaters, leak detectors, and other auxiliary items
shall be provided where access to specific areas of the IHTS will be limited or
prohibited by expected radiation levels and where specific design features may
prohibit convenient access for maintenance.
2) Instrumentation and control tolerances shall be such that structural design limits
of the IHTS components and piping are not exceeded. The IHTS preheater
controls shall regulate heater input without introducing damaging thermal
stresses.
5.5.3 Design descriptions
5.5.3.1 IHTS piping
In KALIMER, there are two IHTS loops and each IHTS loop consists of two
IHXs, one SG, one EM pump, and pipings as shown in Fig. 5-24. All major components,
auxiliary pipings, and interconnecting services are located in the reactor and SG
complex. Figures 5-25 and 5-26 show the vertical and horizontal arrangements of IHTS,
respectively. The hot and cold legs from the T-branch pipes to the IHXs are four 0.356
m lines with the isolation valves outside the containment dome. The remaining hot and
cold leg piping from the T-branch to the steam generator is two 0.508 m lines. The hot
leg sodium exits the two IHXs in 0.356 m lines (one from each IHX) and goes into one
hot leg in 0.508 m through the hot leg T-branch pipe, and directly into the SG top
nozzle in the upper head, dispersing over the SG tubes, out the bottom head of the SG.
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The sodium from SG bottom head runs to an intermediate EM pump in a 0.508 m
diameter pipe line and goes back to the IHXs in two separate 0.356 m lines through the
cold leg T-branch pipe. The cold leg T-branch pipe in the down stream of the EM pump
is provided to split the cold sodium flow equally into two flows. Table 5-15 summarizes
typical values of IHTS piping parameters. Using the hot and cold legs T-branch piping,
the IHTS piping system is simplified in arrangement, compartment, support structure,
and sodium fire protection system, etc. The compact piping arrangement has significant
margin to accommodate piping stresses during an unlikely sodium-water reaction
(SWR) and therefore reduces the overall probability of a steam/sodium interface from
challenging the IHX primary coolant boundary. The IHTS pipe layout is also designed
to accommodate the thermal expansion of components and pipes and the relative
movement of the seismically isolated reactor structures. The structural design
parameters of the IHTS piping are shown in Table 5-16.
All IHTS piping and components, including the sodium dump tank (SDT), are thermally
insulated and trace heated. The thermal insulation of IHTS piping and components is
designed to limit the surface temperature of the insulation to 60 °C at rated power
operation or hot functional testing with an ambient temperature of 38 °C.
The vertical arrangement of IHTS piping is designed to prevent the steam sodium
reaction from a steam generator tube failure from being forced through the IHTS
sodium inlet into the IHX. To assure the integrity of the IHX tube, an isolation valve is
installed for each IHTS line located at the outside of and very close to the containment.
The isolation valve prevents moving of the sodium-water reaction front into the IHX
and isolates the primary containment from the sodium water reaction. The primary
containment boundary in the IHTS consists of the IHTS piping from the containment
wall to the IHTS isolation valves and IHTS isolation valves, located outside
containment.
The relative elevations and locations of the IHX tube bundle and the steam generator
module are arranged to promote natural circulation in the heat transport system in the
event of loss of all electrical power to the pumps even though the decay heat removal by
the IHTS natural circulation is not designed to be a safety related function for the
licensing purpose. The appropriate thermal center difference between the IHX tube
bundle and the inlet of the steam generator module is given to assure adequate natural
circulation as an auxiliary decay heat removal means.
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The intermediate EM pump located between the steam generator and the IHXs is
positioned below the sodium free surface of the steam generator for the convenience of
initial sodium filling and operation of the pump. The distance between the steam
generator outlet nozzle to the EM pump inlet chamber is maximized to protect the EM
pump in the event of a steam generator tube rupture.
In the IHTS non-radioactive sodium is circulated and the leak from the primary to the
intermediate side is prevented by the higher operating pressure of the intermediate
system. In KALIMER design, the IHTS arrangement maintains at least 0.1 MPa greater
than the PHTS within the IHX due to the sodium hydrostatic head provided by the
higher elevation of the intermediate loop and cover gas pressure in the steam generator.
Thermal expansion and/or contraction of the sodium in the IHTS loop is accommodated
by the cover gas space in the steam generator and the sodium level control system. In
KALIMER design, the cover gas spaces in the steam generators are also designed to
mitigate pressure spikes at a steam generator tube rupture event instead of using an
additional surge tank in the loop and it simplifies system design and arrangement, e.g.
reducing the number of component and structures, etc.
The material of the hot and cold legs in the IHTS is type 316 austenitic stainless steel
and designed in accordance with Subsection NB and NH of Section III Class 1 in the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The auxiliary IHTS piping includes appendage
piping for instrumentation, system high point vents and low point drains, fill lines,
sodium dump line and service connections for sodium purification.
Guard piping is sealed at the top of the reactor head at the containment wall and used to
prevent intermediate sodium leakage into the head access area within the containment.
Preliminary sodium inventory in the IHTS is estimated about 90 tons per loop.
The IHTS piping in KALIMER [5-1] connects IHX, steam generator and secondary
EMP. The inlet and outlet temperature of IHX are 511°C and 339.7°C as shown in Fig.
5-1. The plan view of IHTS in KALIMER is shown in Fig. 5-26, which shows that the
horizontal distance between the centers of IHX and SG is 11.5m [5-31]. In the present
arrangements, the bellows are not used but the thermal expansion loop to accommodate
thermal expansion of the piping is adopted. As shown in Figs. 5-26 and 5-29, small
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bored pipes with 35.56cm in outer diameter are used from IHX to tee junction located
just outside of the reactor building wall, while large bored pipes with 50.8cm in
diameter are used for the remaining piping parts. The isolation valves are installed at
each small bored pipes between containment dome and reactor wall, thus 4 isolation
valves are installed per loop [5-31]. The guard piping will be installed for the IHTS
piping section within containment dome.
The pipe supports are illustrated in Fig. 5-29 [5-32,33]. Since the reactor building in
KALIMER is seismically isolated in horizontal direction, only vertical snubbers are
used as shown in Fig. 5-29. The IHTS pipe layout in KALIMER is designed to
accommodate the thermal expansion of components and pipes and the relative
movement of the seismically isolated reactor building. Rigid supports and constant
spring hangers are used to support the piping system. Rigid supports restrain piping
movement in either vertical or lateral directions while spring hangers carry the dead
loads only. Snubbers resist seismic and other dynamic loads and displacements.
Figures 5-30 and 5-31 show the three dimensional front view and plan view of IHTS
piping system and components. The two loop IHTS layout in KALIMER is illustrated
in Fig. 5-32. The design features and parameters of IHTS are illustrated in Table 5-17
and Table 5-18, respectively.
All materials for the IHTS piping and components are specified to minimize corrosion
and erosion and to ensure compatibility with the environment. The piping and fitting
materials for hot leg are 316SS, while those of cold leg and suction leg are 304SS. All
IHTS piping and components are thermally insulated and trace heated. The thermal
insulation of IHTS piping and components is designed to limit the surface temperature
of the insulation to 60°C at rated power operation or hot functional testing with 400°C
sodium in the system and an ambient temperature of 38°C.
IHTS piping and components will be examined by direct viewing during periods of
plant shutdown. During periods of prolonged shutdown which require loop draining and
cool down, more detailed examinations of individual welds will be conducted as
required following insulation removal.

5.5.3.2 IHTS Isolation Valves
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On each of the 0.356 m-OD hot leg and cold leg pipes, safety grade isolation
valves are installed immediately outside the containment as shown in Fig. 5-26. The
isolation valves, whose type is a double-disk gate valve, can be closed to isolate the
IHXs from the SGS in the unlikely event of a sodium water reaction in the SG and are
an integrated part of the containment boundary.
The primary containment boundary in the IHTS consists of the IHTS piping from the
containment wall to the IHTS isolation valves, located outside containment. The
isolation valve for each piping gives an active function for the containment boundary
integrity and a defense-in-depth concept for the protection of IHXs from the unlikely
event of a sodium water reaction in the SG. An expansion tank and connected piping
system on the IHX side of the isolation valves is installed to accommodate temperature
changes with the valves closed.
The KALIMER system is designed against possible inadvertent actuation of valve
closing. Since there are two symmetric flow paths through IHXs for each IHTS loop,
inadvertent closure of one of the four valves does not block the IHTS flow path
completely and the rector power can be gradually reduced without reactor trip.
5.5.3.3 Intermediate EM Pump
Two self-cooled, single-stator EM pumps, one for each of the 0.508 m OD cold
legs, are provided for the IHTS sodium circulation. The design of the pumps is similar
to the primary EM pump design except the flow path inside the pumps. However, they
are larger in diameter to accommodate the higher flow rate, 901.8 kg/sec versus 535.8
kg/sec, and slightly shorter with fewer poles because of the lower developed head
requirements, 0.4 MPa versus 0.8 MPa.
The arrangement of the IHTS EM pumps is shown in Fig. 5-26. Each IHTS pump is
installed in a vertical shell with inlet piping at the bottom and outlet piping at the top.
The net positive suction head (NPSH) on the IHTS pumps can be assured by controlling
the cover gas pressure in the steam generator head. The two IHTS loops operate in
parallel and can be controlled independently to produce the desired pressure and IHTS
flow rate. Table 5-19 summarizes EM pump parameters.
The pump is self-cooled and the heat generated by the electrical loss in the stators is
transferred to the IHTS sodium. Most of the heat is transferred through the duct wall to
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the pumped sodium since this path provides the best thermal coupling to the heat source.
The rest of the heat from the outer stator is transferred radially outward through the
outer shell of the pump. Since all of the heat loss is transferred to the IHTS coolant, the
adverse effect on the overall efficiency is minimized.
5.5.3.4 Sodium Water Reaction Pressure Relief Subsystem
The SWRPRS relieves the SG pressure at a large sodium-water reaction event
and it consists of the SWR product dump tank, SWR product separator, rupture disc and
piping. Each steam generator has its own SWRPRS and the SWRPRS's are identical.
A rupture disc is installed at the piping, which is located at the bottom of the SG.
Excessive pressure in the SG will burst the rupture disc, dumping sodium and reaction
products to the SWR product dump tank, gaseous reaction products and some entrained
sodium is directed to the SWR product separator where the entrained sodium is
removed. The gaseous products are then directed to the stack where an igniter may be
installed.
At a large sodium-water reaction event, the sodium slugs are dumped to the dump tank
through the rupture discs. The dumping of the sodium slugs can be accelerated rapidly
by the hydrogen gas pressure resulting from the sodium-water reaction in the steam
generator.
The dump tank is also used for the steam generator make-up and overflow of sodium
during normal operation. Therefore, the dump tank is normally contained with fresh
sodium about 0.5 m in depth for make-up and for protection from thermal shock in case
of quick hot sodium dump. The dump tank is always controlled at 200 °C the same as
other sodium piping system. The dump tank can accommodate the SWR products and
all sodium of IHTS except IHX and its volume is 150 m3. The dump tank is also
connected to the IHTS sodium purification system.
When a large scale SWR event occurs in an upper part of the steam generator tube
bundle, its adverse effects to the IHX become potentially more serious than at the case
of the reaction event at a lower part of the steam generator tube bundle. To facilitate the
sodium slug dumping at the reaction event case, there is an axial flow path at the center
of the steam generator. The flow path makes direct and free connection between the
upper and lower parts of the tube bundle and serves as the path for the sodium slugs
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from the reaction between the upper region of the tube bundle and the lower part of the
SG at an event of the SWR at the upper bundle region. Because of the presence of the
center axial path, the sodium slugs bypass the narrow flow path through the tube rows
of the bundle which has high flow resistance and move to the bottom region of the SG.
Then the slugs are easily dumped to the dump tank without moving to the IHX side.
The entire SWRPRS is normally filled with an inert gas to avoid the possibility of a
hydrogen explosion in the system after activation of the system. The inert gas is
maintained above atmospheric pressure so that oxygen will not leak into the system and
to verify that the inert gas atmosphere is being maintained in the SWRPRS. To maintain
an inert gas in the system, a low pressure rupture disk is required in the line to the stack.
This rupture disk is quickly broken or ejected after a small pressure increase in the
SWRPRS.
5.6 Steam Generation System
5.6.1 Introduction
Steam Generation System (SGS) converts subcooled water to superheated steam
by transferring heat(396.7 MWt) from the intermediate sodium to water/steam. The
SGS provides independent steam generation capability for each of two SGS. The twin
subsets of the steam generation system are identical to each other in its capability,
composition, configuration and their components. The SGS can, when all the related
equipment functions normally, cool the PHTS and IHTS sodium to the temperature
levels required for reactor cooling during transient and steady state conditions and cool
the PHTS and IHTS down to the refueling temperature of 200 °C. The steam generating
system consists of the following subsystems and a component.
•
•
•
•
•

Steam generator
Main steam and feedwater systems
Auxiliary water system
Water and steam leak detection system
Water and steam dump system

5.6.2 Design bases
1) KALIMER design life shall be 30 years and the major component of SGS shall
be 30 years
2) The criteria for safety class of SGS components shall be classified as described
in the fluid system design guides [5-34].
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3) Categories of design basis events and considerations for the SGS design are
specified in the fluid system design basis events of the fluid system design
guides [5-34]
4) The steam generation system shall be able to transfer the heat of 396.7 MWt
from the IHTS sodium and generate superheated steam at the rated condition.
5) The SGS shall be designed for the following thermal/hydraulic requirements at
full load conditions:
•

•

Intermediate Heat Transport System
Sodium hot/cold leg temperature
: 511 °C / 339 °C
Sodium flow rate
: 1803.6 kg/s (total)
Steam/Feedwater System
Steam cycle
: Once-through superheat cycle
Steam rate
: 175.45 kg/s
Steam Pressure/Temperature
: 15.5 MPa/ 483.2 °C
Feedwater temperature
: 230 °C
SG tube type
: Helical coil

6) The steam generation system shall be able to, when all the related equipment
functions normally, cool the IHTS sodium to the temperature levels required for
reactor cooling during transient and steady state conditions and be capable of
cooling the IHTS down to refueling temperature of about 200 °C
7) Transients resulting from normal, upset and emergency conditions in the plant
duty cycle shall be allowed.
8) The steam generation system shall be designed such that, with the design features
of IHTS, any failure of the sodium-steam/water boundary in the steam
generator and resulting sodium-water reactions will not result in a breach to the
IHX.
9) The steam temperature, pressure and flow rate shall be controllable with the
change of plant power according to the plant operation scheme.
10) The SGS shall have the capability to support plant operation for plant shutdown
without having steam generator dryout more than 30 minutes at the event of
total loss of feedwater flow.
11) The Feedwater system shall be designed by the diversity concept as much as
practicable.
12) The SGS shall be able to dump quickly and blowdown the water and steam of
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each steam generator to mitigate the consequence of and terminate the event of
sodium/water reaction
13) The steam generator design shall support the function of SGACS (Steam
Generator Auxiliary Cooling System).
14) Any type of the decay heat removal functions by the steam and feedwater
system is not a safety related function.
5.6.3 Design description
5.6.3.1 Steam generator
The steam generator is a helical coil, vertically oriented, and shell-and-tube type
heat exchanger with fixed tubesheets. Flow is counter-current, with sodium on the shell
side and water/steam on the tube side. Sodium flow enters the SG through the upper
inlet nozzles and then flows down through the tube bundle. Feedwater enters the steam
generator through tube sheet located on the bottom of steam generator. The desired
feedwater distribution to the tubes is achieved by the flow restrictors at the tubesheet.
Water entering the tubes at the bottom tubesheet flows through the helical coil tube
bundle and exits at the upper tube sheet as superheated steam for normal power
operation. The steam generator is designed to withstand the normal, upset, emergency
and faulted operating condition and the design life of the steam generator is 30 years.
The number of steam generator is two (1 SG / loop) and each is designed to transfer
198.35 MWt and generates 175.5 kg/s of superheated steam at 15.5 MPa and 483.2 °C
at the rated full load condition. The conceptual design and outline drawing of the steam
generator is shown in Fig. 5-33. The overall size of the SG unit is 18.8 m high and 2.8
m in diameter.
The helical coil tube bundle, 6.5m in height and 2.5m in outside diameter, is located
between cylindrical inner and outer shroud and consists of 224 single wall tubes. In the
tube bundle, there are 15 different tube coil rows with diameters ranging from 0.9m(lst
row) to 2.5m (15th row) with a nominal gap between adjacent coil row tubes of 30mm.
Each tube is 23mm O.D x 60m long and the tube wall thickness is 3.5 mm, and the total
outside heat transfer area in the tube bundle is 971 m2. This SG design includes
additional heat transfer area of 20% as a design margin.
5.6.3.2 Main steam and feedwater system
The steam and feedwater system configuration for the Steam Generator System
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is shown in Fig. 5-34. The number of feedwater pump is two and each pump has a
100% capacity for one SG. The main feedwater is pumped at pressure of 17.5 MPa and
flowrate of 87.7 kg/s. The feedwater is heated at 230°C by the feedwater heater by using
high pressure turbine extracted steam. The feedwater from HP heater is separated two
parts for two steam generators. It flows through remotely actuated stop and control
valves. The stop valve is for stopping flow of feedwater to any steam generator side in
case of failure. The feedwater passes through a flowmeter, a check valve, two water
isolation valves, a nozzle, and a tubesheet, and enters the steam generator tubes. A
flowmeter measures the feedwater flowrate and its signal is transmitted to and recorded
at the control room. A check valve makes the feedwater flow only to the forward
direction. Two water isolation valves are installed in series and used to isolate the
feedwater flow from the steam generator(see section 5.1.1.5). The water in the main
feedwater pipe can be drained through several drain lines. Feedwater is transported
through sample lines to a monitoring station for measurement of specific feedwater
quality.
The feedwater entered the two tubesheet headers are distributed to 112 tubes. The water
flows upward in the helical coiled tube and heated to superheated steam by the IHTS
sodium flowing in a counter-current way in the shell side. The superheated steam exits
the steam generator and flows to the upper two steam tubesheets of which size are the
same as those of the lower tubesheets.
The steam from two steam tubesheet headers flows in two lines and then merges into a
single line. The steam line contains safety and power operated pressure relief valves for
preventing overpressure. The steam line also has a flowmeter, a check valve, and two
remotely operated isolation valves. The steam from two steam generators is combined at
the steam common header
5.6.3.3 Auxiliary water system
The auxiliary water system is to provide water in the SGS during startup,
refueling and main feedwater pump failure. The feedwater enters the auxiliary water
tank through a normally closed control valve and a flowmeter. The number of the
auxiliary pumps is two and each has 100% capacity for the startup condition.
This system also supplies water to steam generator tubes for more than 30 minutes in
order to prevent the tubes from dryout in the event of feedwater pump failure(total loss
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of flow).
5.6.3.4 Water and steam leak detection system
The detection of the possible leak of the steam/water from the tube to the
sodium in the SG shell is made using hydrogen concentration measurement, acoustic
detection, and/or measurement of the pressure at the rupture disk piping. The steam
generator leak detection system monitors and alarms water or steam leak in a steam
generator and identifies the faulted steam generator.
The small scale leak(<10g/s) detection subsystem utilizes the measurement of hydrogen
concentration in the liquid sodium stream as the method of leak detection. Leakage of
water/steam into the sodium stream increases the hydrogen and oxygen concentration in
the sodium. The measurement of hydrogen in sodium is accomplished by allowing
hydrogen to diffuse through a thin nickel membrane, one side of which has a high
vacuum held by an ion pump. These detector modules are installed on the main sodium
piping at the steam generator outlet and cover gas space. The purpose of this detection
is early detection in the event of a water/steam to sodium leak.
In order to have adequate coverage, redundant detectors are provided to accommodate
detector malfunctions during operation. A minimum of two operational hydrogen
meters is installed to ensure leak detection coverage at any time.
Intermediate leak (10-1000g/s) generally continues for about 30 seconds and the leak
can be identified within 3 seconds by the acoustic detection system, and steam generator
protective actions are initiated. The acoustic system provides leak detection reliability
and diversity in the overlapping region.
Large leak (above lkg/s) generally continues for several seconds and causes to burst the
rupture disk. This leak can be detected by detecting the pressure of sodium or sodium
water reaction product in the pipe region between the two rupture disks serially installed
at the bottom of the steam generator.
Critical components of leak detection, most susceptible to failure, are outside of the
sodium boundary. Replacement of vacuum system components and electronic parts, and
replacement of critical components will be accomplishable during planned shutdowns.
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5.6.3.5 Water and steam dump system
The water dump system is to provide rapid blowdown of the water/ steam side
of the steam generator. This system is provided for each loop to accept and store the
water from the steam generator when rapid depressurization of the steam generator is
required. In the event of sodium water reaction, the leak detection system alerts its
occurrence to operator. The steam generator relief/safety valves are opened at high
steam overpressure. The water dump system isolates steam generator from the water
and steam system by isolation valve close. The isolation valves are located in the
feedwater line and steam line in series on each steam generator. These valves are closed
automatically in conjunction with the blowdown in the event of a large sodium/water
reaction. The water and steam mixture is dumped into the dump tank by two quick
opening dump valves in parallel, which are located on inlet line to the steam generator.
In the dump tank, the flashed steam is vented to the atmosphere. Since nitrogen gas
pressurizes the tube side through steam line, the water/steam dump to the dump tank is
accelerated. This water/steam dump with the safety valve opening can reduce the steam
generator pressure to about 2 MPa in less than one minutes, and the system effectively
minimizes the amount of water leakage.
To facilitate the sodium drain from the SG, there is an inner pipe at the center of the
steam generator and it serves as a bypass channel to equalize pressure differentials
between the inlet and outlet sodium nozzle regions. The bypass flow channel and the
low pressure drop in the tube bundle ensure the prevention of steam movement into the
IHX through the SG cover gas space and IHTS hot leg pipe by the differential pressure
between the inlet and outlet sodium nozzle regions in the event the steam isolation
valves fail to close. Thus, passive protection of IHX tubes from a worst-case steam
generator tube leak is assisted.
5.6.4 System parameters
The SGS is designed for the thermal/hydraulic requirements at full load conditions
that are listed in Table 5-20.The SGS utilizes equipment and piping in its subsystems to
carry out the system functions. The Table 5-21 lists the number of SGS equipment as
shown in Fig. 5-33.
5.7 Residual Heat Removal System
5.7.1 Introduction
The reactor core generates decay heat after a reactor trip and proper means for
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removal of the decay heat need to be provided to avoid the threat to the mechanical
integrity of the core and system components. The reliability of the decay heat removal
of a plant has been one of the major issues on plant safety. Since LMR is operated at
low pressure, the operation of RHRS (Residual Heat Removal System) does not require
a preparatory step in LMR not like as LWR and RHRS operation can be started directly
when it is needed. This feature of LMR makes decay heat removal design simpler and
more reliable.
In KALIMER, there are three different methods of decay heat removal. One of them is
designed as the safety grade and the others as the non-safety grade. The system of the
safety grade removal is PSDRS (Passive Safety Decay heat Removal System) which
utilizes the natural convection between the containment vessel and surrounding air. The
systems for the non-safety grade removal are the heat transport system of the normal
power operation and SGACS (Steam Generator Auxiliary Cooling System). Figure 5-35
shows the systems available for decay heat removal in KALIMER.
During power operation, the heat generated from the core is removed by the normal heat
path of PHTS -IHTS -Steam Generating System. When the reactor is tripped, the decay
heat removal is normally made by the path that is the same as the one for normal power
operation mode except that the steam bypasses the turbine and is dumped to the
condenser or atmosphere. When the normal means of the decay heat removal is not
available, then the PSDRS of the safety grade heat removal is utilized in KALIMER.
SGACS is used to support the normal decay heat removal and PSDRS.
5.7.2 Non-safety grade decay heat removal
5.7.2.1 Condenser cooling
Decay heat removal is normally made by the heat path of PHTS -IHTS -Steam
Generating System -Condenser. For the decay heat removal mode operation, the coolant
flows of PHTS and IHTS are driven by the pony pump circuits which are parts of the
main coolant EM pumps. The normal path is the best path in removing decay heat but it
requires availability of many equipment and systems including the IHTS. However,
inspection and maintenance work on plant equipment are generally done during a
refueling shutdown period when a decay heat removal system needs to be operated
continuously. Especially a steam generator is one of the components that require
frequent maintenance work and the normal decay heat removal path may not be
available if there is only one IHTS loop in a plant. KALIMER has the IHTS of two
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loops and the normal decay heat removal path can be still used with the remaining loop
even though maintenance work is done on a steam generator or IHTS loop. This design
feature of KALIMER makes the decay heat removal more reliable and reduces the
frequency of the use of the safety grade decay heat removal system, PSDRS. Reduction
of the use of PSDRS also reduces possibility of adversary thermal effects to the
components which are exposed to the high temperature sodium for a long time since the
normal means does not elevate the pool sodium temperature.
5.7.2.2 Steam generator auxiliary cooling system
In addition to the normal heat removal means, KALIMER is equipped with
another non-safety grade back up heat removal system, SGACS (Steam Generator
Auxiliary Cooling System). The key features of SGACS are as follows.
- Non safety related system
- Air flow control
- Operator action is required to initiate heat removal.
- Natural convection or forced air draft
The SGACS is installed at each steam generator in IHTS loop. Each SGACS, as shown
Fig. 5-36, consists of steam generator, thermally insulated shroud surrounding the SG,
air outlet dampers, air exhaust stack, and a fan which is installed in the exhaust stack.
There is an air passage between outer surface of steam generator shell and shroud which
provides the cooling capability by radiation and convection. The air damper which are
installed at outlet is used for control of induced air flow. The major design parameters of
the each SGACS are as follows;
- The gap formed by the outer surface of SG and shroud is 0.2 m
- The size of air stack, which is installed at the top of SG is 10 meters in height and 2
meters in diameter
- Air flow path of SGACS has flow area varying from 2 m2 (around SG) to .8 m2
(air stack).
The SGACS removes heat from steam generator outer surface partly by convection
and partly by thermal radiation and delivers it to the air flowing through the annular gap
between the shroud and SG shell by either natural circulation or forced convection. The
heated air exits the SGACS at the top and is discharged to the atmosphere.
When the normal heat removal path through the intermediate heat transport system is
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available but SGS and feed water system are unavailable, the system is used to reduce
the time required to cool the reactor system and IHTS. During the normal shutdown
operation, all of SGACS are operated to cooldown the plant from hot standby condition
to refueling temperature and then one SGACS is used to maintain the coolant
temperature under the refueling condition
5.7.3 Safety grade decay heat removal
5.7.3.1 Design bases
- PSDRS shall be operated continuously for the all modes of plant operation.
- The operation of PSDRS for safety grade decay heat removal shall require neither
operator action nor any active component actuation.
- The time required to reach the hot standby condition of plant shall be less than
[TBD] days using PSDRS-only cooling.
- During the normal power operation, the heat loss through the PSDRS shall not be
larger than [TBD]% of the rated core power.
- It shall have sufficient decay heat removal capability so the fuel limits are not
violated for the all modes of plant operation.
- PSDRS shall provide the means of continuous monitoring the PSDRS
performance whenever the PSDRS is used for cooling the reactor. As a minimum,
the following parameters shall be displayed and/or alarmed in the control room to
determine the operability of the PSDRS.
a) air flow rate
b) air temperature in the inlet/outlet ducts
c) concentration of radioactivity level in the air flow
5.7.3.2 Description of PSDRS
The PSDRS consists of the containment vessel, air separator, air flow stack, and
related instrumentation as shown in Fig. 5-37. Reactor vessel is surrounded by a
containment vessel with the space being filled with an inert gas such as argon. The air
separator is disposed concentrically between containment vessel and silo to define an air
riser between its inner surface and containment vessel, and an air downcommer between
its outer surface and silo. The outer surface of air separator includes thermal insulation
to reduce the heat transfer from the air separator into the silo as well as into the air
flowing in the downcommer. The surfaces of reactor vessel outside and the interior of
the containment vessel have high thermal emissivity to increase the efficiency of the
radiation heat transfer.
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Cold atmospheric air enters the air inlet at the top and flows into the inlet plenum. The
air continues downward in the air downcommer located between the air separator and
the concrete silo. At the bottom of the concrete silo, the air steam turns 180° and enters
the air riser provided by the space between the air separator and the containment vessel.
The air is heated in the air riser and the heated air enters the outlet plenum and is
discharged from the air outlets at the top. There are four air inlet/outlet ducts for PSDRS
and the ducts of a rectangular shape are equally sized as lm by 2m. The area of the air
flow path of PSDRS remains constant in the containment vessel outer region and the
channel area of the incoming cold air is 10.9m2 and that of the outgoing heated air is
5.0m2. The four air outlet stacks are installed at the top of the building to prevent
blockage of the outlet by foreign obstacles. And the outlet stacks have rain protector
structure to limit inflow of rain water
In the event of a reactor shutdown, the heat generated from fuel rod is transferred
through liquid sodium coolant to reactor vessel wall, then across a gap of inert gas to the
surrounding containment vessel primarily by mechanism of thermal radiation, with a
small fraction of the heat transferred by heat conduction and convection in the contained
inert gas. Heat is then removed from the outside surface of the containment vessel partly
by thermal radiation and partly by convection to the circulating air in the passage
between the containment vessel and the silo wall. The air flow in PSDRS is induced by
the air density difference between the air riser and air downcomer. The system is selfregulating in that the higher the reactor vessel temperature the higher the heat removal
rate since the heat transport rate of PSDRS increases as the reactor vessel temperature
increases.
The major design parameters for PSDRS
summarized in Table 5-22. The reactor vessel
vessel is made of 2-l/4Cr-Mo and is designed
between reactor vessel and containment vessel
vessel cover gas pressure.

in current KALIMER design are
is made of 316 SS. The containment
to contain reactor vessel leaks. A gap
is filled with argon gas above reactor

5.7.4 System Performance
The analysis of the PSDRS performance was done with the code, PARS
(Performance Analyzer for RHR System), which has been developed by KAERI. It
seeks a solution to the energy conservation and pressure head balance equations using a
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finite difference numerical algorithm. Analysis was made on the heat loss at normal
power operation and maximum heat removal capacity.
The performance of PSDRS is analyzed for the cases where all the equipment work as
expected and the surfaces of structure are considered to be clean and smooth. During the
normal power operation, heat loss by PSDRS is 1.1 MWt, which is less than 0.3% of the
core power. The air temperature at the exit of the hot air riser channel is about 95°C and
the air mass flow rate is 17kg/sec. After the reactor scram, the heat removal capability is
gradually increased until the heat removal through the PSDRS equals to the core decay
heat generation. The maximum heat removal capacity is about 2.5MWt and the heat
corresponds to the core decay at 20 hours after reactor scram. In this condition, the air
temperature at the exit of the hot air riser channel is about 150°C and the air mass flow
rate is 17kg/sec.
5.7.5 Residual heat removal operation
5.7.5.1 Normal shutdown operation
5.7.5.1.1 Shutdown from full power to hot standby condition
The decay heat generated in the core is removed by steam system using
condenser cooling and then the plant is reached hot standby condition from full power
operation within 3 hours after the reactor scram. Since the SGACS is normally in
standby status from normal operation to hot standby condition, the air flow path of
SGACS is blocked by closing the dampers in exhaust air stacks. Decay heat removal
through PSDRS, however, is continued through the inherent phenomenon for all the
modes of plant operation
5.7.5.1.2 Shutdown from hot standby condition to refueling temperature
In this mode of operation, decay heat removal is carried out by SGACS and
PSDRS to cooldown reactor coolant temperature. For decay heat removal operation, the
each damper of SGACS is opened remotely or manually and then auxiliary fans are
activated to increase heat removal rate while the operation of PSDRS is self-regulating
depends on reactor vessel temperature. Figure 5-38 shows operation logic of RHRS
from hot standby condition to refueling temperature. To reach the refueling temperature,
two-SGACS and PSDRS are operated until 48 hours after reactor scram. After that, one
SGACS and PSDRS are used to maintain refueling temperature of 200 °C.
5.7.5.2 Abnormal shutdown operation
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Under abnormal operation conditions associated with IHTS loop failure, loss of
power, pump trip, etc, shutdown heat removal for reactor is provided by only PSDRS.
Since the operation of PSDRS is based on the natural passive mechanism, the quantity
of decay heat removed by the air is directly proportional to the reactor vessel
temperature. Therefore, the increase of the reactor coolant temperature is also increases
the PSDRS capability. If the IHTS loop is available, SGACS supplements PSDRS and
reduces the time required to cool the reactor system and IHTS.
5.8 In-Service Inspection and Maintenance
5.8.1 In-service inspection
The objective of in-service inspection (ISI) for the reactor structure is to:
1) Confirm the integrity of function of parts necessary to safety.
2) Ensure high plant availability and protect plant investment.
3) Meet the intent of Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (B&PVC) [5-35,36].
To meet the objectives of the ISI, the reactor system design has been developed based
on inspection approaches using existing ISI technologies to satisfy the safety goals.
Section XI, Division 3, of the ASME B&PVC, is the base document for ISI of
components of liquid metal cooled plants. Section XI of the ASME B&PVC specifies
the general type and extent of the ISI required for Class 1, 2 and 3 nuclear power plant
systems or components. The intent of the ASME ISI requirements is to maintain the
nuclear power plant and to return the plant to service in a safe and expeditious manner
during plant outages. The rules represent a required mandatory program of examinations,
testing, and inspections to evidence adequate safety. Systems and components that
require inspection in accordance with the requirements of ASME XI are designed with
adequate physical access and visibility to allow the required inspection.
The Code describes a number of available ISI techniques as follows:
- Visual inspections
- Surface examinations
- Volumetric examinations
- Continuous monitoring
- Alternative examinations
For the pool type KALIMER reactor, visual examination and continuous monitoring are
the primary inspection techniques. Visual examinations can be direct, remote, or can use
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less conventional equipment such as dimensional gauging and under sodium scanning.
In hard-to-access area of the reactor pool, continuous monitoring may give the most
reliable and accurate information about the structural integrity.
In-service inspection consists of scheduled inspections and tests during plant operation
and during outages for maintenance. The inspection interval shall be approximately ten
years and compatible with the ASME code. A pre-service inspection shall be done
before the plant is placed in commercial service. Subsequent in-service inspections are
to follow one of the two inspection programs presented in the ASEM code. Only those
systems and components classified as nuclear safety class systems are required to
conform to the ASME requirements. The following are classified as nuclear safety class
systems or components:
- Reactor vessel and reactor head
- Reactor internal structures
- Containment vessel
- Passive safety decay heat removal system (PSDRS)
- Intermediate heat exchanger (IHX)
- Isolation valve
- IHTS piping between reactor head and isolation valve
- Steam generator rupture disk
The other systems, including intermediate heat transfer system between isolation valve
and steam generator, secondary EM pump and steam generator system except rupture
disk, are classified as non-nuclear safety class systems. The non-nuclear safety class
systems are not required for safe shutdown of the plant and the ASME Code ISI
requirements do not apply to these systems. However the KALIMER ISI plan includes
the non-nuclear safety class systems and components for the safe and economic
operation.
5.8.1.1 Nuclear safety class components
ASME Section XI, Division 3 ISI requirements were developed specifically for
liquid metal cooled reactors. Liquid metal cooled reactors are often fabricated from
austenitic stainless steels. Stainless steel exhibits good ductility and toughness at typical
LMR operating conditions justifying a leak-before-break strategy for piping and vessels.
These properties of austenitic stainless steel indicate that measurable deflections or
dislocation will occur before structural failure. Thus, it is not necessary to examine all
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areas of each component or system. Rather, the ISI program is aimed at determining the
general condition and operability of the reactor system and detecting problems before
the significant failure.
5.8.1.2 Non-nuclear safety class components
In-service inspection of the sodium components in non-nuclear safety class
system will be performed in compliance with the ASME Section XI, Division 3, Class 3.
In-service inspection of the sodium/water components in steam generator will be
performed in compliance with the ASME Section XI, Division 1, Class 3.
5.8.2 Maintenance
The maintenance goal is to minimize plant unavailability and therefore have
unrestricted plant operation. Major structures of the reactor system are designed for
low-maintenance operation for the life of the plant. For equipments or components that
directly affect safety and availability, the systems have provided accessibility and
features that allow for removal and in-place maintenance. Maintenance operations are
defined two categories: a) preventive and corrective maintenance, and b) unplanned
maintenance. Preventive maintenance refers to repair and replacement at end of life of
components to reduce the frequency and impact of system failures. Corrective
maintenance is intended to cover failures and malfunctions that may or may not be
anticipated.
The maintenance approach for all components will be identified early in the design
stage phase so that all components will have an identified corrective action. The reactor
structure system components are designed with emphasis on maintenance operation
performed in the following order:
1) Adjust and repair in-place.
2) Repair components by contact maintenance to the extent permissible.
3) Replace component with spare parts.
4) Remove component for decontamination and repair by contact maintenance and
replace same components.
5) Replace components by remote maintenance.
6) Repair components in-place by remote maintenance.
Plant maintenance activity plans are developed to satisfy the following requirement
1) Maintenance shall be performed on a frequency that minimizes the potential for
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unplanned plant shutdown and maximizes plant availability.
2) The principal design maintenance requirement shall be to provide adequate
access space and lay-down space for maintenance and otherwise facilitate
contact maintenance of all system.
3) Capability shall be provided for remote maintenance when contact maintenance
is not practicable.
4) Radiation exposure of maintenance personnel shall be minimized with a
sufficient shielding.
5) Maintenance activities shall be planned with adequate safety, including the
control of environmental conditions and potential hazards.
6) Maintenance activities shall emphasize overall practicality and shall minimize
manpower and cost.
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Table 5-1
Weights of KALIMER Reactor Structures
Components
Containment Vessel
Reactor Vessel

Weight (tons)
88.51

Core Support

165.89
10.31

Inlet Plenum
Support Barrel
Reactor Baffle

38.72
48.64
39.10

Reactor Baffle Plate
Separation Plate
Inlet Pipe
Flow Guide
Former Ring

3.02

Core Shield Support
Core Shield
EM-Pump Nozzle
Insulation Plates
Reactor Head
Rotating Plug
UIS
Total

Remarks

Skirt Type
w/o Receptacle

17.57
19.94
20.20
1.56
0.18
54.00
2.38
85.8
64.98+15.48
35.61
13.1

4EA

4EA
Plate (1.6cm) x 22 EA
RH + RP Flange

731.89

Sodium = 421 ton, Core = 175 ton, (Density = 7800 kg/m3)
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Table 5-2
Reactor Vessel Design Data
Vessel Outer Diameter

702.0 cm

Vessel Side Cylinder Length

1680 cm

Vessel Overall Height

1885 cm

Main Cylinder Wall Thickness

5.0 cm

Bottom Head Thickness

5.0 cm

Construction Material

Type 316 Stainless Steel
530 °C

Design Temperature

0.51 MPa

Design Pressure

Table 5-3
Design Data for Containment Vessel and Containment Dome

Containment Vessel

Containment Dome

500 °C

450 °C

Design Pressure

0.25 MPa

0.24 MPa

Outer Diameter

737 cm

1400 cm

Total Height

1880 cm

840 cm

2.5 cm

2.5 cm

2.25Cr-lMo

2.25Cr-lMo

66.9 m3 (Annulus Volume)

1036.5 m3

Design Temperature

Thickness
Material
Internal volume
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Table 5-4
Design Features of KALIMER Reactor Head and relating Components
Design Features

Insulation /
Shield
Plates

Thickness
Gap
No. (EA)
Material
Supported by

Reactor
Head

Distance of
bottom surface
ofheadtotop
insulation plate
Thickness
Material

16.0 mm
22.0 mm
22
316SS
Reactor head
45 cm

30 cm
304SS
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Table 5-5
Dimensions of Conceptually Designed KALIMER Reactor Structures
ITEMS

Outer Dia. Thickness
(cm)
(cm)

Material

Remark (cm)

1. Containment
Vessel

737.0

2.5

2(l/4)Cr-lMo

2. Reactor Vessel

702.0

5.0

316SS

3. Reactor Baffle

687.0

2.5

316SS

4. Support Barrel

374.0

5.0

316SS

5. Inlet Plenum

374.0

15.0

304SS

6. Reactor Baffle
Plate

687.0

2.5

316SS

7. Separation Plate

687.0

10.0
15.0

316SS

344.0

-

-

'737.0

30.0

304SS

11. Flow Guide

660.0

2.5

304SS

12. Inlet Pipe

45.08

2.54

316SS

4EA

13. Core Shield

248.0

15x3

316SS

14. Former Ring

358.0

10.0

316SS

3-Cylinder Type,
Gap=3
Height=370

15. EMP Nozzle

125.0

2.5

316SS

8. Core Support
9. Core
10. Reactor Head

374.0(t)
454.0(b)

316SS

bottom head
Gap between RV
and CV= 15.0
Gap between RVL
and RV = 2.5
Gap between SB
and IHX= 16.925
Upper Grid Plate
T=10.0
Lower Grid Plate
T=15.0
Lower Baffle Plate
T=2.5
Upper Baffle Plate
T=2.5
Circular Disk Type
Skirt Type,
Height=60
Gap between Core
and SB= 10.0
Circular Disk Type

Height=80
* O.D. of IHX (4EA) = 120 cm
* O.D. of EM-Pump (4EA) = 120 cm
* T : Thickness, * t, b : top, bottom
> » On material data, 316SS is studying to be replaced by 316LN.
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Table 5-6
Calculated Volume and Weight of Primary Sodium
Volume Regions
Volume 1
(RV Bottom Head)
Volume 2
(Inlet Plenum)
Volume 3
(Outside of Flow Guide)
Volume 4
(Inside of Flow Guide)
Volume 5
(Core)
Volume 6
(Inlet Pipe x 4)
Volume 7
(Reactor Baffle Zone)
Volume 8
(IHX x 4)
Volume 9
(From Above Core to SB
Top)
Volume 10
(From SB top to IHX
Cylinder Top)
Volume 11
(From IHX Cylinder Top to
Hot Free Surface)
Volume 12
(From Flow Guide Top to
Cold Free Surface)
Volume 13
(EM-Pump x 4)
Volume 14
(From Reactor Baffle Slot
Top to Hot Free SurfaceGas)
Volume 15
(Inert Gas)
Total

Volume (m3)

Weight (tons)

Remark

34.402

29.76

Cold

8.230

7.12

Cold

62.964

54.46

Cold

58.991

51.03

Cold

34.000

28.00

Hot
Vo*+Vd **x 0.3

2.809

2.43

95.211

81.14

22.727

18.79

54.843

45.34

Hot

38.926

32.18

Hot

38.814

31.53

Hot

25.780

22.30

Cold

19.720

17.06

17.603

-

55.036

-

570.056

421.14

Cold
Medium
Medium
Vcy]jnder X 0 . 8

Cold
Vnozzie +V c y l i n d e r X 0.8

* Vo : Outside volume of duct assemblies in core region
** Vd : Inside volume of duct assemblies in core region
3

Hot Sodium Density = 826.77 kg/m , Medium Sodium Density = 852.25 kg/nr,
Cold Sodium Density = 864.98 kg/m3
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Table 5-7
Component Codes and Classifications
Components
Primary pump
IHX shell side
IHX tube side
Reactor vessel
PSST

Safety Class
1
1
1
1
1

Seismic Category
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5-8
PHTS System Design Parameters
Items
Core power(MWt)
Core exit temperature, °C
Core inlet temperature, °C
Core total flow rate, kg/sec
IHX primary side inlet temperature, °C
IHX primary side exit temperature, °C
IHX secondary side inlet temperature, °C
IHX secondary side exit temperature, °C
Primary total sodium mass, ton
Number of primary pump
Number of IHX
Sodium level difference between cold and hot pool, m
Gap between reactor vessel and containment vessel ,cm
Slot height in reactor baffle, cm
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Data
392.2
530.0
386.2
2143.1
529.8
385.0
511.0
339.7
404
4
4
5
15
20

Table 5-9
Primary Pump Design Parameters
Items
Pump type

Data

Number of pumps
Flow rate(m3/sec)
Developed head(m)
Sodium inlet pressure(Pa)
Sodium inlet temperature(°C)
Electric Power(MW)
Efficiency(%)
Length(m)
Maximum diameter
Annulus width(mm)
Annulus average diameter(m)
Annulus flow velocity(m/sec)
Return path diameter(m)
Return flow velocity(m/sec)
Pump terminal voltage(volt)

Self cooled annular linear
induction type
electromagnetic pump
4
2.49
94.92
TBD
385.0
4.3 .
46
7.0
2
42
59
8.75
4
5.45
1027

Table 5-10
Coastdown Inertia Device Deign Parameters
Items
Flywheel Inertia moment(kg-m )
Flywheel diameter(m)
Flywheel width(m)
Flywheel/Synchronous motor rotating ratio
Pole number of Synchronous motor
Flywheel rotating speed(rpm)
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Data
3380
92
32
7
3
1190

Table 5-11
IHX Design Data
Data

Items
Tube
Number of tubes
(mm)
I . D (mm)
Thickness(mm)
Length(m)
Material
Bundle
Pitch arrangement
Pitch/tube O.D
Flow hole Dia.(mm)
Number of holes
Shell
I . D (mm)
Length(m)
Shape

1702
12.7
11.1
8
6.0
SS304
Triangular
6
8.8
3404
0065
6.925
TEMA type S
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Table 5-12
IHX Performance Specifications
Items
OVERALLS

Data
4
98.75
30.1
13.1
18.8
45.3

NUMBER OF IHX
Thermal duty/IHX, MWt
LMTD, °C
UA total, MW/°C
DT, hot side, °C
DT, cold side, °C

535.78
529.8
385.0
38

Primary sodium side (shell)
Flow rate, kg/sec
Inlet temperature, °C
Outlet temperature, °C
Pressure drop1-1, kPa

450.9
511.0
339.7
57

Intermediate sodium side (tube)
Flow rate/IHX, kg/sec
Inlet temperature, °C
Outlet temperature, °C
Pressure drop2), kPa

Note 1: From the inlet nozzle to the exit nozzle
including the drops at the nozzles
Note 2: From the beginning of the downcomer path
to the end of the exit path in the IHX region

Table 5-13
PSST Design Parameters
Items
Number
Shape
D(m)
Height(m)
Sodium volume fraction at full drain
Cover gas
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Data
4
Cylindrical shape
0m
12.5m
90%
Hellium

Table 5-14
IHTS System Design Parameters
IHTS Type
Number of IHX per IHTS Loop
Total Heat Transfer Rate, MW
Total Flow Rate (2 Loops), kg/sec
,m 3 /sec
IHX Inlet Temperature, °C
IHX Outlet Temperature, °C
SG Inlet Temperature, °C
SG Outlet Temperature, °C
IHTS AT, °C
Intermediate Pump Inlet Temperature, °C
Required Pumping Power (2 Pumps), MWe
Intermediate Pump Efficiency, %

Loop Type
2
396.7
1803.6
2.0713
339.7
511.0
511.0
339.0
172.0
339.0
1.7
50

Intermediate Pump Developing Head, MPa

0.40

Table 5-15
IHTS Piping Parameters
450.9/901.8!)
450.9/901.813

Flow per Cold Leg (kg/s)
Flow per Hot Leg (kg/s)
Pipe Size (outside diameter)
Hot leg (m)
Cold Leg (m)
Pipe Design Pressure (MPa)
Pipe Design Temperature (°C)
Pipe Material
Hot leg
Cold Leg

0.356/0.5081}
0.356/0.5080
2.5
530
316SS
304SS

Note 1) Design values for the piping from IHXs to T-junction/ the piping from
T-junction to SG
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Table 5-16
Structural Design Parameters for IHTS Piping

IHX to Steam Generator
(Hot leg)
Steam Generator to Pump
(Cold leg)
Pump to IHX (Cold leg)

Design
Pressure
(MPa)
2.5

Design
Temperature
<°C)
530

Faulted
Pressure
(MPa)
15.5

2.5

395

15.5

2.5

395

15.5

Table 5-17
Design Features of KALIMER IHTS
Design Feature
IHX

SG

IHTS EMP

Large bored piping
(Hot Leg/Cold Leg)

Small bored piping
(Hot Leg/Cold Leg)

O.D
IHX-IHX distance
Number
O.D
Height
No.
O.D
Height
Number
O.D
Thickness
Pipe spec.
Radius of curvature
O.D
Thickness
Pipe spec.
Radius of curvature

Horizontal distance of IHX-SG
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1.2m
3.74 m
4EA
2.8 m
18.8 m
2EA
1.32 m
5.44 m
2EA
50.8 cm
1.506 cm
20"SCH40
76.2 cm
35.56 cm
1.113 cm
14"SCH40
53.34 cm
11.5m

Table 5-18
Design Parameters of KALIMER IHTS

Parameters

Design Features

Design Pressure
Operating Pressure
Faulted Pressure

2.5 MPa
0.35 MPa
15.5 MPa

Design

Hot Leg

530 °C

Temperature

Cold Leg

395 °C

Operating
Temperature

Hot Leg

511 °C

Cold Leg

339.7 °C

Table 5-19
Intermediate EM Pump Parameters
Number of Units (per loop)
Rated Capacity (kg/s)
Design Pressure/ Temperature (MPa/ °C)
Operating Pressure/ Temperature (MPa/ °C)
Rated Total Dynamic Head (MPa)
Rated Brake Horse Power (MWe)
Pump Length (m)
Pump Diameter (m)
Pump Weight (ton)
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1
901.8
2.5/530
0.4/339.7
0.4
0.85
5.44
1.32
22

Table 5-20
KALIMER Steam Generation System Parameter Summary
Intermediate
Heat Transport
System
Steam
Generator
System

Sodium hot leg temperature
Sodium cold leg temperature
Sodium flow rate
Steam generator power
Steam cycle
Design life
Steam temperature
Steam pressure
Steam rate
Feedwater temperature

511 °C
339 °C
1803.6 kg/s (total)
396.7 MWt (total)
Once-through superheat
cycle
30 years
483.2 °C
15.5 MPa
175.45 kg/s (total)
230 °C

Table 5-21
The Number of SGS Equipment
Equipment
Steam generator
Feedwater pump
Startup pump
Recirculation pump
HP feedwater heater
Auxiliary water tank
Dump tank
Steam common header

No. per Loop
1
common
common
1
common
1
1
common
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Total
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

Table 5-22
PSDRS Design Parameters

R/V thickness [m]
C/V thickness [m]
Air separator thickness [m]
(including thermal insulator)

0.05
0.03
0.08

Gap size between RA^ and C/V [m]
Gap size of hot air riser [m]
Gap size air downcommer

0.15
0.2
0.4

R/V outer surface emissivity [-]
C/Y inner/outer surface emissivity[-]
Air riser inner surface emissivity[-]

0.85
0.85
0.85
4

No. of air Inlet
No. of air Outlet
Length of air stack [m]

4

14
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Core

IHX

SG

- 39S.0MWt
(Total)

392.2MWt

TBN

396.7MWt
(Total)

QpSDRS

1.2MWt

480.0°C
15.0MPa
175.45kg/:

529.8°C

162.6MWe
PHTS

386.2 C

SGS

385.0 C

2143.1kg/s(Total)
4.0MWe (Total)

18O3.£kg/s (Total)
1.7MWe (Total)

Net Plant Power = 150MWe

wwh^.
4.0MWe
(Total)

Gross Efficiency" 41.5%
Net Efficiency

=38.2%

Figure 5-1 Summary of the heat transport condition in KLALIMER
at the 100 % power operation
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Figure 5-2 Overall Drawing of KALIMER Reactor Structures
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Figure 5-3 Schematic Drawing of KALIMER Containment
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Figure 5-4 KALIMER Reactor Support Structure (Support Arm Type)
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Figure 5-5 Containment Vessel Flange Interactions
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Figure 5-6 Alternate Reactor Support Structure (Support Ring Type)
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Figure 5-8 Plan View of KALIMER Reactor Head
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Figure 5-9 Supporting Concept of Insulation and Shield Plates
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Figure 5-18 PHTS Equipment Arrangements and Flow Paths
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Figure 5-28 KALIMER IHTS Piping System
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CHAPTER 6.

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 General
The engineered safety features are the provisions in the plant which are designed to
mitigate the consequence of accidents in radioactive material release. The engineered
safety features are listed in Table 6-1. Description of the containment system is provided
in Section 6.2 and other engineered safety features are described in their particular
sections as identified in Table 6-1.
6.2 Containment System
6.2.1 Containment design
6.2.1.1 Design requirements
The KALIMER design contains features which provide defense-in-depth for a
full spectrum of severe accidents, including a hypothetical core disruptive accident
(HCDA) and a core melt. For implementing the functions, the KALIMER containment
system is designed based on the requirements which are established on the fluid system
design guide [6-1] and related specific requirements. The design bases for the
containment systems are classified as described below.
General design bases
• In conjunction with the requirements of plant lifetime, the design lifetime of the
containment systems shall be 30 years.
• The criteria for safety class of containment components shall be classified as
described on the design guides of fluid system [6-1].
• The containment systems are seismic category I based on the basic guidance for
the selection of seismic category, which is given in the design guides of fluid
system [6-1].
• The design criteria that are applicable to KALIMER from the General Design
Criteria of US 10CFR50 Appendix A [6-2] should be satisfied.
• The containment systems shall be protected against natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, fire and etc., as specified in Korean Nuclear
Law General Design Criteria [6-3] and USA 10CFR50 Appendix A, General
Design Criteria [6-2]
Performance bases
• KALIMER is a liquid metal reactor which produces electrical power of 150
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MWe and reactor core thermal power of 392.2 MWt. The core exit temperature
is 530.0 °C and the IHX exit temperature is 385.0 °C.
•

The net volume of the space formed by the containment vessel and reactor
vessel gap shall be sized so that the primary sodium level subsequent to a
reactor vessel leak will be maintained in an elevation that allows the natural
circulation of the primary coolant for the core cooling.

•

The containment vessel shall be sized such that the decay heat removal through
the vessel is enough to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition as a
partofPSDRS.

•

The inner and outer surfaces of the containment vessel shall be protected so that
the surface is maintained in a high emissive condition.
The containment dome shall be sized so that mechanical integrity of the
containment dome can be maintained at the fluid system design basis events [61 ] including the severe accident like a core disruptive accident.

•

Configuration bases
• Primary sodium spilled or leaked from PHTS shall be contained in the
containment to ensure control of radioactive materials.
• The gap between the reactor vessel and containment vessel shall be sized such
that the material property change of the containment vessel does not exceed its
design limits from the irradiation of neutron and high temperature.
•

•
•

The gap between the containment and the reactor vessel shall be sized so that a
remotely controlled robot can move around in the gap for inspecting the
integrity of the vessels.
The containment shall be hermetically sealed during normal operations.
The components of the containment system shall be designed to withstand the
environment following sodium leakage from the reactor vessel.

Maintainability bases
• Provisions shall be made for the design of the equipment of the containment
system to allow maintenance in a minimum amount of time and with a
minimum amount of personnel radiation exposure.
•

•

Necessary access, handling equipment and lifting equipment shall be
considered in the design of the components, containment and auxiliary
equipment.
Valves on connecting systems that are considered to be part of the containment
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system shall be installed in such a way that maintenance can be performed
without disturbing the required PHTS or PSDRS operation at the time of
maintenance.
•

Plant radiation surveys shall be taken during refueling and prior to any
maintenance.

•

Any piping systems, which penetrate containment boundaries, shall be secured
by appropriate containment isolation systems as described in fluid system
design guide [6-1].

6.2.1.2 Design description
The KALIMER containment provides a low leakage, pressure-retaining
boundary which completely surrounds the primary system boundary. The containment
includes a lower containment vessel designed to contain reactor vessel leaks and an
upper containment dome which will mitigate severe events, such as a HCDA, which are
postulated to cause an explosion of radio-nuclides through the reactor head into the
region above the reactor as shown Fig. 6-1. The upper and lower regions of the
containment boundary have different requirements since the upper containment dome
region is not required to contain primary sodium leaks as is the case for the lower
portion which extends below the sodium level in the reactor vessel.
The lower portion of the containment consists of 2.5 cm thick and 7.37 m diameter
vessel, which has no penetrations and is designed to remain essentially leak tight at
design pressure and temperature as listed in Table 6-1. A 15 cm annulus between the
reactor and containment vessel is sized to retain the primary sodium such that the
reactor core and the inlet of the IHX will remain covered in the event of a reactor vessel
leak. This ensures that the internal sodium flow path will not be interrupted and
shutdown heat removal via PSDRS in the event. The selection of the gap size is also
considered so that remotely controlled instruments can move around in the gap for
inspecting the integrity of the reactor and containment vessels. The argon filled annulus
is maintained at a higher pressure than the reactor cover gas, and is continuously
monitored with pressure sensors, sodium ionization detectors, and sodium liquid
detectors for early warning of any leak in either vessel. During normal operations, all
the sodium and cover gas service lines are closed with double isolation valves and all
the other penetrations in the reactor closure are seal-welded, which means that the
containment system operates in a totally sealed manner.
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The containment vessel is used as a part of PSDRS, when the normal system for
residual heat removal is not available. To perform the PSDRS function, the containment
vessel is sized such that the decay heat removal through the vessel is enough to maintain
the reactor in safe shutdown conditions. To implement the functions, the inner and outer
surfaces of the containment vessel are protected so that the surface is maintained in high
emissive conditions.
The upper containment is a cylindrical steel tori-spherical dome located on the reactor
head and in the reactor building. The 2.5 cm thick steel lower cylindrical portion of the
containment dome is 14m of inner diameter as listed in Table 6-3. The upper cylindrical
portion is 8m in diameter. The maximum height of the containment dome from the
operating floor to the top of the dome is 8.4m at the centerline. The containment dome
is designed to limit leakage to less than 1% of its volume per day at design pressure and
temperature. Manned access into the operating deck region is accomplished through a
personal air lock. All piping and instrument penetrations through this containment
boundary are located above the reactor primary system boundary and well above the
operating sodium level. The containment penetrations are similar to those used in LWR
containments, including the main loop IHTS piping penetrations which are provided
with bellows and single isolation valves immediately outside the containment dome.
Open loop containment penetrations, such as the sodium and cover gas cleanup lines,
employ double isolation valves.
The upper and lower portions of the containment are connected to each other by a
horizontal plate located the same elevations as the reactor head and the top of the
containment vessel. The primary system boundary includes the reactor vessel, reactor
head, control rod drive housings, instrument dry wells, below head ducting and piping
of the two IHX units, and the primary sodium and cover gas cleanup system piping up
to and including the first isolation valve. During power operation, all sodium and cover
gas service lines are closed with double isolation valves, and all other penetrations in
the reactor head are seal welded. Thus, the primary system is totally sealed during
power operation.
During normal operations, the containment dome is cooled by active cooling devices to
a temperature of human access possible. In the loss of outside power supply, since the
decay heat of the reactor core is removed by PSDRS the temperature of the containment
dome increases to design point. The upper containment is designed for a leakage of less
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than one percent air per day at accident conditions, assuming that the postulated worst
accident conditions correspond to the containment design conditions. And the
containment volume is 428 m2, this translates into about 0.3 cm3/min. Such a low
leakage rate requires special design provisions that would assure the leakage design
criteria are not exceeded.
6.2.2 Containment performance analysis
Based on the preliminary designed containment dome concept, the performance
analyses have been accomplished. The design parameters and the containment dome
diagram are shown in Table 6-4 and Fig. 6-2, respectively. In the following sections, the
design basis events for analysis, radioactive source terms, analysis model, and analysis
results including radiological consequence have been described. One of the acceptance
criteria for containment dome is the integrity of the containment itself, i.e., the
containment design condition should be maintained for all kinds of accident. The other
one of the criteria is the radiological consequence, i.e., the exposure dose rate at the
plant site boundary should meet the 10CFR100.
6.2.2.1 Design basis event
Design basis events for containment dome performance analysis are sodium pool
fire and spray fire. Sodium fire results in the most severe consequences in liquid metal
reactor in the aspects of both containment integrity and radiological exposure. Detailed
description for sodium fire phenomena is summarized in reference 6-4. Sodium fire in
KALIMER may result from mechanical energy from HCDA. The energy attacks the
reactor vessel head and makes a hole or breach in it. Through this damage, the cover gas
escapes and the air passes into the space. As the result, sodium pool fire takes place.
Otherwise, the escape of the cover gas makes the primary sodium ejected to the
containment atmosphere. Sodium spray fire is then possible. The sodium fire accident
and associated source terms released to the containment dome atmosphere are listed in
Table 6-5. The early phase is the cover gas escaping time. The pool fire is assumed to
maintain about 6 hours, while the spray fire is about a second.
6.2.2.2 Analysis model
The analysis tool for the containment dome performance is CONTAIN-LMR [65], modified for liquid metal reactor from the original CONTAIN code. The code
includes the modeling for sodium fire : the oxygen diffusion model for the sodium pool
fire, and liquid droplet model for the sodium spray fire. They are originated from
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SOFIRE-II [6-6] and NACOM code [6-7] respectively.
Some shortcomings for the oxygen diffusion model in the sodium pool fire used in
CONTATN-LMR have been found compared to the flame sheet model which represents
realistic sodium pool fire [6-8]. Therefore, the flame sheet model has been implemented
in CONTATN-LMR code [6-9] to eliminate the over-conservatism incorporated in the
diffusion model. The comparative diagram between the oxygen diffusion modeling and
flame sheet modeling is shown in Fig. 6-3.
The performance analysis has been accomplished using the revised CONTAIN-LMR
code. Figures 6-4 and 6-5 are the containment modelings for the sodium pool fire and
spray fire, respectively. In the pool fire, the atmosphere is heated by natural convection.
But in the spray fire, the direct heating due to the burning sodium in media is dominant.
Both models are related to these phenomena.
6.2.2.3 Analysis results
The containment thermal-hydraulic conditions for the sodium pool fire are
shown in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7. The peak pressure and temperature are much lower than the
design conditions. The results from the revised code are milder than those from the
existing code. This is because of the difference in calculation of sodium burning rate.
Figures 6-8 and 6-9 show the spray fire results. To overcome the uncertainties
concerned with the amount of the sprayed sodium, the sensitivity study has been
accomplished. The analysis results show that the peak condition is much higher than
those of the pool fire. However, the burning time is very short. With 100 kg sodium
sprayed, the design condition is violated. Therefore the limitation of the sprayed sodium
in HCDA is important in the aspect of the containment integrity.
6.2.2.4 Radiological consequence evaluation
To show if the radiological consequence is acceptable or not in the case of the
sodium fire, the exposure dose rate at the site boundary is calculated with MACCS code
[6-10], environmental consequence evaluation code. The site data and meteorological
data are borrowed from YGN 3/4. From the CONTAIN-LMR analysis, the behavior of
the radio nuclides can be calculated, i.e., the amount of the released radioactivity from
the containment to the outer environment. Using this data the exposure dose rate at the
site boundary are estimated. The results are shown in Table 6-6. It is interesting that the
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peak conditions of the spray fire are much higher than those of the pool fire, but in the
dose rate, the circumstance is reversed. This is because, at the pool fire condition, the
containment pressure is maintained relatively high for a long time, so the escape
probability of the nuclide are also high.
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Table 6-1
List of Engineered Safety Features
Engineered Safety Features

Section

PSDRS
Containment
IHTS isolation valves
Guard piping

5.7.3
6.2
5.5.3.2
5.5

Table 6-2
Design Data for Containment Vessel
Items
Containment vessel
O.D, m
Length, m
Thickness, cm
Material

Data
7.37
TBD
2.5
TBD

Table 6-3
Design Data for Containment Dome
Thickness
Lower dome diameter
Total height
Empty volume
Inner surface area
Total Weight
Materials

2.5cm
14.0m
8.4m
1036.5m3
375m2
105 ton
2.25 Cr-lMo steel
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Table 6-4
Design Parameters of KALIMER Containment Dome
Design parameters

Description

Shape

Cylindrical, Semispherical

Type

Single containment

Design pressure

0.27MPa

Volume

l,036.5mj

Design leakage rate

l%(vol.)/day at design condition

Upper Dome

Lower Dome

Height

3m

Diameter

8m

Thickness

2.5cm

Height

5.4m

Diameter

14m

Thickness

2.5cm

Table 6-5
Radio Nuclide Source Terms for Containment Performance Analysis

Item
Material released to
containment dome
Noble gas (Xe, Kr)
Halogens (Br, I)
Alkali metals (Cs, Rb)
Te, Ru
Sr,Ba
Fuel & other FPs
Na22, Na24
Burned sodium

Early phase
0~10sec.

100%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.01%
0.01%
None
None

Magnitude
Spray fire
Pool fire
10sec.~6hr. 10-1 lsec.

0%
0.37%
0.73%
0.0018%
0.00073%
0.00037%
0.18%
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0%
0.0119%
0.0119%
0.0119%
0.0119%
0.0119%
0.0119%
50kg

Spray fire
10-1 lsec.

Spray fire
10-1 lsec.

0%
0.0178%
0.0178%
0.0178%
0.0178%
0.0178%
0.0178%
75kg

0%
0.0238%
0.0238%
0.0238%
0.0238%
0.0238%
0.0238%
100kg

Table 6-6
Exposure Dose Rate at Site Boundary for Sodium Fire Accident
(rem)
Pool Fire

Pool Fire

Spray Fire

(Non-revised code)

(Revised code)

(75kg spray)

0.095

0.28

0.017

1.0

25

Bone
Marrow

0.112

0.35

0.022

1.25

150

Lung

0.121

0.39

0.026

1.25

75

Thyroid

0.174

0.58

0.036

1.25

75

Organ

Whole

PAG

10CFR100

Body
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Figure 6-1 Schematic Drawing of the Containment System
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Figure 6-2 KALIMER and Containment Dome
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CHAPTER 7.

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

7.1 Introduction
The instrumentation and control (I&C) systems of KALIMER include the
instrumentation system, control system, protection system, data handling system,
transmission network, and human system interfaces (HSI). It utilizes highly reliable
redundant digital equipment and reliable power supplies. The I&C systems have the
structure of four levels such as :
•
•
•
•

L3: Human System Interface (HSI) level,
L2: Supervisor and Manager (S&M) level,
LI: Distributed Control and Protection Module (DM) level and
LO: Sensor and Actuator (S&A) level.

These levels in the I&C systems form a leveled architecture by means of distributed
networks from the sensors and actuators to the HSI. The conceptual design of the I&C
systems was made focusing on the LO and LI levels of the instrumentation, control and
protection systems.
7.1.1 Human system interface level
The main features of HSI in I&C systems are the workspace modules which are
dedicated to each operating crew and a large screen display which provides an overview
of the operating status for a common base of monitoring and decision-making of
operating crews. A workspace module has a sit-down type console on which touch
screens and panels are mounted. All of information items are accessible through the
console within minimum navigation manipulations. Most of operator-supporting
functions are provided to operating crews, especially, for diagnosis of plant and
planning of their actions. For most operational tasks, direct manipulation by softcontrols is provided to operator through the common touch screens and panels on the
console. Although one workspace module is capable enough to cope with all operating
situation, there are redundant modules that have exactly the same hardware and
software in hot stand-by condition during the operation. Every workspace module is
equally connected to the multiple networks carrying signals and control.
7.1.2 Supervisor and manager level
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The Supervisor and Manager Level, i.e. L2 include supervisory functions and plant
management functions. Supervisors for most of operating modes such as startup,
shutdown, and low power operation are provided in order to reduce the operator's work
load. Non-safety control systems in LI are supervised and actuated automatically as the
servants of a supervisor. Supervisors have fault tolerant architectures and are connected
via redundant networks for improving reliability. Most functions are performed by the
automated logic without human interventions. However, the selected steps such as
triggering a start-signal for moving to the other operation mode are designed in a
human-paced manner, and actuated manually for operator's confirmation and
surveillance prior to plant operating mode change. The operations from low power to
full power are fully automated, and it is possible to perform load-following when
required. Supervisors have two main functions, observation of the plant status and
governing of the component control systems. The state observation function provides
the capability to observe plant status using the sensor signals of process variables and
status of component controllers. The governing function performs high level controls
such as the re-calculation of setpoints and the generation of sequence logic signals
according to the observed plant status. Managers support the operating crews in the
various plant operating tasks such as inspection, surveillance and test, fuel management,
routine reporting of parameters and systems, and others. Managers have the specific
control servants and supporting functions for integrating the information related.
7.1.3 Distributed module level
The Distributed Module Level includes non-safety control systems, the digital
protection system, and monitoring systems for safety and non-safety. The control
systems are mostly modularized and standardized.
Non-safety control systems are separated from the digital protection system. They
utilize a micro-processor based digital control system to improve availability and
minimize the operation and maintenance cost. They control most of the subsystems in
KALIMER. The closed loop control, open loop control, and sequential control (on/off
control) are automatically performed after having received control commands from L2,
i.e. supervisor and manager level. The control system consists of reactor control system,
intermediate flow control system, steam generator and re-circulation control system,
feed-water flow control system and turbine generator control system, etc.
The digital protection system is a safety-grade digital system which protects the reactor
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core for safety and investment. The protection system shall monitor key plant
parameters and, based on those parameters, determine whether the reactor must be
shutdown or not. It employs quad redundant and fault tolerant features for high
reliability. The protection hardware and software logic elements are duplicated in each
of four identical sections with the same quad redundant scheme. Each section is
electrically and physically isolated including sensors, cabling, and electrical logic
components. The protection system has self-diagnosis, on-line self-testing, periodic
functional testing, reconfiguration after failure detection, and automatic bypass. The
two-out-of-four logic is used for reactor protection in order to improve plant availability
in avoiding spurious trip in case of sensor failure.
The instrumentation system includes both safety and non-safety instruments which
monitor the states of the power plant. The non-safety instruments are modularized. They
have various system specific functions such as self-diagnosis, on-line testing, periodic
functional testing, reconfiguration after failure detection, and automatic bypass. The
safety monitoring system also has the above functions including signal validation for
obtaining highly reliable data after accidents. The hardware for safety monitoring
systems is duplicated in each of identical sections, and isolated electrically and
physically in order to satisfy the regulatory requirements.
The systems of all levels are connected through network instead of point-to-point
communication for reducing the cost of cabling and reliable data transmission. The
network system is hierarchically distributed from sensor to human system interface as
following:
•
•
•

L3 network: networking with workstations of HSI systems
L2 network: supervisory control complex network
LI network: control complex network

•

protection network: network dedicated to the protection signals and control

The LI, L2, L3 network systems are classified non-safety and use industrial
standardized protocols with redundant architecture. The systems of each level are
connected through their dedicated network and the data communication between upper
and lower level is provided. The quad redundant reactor protection system is connected
through the protection network. The protection network also has redundant features.
The communication between reactor protection system and non-safety system is
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performed via an optically isolated device for electrical isolation. Separated networks
transmit control and data signals between two systems in two different levels.
Multiplexing of plant signals and the use of fiber optic data highways give a basic
structure for implementing a distributed control system into I&C systems.
7.1.4 I&C architecture
The major functions of each subsystem are derived from the above conceptual four
levels of I&C systems. Then, more detailed overall I&C architecture including inner
elements of subsystem is established considering the design bases and requirements
which are described in section 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The followings are brief
description of each subsystem in I&C architecture, and the overall I&C architecture is
shown in Fig. 7-1.
•

Reactor Protection System: The reactor protection system performs a rapid
reactor shutdown function by causing the control/shutdown rods dropped and
coasting down the electromagnetic pump. Its secondary function is to generate
safety actuation signal for self-actuated shutdown system to mitigate an
accident.

9

Safety Instrumentation Systems: The safety instrumentation systems provide
the necessary signals to monitor the status of the reactor systems during normal
operation, accidents, and post accidental periods.
Non-safety Instrumentation System: The non-safety instrumentation systems
provide the non-safety related signals for plant control systems, data processing
and monitoring systems.
Supervisory Control System: The supervisory control system performs the high
level supervisory control function of automatic start-up operation, reactor
shutdown, low power operation, and normal operation. It monitors the plant
status and conduct the plant control systems to an appropriate control strategy
to the plant conditions.

9

•

•

Plant Control Systems: The control systems, classified as non-safety
subsystems of the supervisory control system, perform the control function of
NSSS of the plant.

•

Operational Management System: The operational management system
provides various functions for safe and efficient operation, maintenance, and
monitoring purposes. The functions are to monitor the plant processes, to
evaluate and analyze the plant data, and to provide the useful information to
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plant personnel.
•

Data Management System: The data management system gathers, validates,
transforms, archives, and distributes the plant real-time data for the signal
processing of instrumentation and control systems.

•

Communication Network: The communication network provides the hardware
and software to establish the rapid data paths between I&C systems as well as
to and from other systems.

•

Human System Interfaces: The human system interfaces include all of plant
staff interfaces for operation, testing, inspection, monitoring, and accident
management of the plant. The examples of the interfaces are control room,
CRTs, control panels, etc.

•

Monitoring Systems: The monitoring systems provide annunciations, integrity
information in the reactor building, and supporting information for maintenance
and inspection.

7.2 Design Bases
I&C systems of KALIMER consist of the instrumentation system, control system,
a protection system, data handling system, transmission networks, and human system
interfaces (HSI). Each I&C system is designed on the basis of the following design
requirements of the corresponding systems.
7.2.1 I&C systems general requirements
The high level functional goals for the KALIMER I&C systems are
•
•
•

to protect the KALIMER in the event of accidents and mitigate the
consequences,
to control the KALIMER efficiently in the event of any transients, and
to interact with the system effectively by the plant operator.

To satisfy the above functional goals, the I&C systems provide the following
requirements:
•
•

The I&C shall employ modern digital technology for control and protection
functions.
All data for HSI and monitoring shall transfer with communication networks
and multiplexing.
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•

The I&C shall have segmentation of major functions, separation of redundant
equipment within a segment, and fault tolerant equipment to achieve high
reliability and prevent propagation of a fault between redundant equipment and
from one segment to another.

•
•

The I&C systems shall be designed to resolve the current design issues.
The I&C equipment shall use the commercial grade items or standard
equipment.
The I&C systems shall meet the most current regulatory requirements

•

7.2.1.1 Control system requirements
• The KALIMER control system shall consist of supervisory control system
(SCS) and plant distributed control system (PDCS).
• The control system design should be tolerant to most of single random failures
of control equipment.
•
•
•

•

The control system shall employ modern digital technology to solve existing
problem and to make significant improvements.
Built-in test features shall be provided to perform continuous self-diagnosis of
digital hardware and annunciation of the detected failures.
The control system shall be designed to simplify the maintenance required over
the life time of the plant. Standardization of hardware and software, modular
design, etc. are the methods to simplify maintenance and to account
obsolescence problems.
The control system design shall provide flexibility to accommodate design
changes and to replace equipment due to aging, wear, or obsolescence.

7.2.1.2 Protection system requirements
• The KALIMER reactor protection system shall be physically separated and
electrically isolated to assure that the effects of natural phenomena, and of
normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions on
redundant channels do not result in loss of the protection function.
•

The KALIMER reactor protection system shall be separated from control
systems to prevent loss of protection function caused by failure of any single
control component or channel.

•

The data transmission between protection and control system shall be
electrically isolated and accomplished using unidirectional duplicated networks
from protection to control system.
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•

The KALIMER reactor protection system shall provide the function of
continuous on-line self-diagnosis, periodic functional testing, automatic
reconfiguration after failure detection, and automatic bypass. And these
functions shall not degrade the protection functionality. The information
including test results shall be indicated to the operator.

•

Information exchange between each protection cabinet shall be performed
through duplicated optical network s using safety-related protocol.

•

The KALIMER reactor protection system shall provide operators with the
status of RPS and information of plant related safety.

•

The manual actuation control shall be provided to conduct essential safety
functions in the main control room (MCR). And also, the monitoring function
for the result of the actuation shall be monitored in MCR.
Digital I&C safety systems for KALIMER shall be designed, fabricated,
installed, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed.

•

•

The digital safety systems shall be designed in emphasis of quality,
defense-in-depth, and diversity as protection against common-mode failures
within and between channels.

•

All new digital I&C software for KALIMER safety system functions, specially
plant protection, shall be developed to meet following three requirements in
order to assure that the logical elements of the software do not contribute to the
physical hazard of the system.

•
•

- Confirm that the acceptable plans are prepared to control software
development activities.
- Demonstrate that the plans are acceptable to software life cycle.
- Demonstrate that the software process produce the acceptable design outputs.
The development of safety system software shall be performed according to a
formally defined life cycle.
Commercial-off-the-shelf software and software embedded in the
commercial-off-the-shelf components shall be appropriately developed to
confirm that required characteristics are met.

7.2.1.3 Instrumentation requirements
• The instrumentation system shall provide all information required to control
and monitor the safety and non-safety KALIMER systems.
• The instrumentation system shall cover from sensor to data highway including
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signal conditioning. The signal conditioning should include signal validation,
engineering unit conversion, and isolation (if needed).
•

All sensors shall be qualified for the full range of operation, including normal,
transient and abnormal operation..

•

If a sensor requires a local logic component, the logic module shall be
replaceable without replacing the complete sensing device.

•

All sensors shall have provisions to perform bench calibration as well as field
calibration.
Sensors shall not have undetectable failure mode to the extent practical.
Identification and justification of the sensors which can not accommodate this
requirement shall be provided.

•

•
•

Diversity principles shall be applied to the operation as well as the function of
the instrumentation.
The accuracy and repeatability requirements of sensors in accordance with their
application, design, and operation should be specified.

7.3 Plant Control System
The plant control system consists of the supervisory control system (SCS) at plant
level and plant distributed control system (PDCS) for the local control, and the data
handling modules with communication network to communicate between the
supervisory system and other systems, as shown in Fig. 7-1. The PDCS uses a number
of dual-redundant programmable digital controllers, interconnected by dual redundant
data highways, to perform data acquisition, partition control and station control
functions. The PDCS is subdivided into five separated functional partitions. The basic
configuration of each partition is the similar but it has differences in the input and
output signal requirements and processing requirements of the application programs.
The PDCS is composed of five functional partitions for NSSS :
1)
2)
3)
4)

Reactivity Control Systems.
Primary Sodium Flow Control Systems.
Intermediate Sodium Flow Control Systems.
Steam Generator Control Systems.

5)

Other Auxiliary Control Systems.
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The control functions of a partition are implemented at two hierarchical levels, partition
control for relatively complex functions and station control for simple control functions.
Separate controllers are used for the partition control and station control, as shown in
Fig. 7-2.
Partition control functions have one or more of the following characteristics which;
i) to require input from several sources,
ii) to implement relatively complex logic,
iii) to drive several devices in different channels,
iv) to contain control logic which changes significantly depending on the mode or
operational status of the controlled system, or
v) to have outputs which drive non-redundant control devices.
Station control functions have one or more of the following characteristics:
i) have control loops which are relatively simple, and involve a small number of
inputs,
ii) act on setpoint or error signal computed at the partition level,
iii) provide a facility for direct operator override in an output loop or
iv) monitor some essential outputs.
A partition level implementation of PDCS is shown in Fig. 7-3.
The controllers in PDCS are designed by use of an advanced controller technology
which is suitable for process fault diagnoses and automatic control. A high level of plant
automation is used. However, the capability for manual backup is provided. Both
discrete components and entire plant processes can be controlled manually by the
operator. Such manual control is done through special control display and control
function keys available on the operator's console.
7.3.1 Supervisory control system
Supervisory control is provided at the plant level. This control system respond to
load demands and changes in plant status by providing changes to operating system
setpoints according to built-in control strategies that optimize operation and protect
plant equipment. Supervisory control system verify component faults diagnosed by
lower level controller, and arbitrate conflicting diagnoses from different lower level
controllers using the plant-wide information base available at the plant level. Major
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component faults will require a change of operating mode, which is performed
automatically by the supervisory controller. Some computations required to support the
man machine interface in the control room and other operational facilities are provided.
The supervisory controller ensures that the NSSS and BOP controls are well integrated
from the point of both automatic control and information presented to the operator.
Under automatic control, the supervisory controller directs the local controllers either to
perform sequential control operation during start-up or to follow setpoint commends
during continuous control for 25%-100% power operation. The supervisory controller
performs computations required for presenting plant data to the operators consoles in
the control room and executing the manual control actions taken from the consoles by
operators.
Plant disturbances are detected and processed using models fed by real time plant data
from lower level controllers, so that decision aids and prompts can be provided to the
operator in real time. The supervisory control system provides plant status prediction
models to answer "what-if' questions by operator and provides the operating procedures
and control strategies for automatic start up and shutdown operation. The supervisory
control system has a communication network to send/receive data with a system of
PDCS and Human System Interface.
7.3.2 Plant distributed control system
7.3.2.1 Reactivity control system
The reactivity control system (RCS) consists of six absorber bundles that are
used for power control, burn-up compensation, and reactor shutdown in response to
demands from the plant control system, or from loss of electric power. The control rod
system regulates reactivity during startup, power operation, shutdown, and scram. The
six control rods are inserted or withdrawn by the use of electrical stepper motors. The
overall schematic diagram of the reactivity control system is shown in Fig. 7-4.
The reactivity control system is dual redundant digital system. The RCS receives
demand signals for power from the supervisory controller and reports diagnostic
information to the supervisory controller. The RCS generates rod select/speed demand
signal. Algorithms in RCS select which rod is to be moved and how much it is to be
moved, with prime considerations being to keep the rods nearly equal withdrawing and
to evenly distributed movements between the rods.
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The modes of operation of the RCS include subcritical testing, startup, power range
operation, and shut down. Subcritical testing includes subcritical reactivity
measurements and testing of single control assembly functions such as single control
assembly drop tests. During start-up, the control rods are withdrawn sequentially by
small increments with the six control rods maintained at approximately equally
withdrawn positions at all times. During power range operation the control rods are also
withdrawn or inserted sequentially, maintaining a banked control assembly position in
response to the control system demands. Power changes during normal load following
(if it is required) are kept below a certain level of power per minute to minimize thermal
transients. However, a small step load change shall be allowed. During normal slow
power runback, the control rods are run in as a bank at a few percent per minute to a
particular final power level. The RCS can manually or automatically initiate reactor fast
runback for investment protection. During fast runback the control rods are run at the
maximum insertion rate allowed until control rod position is reached the point at which
the reactor is subcritical. This control action is not interrupted until shutdown is
completed.
7.3.2.2. Primary sodium flow control system
The primary sodium flow control system maintains desired steady sodium flowrates of primary EM pump during normal power operation, or follows the specified flow
versus time profiles for flow reduction or fast runback operation.
The components related to the control of the primary sodium flow are primary EM
pumps, Ground Fault Detection and Limitation System, Power Control Unit (PCU) and
Primary Flow Controller as shown in Fig. 7-5. The primary EM pump is supplied with
three phase's power from the PCU during normal operation and from the coastdown
inertia device during coastdown. During refueling and reactor shutdown periods, the
pump is operated to provide a certain amount of sodium flow. In order to maintain phase
currents relatively constant, the PCU voltages and frequencies applied to the EM pumps
are reduced approximately in proportion to the desired reduction in primary sodium
flow. If PCU power to the EM pump is lost due to loss of site power, the coastdown
inertia device supplies electrical power to the EM pump and allows the pump to
coastdown. In this mode, the EM pump voltage and frequency are passively determined
by the inertia device.
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The ground fault detection and limitation system consists of a grounding scheme and a
current measurement/limiting resistor. This system performs the requisite protective
functions, and supplies the necessary diagnostics for the on-line, continuous evaluation
of the electrical insulation and detection of any possible deterioration.
The flow control system also provides circuit breaker trips for protection of the PCU,
EM pump, and coastdown inertia device. The controller uses process pressure and
temperature measurements to compute the reactor primary flow, and continuously
adjusts the PCU frequency and voltage setpoints to provide the required flow. The
controller receives diagnostic inputs for operator information and control of the PCU
breakers. The controller interfaces with the control room operator's console and permits
the operator to start up and shut down the EM pump and coastdown inertia device.
The controller has the following capabilities:
• Adjust the PCU voltage and frequency setpoints based on flow feedback and
supervisory controller demands
• Limit the maximum voltage and frequency demands to the PCU to prevent EM
pump and coastdown inertia device operating limits from being exceeded.
• Monitor the EM pump, coastdown inertia device, and PCU performance.
• Calculate the PHTS flow by use of EM pump discharge pressure, temperature
and hot pool sodium level for normal operation including startup and shutdown.
•

Reduce the primary sodium flow rate to approximately match the reactor power
reduction on a percent basis for fast runback. When the flow rate becomes so
small that the flow rate measurement accuracy is questionable, the EM pump
will be operated at a fixed minimum voltage and frequency level following
runback and the controller will no longer utilize the sodium flow rate as the
controller variable. .

7.3.2.3 Intermediate sodium flow control system
Intermediate Sodium Flow Control System is designed to control the flow of
IHTS. This control system controls the EM pump of IHTS. The functions of
intermediate sodium control system are as follows:
•
•

Prior to startup, the IHTS sodium pump is brought to full flow operation and
maintained at 90% flow during start up operation up to 25% power level.
During normal power and load following operation, the IHTS sodium pump is
operated at 50% -100% flow according to the power level.
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•

Following reactor scram, the IHTS sodium pump is tripped immediately after
confirmation of primary sodium pump coastdown.

•

For fast runback, the IHTS sodium pump is tripped after a fixed time delay
following initiation of primary sodium pump trip. The fixed time delay is
selected to minimize the overall hot and cold leg thermal transients.

The IHTS sodium pump is tripped for certain events such as IHTS rupture disk bursts
and core of motor high temperature etc.
7.3.2.4 Steam generator control system
7.3.2.4.1 Feedwater control system
The feed-water control system automatically controls the flow-rate and
pressure fed to the steam generator system and it consists of feedwater flow rate control
system and feedwater pressure control system. The feedwater pressure control system
controls feedwater pressure so that the steam pressure at the steam generator exit is kept
constant to 15.5MPa. The components of feedwater flow/pressure control system are
feedwater pumps, feedwater control valves, startup feedwater pumps and controllers.
For the power range above 10%, the feedwater shall be supplied by the main feedwater
pumps with the control of the feedwater pump rotor speed and feedwater control
valve(s). The flow rate and pressure at the pump discharge are controlled
simultaneously by the combinative control of the feedwater pump rotor speed and
feedwater control valve opening. For the power range below 10%, the feedwater shall
be supplied by the startup feedwater pumps in conjunction with the SG auxiliary tank
level control.
7.3.2.4.2 SG auxiliary water tank level control system
For the low and zero power operation, the feedwater flow rate is controlled by
controlling the level of the water in the SG auxiliary water tank. The components of
auxiliary water tank level control system are startup feedwater pumps, startup feedwater
control valve and startup water control valve.
7.3.2.4.3 SG recirculation flow control system
The flow rate control is to maintain a minimum flow rate at the forced
circulation modes. The components of recirculation flow control system are
recirculation valve and recirculation pump.
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7.4 Protection System
The RPS for KALIMER consists of four channels (channel A, B, C, and D) which
are provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip signals. The RPS set of
cabinets in each channel is located in a separated equipment room with electrical
isolation and physical separation. Each set of cabinets contains input modules, bistable
modules, coincidence modules, output modules, communication modules, power supply
modules, trip initiation module, trip breakers, and manual trip devices. These modules
have fault tolerant features to give high reliability. All equipment including these
modules, internal wiring, switches, indicating lights, and other actuation device are
classified as IEEE Class IE and seismically qualified.
The configuration of the RPS is shown in Fig. 7-6. The input module receives the
analog signals from reactor protection sensors and Post Accident Monitoring (PAM)
sensors. The received analog signals are converted to digital values in the input module.
The digital values are compared to trip setpoint in the bistable module by software
bistable logic. The operating bypass is applied to the bistable logic for causing
unnecessary trips during reactor start-up and shutdown operation. The operating bypass
can be manually entered by the operator when the process is within a predefined range.
However the bypass signal is automatically removed when the process is outside the
predefined range. The results of the bistable logic are provided to their coincidence
module and transmitted to other channel's coincidence module through internal data
link.
The coincidence logic in the coincidence module uses two-out-of-four software voting
logic to determine the state of local trip. Trip channel bypasses are used for maintenance
and test of the channel and manually operated. When one channel is bypassed, the
coincidence logic is changed automatically from two-out-of-four to two-out-of-three
logic. The trip initiation signal is generated from combination of the coincidence logic
and then transmitted to the output module.
The trip initiation signal is provided to actuate trip breakers in the power path to the
Control Rod Driving Mechanism (CRDM) coils. Reactor trip is accomplished by
interruption of the power path, allowing a gravity scram of control rods. The reactor trip
breakers are consisted of full two-out-of-four hardwired voting logic (i.e., two trip
breakers per each channel). The trip breaker hardware is connected with the RPS output
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through hardwire using optical isolators.
The RPS has a data communication network of three types such as Inter-Channel Link
(ICL), Safety Data Link (SDL), and Safety Data Transmission Network (SDTN). The
internal data links are dedicated to the task of data communication between channels.
The ICL uses fiber-optic link for electrical isolation. This link provides channel fail
status and bistable results to other three channels. The link is unidirectional
transmission from one channel to other three channels. The SDL is designed to
permit two-way communication between RPS and control panel such as remote
shutdown panel and main control panel. The control signal from the control panel and
the status of the RPS will be exchanged through this link. The SDTN provides the
RPS information to plant control system and other non-safety system through
electrically isolated device. The SDTN is duplicated and unidirectional
transmission from the RPS to non-safety system. The SDTN is classified as
non-safety network, and uses deterministic protocol.
The RPS is interfaced with main control panel, plant control system, remote shutdown
panel, and post accident monitoring system. The main control panel provides the
operator with such functions as recording, alarm, operating bypass initiation, trip, pretrip, bypass status, initiation logic status, trip breaker position, and monitoring for RPS
trip variables. The status and indication of the RPS, as pre-trip, trip, operating and
channel bypass, bypass request, trip and pre-trip setpoint, and test results, will be
provided to the operator module at the RSP. The control signal on the operator module
are active when the Main Control Panel (MCP)/RSP, control transfer switch is in the
RSP position. The interface between PAM system and the RPS will be determined later.
The RPS will provide status alarms to the plant annunciator system for the following
types of conditions.
• trip/pre-trip
• operating bypasses
• trip channel bypasses
• power supply failure
•
•
•
•

cpu module failure
I/O module failure
communication module failure
channel in test
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•
•

channel trouble
RPS initiation.

The periodic test function can be performed with the reactor operating at power or when
shutdown. The test covers the trip actions from process instrument input through the
reactor trip function and the trip breakers. The test methods include 1) self-diagnostic
hardware tests, 2) automatic periodic functional tests, and 3) manual functional tests.
The three methods should compliment each other and provide for complete testing of
the RPS.
7.4.1 Reactor trip actuation function
An adequate margin should exist between trip setpoints and safety limits, such that
the system initiates protective actions before safety limits are exceeded. Reactor
parameters used by the RPS for trip are neutron flux, core inlet and outlet temperatures,
primary flow (determined by pressure sensors), and sodium level in the reactor. In
addition, the RPS trip parameters also include the IHTS loop pressure and containment
radiation level.
7.4.1.1 Neutron parameter
The neutron parameter is one of the most useful signals to prevent overpower
events causing core damage. The neutron parameter trip is provided to trip the reactor
when the parameter value reaches a preset value.
7.4.1.2 Flow
The purpose of the flow trip parameter is to detect loss of primary flow events.
The trip setting will be limited by the peak assembly outlet temperature limit. The flow
trip is provided to trip the reactor when this value reaches a preset value.
7.4.1.3 High core inlet temperature
The trip of high core inlet temperature is provided to trip the reactor when the
parameter value reaches a preset value. The RPS is also provided to trip primary coolant
pumps after confirming actual reactor trip as part of the trip sequence.
7.4.1.4 High core outlet average temperature
The trip of high core outlet average temperature is provided to trip the reactor
when the parameter value reaches a preset value.
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7.4.1.5 Low primary sodium level
The trip of low primary sodium level is provided to trip the reactor when the
indicated sodium level reaches preset values.
7.4.1.6 High upper containment radiation level
The trip of high upper containment radiation level is provided to trip the reactor
when the parameter value reaches a preset value.
7.4.1.7 High IHTS pressure
The trip of high IHTS pressure is provided to trip the reactor when the parameter
value reaches a preset value. The RPS is also provided to close the IHTS isolation
valves in the event of a large steam generator sodium-water reaction.
7.4.1.8 Manual trip
A manual reactor trip is provided to permit the operator to trip the reactor
manually. Actuation of two adjacent switches in the main control room or remote
shutdown panels will cause interruption of the AC power to the CEDM.
7.4.2 Bistable logic
The function of software bistable logic generates trip or pre-trip signal from
continuously comparing the RPS sensor signal to trip or pre-trip setpoint. When the
sensor signal passes through the trip setpoint value, the bistable logic generates a logiclevel trip signal to the coincidence logic. Fig. 7-7 shows the functional block diagram of
bistable logic.
The bistable logic consists of several blocks such as setpoints block, comparator block,
and operating bypass block. The analog-to-digital conversion block digitizes analog
input signals from the process instruments in the input module. The comparator block
compares the digitized values from analog-to-digital conversion block to predefined
setpoint from setpoint block. The setpoint algorithm will generate one of two types of
setpoints such as fixed or variable setpoint from externally generated digital setpoint
data. The fixed or variable setpoint provides both pre-trip and trip setpoints. The pre-trip
setpoint is set for activation somewhat earlier than the trip. The pre-trip is used for
annunciation and may be used to generate control system actions to avert plant trips.
The results of bistable logic will be provided to the coincidence logic in its channel and
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other channels through optically isolated data link.
The trip and pre-trip states will be determined by the setpoint comparison and the
operating bypass if applicable. The operating bypass, when true, will maintain the trip
and pre-trip status false.
7.4.3 Coincidence logic
As shown in Fig. 7-8, the coincidence logic generates a trip output from two-outof-four software coincident logic. When one channel is out of service such as trip
channel bypass, the software logic is automatically changed two-out-of-three logic. This
is accomplished using fault tolerant features such as fault masking and fault recovery.
The coincidence logic receives four trip signals from the associated bistable output in its
channel and other three channels. The trip signals from other channels are transferred
through optically isolated data link. The coincidence logic also receives the trip channel
bypass signal from its channel and other three channels. In order to accept only one of
the four channel bypass signals, a first-in first-out algorithm is processed in the
coincidence logic.
The coincidence output is basically generated whenever two or more like bistables are
in a tripped condition. If the RPS channels are designated as A, B, C, D, with no bypass
present, coincidence signal from coincidence logic will be generated from logical
combinations. If a trip channel bypass is present, the logic will provide a coincidence
signal when two or more of the three unbypassed bistables are in a tripped condition.
The coincidence output is transferred to trip breakers through hardwire but optically
isolated. In addition to a coincidence signal, each coincidence logic also provides trip
channel bypass status outputs. The bypass status is provided to verify that a bypass has
actually been entered into the logic, The bypass status is displayed at the main control
panel, remote shutdown panel, and bypass and test panel.
7.4.4 Trip channel bypasses
Trip channel bypasses are provided to individual bypass channel trip inputs to the
RPS logic for maintenance or testing. They are manually initiated and manually
removed. Any number of system parameters may be bypassed, but each parameter may
be bypassed on only a single channel at any given time. In the calculation of the trip
channel bypass, the bypass input is permitted from the only one channel. If the bypass is
initiated from more than two channels, the logic generates a bypass error indication
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output. The logic equation for bypass error is any combination of two bypass input. If
another channel bypass is initiated when the logic has already in trip channel bypassed,
the second bypass will be automatically removed. The coincidence logic will generate a
trip output using more than two remaining unbypassed channels. An interlock is
provided to prevent the operator from bypassing the same parameter in more than one
channel. Different parameters may be simultaneously bypassed, either in one or
different channels. The required signal for trip channel bypass is generated from the
main control panel and the bypass and test panel. Individual bypass indication shall be
provided locally at the bypass and test panel, remote shutdown panel, and. main control
board.
7.4.5 Trip breaker logic
As shown in Fig. 7-9, the trip breaker logic will be designed to full two-out-of-four
hardwired voting logic. Two pairs of manual trip switches will be provided at the main
control panel and an additional pair will be provided in the remote shutdown panel.
Actuation of any pair will open the trip circuit breakers. Both manual trip switches in a
pair must be actuated to initiate a reactor trip. The manual trip will completely bypass
the trip logic. The breaker status and current indication will be available to the operator.
7.4.6 Test functions
The periodic test function can be performed with the reactor operating at power or
when shutdown. The test covers the trip actions from process instrument input through
the reactor trip function and the trip breakers. The test will not interfere with the
protective function of the RPS. In order to improve maintainability and test performance,
complete channels are tested without causing a reactor trip, without violating the single
failure criterion, and without inhibiting the operation of the system. Overlap in the RPS
channel tests is provided to assure that the entire channel is functional.
The criteria for the RPS testing is IEEE Std. 338-1987, "Standard Criteria for the
Periodic Surveillance Testing of Nuclear Power Generating Station Safety Systems,"
and is consistent with the recommendations of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.22,
"Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuator Functions." The test methods include
1) self-diagnostic hardware tests, 2) automatic periodic functional tests, and 3) manual
functional tests. The three methods should compliment each other and provide for
complete testing of the RPS. In addition to the three tests, the response time testing of
the complete RPS will be required.
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7.5 Instrumentation System
The Instrumentation technology is regarded as the Process instrumentation and
nuclear instrumentation. The function of Process Instrumentation (PI) is to transmit the
measured analog and/or digital signals of the plant process directly to the control and
protection system and to transmit the measured signals to communication network (to
be designed) for monitoring and information processing. Four major instrumentation
parameters are temperature, flow, level, and pressure. The nuclear instrumentation
provides a means to measure reactor power level by monitoring neutron flux leakage
from the reactor vessel. The measured neutron flux signals from source level to full
power are provided to reactor protection system, reactor control system, information
display, and neuron flux monitoring system. The instrumentation systems are classified
as IEEE Class IE or IEEE Non-Class IE in accordance with the system of which it is a
part. IEEE Class IE instrumentation system provides safety signals to plant protection
system, some of control systems, and the safety network which provide safety signal to
control room display and post-accident monitoring system. The typical IEEE Class IE
process instrumentation channel is shown in Fig. 7-10. IEEE Non-Class IE
instrumentation system provides signals to the other systems not specified for IEEE
Class IE instrumentation systems. The typical IEEE Non-Class IE process
instrumentation channel is shown in Fig. 7-11.
7.5.1 Process instrumentation
7.5.1.1 Sensors
Sensor is a primary element. A primary element measures an energy level of
sensing variable.
7.5.1.1.1 Temperature
Sodium temperatures are measured routinely throughout the primary and
secondary circuits to calculate thermal power and determine loop operating conditions.
Two types of detectors are in common use: Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs)
and thermocouples. The RTDs provide a highly accurate and reliable measurement to
ensure that the plant is operating within design limits. The sensor for such a device
typically consists of a double element of platinum contained within a sheath which is
spring loaded against the bottom of a thermowell.
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7.5.1.1.2 Flow
Sodium flow measurements are made to complete the thermal power
calculations and loop operating characteristics. Both the standard Venturi flow meter
and a magnetic flow meter are often used in liquid metal systems. The Venturi meter is
highly accurate, but suffers from a response time that is often slow for control system
and plant protection system use. The magnetic flow meter, on the other hand, tends to
be less accurate but exhibits a rapid response time. When the two are used in series, the
Venturi meter can be used to provide in-place calibration of the rapid-response magnetic
flow meter. The magnetic flow meter is unique to liquid metal systems. It is a direct
result of the electric properties of the liquid metal coolant. An eddy current flow meter
might be another types of flow meter possibly usable for the unique properties of the
liquid metal.
7.5.1.1.3 Level
The principle of sodium level lies on the variation of the mutual inductance
between two coils with the influence of the surrounding sodium. One of the coils,
considered as the primary circuit is supplied by a sinusoidal current with a fixed
frequency and a fixed amplitude. The sodium, considered as a short-circuited loop, the
amplitude of the induced voltage in the second coil is a linear function of the sodium
level at constant temperature a compensation resistance brings the correction of the
variation of temperature. The induced voltage of the secondary coil is treated by an
electronic device. When there is no sodium the induced voltage is relatively high. When
the sodium is at the level of the coils, this voltage is reduced by the variation of the
magnetic coupling due to eddy currents developed in the sodium. There is two types of
sodium level indicators, continuous level indicator and step level indicator. The sodium
continuous level gauge is composed of two concentric coils on a single non-magnetic
core. It is equipped with a flange at the top for suspension in its elongated thimble. The
sodium step level gauge has one indicator per level to be reported (max. up to 4 levels)
at minimum intervals of 100 mm between coil half-heights. A flange at the top is
provided for mounting of the gauge in its elongated thimble.
7.5.1.1.4 Pressure
Liquid pressure measurements are normally made by a small column of the
high pressure liquid onto one side of a sensing diaphragm. This causes a complication
when measuring sodium pressure because sodium solidifies well above room
temperature. Trace heating could be provided to assure liquid sodium conditions, but
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this becomes unreliable for many applications. An alternate method often employed is
to interface the sodium with NaK via a bellows system.
7.5.1.2 Transmitter & Signal conditioners
The transmitter converts the energy of measured variable into a form that can
be measured. Current to voltage signal converters are provided to convert the 4-20 mA
dc electronic transmitter input signals to proportional 0-10 V dc output signals. Voltage
to current signal converters are provided to convert instrument loop dc voltage input
signals to proportional milliamp dc signals. These output signals are used for control
functions or display. (Square root signal converters are provided to convert non-linear
dc voltage flow measurement signals to linear dc voltage flow measurement signals.)
Isolators are provided to electrically and/or mechanically separate an input signal from
an output signal. This is done so that any high voltage present in the output circuit will
not be reflected back and damage the input circuit. Isolators are used to interface
measured parameter signals with control circuits, and isolate safety related IEEE ClassIE signals from non-Class-IE circuits. Resistance to voltage converters are provided to
convert RTD resistance input signals to dc voltage output signals. These signals are
proportional to the temperature being measured. Alarm cards are supplied to provide
alarm outputs for annunciation. This is accomplished by monitoring signal inputs and
changing the alarm contact output state when the input signal passes through a
predetermined alarm setpoint.
7.5.2 Nuclear instrumentation
The fastest means of monitoring the fission reaction in the core is by neutron flux
measurement. Neutron detectors placed in the closest vicinity enable this. These signals
are processed by pulse or dc electronic channels in the control equipment rooms. The
signals from these channels enable shutdown of the reactor, control of power, and also
provide information for monitoring and analysis. Typical sensors used for ex-core
detection instrumentation are power(wide) range flux detector and low-level (source)
range flux detector.
7.5.2.1 Power range flux detector
Each detector assembly in each channel will have three guarded fission
chambers, vertically spaced in the detector assembly in order to facilitate linear
measurement of nuclear power in the power range. Power(wide) range flux detector
cover a range of 1 x 10"6 to 130% full operating thermal power for control and accident
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monitoring. The function of power range flux detector is to indicate excessive reactivity
insertion, causing the reactor protection system to take action to prevent overpower
conditions. It is required that quad redundancy, neutron thermalizing blocks and gamma
shielding. The flux monitors are located in drywells in the concrete silo. These drywells
will be surrounded by neutron thermalizing blocks and gamma shielding to provide a
suitable environment for the detectors. The signal conditioning equipment
complementing the flux monitors is located in the instrumentation vaults.
7.5.2.2 Source range flux detector
Low-level (source) range neutron flux detectors cover a range of start-up
operation. Detectors are provided in drywells near the outer radius of UIS and are
located above the top of the reactor core to measure core fission levels and subcriticality
during shutdown and refueling. This flux detector set is also used with special core
assemblies containing neutron sources during the initial core loading. These detectors
are used during refueling and startup operations.
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CHAPTER 9.

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

9.1 Reactor Refueling System
KALIMER Reactor Refueling System (RRS) provides the services for handling
all core assemblies and related equipment at the reactor site. Core assemblies are
defined as fuel, radial blanket, gas expansion module (GEM), and shield assembly
ducts and control assemblies. Figure 9-1 shows the schematic diagram of KALIMER
reactor refueling system (RRS).
The RRS comprises three subsystems:
1) Reactor Fuel Handling System (RFHS)
2) Transport System (TS)
3) Fuel Receiving, Storage System (FRSS)
9.1.1 Design bases
9.1.1.1 Functional requirements
The primary functions of the RRS are as follows:
1) Receive, inspect, store and prepare new core assemblies for insertion into the
reactor.
2) Transfer core assemblies between buildings (e.g., reactor and fuel building).
3) Transfer core assemblies between the core and in-vessel storage or transfer
positions.
4) Provide cleansing and storage for spent core assemblies.
5) Provide inventory control of all core assemblies.
9.1.1.2 Design requirements
1) The minimum refueling interval shall be 18 months. All refueling, planned
maintenance, and inspections requiring plant shutdown shall be accomplished
during the planned shutdown period every eighteen months.
2) The RRS shall be designed for 30-year life. Systems and components that
cannot achieve 30-year lifetime shall be designed to satisfy the requirement by
means of maintenance, replacement, or redundancy; and shall not impact the
plant availability requirement.
3) The RRS shall be capable of replacing the core assemblies, including the fuel,
blanket, radial shield, GEM and control rods.
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4) The RFHS shall be capable of accessing to all the core assemblies locations by
combination of the IVTM and rotating plug installed on the reactor head.
5) Refueling shall be accomplished with the primary coolant at 200
reactor cover gas at atmospheric pressure.

and the

6) The RFHS shall be capable of starting refueling 2 days after reactor shutdown
and completing refueling within the refueling shutdown period.
7) Failed fuel assembly ducts will require no special handling. Failed fuel
assembly ducts will be stored in the reactor for one fuel cycle before transfer to
the fuel handling and storage building (FHSB).
8) The control system for each RFHS component shall be designed as an integral
segment of the overall reactor refueling control system. All RFHS components
shall be capable of being activated by manual control as a backup mode.
9) Control of the refueling operations shall be provided. Information and data
shall be provided to the Plant Control System for monitoring of the refueling
operations in the control building.
9.1.1.3 Structural requirements
The structural design of RRS shall be based on the following:
1) The safety related systems for the RRS shall be designed to be operable during
an operating basis earthquake (OBE), and shall be able to be safely shut down
during a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE).
2) A design factor of 1.5 shall be applied to the normal expected load (force)
capabilities of the handling equipment to account for possible increased
requirements. Safety factors shall be applied to the design factored loads.
3) Design of the RFHS shall be based on the design and normal steady-state
operating conditions and design events.
4) The seismic category for subsystems and components is Category I
5) The seismic response spectrum to be used for seismic analysis of the FRSS
shall be the building response at the location of the component support.
6) RRS equipment shall be designed with sufficient compliance, tolerance and
lead-in (combined with the lead-in of the component to be grappled) to permit
grappling and insertion without excessive side loads considering the
misalignments between components.
9.1.1.4 Safety requirements
The RRS shall satisfy the safety criteria as follows:
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1) The safety class and corresponding codes and standards for RRS equipment
and facilities shall be determined based on their safety significance.
2) The RRS design shall limit radiation exposure to the USA 10GFR20 limits and
ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle during normal
operation and anticipated events.
3) The passive barrier between spent fuel handling operations and the
environment shall be designed to reliably maintain its leak-tight integrity
during normal operations and in accident situations. Radiation detectors shall
be provided to detect significant radioactivity leakage through this barrier.
Multiple seals with leak monitoring in the seal space shall be used for critical
sealing functions.
4) The RRS shall be designed to maintain fuel in a safe condition during and after
all plant design basis accidents and following postulated evacuation of
refueling personnel.
5) Fuel handling equipment shall be designed to preclude dropping fuel elements.
The requirements in the US NRC Standard Review Plan, Section 9.1.4, "Fuel
Handling System," and NRC Branch Technical Position APCSBP-1,
"Overhead Crane Handling System for Nuclear Power Plants," shall be used
where applicable.
6) Hard stops shall be provided at the end of the motions of transfer machines to
prevent collision of the transfer machine with other objects.
9.1.1.5 Instrumentation and control requirements
1) All functions performed by the RRS shall be controlled and monitored by an
integrated overall refueling control system designed to support both normal
and infrequent fuel handling operations.
2) Local control consoles shall be provided for the purpose of checkout,
maintenance, or emergency operation of the RRS components. These consoles
shall be either located on the equipment or nearby where the operation can be
directly viewed or viewed with TV.
3) The refueling control system shall be capable of accepting and implementing a
refueling plan and of accepting changes to the plan during the course of
normal refueling operations.
4) A detailed refueling procedure for use by the operating personnel shall be
prepared. It shall consist of all moves performed under automatic or manual
control during the refueling operation and shall include specific reactor core
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positions and storage positions.
5) Failure of any automatic control equipment (e.g., the computer) shall not
prevent refueling from proceeding. All control functions using computers,
including sequence control and inventory control, shall also be provided with
manual control backup.
9.1.2 System description
9.1.2.1 Summary description
The reactor refueling system (RRS) provides the means of transporting, storing
and handling reactor core assemblies, including fuel, blanket, control, and shield. The
system consists of the facilities and equipment needed to accomplish the normal
scheduled refueling operations and all other functions incident to the handling of core
assemblies. Figure 9-1 depicts the arrangement of the RRS.
The function of the RFHS is to refueling the reactor. The system consists primarily of
the in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM), the rotatable plug drive, and the fuel transfer
port which are located entirely within the reactor area. The TS provides the means of
moving the core assemblies between the reactor (the RFHS) and the fuel handling and
storage building(the FRSS) during the refueling outage. The FRSS provides the means
of receiving, storing, and transferring the core assemblies. It also supports the RFHS
during the refueling of the reactor. New control assemblies and shield assembly ducts
enter the fuel handling and storage building (FHSB), are unloaded from their shipping
containers, inspected and are temporarily stored. New fuel and blanket assembly ducts
are received and stored in the fuel handling cell (FHC).
After reactor shutdown for refueling, the new core assemblies are installed six at a time
into a fuel transfer cask and transported to a reactor to refuel the reactor core. At the
reactor, new assemblies are exchanged for spent assemblies. Spent fuel assembly ducts
are exchanged for previous stored eighteen months old spent fuel assembly ducts. The
fuel transfer cask with eighteen months old spent fuel assembly ducts is transported to
the FHSB for storage. Important fuel handling facilities and equipment shown located
in the FHSB include the FHC, new and spent fuel transfer facilities, storage facilities,
and a communication center from which refueling and other fuel handling operations
are coordinated. The fuel transfer cask, cask transporter are part of the Transport
System used to move core assemblies between the FHSB and the reactor during a
refueling outage. The IVTM and rotatable plug drives are located at the reactor and are
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part of the reactor fuel handling system. Prior to the start of refueling, a number of
preparatory operations are conducted so that the reactor downtime is minimized.
All equipment and facilities to be used in the refueling and fuel handling operations are
functionally checked out. This includes the control building. Computers with
associated hardware and software are checked out on simulators prior to use with the
equipment. The sequence for handling fuel begins with receipt of new fuel. The new
fuel is temporarily stored in a dry storage rack in the FHC, or the new fuel is moved
directly into the FTC for transport to the reactor for refueling. The FTC is a sealed and
shielded structure that can carry six core assemblies.
Fifteen days have been allotted for an average reactor refueling. This begins with
reduction of reactor power from 100% to the power level from which the reactor is
shut down. The sodium in the reactor vessel is cooled down to a refueling temperature
200°C, the control rod drive-lines are disconnected from the absorber assemblies and
raised, permitting rotation of the plug in the reactor head, and the above reactor head
IVTM drive mechanism is installed. Concurrently, the reactor cover gas is purged and
purified to reduce radioactivity levels in the gas to a very low level. The gate valve and
adapter are installed and the gate valve closed. The FTC port plug is removed and
temporarily stored. This completes the preparation for refueling and permits operations
to begin. "While final preparations are being made at the reactor, the FTC is loaded with
six new fuel assembly ducts and transported from the FHSB to the reactor building.
The FTC is transferred lowered into position onto the reactor gate valve port adapter.
The IVTM, operating in conjunction with the rotating plug, commences the repetitive
refueling cycle by removing a spent fuel assembly duct from the core and placing the
assembly in an empty in-vessel storage position for eighteen months storage. The
refueling cycle includes picking up a new fuel element from the in-vessel transfer
position that was placed there by lowering one of the new core assemblies from the
FTC. The new core assembly is transferred and installed into the vacated core position.
The IVTM translates to an adjacent spent fuel assembly duct that is then removed and
transferred to the empty in-vessel storage position. The IVTM translates to an adjacent
stored eighteen months old spent fuel assembly duct for removal into the emptied
transfer position. The spent assembly duct is raised into the FTC. The internals of the
FTC are rotated to locate the next new fuel assembly duct in position over the reactor
port and the new fuel assembly duct is lowered into the fuel transfer station for the
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IVTM to start replacement of the next core assembly.
After refueling is completed, the RFHS operations terminating refueling begin and are
essentially the reverse of the preparation operations. The rotating plug is secured.
Control rod drivelines are lowered and reconnected, and the reactor instrumentation is
checked out. The FTC port is sealed, and the reactor is made critical and returned to
full power. Since the spent fuel has decayed for eighteen month in the reactor, the low
decay heat fuel will be stored in the FRSS. Spent control, radial shield, and blanket
assembly ducts are handled in the same manner as fuel assembly ducts except they do
not require in-vessel storage for eighteen months.
9.1.2.2 In-vessel transfer machine (IVTM)
The IVTM is used to handle fuel assembly ducts, control rods, reactor
components in the sodium-filled core of the reactor. The design is a modified
pantograph machine with rotary seals. The machine is used only during reactor
shutdown and is located in a penetration in the rotatable plug, as shown in Fig. 9-2.
The machine is designed in two parts, the junction between the two parts is about 150
cm above the rotatable plug. The drive section upper part is basically an electrically
driven gear box for operating the in-vessel section lower part. It contains an electric
motor, speed reducers, gears, torque limiting clutches, emergence hand operators and
other components necessary to provide control and instrumentation.
The in-vessel section lower part is positioned vertically from the rotatable plug and
extends 1180 cm into the reactor. The machine is positioned 91.5 cm from the center of
the rotatable plug. The machine can be rotated and the pickup leg driven outwards to
position the grapple over the required fuel assembly duct. The pickup leg can be
moved radially outward to 91.5 cm to position the grapple as shown in Fig. 9-3. The
grapple can thus be positioned over any core assembly position. The machine is
normally stored, while the reactor is in operation, nearest to the transfer station with
the pantograph pickup leg facing toward the transfer station. The machine can be
rotated 180° with the stop on the centerline toward the center of the core. Position
accuracy of the machine is essential and is provided by the instrumentation system.
The instrumentation system will provide continuous position indication for the station
control room of all machine movements.
9.1.2.3 Fuel transfer port and plug
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The fuel transfer port (Reactor System) in the reactor head is fixed to the deck.
For refueling, an adapter with a gate valve will be mounted on the port onto which is
mated the FTC (with gate valve) for the exchange of core assemblies. The port is
plugged and sealed during reactor operation. For refueling, this plug is unfastened and
hoisted into a plug cask by the plug hoist and the cask removed from the reactor hall
and temporarily stored.
The refueling port plug consists of thermal and nuclear shielding. The lower end of the
plug contains reflective shielding plates to match the design of the reactor head. The
plug closely fits the fuel transfer port. The upper end of the plug is attached to the port
cover, which is attached to the plug bail for lifting and removal. Following refueling,
the refueling port plug is returned to the fuel transfer port, lowered into place and
sealed.
9.1.2.4 Rotatable plug drive
The plug drive is an electromechanical system in which electrical power to the
motor of the plug drive is controlled to rotate and position the reactor rotatable plug
and IVTM during refueling, as shown in Figs. 9-4 and 9-5. In the drive, the output
torque of the motor is transmitted through a reduction gear set to impart rotational
motion to the reactor rotatable plug. By controlling the electrical power to the motor,
clockwise (CW) motion, counter-clockwise (CCW) motion, accurate angular
positioning of the plug is achieved. Electrical feedback signals from a tachometer
integral to the motor and from a position encoder driven from the final output gear are
provided to the control portion of the system. The drive unit is mounted on the deck to
drive the single rotating.
9.1.2.5 Fuel transfer cask (FTC)
The FTC is a multi-element cask used to transfer six core assembly ducts
between the FSTB and reactor building. The structure has the composite wall structure
consisting of concentric steel, depleted uranium, B4C in a copper matrix (75% Cu)
cylinder.
To discharge a core assembly, a drive deploys a bi-stem that is attached to on the side
of the pot. The stem stays attached to the pot while in the reactor but is able to be
detached for maintenance at the FHSB. By locating the bi-stem at a specific location
on the pot, the IVTM has the freedom to move into position over the pot, engaging and
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removing the core assemblies for transfer within the core area and thus reduce the
number of steps during a refueling cycle.
9.1.2.6 Cask transporter
Cask transporter is a mobile transporter that moves a cask containing new or
spent fuels from the RB and the FHSB. The cask is raised and lowered to mate the gate
valve with the fuel transfer station.
9.1.2.7 Fuel handling cell and fuel shipping
The fuel handling cell consists of the cell structure which provides the inert gas
containment, shielding, access, viewing, and transfer ports between the FTC. The
telescoping tube hoists and transfer carts are used to support and transport the fuel
assembly ducts between transfer stations, storage racks and ports in the cell.
9.1.2.8 IVS
Spent fuel requiring cooling in excess of the RRS cooling capability shall be
stored within the reactor under sodium for one fuel cycle of 18 months. In-vessel
storage (IVS) is prepared far the temporary dwelling of the spent core assemblies to
remove the decay heat.
The spent core assemblies are stored in IVS for one (1) fuel cycle before moving to the
spent fuel storage facility in FHSB. IVS is located at the outermost layer of the core
except shielding layer as shown in Fig. 9-6. The number of storage cell in IVS is at
least more than the number of spent fuel assembly ducts to be replaced in one refueling
operation.
9.1.2.9 Fuel transfer station
A fixed fuel transfer position shall be used to transfer fuel between the reactor
vessel and the fuel transfer cask. The fuel transfer station is a temporary waiting station
for new or spent core assemblies before moving to IVS or cask. It is located inside of
the reactor vessel at the higher elevation than the core by at least one core assembly
length. One cell to be commonly used for the new fuel and spent fuel is designed. The
new fuels in the cask will be moved to reactor upper deck in the reactor hall and
inserted into the fuel transfer station one by one. Each new fuel is transferred to IVS
cell and then loaded at the designated site by IVTM. The spent fuels are handled in the
reverse way. The conceptual diagram for new and spent fuel transfer path is shown in
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Fig. 9-6.
9.2 Auxiliary Liquid Metal System
The auxiliary liquid metal system provides for the handling and processing of all
sodium. It is responsible for the initial fill and purification of both primary and
intermediate sodium and provides for transfer, storage, or processing of sodium during
the life of the plant.
9.2.1 Primary sodium storage and purification system
The primary sodium storage and purification system (PSSPS) provides the
transfer, storage and purification of PHTS sodium and is designed on the basis of
satisfying the following requirements.
• PSSPS shall have a device so that soluble impurities, principally sodium oxide
and hydride could be precipitated and collected on the stainless steel mesh.
• In the event of fuel pin failure in the reactor, radioactive cesium 134 and 137
may be released and dissolved in the primary sodium coolant. PSSPS shall
have a device so that the radioactive cesium could be removed through the
device which is at the inlet to the primary purification system cold trap.
•

The primary sodium purification piping shall be designed so that the piping
could freely expand in the longitudinal direction through the sliding restraints
located in the non-isolated separation walls.

•

All the PSSPS piping shall be located in a tunnel and shall be thermally
insulated in a insulation jacket. The pipe between the reactor and the pipe
tunnel shall be provided with a guard pipe to preclude the possibility of
sodium spill in the reactor head access area.
In the tunnel below the piping, a sodium catch pan with fire suppression deck
shall be provided.

•

There is a single PSSPS for the primary heat transport system. For purification of the
PHTS sodium, PSSPS is used to initially clean the primary system sodium prior to
initial reactor startup. Once PHTS is put into power operation, purification is not
needed and the system is isolated from PHTS since the reactor is completely sealed.
The system consists of sodium pumps, cold trap, economizer, sodium drain tank and
supporting equipment. In the PHTS sodium purification process, sodium is extracted
from the reactor pool and transferred to the cold trap via the piping that is routed from
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the reactor closure through the head access area to the cold trap located out side of the
containment dome.
PSSPS provides sodium transfer and storage facility. The storage tank is sized so that it
can accommodate the whole sodium of PHTS and the reactor sodium can be
completely drained at maintenance work inside the reactor vessel.
9.2.2 Intermediate sodium storage and purification system
The intermediate sodium storage and purification system (ISSPS) provides
continuous purification of intermediate sodium during all modes of IHTS operation
and transfers sodium between IHTS and the sodium drain tank (SDT).
There are two ISSPS for the KALIMER IHTS. Each ISSPS consists of an EM pump
and a cold trap. The cold trap is cooled by air and consists of a shell-and-tube
economizer and a crystallizer tank.
ISSPS purifies the sodium in the IHTS. For the purification of the IHTS sodium, the
sodium is extracted from the IHTS cold leg by the ISSPS EM pump, circulated through
the cold trap for removal of impurities, and then returned to the cold leg at the
upstream of the IHTS EM pump. ISSPS normally operates continuously due to the
constant sources of oxygen, hydrogen, and tritium leakage into the IHTS.
ISSPS provides the capability to fill the IHTS and SDT using the ISSPS EM pump and
the capability to transfer the IHTS sodium to the SDT. The SDT is sized so that whole
sodium of IHTS can be accommodated and the IHTS sodium can be completely
drained at maintenance work for IHTS including the steam generator.
9.3 Inert Gas Receiving and Processing System
The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) provides cover gas to all
free liquid metal surfaces and components. The inert gases handled are helium,
nitrogen and argon. IGRPS also provides and controls vacuum to vessels and piping
which are being filled with sodium or inert gas.
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CHAPTER 13. PLANT POWER OPERATION STRATEGY
The operational characteristics of KALIMER are different from those of current
pressurized water reactors (PWRs). KALIMER uses an once-through steam generator
to produce superheated steam, which is transferred to the turbine generator. The plant
is operated in a saturated recirculation mode for a low power range and in a superheat
once-through mode for a high power range, respectively. This chapter describes a
preliminary concept of the operation strategy in KALIMER.
13.1 Introduction
In a nuclear power plant, the magnitude of plant thermal power is equal to the
product of the steam flowrate and enthalpy difference. For subcooled coolant flow,
specific heat can be assumed constant and the enthalpy difference becomes
proportional to the temperature difference. In handling plant thermal power change,
there are many possible ways such as manipulating the flowrate and/or temperature
difference. Most of the current PWRs adopt the scheme of constant flowrate and
sliding coolant average temperature (Tavg) for the plant power control.
As in the PWRs, liquid metal reactors (LMRs) also adopt a sliding Tavg control
scheme in the primary system as a basic plant operation logic. The sliding Tavg control
is the compromised scheme between the constant Tavg control scheme and the
constant steam pressure control scheme. The compromised scheme results in medium
variation in the primary average temperature and steam pressure, and the variation also
introduces medium changes in the variation of the primary coolant volume and
inventory, reactivity, and the steam pressure. The main difference in the design features
between the PWR and current LMR exists in the system configuration: primary and
steam systems for the PWR vs primary, intermediate and steam systems for the LMR.
In the LMR design, the intermediate system is introduced for protection of the primary
loop as a barrier to radioactive coolant and to lessen the consequence of possible
sodium-water reaction at the steam system. The dominant differences in the power
operation controls between the PWR and the LMR are summarized in Table 13-1.
The KALIMER plant is designed to be operated in a saturated steam recirculation
mode for a low power range and in a superheated steam once-through mode for a high
power range, respectively.
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13.2 Plant Operation Modes
The KALIMER adopts a superheated steam cycle with a once-through helical coil
steam generator, which conceptually contains an integrated evaporator and reheater. A
steam generator of this type is generally weak to flow instability at a low power range.
The KALIMER is designed to be operated in a saturated steam recirculation mode to
overcome the flow instability at low flow conditions. For a high power range, a
superheated steam once-through mode is used.
In the KALIMER steam generator, a flow restriction orifice which is equivalent to 1.0
MPa pressure drop is equipped at each tube inlet to prevent flow instability above the
25% power level. A saturated steam cycle with a recirculation mode is used from
startup to 25% power and then the steam cycle mode is changed to a once-through
superheated steam cycle from 25% while the new mode is used to 100% power. Fig.
13-1 shows the schematic diagram of the flow paths at the two operation modes in
KALIMER. For the recirculation operation of an auxiliary tank, which separates steam
from the two-phase mixture coming from the steam generator, is equipped adjacent to
the steam generator in KALIMER
13.3 Assumptions and Restraints
The general logic for the primary and intermediate systems is the sliding concept.
In the steam system, several operational paths are possible. Major control parameters
for the steam system are pressure and temperature. In the control aspect, it is relatively
difficult to simultaneously control both parameters with variation. Current power
plants including fossil fuel power plants are operated by two distinct steam operation
logics according to the operation modes. For low power range, a recirculation mode is
used in the evaporator and/or steam generator. In the recirculation mode, the steam
generator gets the recirculating water from the auxiliary tank, where the feedwater is
mixed with the water separated from the saturated steam/water mixture, by means of a
recirculation pump and sends the saturated steam/water mixture generated to the
auxiliary tank. On the other hand, the once-through mode is used for a high power
range. In the once-through mode, the steam generator gets water directly from the
feedwater system and generates superheated steam, which is transferred to the steam
header. The relative operational characteristics of the two operation modes are that the
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steam pressure is maintained nearly constant at the recirculation mode while the steam
temperature is maintained nearly constant at the once-through mode. Here the
expression "nearly constant" means that the operation parameters are only slightly
changed with respect to power changes.
In designing the operation logic, some consideration is required on the characteristics
of turbine operation. In general, a steam generator can generate steam at either
condition of variable or constant pressure. A turbine has its own operational
characteristics independent of the supplied steam pressure from the steam generator. In
other words, the. steam pressure at the first stage impulse chamber after the throttle
valve in the turbine is dependent on a steam flow rate, which is proportional to a power
level. This means that the steam pressure supplied from the steam generator does not
affect the first stage pressure in the turbine. If the supplying pressure from the steam
generator is greater than that of the required pressure at the first stage chamber, the
excess pressure between the two pressures is exhausted by a turbine throttle valve. The
pressure drop at the throttle control valve is an energy loss and it results in reduction of
a plant thermal efficiency. This feature brings an attention to an operation scheme of
variable steam pressure. In addition to the benefit in the efficiency, the variable
pressure scheme also gives low thermal transient to the turbine shell as shown in Fig.
13-2. Current fossil fuel power plants adopt this operational logic.
In nuclear power plants, however, the variable pressure scheme cannot be applied
because of the operation conditions in the primary and intermediate systems. During
plant startup operation, the steam produced from a steam generator is saturated steam
even in the nuclear plant adopting a superheated steam cycle such as KALIMER and
the steam pressure becomes the saturation pressure. Since the operation characteristics
of the turbine described above require the pressure increase in the turbine impulse
chamber at the power increase, the steam pressure at a steam generator is increased as
plant power is increased. It results in too high steam pressure at full power operation
when the variable pressure scheme is used in steam-turbine operation. This is the
reason why an operation scheme of constant steam pressure is adopted in nuclear
power plants. In a fossil fuel power plant, the steam pressure can be relatively lower
than that of a nuclear power plant during the early stage of a power operation range.
This explains the differences in the typical trend of the steam pressure operation logic
between a nuclear power plant and a fossil fuel power plant.
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The operation logic of KALIMER at this stage is preliminary and some assumptions
were needed as the logic design direction considering the general characteristics of
plant operation described above. The used assumptions are as follows.
The initial temperatures of the primary and intermediate systems at zero power are first
set identically at the average temperature of the primary and intermediate cold
temperatures to minimize the sodium temperature variations between at zero power
level and at nominal value. This trial resulted in that the saturation pressure
corresponding to the initial average temperature of the primary and intermediate
systems is greater than the nominal steam pressure. Because of this the initial
temperatures are adjusted to the saturation temperature for the nominal steam pressure.
The switch over power level from the recirculation mode to the superheated oncethrough mode is set at 25% power and the steam temperature is maintained constant as
much as possible at the nominal value. The total flow rate through the steam generator
is set to be maintained constantly during the recirculation mode. For this derivation of
the operation target, the nominal values of the KALIMER at the rated power condition
are used as the reference condition values and Fig. 13-3 shows the nominal values of
the major plant parameters in KALIMER.
In KALIMER, there is an additional restriction to be observed in decision of the
operating logic. A passive reactivity insertion equipment called gas expansion module
(GEM) is used for negative reactivity in the reactor core when the primary sodium
pumps are tripped. The GEM is filled with vessel cover gas before putting into the core
and this gas is compressed as the GEM gets filled with sodium by the pressure
difference between the gas and the primary pump. In the power range operation, GEM
should be filled with sodium by the primary pump head. Because of this requirement,
all the primary pumps should be operating at least 90% of the nominal condition.
13.4 Preliminary Operation Scheme
The Preliminary operation scheme developed for KALIMER are shown in Figs,
13-4 and 13-5. The KALIMER design temporarily adopts 50% of the nominal flow
rate as the lowest sodium flow rate in the intermediate system to minimize possible
thermal stratification in the intermediate heat transport system piping. The operational
target values in system temperatures are shown in Fig. 13-4. Figure 13-5 shows the
flow rates of the primary, intermediate, and steam systems vs. power level. This
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control logic will be evaluated using a plant performance analysis computer code to fix
the plant control logic.
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Table 13-1
Comparison for power operation control characteristics between PWR and LMR.
———^^IMant Type
Items
__
Control parameter at plant
power change
Flow control

PWR

LMR

Mainly coolant
temperature
Constant flow

Reactor cold temperature
control

By constant primary flow
and recirculation flow

Feedwater flow control

By steam generator level

Steam temperature control

Saturated steam by steam
pressure

Reactor flux and coolant
temperature
Variable flow
By variable intermediate
flow and feedwater
temperature
By auxiliary tank level and
steam pressure
Superheated steam by
coolant temperature

Turbine control

Turbine throttle valve

Turbine throttle valve
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Figure 13-1 Flow Paths at the Two Operation Modes
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CHAPTER 14. INITIAL TESTS AND OPERATION

(Later)
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CHAPTER 15. SAFETY ANALYSIS
15.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, descriptions concerned with the KALIMER safety are presented.
First, the basic approach methods to achieve the safety goal are introduced, and the
methodology for the safety evaluation procedure to justify the safety assurance for the
KALIMER design is then described. Therefore, the contents in this chapter comprises
event selection, event categorization, design basis events, and beyond design basis
events. This chapter also represents some results on the safety analyses which have been
performed for such accidents as reactivity insertion events, undercooling events, LOHS,
LOF, and flow blockage. Some results concerned with HCDA are represented in the
Appendix A.
15.1.1 KALIMER approach to safety
The ultimate objectives for KALIMER design are to make it safer, more
economical, more resistant to nuclear proliferation, and to yield less impact on the
environment. To achieve the design objective for its safety, much efforts are devoted to
accident resistance, accident mitigation, core damage prevention, and large radioactivity
release. KALIMER is designed in accordance with a defense-in-depth safety philosophy
that utilizes multiple fission product barriers to prevent release of the radioactivity to the
environment, and multiple levels of safety to protect these barriers and to reduce the
consequences of their failure. KALIMER has three fission product barriers to physically
prevent release of the fission products to the outside environment. These are the fuel pin
cladding, the primary vessel boundary, and the containment.
The first level of safety is the inherent and basic design characteristics. This level
focuses on reliable normal operation, and accident prevention through features of the
plant design, construction, operation and maintainability. This also includes reliability
enhancement through redundancy, vigorous quality assurance, testability, inspectability,
and simplified fail safe system designs. The second level of safety limits the challenges
to the above barriers recognizing that external challenges, e.g. earthquakes, and
component failures may occur during the plant design life. The third level is concerned
with protection against anticipated events and unlikely events. The fourth level safety
limits the core damage at a given failure or late response of the reactor shutdown system.
The fifth level of safety focuses primarily on extremely unlikely events which may lead
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to core meltdown. This level ensures that the released fission products and molten fuel
remain confined within the reactor vessel. The sixth level of safety provides further
protection to public by ensuring that the off-site doses are too low to require any
evacuation even under extreme assumptions that are beyond the design basis of the
reactor vessel head. The seventh level of safety provides the overall protection that
ensures that even if the previous levels of safety have failed, the risk to public health
and safety would remain acceptably low.
The design is simplified and PHTS is put into the large pools to make it resistant against
accidents. The possibility of sodium loss by the pipe break is eliminated and large
thermal capacity makes system transient slower and provides larger time to cope with
abnormal events and higher probability to terminate the abnormal events before their
progress to the accidents. A key factor in securing the plant safety is to make the core
shutdown highly reliable. Thus, it adopts the diversified core shutdown mechanism, i.e.
the shutdown rod system, GEM (Gas Expansion Module), and the ultimate shutdown
system. The 3 diversified core shutdown mechanisms are considered to achieve a high
confidence level of the core shutdown. Especially, the ultimate shutdown system located
at the center of the core, is a self-actuated shutdown system (SASS) and drops the shutoff rod by gravity. SASS is a passive reactor shutdown system self-actuated by the
natural phenomenon without any external control signals and any actuating power
supply in the emergency of the reactor. Curie point electromagnet (CPEM) is used as a
key component in SASS, whose saturated magnetic flux density is remarkably reduced
at the curie point of the temperature of the sensitive material used in CPEM. When
temperature of the primary sodium goes up to the Curie point, CPEM loses its
electromagnetic force which has held the shut-off rod. Then the shut-off rods are
designed to be an articulated type for easy insertion into the core even when the guide
tubes are deformed due to the earthquake.
The KALIMER design highly emphasizes on the inherent safety, which maintains core
negative power reactivity coefficient during all modes of the plant status and under
accidental conditions as well. The reactivity feedback mechanisms consist of Doppler,
thermal expansion of the fuel and coolant, thermal bowing of the core, thermal
expansion of the core structure and core support structure, and thermal expansion of the
control rod driveline. These effects result from either the law of nature, or both the law
of nature and core design. Doppler and fuel thermal expansion are classified as fast
feedback mechanism, while thermal expansion of the core structures, radial thermal
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expansion of the core structure, and thermal expansion of the control driveline result in
slow effect to the core reactivity.
The KALIMER design adopts the passive safety features, like the metallic fuel itself,
SASS, GEM, and PSDRS, which do not require an active component in mitigation of
the accidents.. KALIMER accommodates anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)
events without an operator action, and without support of the active shutdown,
shutdown heat removal, or any automatic system without damage to the plant and
without jeopardizing public safety. Neither operator action nor offsite support is
required for at least three days without violating core protection limits at an accident.
For core damage prevention, CDF (Core Damage Frequency) should be lower in
KALIMER than in currently planned LWR, that is lower than 10~6 per reactor year, and
large radioactivity release is also prevented by limiting a large dose release rate lower
than 10"7 per reactor year. The containment is the last barrier to the radioactive release
and it should be designed to realize the release rate target considering the fuel source
strength characteristics.
15.1.2 Safety evaluation procedure
The safety evaluation procedure of the KALIMER design is considered by
locating the dominant risks in the plant design through PRA. The following steps to
identify the events for inclusion in the design basis are used:
15.1.2.1 Event selection
In the KALIMER approach to safety, PRA is an important design tool to
ensure completeness in identification of the accident sequences and to rank the
sequences in the order of importance. The order of importance was based on the
combination of occurrence frequency and offsite consequences. Thus, PRA provided the
framework for the DBE selection.
The initial step toward DBE selection is the establishment of a complete set of event
trees. The initial basis for this was the set of generic initiating events and event trees
developed for the PRISM and other liquid metal reactors over the past years. The event
trees have subsequently been modified and refined in parallel with more specific
development of the KALIMER design concept.
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Specific selection criteria of the Design Basis Events (DBEs) are:
1)
Event sequences with frequency greater than 10"6 must be within the DBE
envelope.
2)

Within the DBE envelope, events of greater severity must have lower frequency.
All conceivable challenges to the safety systems against their safety functions are
considered as candidates of DBEs. Specifically the initial events of interest are those
postulated sequences that challenge and have definable impact on design of the safetyrelated components or systems, which are associated with reactor shutdown, shutdown
heat removal and control of radiological releases. Among these initial events, one or
more events may clearly dominate or envelope other events, and some events may be
eliminated because of its small probability of occurrence. The reduction in the list of
events from the initial to final selection occurs as the KALIMER design and safety
evaluation proceed.
15.1.2.2 Event categorization
Each identified event is put into one of four DBE categories or the BDBE
(Beyond Design Bases Event) category using its nominal frequency as a criterion. The
dividing line between DBEs and BDBEs is the frequency of 10~6 per reactor-year. Table
15-1 provides numerical frequency ranges of the event categories and evaluation criteria.
The four DBE categories defined are:

1) Normal Operation or Moderate frequency Event (ME): Any condition of system startup, design range operations, hot standby, or shutdown (frequency > 10"1 per reactoryear)
2) Infrequent Event (IE): Off-normal condition that is expected to occur once or more
during the plants' lifetime (10~l> frequency > 10'2 per reactor-year)
3) Unlikely Event (UE): Off-normal condition that is not expected to occur during plant
life; however, when integrated over all components, these events may be expected to
occur a number of times during the plant life(10"2> frequency > 10"4 per reactor-year)
4) Extremely Unlikely Event (XE): Off-normal conditions of such extremely low
probability that no events in the category are expected, are identified as design basis
(10~4> frequency > 10~7 per reactor-year). These frequency ranges are the same as those
used by NRC for the safety evaluation of PRISM [15-1], and are similar to those
recommended by American Nuclear Society (ANS) standards for the liquid metal
reactor (LMR) [15-2]
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The final category XE of events corresponds to those severe events beyond the
traditional DBE envelope. The identification and use of such an event category is
consistent with the NRC's Severe Accident Policy statement [15-3] and was justified for
the PRISM design [15-1]. The XE category includes events down to a frequency of 10~7
per plant-year. In selecting the events to be included in XE, the KALIMER design has
to be specifically reviewed to identify those events that have the potential for a large
release, core melt, or reactivity excursion to ensure that adequate prevention or
protection is furnished for these events.
15.1.2.3 Design basis events
The defense-in-depth approach evaluation is applied to the KALIMER DBEs.
Conservative calculations are used to predict the plant response during the postulated
DBEs. Also, for each event category, a single limiting event whose postulated
consequences envelope all of the others in that category, is selected.
This evaluation uses four sets of acceptance criteria: reactor shutdown, shutdown heat
removal, radiation exposure to the plant personnel and offsite radiological dose. The
acceptance criteria are based on the premise that if appropriate fuel design and coolable
geometry limits are not exceeded and if radiological releases are limited so that the. dose
guidelines presented in 10CFR100 are not exceeded for the suitable source terms at the
postulated site, then the public health and safety are adequately protected.
The reactor shutdown acceptance criteria are that the core fission power should be shut
down for all DBEs such that the calculated temperature limits of Table 15-2 are not
exceeded during the event sequence.
Temperature limits are established for the reactor core cladding, and PHTS sodium
coolant boundary. Specific temperature limits for PHTS are based on the type of
materials used in KALIMER, the frequency of occurrence of each event category and
the time duration of each event. These parameters are evaluated using the service levels
limits of Table 15-3. These service level limits are consistent with current PWR practice.
The radiation exposure to the plant personnel acceptance criteria shown in Table 15-2
are consistent with the PRISM practice [15-1]. The offsite radiological dose acceptance
criteria are those recommended by ANS [15-2].
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15.1.2.4 Bounding event selection
A portion of the traditional Beyond Design Basis Events (BDBEs) which are of
such low probability (less than 10"6/yr) is normally precluded from direct consideration
in conjunction with the design requirements. However, the KALIMER top level
requirements require a subset of BDBEs, namely bounding events (BEs), to be
accommodated without loss of the reactor integrity or radiological release. This
requirement complies with the 1986 Advanced Reactor Policy Statement of the U.S.
NRC [15-4]. Although the selected bounding events are not rigorously quantified in
terms of probability, a judgment was made that their probability could reasonably be in
the lower range of XE (~10~7/yr), as shown in Fig. 15-1.
A set of bounding events are included in the XE category for KALIMER design in order
to account for uncertainties in the design and reliability and the acknowledge the
difficulty in being able to identify, all failure modes of a system or component
particularly at the conceptual design stage. The major sources of uncertainty affecting
event selection are the limited performance and reliability data for the critical systems,
mainly the PSDRS and the negative reactivity feedback mechanism.
15.1.2.5 Beyond design basis events
The probability of a severe core accident is less than 10"7 plant year, or equivalently for
the modular advanced reactors, less than 10" . These probabilities are so low that the
events fall into a residual risk classification. This is an off-normal condition of such
extremely low probability that no events are considered in this category to be credible.
However, these events may have potential consequences that merit their consideration in
the design.
In KALIMER, the ultimate means for protection of the public safety from the
consequences of the postulated severe accidents without scram will be the inherent
negative reactivity feedback induced by temperature increases in the reactor system and
PSDRS. Analyses for the selected BDBEs are conducted to assure that these inherent
features are effective in the KALIMER design.
15.2 Preliminary Accident Analysis
This section presents evaluations of the inherent safety performance for the KALIMER
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conceptual design. The KALIMER core and PHTS are designed to assure benign
performance during a selected set of events without either reactor control or protection
system intervention. Based on their very low probability of occurrence these events are
designated as BEs and are included in the design process to assure public safety. The
events considered hererin are: Unprotected control rod withdrawal (UTOP),
Unprotected loss of heat sink (ULOHS), Unprotected loss of primary flow (ULOF).
The SSC-K [15-5] computer code is used for analyses of the unprotected transient
analyses. The SSC-K is a best-estimate system code for analyzing a variety of offnormal conditions or accidents of a pool-type sodium-cooled fast reactor. The SSC-K is
under development at KAERI on the basic framework of SSC-L [15-6], which was
originally developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory to analyze loop-type liquid
metal reactor transients. The SSC-K code includes new models for the pool thermal
hydraulics [15-7] and major component models [15-8], reactivity feedback effects for
the metallic fuel [15-9], and PSDRS [15-10].
The criteria used to judge the adequacy of the module inherent performance are based
on the public safety by assuring the integrity of the fuel rods and the primary system
structures. Two kinds of the criteria are applied depending on the accident durations, i.e.
long and short terms in Table 15-2. For some transients there is an interval shortly after
the start of the event during which the highest temperatures occur. In case of peak
temperature period of the short-term transient (< 2 hr), the most likely cladding midwall failure mechanism is expected to be stress-rupture due to weakening of the HT9
cladding at high temperature. The cladding mid-wall temperature limit is 790 °C in this
situation. For longer period of the transient (> 2 hr) at lower temperatures, the most
likely cladding failure mechanism is formation of the low-melting point eutectic
between the cladding and the metal fuel. The fuel-cladding interface temperatures limit
for this situation is 704 °C.
The containment function of the vessel structures and boundaries is protected by
limiting their temperatures to be less than 760 °C for short-term period. This BDBE
criterion is equivalent to the design basis Level D condition the reactor structures as
shown in Table 15-3.
Besides thermal damage protection, the criteria also preclude dynamic loads on the
vessel by ensuring that margins are maintained to fuel melting (1070 °C) and sodium
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boiling (1070 °C if pump on, or 960 °C if pump off). These physical phenomena are to
be avoided because they are considered as necessary conditions for initial events in the
development of any severe dynamic loading.
Three calculations have been accomplished for the Beyond Design Basis Events over a
short time interval of about 10 minutes, covering the initial system responses.
Additionally a long term analysis has also been performed for the loss of heat sink
scenario, activating PSDRS.
The three unprotected events evaluated are reactivity insertion (TOP), loss of heat sink
(LOHS) and loss of primary flow (LOF). The initial plant conditions are assumed to be
full power operation with the equilibrium decay heat level. Actions of the reactor
protection system and reactor controller subsystem are conservatively for the analyses.
Additional assumptions that are unique to the individual event are discussed in the
subsequent sections for separate analysis.
Each of BEs is evaluated on the nominal basis in the following subparagraphs. The
results are then summarized and compared to the set of acceptance criteria. It is
concluded that the metal core KALIMER design will successfully meet all of the
inherency criteria with margin.
15.2.1 UTOP
A transient overpower accident (TOP) in a LMR refers to an off-normal
condition in which a reactivity insertion occurs. Since there is no resultant core damage
unless the RPS failure occurs, the only TOP that is of safety concern is the postulated
unprotected TOP (UTOP) case. The problem is to determine the intrinsic dynamic
response of the reactor under the assumption of reactivity insertion during operation,
combined with the hypothesis of complete failure of RPS.
This event is initiated from the full power and postulates that a malfunction in the
reactivity controller causes the shim motor to continue to withdraw all of the control
rods until the drivelines reach the rod stops and that either RPS fails to detect the event
or the control rods fail to unlatch. It is assumed that the shim motors withdraw the
control rods at the rate corresponding to 2 cents per second. It is also assumed that the
rod stops are positioned to permit 20 cents of rod worth for power maneuvering before
the stops must be reset. In order to account for uncertainties and to be conservative, total
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of 30 cents has been adopted as the UTOP initiator for the analysis.
It is assumed that the primary and secondary sodium flows remain at rated conditions
for this event and that the feedwater is sufficient to keep the sodium outlet temperature
from the steam generator constant. The residual heat removal system is assumed not to
function, which would have a minor effect on the analysis results.
The UTOP transient results for power and flow, reactivity feedbacks and temperatures
are shown in Figs. 15-2 through 15-5. The power reaches a peak of TBD times the rated
power at TBD seconds into the transient, and begins to level off at 1.09 times the rated
power by 7 minutes, as shown in Fig. 15-2.
The changes in the reactivity are shown in Fig. 15-3. The net reactivity starts out
positive because of the reactivity from the control rods being removed, but it turns
downward once the negative reactivity feedback increases enough to counter the
positive insertion. The rise in the fuel temperatures first increases the Doppler
absorption of the neutrons and then triggers the fuel's elongation. Higher sodium
temperatures create a harder neutronic spectrum, which generates a positive reactivity
feedback. The higher sodium temperatures cause the thermal expansion of the control
rod driveline and radial expansion, which are negative feedbacks. The control rod
drivelines have large time constants and are slow to act compared to the radial
expansion. The radial expansion adds the substantial amount of reactivity that
eventually limits the power increase to 1.43 times the rated power and contributes to the
power reduction that follows. Although the reduced power decreases the worth of
Doppler, sodium and axial expansion, the control rod driveline and radial expansion
effects cause the total reactivity to become slightly negative and re-stabilize the power
near 1.43 times the rated level.
Calculated fuel temperature distribution from the SSC-K code for the 8th axial fuel node
from the bottom of the hot driver is shown in Fig. 15-4. The peak fuel temperature
shown in Fig. 15-5 increases from 874 K to a peak of 984 K which is below the
threshold for eutectic formation. The peak sodium temperature is 896 K which is below
the boiling point. The equilibrium temperatures reestablished after the initial phase of
UTOP, where the core remains hotter indefinitely to offset the increased reactivity,
limits the maximum reactivity insertion during the event.
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Although the design meets the performance limits for ATWS events with margin, the
limiting condition appears to be the clad temperature at the elevated equilibrium
conditions. This temperature must remain below the 978 K limit to prevent eutectic
formation because the reactor could be in that state indefinitely. Although the cladding
temperature may exceed the eutectic formation temperature during the power ascent
phase of the UTOP with a larger insertion reactivity, the clad attack may be small
because of the short duration of the elevated temperature condition.
15.2.2 ULOHS
In the KALIMER design [5-11], the loss of heat sink accident is presumed to
occur if IHTS (Intermediate Heat Transportation System) is isolated to prevent the
potential for propagation of the sodium-water chemical reaction in a sodium-to-water
heat exchanger (Steam Generator), if an IHTS pipe is ruptured, or if the rupture disk
bursts. The main concerns in the present analysis are to confirm the inherent safety
characteristic of the KALIMER core loaded with the plutonium fuel and to identify
whether any abnormal behavior is found under the accident.
The analysis is carried out using SSC-K [15-5], which is a modified version of SSC-L
[15-6]. The basic assumptions considered in the present analysis are: The accident is
assumed to start with a complete loss of the normal heat sink by sudden stoppage of the
IHTS flow at time equals 0.0 sec. Thus, natural circulation in IHTS is ignored. A core
protection system is also assumed not to be available. The primary pumps are neither
automatically nor manually tripped during the whole transient.
In the present analysis the transient simulation is made for 40,000 sec (~ 11.1 hrs ); The
sodium and core radial expansion reactivities are identified as the major contributors to
the early reactivity feedback as seen in Fig. 15-6. The net reactivity continues to
decrease with ~ - 17.8 cents/hr. The reactivity after about 800 sec, however, does not
affect the core power generation, because the decay heat is the primary core heat source
after that time. Meanwhile, the coolant flow maintains about 96 % of the nominal flow
as shown in Fig. 15-7. The loss of cooling in the IHX leads to rapid increase of the cold
pool temperature within a short time. As illustrated in Fig. 15-8, the cold pool
temperature reaches almost the same value as that in the hot pool within about 500 sec
and so does the core inlet temperature. Thereafter, the temperature increases very slowly
with ~ 16 °C/hr, because of large heat capacity of the sodium in the pool as well as the
PSDRS heat removal. In contrast, the increasing rate of the pool temperature without
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PSDRS shows ~ 32.2 °C/hr which is faster than that of the case with PSDRS by almost
two times. Figure 15-9 shows result of the PSDRS heat removal.
As a result, the effect of PSDRS and its success of coupling with SSC-K are clearly
demonstrated. Therefore, overall prediction by SSC-K seems to be reasonable. The
inherent safety in the KALIMER design induced from the strong negative reactivity
under ULOHS (Unprotected Loss Of Heat Sink) accident is also addressed through the
present analysis. It is noticed that the net negative reactivity mainly results from the
competition between those for the sodium and radial expansion, while the sodium
reactivity is not so sensitive to the net reactivity in the Uranium core design. [15-12]
The current safety criteria which describe operator action is not allowed for 72 hrs after
accidents should be reconsidered, because the pump power plays an important source of
the heat generation in the primary vessel and it limits eventual energy balance for the
long term cooling.
15.2.3 ULOF
The preliminary safety evaluation during an unprotected loss of flow (ULOF)
has been performed. The purpose of this analysis is to assess the effectiveness of the
inherent safety features adopted in the preliminary KALIMER design, and to examine
the adequacy of the reactivity models, GEM, and pool specific thermal-hydraulic
models, which are developed for the pool-type SSC-K version.
For loss of flow accident, the power to flow ratio is the key parameter that determines
the consequences of the accident. As long as enough coolant flow is available to remove
the generated heat, the fuel temperature can be maintained at the acceptable levels. The
pump coastdown plays an important role for the plant safety and depends on the
capacity of the pump synchronous generator. It is noted that the KALIMER EM pump
has not been designed in detail and the performance characteristics of the EM pump are
not available at present, so that the mechanistic model for pump coastdown operation
was not used in this analysis. Since the current SSC-K version as well as SSC-L does
not have EM pump models, the coastdown curve for the KALIMER EM pump [15-13]
was directly embedded into the SSC-K code as a function of flow vs time.
The KALIMER includes the advanced safety feature, GEM, to provide additional
negative reactivity in response to loss-of-flow events. When the pumps are operating,
sodium is pumped into the GEM, and the trapped helium gas is compressed into a
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region above the active core. Sodium then occupies that portion of the GEM adjacent to
the fueled region of the core. When the pumps are off, the helium gas region expands
toward the core region, pushing out the sodium in the GEM below the active core. The
resultant void near the core periphery increases neutron leakage and introduces
significant negative reactivity in result.
Two cases of ULOF were analyzed, namely with and without GEMs. The transient is
initiated from the full-power condition. The transient is initiated by all of the primary
pump trips followed by coastdown. Although loss of flow would normally lead to a
scram due to high flux-to-flow ratio, it is assumed that the RPS fails to detect the
mismatch or that the control rods fail to be inserted. The power transients for both cases
are plotted in Fig. 15-10. For the case with GEMs, the power immediately begins to
drop and reaches decay heat level by about 100 seconds since there is enough negative
reactivity insertion due to GEMs. Without the GEMs, the power is higher and decreases
somewhat slower because temperature increases must activate the reactivity.
The reactivities feedbacks for the two cases respond differently in the power reduction.
With the GEMs, negative reactivity is enough to drive the core subcritical, and the
power goes rapidly down to the decay heat level as shown in Fig. 15-11. The GEMs
reach their full worth about -250 0 by 20 seconds, and remains throughout the entire
transient. The axial and radial expansion reactivity feedbacks are positive since the
GEMs make the power and temperatures down. The control rod drive line (CRDL)
reactivity feedback turns slightly positive due to the vessel expansion. The usual
positive reactivity feedback from sodium density becomes negative because average
sodium temperature is reduced as referenced from nominal operating conditions.
Without the GEMs, since the core heats up significantly as the sodium flow rate reduces,
the Doppler, axial expansion, radial expansion, and control rod drive line reactivity
feedbacks initially turn negative, but only the sodium reactivity feedback does positive.
The reactivity feedbacks without the GEMs behave as shown in Fig. 15-12. The net is
negative reactivity feedback initially, and the power level is later reestablished at 16
percent of the rated power by 600 seconds as shown in Fig. 15-10.
The pool temperatures for both cases are shown in Fig. 15-13. The fuel temperature
distribution in the hot pin with the GEMs is shown in Fig. 15-14. The reduction of the
core flow due to pump trips causes the initial peak centerline temperature before the
power begins to fall. However, the peak fuel temperatures satisfy the safety criteria for
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the case without the GEMs. Ultimately the fuel temperatures decrease, and fuel damage
is not a significant risk for this event. However, The case without the GEMs shows the
peak cladding temperature exceeds the acceptance limit as shown in Fig. 15-14. The
resultant temperatures predicted by the SSC-K for ULOF variations are also presented
in the Fig. 15-15.
The evaluation results of each BE are then summarized and compared to the set of
acceptance criteria in Fig. 15-16. It is concluded that the metal core KALIMER design
will successfully meet all of the inherency criteria with margin.
15.2.4 Local faults within a fuel assembly
Local fuel failure implies a failure that is initiated within a single fuel assembly.
Fuel failure is defined as a loss of fuel pin cladding integrity such that mass transport
can occur across the fuel pin boundary. Mass transport implies the egress of fission gas
or fuel and solid fission products from the fuel pin into the coolant or the ingress of
sodium into the pin. Based on extensive metal fuel operating experience, it is well
known that there are several features of metal fuel that have a significant impact upon
the excellent tolerance to local fuel failure events.
Examples of postulated local failure-initiating mechanisms are excess power in a single
pin, insufficient flow within a fuel assembly, insufficient fuel pin heat transfer, and
stochastic fuel pin failure. The local fault events which may cause fuel failures are: (a)
local faults in core assemblies, (b) local faults in fuel, (c) enrichment error in fuel
assembly, (d) oversized fuel, (e) local blockages within a fuel assembly, and (f) bond
defect.
15.2.4.1 Local blockages
Events such as pin failures or debris ingress and accumulation could lead to
formation of the internal blockage within a subassembly. The internal blockages are of
particular importance because of the tight package of the fuel bundle and the high power
density. The blockage phenomenon has to be addressed in the safety assessment because
it is considered as a potential whole core accident initiator. The worst consequences of
blockage may be extensive fuel and clad melting. Within the design basis of the
KALIMER, the blockage resulting in unacceptable consequences must be precluded by
means of the engineering design features and the adequate performance of detection
systems. The seriousness and detectability of the internal blockage are two major
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concerns with respect to the KALIMER subassembly design.
KALIMER is designed to prevent inlet and exit blockages. An additional feature of a
pool reactor including KALIMER is that the coolant inlet to the pump is from a large
pool of sodium with very low coolant velocities. This acts as an effective filter settling
and preventing all but the very smallest of particles from being transported to the core.
The KALIMER pool reactor features that limit the potential blockage of coolant flow to
a fuel assembly are: (a) primary pumps without moving parts, (b) core assembly
receptacle multiple flow paths, (c) orifice stack plates (filter particles), (d) fuel assembly
multiple inlet geometry, and (e) wire wrapped rod bundle.
Internal blockage causes high temperatures occurring within the subassembly. The local
formation of high temperature regions may be severe if it remains unseen outside of the
incident subassembly. It is very important to know which types of blockages are of most
concern to the safety of the subassembly and whether or not any signals would be
detected by the reactor instrumentation, in particular by the thermocouples installed at
the subassembly exit, before the occurrence of pin failure. After pin failure, the Delayed
Neutron Detector (DND) could the occurrence and ensure reactor safety. The basic
components of the failed fuel monitoring system for KALIMER include subsystems to
monitor delayed neutrons in the sodium and fission gas activity in the cover gas. The
use of a cover gas detector and a delayed neutron detector will allow continuous
monitoring of the core status. The anticipated failure rate is less than 0.01% of fuel pin
per design life.
The blockage analyses are performed to calculate the effect of local blockages in the
271-pin KALIMER driver subassembly using the SABRE code. The subassembly
design for the KALIMER use wire wraps to space the fuel pins. The peak temperature is
critical parameter for determining the seriousness of the blockage and the temperature
distribution at the bundle exit provides information for the blockage detectability. For
the 6 subchannel blockages that is the DBE of the KALIMER, the SABRE calculations
indicate that the peak temperatures were found within the blockage themselves in all
cases. The temperature rise in any position is insufficient to bring the sodium
temperature to the boiling point. The position of the blockage seems to have little effect
on the results unless the blockage is actually adjacent to the wrapper. It is noted that the
low temperature rise in the local exit makes detection extremely unlikely. For the 24central subchannel blockage case, the peak temperatures are higher than the boiling one.
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Figure 15-17 shows the temperature distributions in the radial direction at the local peak
temperature position and at the assembly exit. The axial temperature distribution is
presented in Fig. 15-18.
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Table 15-1
KALIMER Event Categorization and Evaluation Criteria
Event Category

Frequency range
(per reactor year)
(Note 1)

Moderate
Frequency
Events (ME)

F > 10"1

Evaluation Criteria
Core
Conditions

Table 15-2

10' >F > 10"2

Table 15-2

Structural
Limits

Radiation Exposure to
Plant Personnel

ASME Code
Service Level A

USA
10CFR20

Offsite
Radiological
Dose
USA 10CFR50
Appendix I

USA
10CFR20

USA 10CFR50
Appendix I
10% of
10CFR100
(Note 2)
USA 10CFR100
(Note 2)

•

ASME Code
Service Level B

Infrequent
Events
(IE)
Unlikely
Events
(UE)
Extremely
Unlikely
Events (XE)

10' 2 >F> 10"4

Table 15-2

ASME Code
Service Level C

USA
10CFR20

10 Jl >F>10- 7

Table 15-2

ASME Code
Service Level D

less than
whole body 5 rem
inhalation 30 rem
skin 75 rem

Residual Risk
Events (RE)

F<10" 7

Table 15-2

NA

NA

100% of US A
10CFR100

Note 1 : Event frequencies are nominal values.
Note 2 : For relaxation of emergency planning requirements, doses should be lower.

Table 15-2
KALIMER Safety Criteria for Event Category
Core Outlet Average
Temperature. °C

Peak Clad
Temperature, °C

Peak Coolant
Temperature, °C

Event category
Short-term

Long-term

Short-term

Long-term

Pump on

Pump off

Peak Fuel
Centerline
Temperature

Moderate frequency
events

540

540

650

635

1070

960

Infrequent events

565

565

650

635

1070

960

955

Unlikely events

650

650

790

704

1070

960

1070

Extremely unlikely
events

760

700

790

704

1070

960

1070

15-16

.

955

Table 15-3
Shutdown Heat Removal Acceptance Criteria
Service Level "A" Limits: Service Level A limits result when the normal heat transfer
system is operating to remove reactor shutdown decay heat.
The resulting temperatures and loadings are considered
normal. The reactor core cladding temperature limit shall
maintain the fuel life design margin. The PHTS and IHTS
temperature limits shall be less than, or equivalent to their
design temperature which results in no damage to systems or
components.
Service Level "B" Limits: Service Level B limits apply to anticipated events (IEs). The
reactor core cladding temperature shall limit fuel damage to a
reduction in fuel design margin only and does not affect the
fuel design life. The PHTS and IHTS temperatures shall
result in no reduction in component/structure design
capability and no inspection required for re-operation.
Service Level "C" Limits: Service Level C limits apply to UEs. The reactor core
cladding temperature shall limit fuel damage to a few failures.
A core unload, inspection and some replacements may be
required. No permanent damage to the reactor vessel or
internals shall result. The PHTS and IHTS temperatures shall
not result in coolant boundary failure; however, potential loss
in design life may occur and inspection/repair may be
required for re-operation.
Service Level "D" Limits: Service Level D limits apply to XEs. The reactor core
cladding temperature limit shall maintain a coolable core
geometry and the bulk sodium temperature shall remain
below boiling. The PHTS and IHTS temperature limits shall
not result in coolant boundary failure. Structural integrity is
maintained to provide the SHRS safety function. Protection
of public health and safety is required but plant restart is not
mandatory.
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BDBEs

DBEs
I
F >10"'

10"'

Moderate
Frequency
Events

>F

:

Infrequent
Events
PRDBE

I IP' 2 >
Unlikely
Events

i
10 H >F >10"7

Extremely
Unlikely
Events

SRDBE

Bounding
Events

Reactivity Insertion
Events
- Undercooling Events

F <10"

Residual
Risk
Events
HCDA

UTOP
ULOF
ULOHS

Local Faults
Flow Blockage
Sodium Spills and Fire
SGTR
Fuel Handling and
Storage Events

Large Sodium Leaks

Other Events

Fig. 15-1 KALIMER Event Categorization
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APPENDIX A.

HCDA EVALUATION

A.I Introduction
In early safety studies of small uranium metal reactors like EBR-II and the Fermi
Reactor, the following sequence of accident was assumed to set the upper-bound design
limits of containment systems ; the sodium coolant either drains out or boils away from
the core. The fuel from the middle of the core then melts and trickles down into the
lower part of the core and is retained there. The upper portion of the core is then
assumed to fall by gravity into the lower portion of the molten core. The reactivity
increases above prompt critical at the insertion rate of a few hundred dollars and causes
a strong explosion to develop, which is eventually terminated by disassembly of the
core.
The analytic method used in the evaluation of this type of super-prompt critical core
disruptive accident (CDA) in a fast reactor was originally developed by Bethe and Tait
[A-l], further elaborated by Jankus [A-2]. They developed a simple procedure for
estimating the energy release in reactor explosions, subject to several simplifying
assumptions. They assumed a simple relation between pressure generation and energy
density, taking the vapor pressure to be negligible until the energy density reaches a
threshold value of single-phase liquid and increasing linearly thereafter. Other
simplifications of the method include the use of the first-order perturbation theory for
the reactivity changes and the assumption of constant material density in the
hydrodynamics equation for core disassembly. Many improvements and modifications
had subsequently been made on the basic method by a number of authors [A-4,5,6] and
they are often classified as Modified Bethe-Tait Methods. The two main modifications
which have been made to the original method are the inclusion of the Doppler reactivity
effect and the use of a more realistic equation of state of the fuel.
A recognition that the arbitrary assumption of coherent core collapse gave excessively
conservative results led to the development of a mechanistic approach to the analysis of
core disruptive accidents over the 1970s and early 1980s. Instead of postulating
arbitrary conditions that lead to core disassembly, the mechanistic approach attempts to
analyze accident sequences from a given initiating event up to the conclusion of the
accident.. A large number of codes have been developed for mechanistically analyzing
comprehensive phenomena of accident sequences mostly for the oxide-fuelled fast
reactors. It would not be possible, however, in the current state of the art to
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mechanistically trace an accident sequence through a generalized meltdown sequence
from the initiator to a final, stable, coolable geometry. This would be more so for the
metal-fuelled reactors like KALIMER.
The role of CD As in design and licensing of liquid metal fast reactor is not well defined
at the present time. Nor has it been internationally agreed upon till now. We may try to
take CD As out of design consideration based on probabilistic argument. It is difficult,
however, currently to demonstrate that the probability of occurrence of a CDA is so low
that it need not be considered at all. In light of the complexity of the overall engineering
system and CDA sequences as well as to provide appropriate public safety, CDA is
considered in the design of the reactor and containment system of KALIMER to secure
the safety margin relative to realistic assessment of CDA energetics. For instance, the
reactor vessel of KALIMER is designed to the functional requirement to withstand 500
MJ without the replacement/For the metal-fuelled reactors like KALIMER, however, it
is not possible to mechanistically trace an accident sequence through a generalized
meltdown sequence, in the current state of the art.
In this context, a simple methodology was developed to investigate the core kinetics and
hydraulic behavior during the super-prompt critical power excursion induced by the
ramp reactivity insertion, starting at the time that the sodium-voided core reaches the
melting temperature of the metallic fuels. The equation of state for pressure as a
function of energy was derived by curve fitting relevant data for uranium to a fourthorder power series in the saturated vapor region, whereas a straight-line pressure-energy
density relationship based on the principle of corresponding states was used in the
single-phase region. The Doppler effect is taken to have a temperature dependency of T"
3/2
due to hard neutron spectrum of the reactor core with metallic fuels. Using the
numerical program developed, scoping analyses were performed for the KALIMER
core behavior during super-prompt critical excursions induced by various reactivity
insertion rates up to 100 $/s, which are considered the upper limit of ramp rates due to
fuel compaction.
A.2 Method of Analysis
A.2.1 Basic approach
It is assumed that the power excursion begins with the reactor prompt critical at
time zero and the energy density generated during the excursion is governed by the
reactor kinetics equation with no delayed neutrons and the source,
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d2Q

where Q{t) is the time dependence of the energy generation density
E(f,t) = N(r)Q(t)

(A-2)

and N(r) is the normalized spatial power distribution. The other quantities in Eq.(l) is
expressed in standard notation; k for multiplication constant, £ for prompt neutron
lifetime.
The neutron multiplication constant as a function of time may be expressed in the form
k(t) = ko+k, it) + k2 (t) + kD it)

(A-3)

where kois the initial multiplication constant( at prompt critical, k0 =\ + j3), k{(t)
is the reactivity insertion responsible for initiating the excursion, kd it) is the
reactivity feedback resulting from material displacement during disassembly process,
and kD it) is the feedback from Doppler effect.
The rate of reactivity insertion initiating the excursion is assumed constant andk; (/)
dk
may be written as;k,(/) =[—]t =at. In the case that a ramp insertion of reactivity
dt
initiates the accident, an equivalent step insertion is frequently used in Bethe-Tait
analysis. For the purposes of determining the equivalent step insertion, it is convenient
to divide the power excursion into two phases. During the first phase, reactivity is added
at an assumed constant rate and the power rises until the time t] , when the total
energy generated becomes sufficiently large to produce pressures that bring about
significant material movement. During Phase 1, therefore, reactivity feedback is
neglected. Once the core begins to disassemble it goes very rapidly, and it is found that
one can safely neglect any further addition of reactivity afterward. Taking Eq.(A-l) for
the reactivity insertion, the energy density generated during this phase is given by
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Equation (A-4) may be utilized to obtain an explicit representation of the time /, as a
function of Q to give

(A-5)

where

(A-6)

The total reactivity inserted by the ramp prior to the large burst in power is given by
jfc, (f,) = of j = 4cd^\nX

+ln(lnZ)

(A-7)

For the initial conditions of Q andQ , the core is assumed initially at prompt critical in
the molten state, and the initial energy content of the core,g(0), is taken to be about
0.250 KJ per gram of uranium, which corresponds to the internal energy to heat uranium
from room temperature to the melting point (l,400K). We also need to know Q(0), the
initial power level at prompt critical. Since the power at the delayed-critical steady state
is usually known, we need estimate the increase in power from there on to the prompt
critical state. A simple formula for the power at the prompt critical state brought by
introducing reactivity at the constant rate of a dollars per second to an initially
delayed critical reactor of the power level, Qss , may be derived by solving the onegroup point kinetics equations with constant delayed neutron precursor concentrations.
The result is [A-7],

QA)m )

(A-8)

We may interpret that the total amount of reactivity insertion, k, (tx), is the reactivity
beyond prompt critical, which drives the power excursion along to its termination. It is
assumed that tl comes when the fuel boiling occurs at the peak power location of the
core. The boiling temperature of the uranium fuel is assumed to be about 4,100K and
the corresponding energyg(/,)is taken to be 0.8 KJ/g. Since the net reactivity is
initially at its maximum and reduced with the negative reactivity feedback from the
Doppler effect and /or core disassembly during the excursion, k, (7,) is termed &max in
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the following for clarity as well as for convenience.
A.2.2 Development of equations of state
The equations of state described in the following are based on the calculations of
R.H.Brout [A-8], with modifications that extend his calculations for single-phase
conditions into the saturated-vapor region. First, an equation of state is derived in the
Bethe-Tait type linear threshold equation for the liquid region. Use is made of the
equation-of-state data calculated by Brout for the uranium density of 7.44 g/cc [A-8].
The result is
p=5,939(£-1.44)

(A-9)

where pressure is measured in MPa and the liquid energy is in KJ/g. The threshold
energy Q * is fitted to be 1.44 KJ/g.
A vapor pressure equation for uranium is given by Raugh and Thorn [A-9] as,
\ogp(atm) = 5.702-(23,300IT )

(A-10)

We need, however, an expression relating pressure to energy rather than to temperature.
The specific heat of uranium is not well known in the high temperature region. It is
believed that it is close to 2.0 J/gK and stays constant above the melting point of
uranium. We do not know for certain what will happen above the vaporization
temperature. Under these circumstances, a constant value of 0.11 J/gK (6.06 cal/g) was
chosen as the specific heat of uranium at the vapor region, in line with the works by
Brout and Nicholson [A-4]. The resulting values of pressure as function of energy were
curve-fitted to a fourth-order power series,

B,E'

(A-ll)

i=0

where
B o = 1.297 x 103, B, =-6.018 x 103, B 2 = 10.495 x 10 3 ,
B 3 = -8.182xl0 3 , B 4 = 2.416 x l O 3 ,
and pressure and energy are in the units of MPa and KJ/g. The saturated-vapor-pressure
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curve, fitted by Eq.(A-ll), starts from the boiling point of uranium Qb, which is
assumed

0.8 KJ/g, and is smoothly connected to the linear equation of state at the

energy of 1.55KJ/g for the consistency of two different equations of state, as illustrated
in Fig. A-1.

A.2.3 Disassembly Reactivity
The equations of state developed in the above can be utilized to obtain the
expressions for the disassembly reactivity. For the single-phase liquid region, we may
substitute Eq.(A-9) into the Bethe-Tait form of expressions for the disassembly
reactivity [A-2,3]. In the saturated vapor region, the curve-fitted equation of state
Eq.(A-l 1) is used and we get the second derivatives of the reactivity in time as follows;

kd=0

,

for

Q<Qb

i K>;
to

where X

is a constant characterizing the reactor core, q is a power shape factor, Qb

is the energy density at the boiling temperature of the.core, and

11
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and,
z=\~QJQ

(A-14)

whereg 0 is the initial energy density of the core. The coefficients^, (q) are obtained
replacing z with the power shape factory inEq.(A-13).
It is convenient for numerical analysis to define the following dimensionless variables

k —\— B
-5!2-;
—t

(A-17)

Eq.(12) may be reduced to a simple set of differential equations in terms of the above
dimensionless variables,
d2K
-rr=Q>

^
for

x

ta

y <•

—n
Qo

y

where Q * is the threshold energy of the single-phase liquid region. Likewise, it can be
written for the single-phase liquid region,
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Q

[

2x

a

3/

,
5

x

Q

A.2.4 Doppler reactivity feedback
If TQ is taken as the initial temperature at which the energy density QQ is
achieved, then Doppler effect can be written as
dkn

dkn

To

dT

—— - -(——~\ (—Y

dt

~ {dT)r°{T]

(A ?(V\
(A20)

dt

where [dkD I dT )7. is the Doppler temperature coefficient at temperature To. The
Doppler effect is assumed to decrease in magnitude inversely as the nth power of the
temperature T, measured from absolute zero. With the use of a constant value of the heat
capacity at constant volume Cv , Eq.(A-20) can be rewritten in terms of the
dimensionless variables as [A-6],
dT -aD
dr~ kM

0"~x
(0 + yy

dy
dr

.

(

where
T=^ -

(A-22)

(A-23)
00
dk,

(A-24)

The fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficients are evaluated for sodium-flooded/voided
cases. It is estimated to vary as 0.11T ~]M for the sodium-voided case, whereas it varies
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as 0.107 143 in the case of the sodium-flooded core [A-10]. The Doppler coefficient
does not show any substantial change with burnup. It results in between -0.002 and 0.003, but close to -0.003, in the broad range above the melting temperature.
A.2.5 Numerical Analysis
In previous sections , a set of differential equations were established in terms of
dimensionless variables, taking into account the reactivity feedback due to the Doppler
effect as well as core disassembly in the framework of the Modified Bethe-Tait methods.
Rewriting Eq.(A-l) into the dimensionless form likewise, we obtain the equation for
energy density
d 2v
^

dy
^

=0

(A-25)

with the initial conditions

= i , r(O) =

dr

(A-26)

dr

which, together with Eqs.(A-18), (A-19) and (A-21), constitute a complete set of
equations to have a unique solution of the problem. Starting with the initial conditions,
the above equations can be numerically integrated using the Runge-Kutta method on a
digital computer. The integration is continued until the reactor power falls below a
preset value.

A.3 KALIMER Reactor Core Model
The KALIMER core system is designed to generate 392MWt of power. The
reference core utilizes a heterogeneous core configuration with driver fuel and internal
blanket zones alternately loaded in the radial direction. As shown in Fig. A-2, the core
consists of 48 driver fuel assemblies, 18 internal blankets, 6 control rods, 1 ultimate
shutdown system (USS) assembly self-actuated by a Curie point electromagnet, 6 gas
expansion modules (GEMs), and is surrounded by layers of 48 radial blanket assemblies,
48 reflector assemblies, 126 shield assemblies, and 54 in-vessel storage (IVS) of fuel
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assemblies, in an annular configuration. There are no upper or lower axial blankets
surrounding the core. The reference core has an active core height of 120 cm and a
radial equivalent diameter (including control rods) of 172 cm [6-10].
The driver fuel assembly includes 271 fuel pins. The fuel pins are made of sealed HT-9
tubing containing metal fuel slug of U-Pu-10%Zr in columns. The driver fuel and
blanket have smeared densities of 75% and 85%, respectively. The power fractions for
the driver fuel, inner blanket and radial blanket at the beginning of the equilibrium cycle
(BOEC) are 0.773, 0.093 and 0.121, respectively. The power fractions of the internal
blankets significantly increase with burnup and, consequently, the location of the peak
linear power shifts from the inner driver fuel zone to the innermost internal blanket
region. The peaking factor is close to 1.5, which provides a basis for using the powershape factor q of 0.6 in this study. The peak linear power is 286.5 W/cm, which is
equivalent to a specific power of about 60 W per gram of fuel. It is assumed, as a base
case of this study, that the hypothetical meltdown process involves the central 18
assemblies including 6 inner blankets and 12 inner driver fuel assemblies. Whole-core
meltdown is also considered for completeness' sake. Tablel lists the KALIMER reactor
parameters used in this study for the base cases and whole- core meltdown cases as well.
A.4 Analysis Results
A number of calculations have been performed to analyze the hypothetical superprompt-critical power excursion of KALIMER for various Doppler constants as a
function of reactivity insertion rates using the formalism described in the previous
sections and the reactor parameters listed in Table A-l. It is assumed in line with the
Bethe-Tait model that the step reactivity equivalent to a ramp reactivity insertion is
initially provided to drive the power excursion. Table A-2 shows the results for the peak
values of energy generation density and pressure for reactivity insertion rates in the
range of 10 to 100 dollars per second, with three different values of Doppler constants
considered; aD = 0(no Doppler effect), -0.001 and -0.002. The results with the
cases of aD equal to -0.003 are not included in Table A-2, because in no case does the
energy density go beyond the boiling point of the core.
A few observations can be made from Table 2 as follows; Without the
considered, the excursions are terminated, regardless of the reactivity
assumed in this study, with fairly large energy releases of 1.66
accompanying strong pressure risesfin the range of a few tens
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Doppler effect
insertion rates
to 2.67 KJ/g
of thousands

atmosphere)for quite a short time, with the core in the single-phase liquid region. The
power typically rises a few times of the initial value and rapidly drops down below the
order of JO'5 of the initial value in one or two hundred microseconds, once the core
disassembly starts to work, as can be seen in Fig.A-3. As with the Bethe-Tait method,
the results of the magnitudes of pressure and energy release are weakly dependent on
the reactivity inserted.
We can also see from the table the significant influences of the Doppler effect on the
power excursion, even with a low value of the Doppler constant. The effects are more
pronounced with the excursions initiated by low rates of reactivity insertion. The peak
powers are considerably reduced near to the level of the initial values and pressure
rises dramatically drop down. For the Doppler constant of -0.002 taken as the
reference value for KALIMER in this study , the power excursions are terminated even
before the core reaches the assumed energy density of the boiling point(0.8KJ/g) for
reactivity insertion rates up to 50 $/s. The reactor would shutdown without any
significant energy release.
With the reactivity insertion rates assumed above 50$/s, the energy densities at the peak
location of the core go over the boiling point but stays well below the threshold value of
the solid liquid region, which is assumed 1.44KJ/g in this study. Only the peak spot of
the core would boil, whereas most area of the core would be in the pre-boiling liquid
state. The power initially increases by up to 20-40 % of the initial value and gradually
decreases due to the Doppler feedback, before the peak location of the core boils. As
the fuel vapor generated there fill some of the voids left out of sodium coolant, the
pressure gradually rises, while the power continues to be in decline under the influence
of Doppler feedback. The core dispersion would be then with the fuel of low energy
density driven by much lower pressure acting for much longer times, the extent of
which depends on the specific reactivity insertion rates.
Figures A-3 and A-4 compare the influence of Doppler reactivity feedback on the
increase of normalized power and energy generation density, respectively, during the
excursions initiated by the reactivity insertion rate of 100$/s. We can see that, as the
magnitude of the Doppler constant gets larger, the longer the excursion lasts and both
the power rise and energy generation density decrease. In case of the Doppler constant 0.002, power excursion is terminated by a gradual fuel dispersion or a mild explosion,
with an energy generation density of 1.10 KJ/g and a pressure of 300 atm. at the core
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center. The total energy release is estimated to be 1,840 MJ for the base case.
Considering that the thermal energy converted into the work energy is in the range of a
few per cent for a isentropic expansion of fuel vapor to 1 atmosphere, the maximum
work energy available for mechanical damage is expected far less than 500 MJ, the
design limit of the reactor vessel of KALIMER. Even in the case of whole-core
meltdown , the work energy is expected to be below the design limit of the reactor
vessel.
A limited scope of parametric studies was also performed to investigate the sensitivity
of the results of our study. Power (or energy) shape factor, q ,is among the reactor
parameters which considerably affect the results of power excursions. The smaller the
value of q, the flatter the power distribution will be and, hence, resulting in a higher
energy release. With the value of q assumed to be 0.3, reduced by half from the
reference value 0.6, the energy density at the core center resulted in 1.22 KJ/g. The
peak-spot energy density increases by only about 10%, but the total energy by 40% or
so from the base case. Other reactor parameters do not greatly affect the observations
made above on the results of our study.
A.5 Conclusions
A simple methodology was developed to investigate the core kinetics and
hydraulic behavior during the super-prompt critical power excursion induced by the
ramp reactivity insertion, starting at the time that the sodium-voided core reaches the
melting temperature of the metallic fuels. The equations of state of the pressure-energy
density relationship were derived for the saturated- vapor as well as the solid liquid of
metallic uranium fuel, and implemented into the formulations of the disassembly
reactivity. Mathematical formulations were then developed, in the framework of the
Modified Bethe-Tait method , in a form relevant to utilize the improved equations of
state as well as to consider the Doppler effects. Using the numerical program developed,
scoping analyses were performed for the KALIMER core behavior during super-prompt
critical excursions induced by various reactivity insertion rates up to 100 $/s, which are
considered the upper limit of ramp rates due to fuel compaction.
Significant influences of the Doppler effect on the power excursion were confirmed,
particularly with that initiated by the lower rates of reactivity insertion. Without the
Doppler effect, the excursions are terminated, regardless of the assumed reactivity rates,
with fairly large energy releases accompanyins strong pressure rises for quite a short
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time, with the core in the single-phase liquid region. . The peak powers are considerably
reduced near to the level of the initial values and pressure rises dramatically drop
down. For the Doppler constant of-0.002 taken as the reference value for KALIMER in
this study , the power excursions are terminated even before the core reaches the
assumed energy density of the boiling point(0.8KJ/g) for reactivity insertion rates up to
50 $/s. With the reactivity insertion rates above 50$/s, the energy densities at the peak
location of the core go over the boiling point but stays well below the threshold value of
the solid liquid region. In the upper-limit case of the 100$/s reactivity insertion rate, the
power excursion is terminated by a gradual fuel dispersion or mild explosion over the
extended duration, with the core center remaining at an energy density of 1.1 KJ/g
The total energy release is estimated to be 1,840 MJ for the base case. Considering that
the thermal energy converted into the work energy is in the range of a few per cent for a
isentropic expansion of fuel vapor to 1 atmosphere, the maximum work energy available
for mechanical damage is expected far less than 500 MJ, the design limit of the reactor
vessel of KALIMER. Even in the case of whole-core meltdown, the work energy is
expected to be below the design limit of the reactor vessel
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Table A-l
Reactor Parameters of KALIMER

Reactor
Parameters

U-Pu-Zr

Core

Base Case
18-Assemblies
1.004xl0"3
0.6
2xlO~7
0.035
49.7

Whole Core
Case
1.030xl0"3
0.6
2xlO" 7
0.035
77.8

Volume Fraction(%)
Fuel Slug
Coolant
Structure
Core Density

32.16
42.53
25.31

29.75
42.91
27.34

Pkyd (g/cm 3 )

7.17

6.64

5.36

4.70

2.60

9.23

q
I (sec)
b (cm)

Pc

(g

/cm3

)

Fuel Loading(MT)
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Table A-2
Calculation of Energy, Pressures and Powers at the Core Center for
Various DopplerConstants and Reactivity Insertion Rates
Ramp
Rate
($/s)

^max

($)

10

0.097

20

0.145

30

0.184

40

0.217

50

0.246

60

0.273

80

0.321

100

0.363

0.0
1.66 w
13.10(2)
4.93 (3)
1.92
28.56
5.55
2.08
38.12
6.00
2.20
45.40
6.34
2.30
51.43
6.65
2.39
56.66
6.90
2.54
65.60
7.31
2.67
73.25
7.65

Doppler Constant(orZ))
-0.002
- 0.001
0.67
0.001
1.19
0.90
0.063
1.30
1.08
0.248
1.41
1.23
0.855
1.63
1.36
2.18
1.63
1.47
4.36
1.74
1.66
13.39
1.99
1.83
23.36
2.25

0.48
0.001
1.09
0.57
0.001
1.13
0.65
0.001
1.18
0.72
0.001
1.21
0.79
0.001
1.24
0.86
0.045
1.28
0.98
0.115
1.34
1.10
0.30
1.41

Note: (1) the first line of each column lists energy density
in KJ/g at the peak location of the core, and
(2) second line shows peak-spot pressure in Kbar,
(3) third line showing the ratio of maximum power
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Abstract (15-20 Lines)
This report, which summarizes the result of preliminary conceptual design
activities during Phase 1, follows the format of safety analysis report. The
purpose of publishing this report is to gather all of the design information
developed so far in a systematic way so that KALIMER designers have a
common source of the consistent design information necessary for their future
design activities. This report will be revised and updated as design changes
occur and more detailed design specification is developed during Phase 2.
Chapter 1 describes the KALIMER Project. Chapter 2 includes the top level
design requirements of KALIMER and general plant description. Chapter 3
summarizes the design of structures, components, equipment and systems.
Specific systems and safety analysis results are described in the remaining
chapters. Appendix on the HCDA evaluation is attached at the end of this
report.
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